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Wegdwalend in toekomstbeelden, 
heb ik me meermaals afgevraagd of ik de eindmeet wel zou halen. 
Startend vanuit niets, 
leek het verwezenlijken van een doctoraat een onrealiseerbare droom. 
 
Geen magische toverstok om het doctoraat in een armzwaai te doen verschijnen, 
maar eerder een lange tocht van zoeken, proberen, ontdekken en leren, 
gedreven door wilskracht, volharding, eigenzinnigheid en frustratietolerantie. 
 
Zonder het lichtpunt in de duisternis uit het oog te verliezen, 
construeerden zich over de jaren heen disciplineoverschrijdende puzzelstukken, 
elkeen, transgene gewassen belichtend vanuit een verschillend perspectief. 
Aftastend en stapsgewijs, 
leverden vruchtvolle en leerrijke samenwerkingen een caleidoscopisch beeld op, 
als weerspiegeling van de onderzochte complexiteit. 
Hard labeur draaide uit in prettig samenwerken, 
maar soms ook weer niet. 
 
Samengebundeld in boekvorm, 
zijn mijn schrijfsels nu rijp om het stof op te vangen in één of andere boekenkast. 
Geen schokkende ontdekkingen en vaststellingen te bespeuren aan de horizon, 
maar wel een persoonlijke verrijking. 
Voor buitenstaanders een nutteloze bezigheid die de mensheid geen stap vooruithielp, 
maar die mijn bestaan de laatste drie jaren gedeeltelijk zin gaf en rechtvaardigde. 
Na veel gezwoeg, geploeter en gezweet, 
verschaffen losser bevestigde oogkleppen me voorgoed een bredere kijk op de wereld. 
 
Nu de eindmeet in handbereik is, en een droom tot vervulling komt, 
dringt de tijd van een terugblik aan. 
 
Het is omgeven door deskundigen van diverse pluimage, 
dat ik mijn eerste onwennige stappen aflegde in de wereld der wetenschappen, 
waarvoor mijn eindeloze en eeuwige dankbaarheid. 
 
De grenzeloze liefde en blijvende steun van mijn geliefd chouKE, mamske, papke, 
Axoul, Chocolotte, Minus, schatje, onze-tot-nu-toe-nog-steeds-enige-toffe-schoonzus, 
de hartverwarmende levensvreugde van Kikidou, Flieter, Motie en Gilouboux, 
de positieve stralen van op een afstand toekijkende prachtmensen à la Suzy en Costi, 
hielden me op het rechte pad in momenten van twijfel. 
 
Genoeg gepalaver, want de tijd van voortploegen is aangebroken,  
ditmaal in warmere en zonnigere oorden. 
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1.1 FROM FORAGERS TO GENETIC MODIFICATION IN A GENOMIC ERA 
 
Because plants are a fundamental constituent of the human diet, either as a direct 
source of nutrients, or indirectly as feed for animals, agricultural advances have played 
a crucial role in ensuring food security, in meeting feedstock demands, and in providing 
various benefits to society at large. Over the last few centuries, scientific and 
technological advancements in agriculture have improved the reliability and quality of 
the world food and feed supply, allowing fewer farmers to feed more and more people 
with less labour. The whole package of genetically improved varieties, irrigation, 
fertilisers, pesticides and tillage operations has revolutionised agriculture. 

Throughout the history of plant breeding, various new techno-scientific 
approaches have been used to develop and select new gene combinations for 
improving the performance of plants. Initially, wild plants with useful characteristics 
were gathered and cultivated, leading eventually to their domestication. In this 
domestication process, preferential characteristics observed in the phenotypes of wild 
plant individuals or spontaneous variants were selected and reproduced. This gradual 
evolution allowed former foragers to increasingly control when, where, and in what 
quantities food plants were grown, rather than to depend upon the vagaries of nature. 
This evolution went together with the adoption of a more sedentary lifestyle.  

Ever since, through the selection of observable phenotypes, farmers and plant 
breeders have been modifying the underlying genotype of plants to adapt them to 
human needs (e.g. more favourable characteristics in terms of yield and in terms of 
agronomic, nutritional and/or processing quality). By performing wide crosses and 
extensive backcrosses, new traits have been introgressed into food crops. More 
recently, plant cell and tissue culture techniques have allowed obtaining fertile 
generations from normally sterile crossings, which enabled the transfer of desired traits 
between crops and more distantly related plant species. The problem of desired traits 
lacking within a plant species or within distantly related plant species has been 
overcome through chemical and irradiation mutagenesis, which induces mutants with 
the desired characteristics. Chemicals not only have been used to generate new 
mutations, but also to double a plant’s chromosomes. This facilitates the hybridisation 
of varieties that would not naturally cross-breed. With the fusion of protoplasts, somatic 
hybridisation between sexually incompatible individuals also has become possible. 

Since the 1980s, genetic modification has provided a new means of generating 
mutants, which simultaneously overcomes the barrier of species. Genetic modification 
allows inserting a well-identified and subsequently isolated gene into the crop genome, 
in turn generating transgenic plants with the desired trait. Due to the large pool of 
possible genes available to plant breeders, genetic modification offered promising 
opportunities for the incorporation of genes into crop plants. Genes with desired 
characteristics no longer had to belong to the same species as the recipient, but could 
come from biologically unrelated species. 
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With molecular markers, molecular biology has provided another powerful 
biotechnological tool to support breeding programmes. Because these markers are 
located in or are very closely linked to genes that express desired traits, marker-
assisted selection and backcrossing can facilitate the direct selection of target genes in 
individuals or populations. Accordingly, today, the focus in publications on plant 
breeding is mostly on genes and genotypes. Because genes can be selected, either 
directly or indirectly, the selection of desired traits is no longer solely carried out 
through observable phenotypes, but also became genotype-based. 

In the current era of gene sequencing, mapping, molecular genetics and 
genomics, the knowledge about plant genes, genomes and their biological functions is 
continuously refined. Although many of the desired traits are under the control of 
multiple genes that exhibit a complex set of interactions with both each other and the 
environment, the ultimate goal is to identify the location, function and the most desired 
alleles of each gene, and to use markers for the selection of desired genes in breeding 
programmes. Assuming that plants and phenotypes are causally determined by their 
genotype, a refined knowledge about the genotype might in principle allow constructing 
an ideal genotype. Improved plants and phenotypes would then ensue from the ideally 
constructed genotype. 

However, in reality, the correspondence between the ideally constructed 
genotype and phenotype shows some flexibility and plasticity. Multiple phenotypes can 
be conditioned by a single genotype, whilst multiple genotypes can give rise to the 
same phenotype. This reflects the embedment of genes in a complex dynamic system, 
which is influenced by its environment. Therefore, it is the association of both breeding 
based on experimental field work and biotechnology-based tools that is needed to 
make further progress in plant breeding. Only when both approaches are used in 
association, plant breeding might continue to contribute to the needs of an ever-
expanding human population, and might take pace with the decreasing area of 
available arable land and water. Because both approaches – either focussing on the 
parts or the whole of the system – complement one another, their association might 
offer promising possibilities for agriculture, nutrition, industry, and even for medicine. 

The next generation of genetically modified (GM) plants, which is currently under 
study or in the development pipeline, provides a first glance at the anticipated 
possibilities. This upcoming generation of GM plants might increase crop yield, improve 
resistance to biotic and abiotic stresses, enhance food and nutrient security, target 
health benefits, reduce diet-related diseases, increase amenability for bio-processing, 
clean up toxic substances present in soils, or might produce industrial, pharmaceutical 
and veterinarian compounds. 

Despite the enthousiasm and claimed potential of the use of genetic modification 
in plant breeding, only few GM crop events have attained commercial status yet. Since 
the commercial introduction of the first generation of GM crops in 1995, only two types 
of traits have had a significant impact on agriculture: herbicide and insect resistance. In 
2006, herbicide resistance continued to be the most dominant transgenic trait, with 
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approximately 81 million ha of GM crops (81% of the global GM crop area) bearing the 
trait alone (68%) or stacked with Bacillus thuringiensis (Bt) toxin genes for insect 
resistance. Since 1995, the area planted with GM crops has increased dramatically, 
exceeding the barrier of 100 million ha1, with more than 10 million farmers adopting 
them in 2006. According to James (2006), 60% of the 100 million hectares was planted 
with soybean, followed by maize (25%), cotton (13%) and oilseed rape (5%).  

Still, there is an important disparity between anticipated and available GM crops 
and products on the market. Another disparity holds between the global and European 
commercial adoption rate of the first generation of GM crops. Compared to the global 
situation, the adoption rate has been slow in the European Union (EU). Although the 
cultivation area of GM maize exceeded the barrier of the 100000 hectares for the first 
time in 2007, transgenic maize in the EU only accounts for 2% of the total EU maize 
cultivation area, compared to 75% in the US. This is generally attributed to societal 
scepticism, and to complex and lengthy regulatory procedures. The advent of GM 
crops and their corresponding agro-food products have aroused strong societal 
concerns over health and environmental safety, economic and socio-ethical 
considerations. Several incidents, with high media coverage, have fostered public 
distrust in expert systems, especially in the agro-food sector. In the late 1990s, this 
societal opposition has even contributed to a de facto moratorium on the 
commercialisation of new GM crop events during which the legal frame has been 
deeply revised in order to restore public and market confidence. 

 
 

1.2 GENERAL STRUCTURE AND RESEARCH QUESTIONS 
 

As with the adoption of any new technology, agricultural biotechnology applications are 
predicted to provide not only benefits, but also to generate new environmental and 
social challenges. Such challenges hardly ever belong to a single discipline. Rather, 
they come into existence in a complex frame in which, next to natural and technical 
sciences, also socio-economic sciences are at play. To adequately cope with the 
complexity and interdependency of aspects at play, in this PhD thesis, an 
interdisciplinary approach is followed. 

The move beyond the confines of a single discipline is attempted by placing the 
consequences due to the adoption of GM crops and agro-food products in different 
perspectives: part I covers the socio-ethical and legal context; in part II the focus is on 
the agro-ecological (hereafter: environmental) context; whilst part III places GM crops 
in a sustainability context (Fig. 1.1). Accordingly, different windows are provided 
through which the impact of adopting GM crops and agro-food products is looked at. 
Shedding light upon different dimensions of GM crops permits to fit each window within 
the broader context of sustainability.  

                                                 
1 For comparison, this is about twice the national land surface of Spain. 
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Figure 1.1. Tripartite structure of this PhD thesis in which the impact of GM crops and their 

corresponding agro-food products is placed in a (1) socio-ethical and legal, (2) 
agro-ecological, and (3) sustainability context. The agro-ecological part is 
structured around three case studies. 

 
 
In the following section of this PhD thesis, research questions (hereafter: RQi) are 
formulated. Each research question is preceded by a brief scene setting. 
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1.2.1 Part I – socio-ethical and legal context 
 
Chapter 2 – Ethics in the societal debate: a (re)quest for Sense and Sensibility 
The use of GM crops has been contested like never before in the EU. What started out 
as a concern about safety and risks, soon intersected with important discussions about 
ethics, economics, politics and cultural values. Based on a historical overview, 
chapter 2 looks at the evolution and developments of agro-food biotechnology within 
their socio-ethical and legal context.  

First, it is assessed how genetic modification aroused considerable societal 
opposition. Special attention is paid to the European situation. 
 
(RQ1) How are diverse actors and concerns at play in the debate on transgenic 

organisms? 
 
Because legal frames are a product of science and technology interacting with society, 
secondly, it is investigated how the EU legal frame on GM agro-food products deals 
with the diversity of societal concerns at play. Considering how advancements in agro-
food biotechnology induced strong societal opposition, it is studied how this opposition 
contributed to shape the EU regulatory frame on GM crops and agro-food products. 

Both societal concerns and diversely interpreted legal criteria are inferred as 
signalling a request – and even a quest – to integrate more explicitly the ‘broader-than-
scientific’ dimension of the actual risk analysis. Therefore, it is also analysed whether 
any integration of ‘non-scientific’ concerns in the restyled legal frame succeeded in 
taking societal concerns seriously and which societal concerns currently fall out of the 
regulatory scope. Theoretically, legal evolutions contribute in increasing public trust, as 
a result of which techno-scientific progress would gain public and market support. 
However, it remains to be seen whether the dark clouds gathered over the first 
generation of GM crops dissipated with the deep revision of the EU regulatory frame. 
 
(RQ2) Will the restyled EU regulatory frame be helpful in restoring public confidence 

in experts’ decisions and agricultural biotechnology applications? 
(RQ3) How can be moved into the direction of a socially more robust risk analysis? 
 
Chapter 3 – EU regulatory frame 
In the third chapter, the restyling of the EU regulatory frame on GM crops and agro-
food products is studied in depth, as it enables to assess how law is used to regulate 
techno-scientific advancements in genetic modification. On the one hand, it clarifies the 
conditions under which agro-food biotechnology is allowed to develop, and under which 
GM crops and agro-food products are allowed to be used in the EU. In view of the 
potential socio-economic and environmental benefits resulting from the adoption of new 
technologies, policies might foster innovation. Due to the creation of prosperity and 
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welfare, novel agricultural technologies can be regarded with optimism. However, civil 
society may also want to have them treated with caution, because of potential 
uncertainties and failures. Accordingly, legal frames have to ensure that potential risks 
related to the use of agro-food biotechnology are properly managed without hampering 
techno-scientific progress. By reflecting societal values, legal criteria dictate acceptable 
levels of morals and ethics in which agro-food biotechnology can operate. 

On the other hand, studying the evolution of the regulatory frame enables to 
pinpoint which newly enforced legal requirements might generate new challenges for 
their practical implementation. Because scientists and technical experts might provide 
the solutions needed to some of the encountered challenges, they do play both the role 
of a troublemaker and potential rescuer. Newly endorsed legal requirements entailing 
challenges for their implementation are studied in depth. 

To assess how agro-food biotechnology is managed and to pinpoint current legal 
challenges, a detailed analysis of basic laws that regulate most of the uses of GM 
crops is provided within two time bands. The first time band covers the period of time 
before the de facto moratorium (1990-1999), whilst the second time band focuses on 
the time period during the de facto moratorium (1999-2004). 
 
(RQ4) How are agricultural biotechnology applications regulated in the EU and which 

legal requirements might entail challenges for their implementation? 
 
 

1.2.2 Part II – agro-ecological context 
 
The commercialisation of GM crops in the EU raises various concerns about their 
potential agro-ecological impacts. Since not all the possible environmental impacts can 
be studied into detail in this PhD thesis, focus is put on three case studies. The 
selection of these case studies is based on new legal requirements and personal 
interests. 

In the first two case studies, the processes of vertical gene flow and their 
environmental consequences are at the core of the investigations. Due to the recent 
legal enforcement of post-environmental monitoring and of a co-existence policy in the 
EU, the importance of vertical gene flow has received renewed attention.  

Oilseed rape (Brassica napus) and maize (Zea mays) are taken as valuable 
study objects. Oilseed rape, because it is described as one of the crops with a high 
potential for vertical gene flow: genes are easily dispersed by wind and/or insects to 
neighbouring fields, or to cross-compatible wild/weedy relatives. Seeds of oilseed rape 
may persist viably for long periods in the soil, and seed spillage prior and during 
harvest can lead to the occurrence of volunteers in subsequent oilseed rape. As such, 
oilseed rape fulfils many of the conditions that are essential for successful vertical gene 
flow. Moreover, oilseed rape is a common seed crop in most of northern Europe, and 
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genetically modified herbicide resistant (GMHR) oilseed rape has been grown for a 
number of years (e.g. since 1995 in Canada) such that certain consequences have 
been studied or can be realistically estimated.  

Although maize has a lower potential for vertical gene flow than oilseed rape, it is 
a very representative study object. Not only is maize a major crop in Belgium, it is also 
anticipated that maize will be the first GM crop to be cultivated commercially in 
Belgium. Nowadays (status December 2007), 75 maize varieties derived from the 
transgenic MON810 event are registered in the common catalogue of varieties of 
agricultural plant species, and some of these varieties have been grown in some 
European regions. From a legal point of view, farmers have the possibility to grow GM 
maize, if they want to. However, most of the registered GM maize varieties are from 
Spanish and French origin, and thus unsuitable for cultivation in Belgium. Moreover, 
due to very low infection pressure of the European and Mediterranean corn borer, 
Belgian farmers might not benefit from the cultivation of the insect resistant MON810 
hybrids. Nevertheless, an increase in pest status of corn borers can not be excluded, 
as climate change may stimulate northward range expansion or accelerate population 
build up. 

The third case study focuses on novel herbicide regimes associated to the 
cultivation of GMHR maize. Herbicide regimes used in current maize do not always 
provide consistent season-long control. For this reason, GMHR maize might be 
valuable to farmers, and be the first transgenic crop to be effectively adopted in 
Belgium. With the potential adoption of GMHR maize, changes in patterns of herbicide 
use are predicted. Novel herbicide regimes are expected to substitute for a set of 
currently used herbicides, which might alter the environmental footprint from crop 
production. Due to the EU agricultural policy that is moving from supporting agricultural 
production towards the promotion of environmental benefits, assessing the 
environmental impact of novel herbicide regimes associated to the cultivation of GMHR 
maize is becoming an important issue in the EU. 

 
Chapter 4 – Assessment and management of environmental impacts 
If authorisations for commercial release are granted, it is anticipated that the sound 
integration of GMHR oilseed rape in the EU will require additional on-farm and off-farm 
management efforts, especially if the co-existence between oilseed rape cropping 
systems is to be ensured. This raises questions about the processes, consequences 
and management of vertical gene flow in oilseed rape. Therefore, the potential avenues 
for vertical gene flow, their potential environmental consequences and best on-farm 
and off-farm practices to minimise vertical gene flow are considered, as well as the 
challenges that these management measures may entail in practice. 
 
(RQ5) What are the potential avenues for vertical gene flow in oilseed rape? 
(RQ6) What on-farm and off-farm measures can be taken to minimise vertical gene 

flow? 
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Chapter 5 – Post-market monitoring of wild/weedy relatives 
Because vertical gene flow from GM oilseed rape towards certain cross-compatible 
wild/weedy relatives of oilseed rape is a virtual certainty and might be difficult to 
manage on-farm, monitoring the consequences of vertical gene flow is becoming 
crucial in order to detect any potential adverse effects. Post-market monitoring might 
act as an early warning system and serve to confirm the absence of potential adverse 
effects. However, to identify and evaluate any environmental change that lies outside of 
the expected variation, the baseline state of the receiving environment needs to be 
well-known. Otherwise, unusual changes in the population of wild/weedy relatives 
might not be detected. Within this context, it is first assessed whether all wild/weedy 
relatives of oilseed rape occurring in Belgium are equally susceptible to be cross-
fertilised by oilseed rape. 
 
(RQ7) Are all wild/weedy relatives of oilseed rape equally susceptible to be affected 

by vertical gene flow from oilseed rape? 
 
Thereafter, it is evaluated if the quality of existing data on the distribution and 
abundance of oilseed rape wild/weedy relatives in Belgium is sufficient to be effectively 
used in the environmental post-market monitoring. 
 
(RQ8) Could existing data on the distribution and abundance of oilseed rape 

wild/weedy relatives feed into the environmental post-market monitoring of GM 
oilseed rape? 

 
Chapter 6 – Defining isolation perimeter widths 
With the adoption of a co-existence policy in the EU, the development of legal frames 
that orchestrate a peaceful co-existence between GM, conventional and organic crop 
productions became, especially for maize, a big challenge. To ensure the co-existence 
between maize cropping systems and to keep the adventitious presence of GM 
material due to cross-fertilisations in the harvest of neighbouring maize below the 
established tolerance thresholds, it is investigated which on-farm measures can be 
proposed by national and/or regional authorities. 
 
(RQ9) What on-farm measures can be taken to limit the levels of cross-fertilisation 

between neighbouring maize fields? 
 
Considering that maize is a cross-pollinated crop relying on wind for the dispersal of its 
pollen, spatially isolating GM maize fields from non-GM maize ones is a robust on-farm 
measure to ensure the co-existence between maize cropping systems. However, the 
next pertinent question is to define how far maize fields have to be separated from one 
another.  
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(RQ10) What are the appropriate isolation perimeter widths to maintain the 
adventitious content of GM material in the harvest of neighbouring non-GM 
maize fields due to cross-fertilisations below the established tolerance 
threshold? 

 
Preliminary data suggest that various biological, physical and analytical parameters 
play a role in the study of cross-fertilisation in maize. This variability is expected to 
hamper the comparison between research results, and to complicate the definition of 
appropriate isolation perimeters in order to limit out-crossing. Therefore, the relevance 
of various parameters that affect the levels of cross-fertilisation between neighbouring 
maize fields is analysed. 
 
(RQ11) What factors affect the levels of cross-fertilisation due to pollen flow between 

neighbouring maize fields? 
 
Chapter 7 – Feasibility of isolation perimeters 
Apart from defining optimal isolation perimeter widths for ensuring the co-existence 
between maize cropping systems, it is important to know whether these isolation 
perimeters can be implemented in practice. Using various hypothetical scenarios in 
different maize cultivation areas in Flanders, the feasibility of implementing mandatory 
and rigid isolation perimeters around GM maize fields is investigated under real 
agricultural conditions. Factors that might affect the feasibility to implement isolation 
perimeters are explored through the testing of various scenarios. Thereby, a bottom-up 
approach is followed to quantify the numbers and/or proportions of non-GM maize 
fields and their corresponding farmers that fall within the implemented isolation 
perimeters. 
 
(RQ12) What factors affect the feasibility to implement isolation perimeters? 
 
Based on factors that affect the feasibility to implement mandatory and rigid isolation 
perimeters, it is studied how spatial interference (hereafter: spatial co-existence 
problems) due to isolation perimeters could be reduced. Observations made are 
translated into spatial co-existence recommendations. 
 
(RQ13) How can spatial co-existence problems be minimised? 
 
Chapter 8 – Searching for optimal field allocations 
Contrary to the previous approach, a top-down approach is explored in which farmers 
act in collaboration to keep spatial co-existence problems at a minimum. Thereby, it is 
assumed that some farmers who intend to grow GM maize would pool all their arable 
land for the cultivation of GM maize. Because GM maize growers will be advised 
against the cultivation of GM maize in Flanders, when spatial interference with 
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neighbouring farmers cannot be excluded and when mutual agreement cannot be 
reached, farmers who adopt GM maize will have to adapt their cropping intentions and 
crop plants to those of non-GM maize farmers. Therefore, a method is developed to 
optimally allocate GM maize within the shared pool of arable land.  
 
(RQ14) Can spatial co-existence problems be reduced by optimally allocating GM 

maize? 
 
Chapter 9 – Environmental impact of herbicide regimes used in maize cropping 
systems 
When switching from current crops to GMHR crops, changes in the environmental 
footprint from crop production are expected due to the adoption of novel management 
practices. To test whether the adoption of GMHR maize will induce benefits for the 
environment, the environmental impact of various herbicide regimes used with GMHR 
and non-GMHR maize is compared. 
 
(RQ15) Are herbicide regimes used with GMHR maize more environmentally friendly 

than those used in current maize? 
 
 

1.2.3 Part III – sustainability context 
 
Chapter 10 – General conclusions and perspectives 
By integrating the previously addressed facets, an attempt is made to place the impact 
of adopting agro-food biotechnology in a larger context of sustainability. As such, it is 
explored whether agro-food biotechnology intersected with a wider debate about 
sustainable agriculture and if its adoption will enable constructing a sustainable system 
of crop production (part III). 
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2.1 GENETICALLY MODIFIED ORGANISMS: A SOCIETAL DEBATE BETWEEN 

SENSE AND SENSIBILITY 
 
The societal debate about genetically modified organisms (GMOs) has a history of 
more than three decades. Initially, in the early 1970s, scientists evaluated mainly the 
riskiness of the then newly developed recombinant DNA (r-DNA) technique that 
allowed the development of GMOs. From then onwards, this internal questioning 
became a social debate that gradually and largely extended in scope of actors involved 
and concerns addressed. This extension took its most extreme form in the EU. Here, 
by 1999, a growing societal opposition towards GM agro-food products contributed to 
the installation of a de facto moratorium on the commercialisation of new GMOs, and to 
the implementation of one of the most stringent process-based regulatory regimes 
worldwide. 

In reference to research using large cross-European focus groups, Marris (2001) 
concluded that ‘the public’ generally is ambivalent about agro-food biotechnology, 
because it simultaneously recognises positive and negative dimensions of this 
technology. Although the de facto moratorium was abandoned in 2004, at present the 
sceptical and/or ambivalent attitude of Europeans towards GM agro-food products still 
holds. This is reflected in the latest Eurobarometer survey, stating that “GM food is 
widely seen as not being useful, as morally unacceptable and as a risk for society” 
(Gaskell et al., 2006)2. This lasting sceptical and/or ambivalent attitude can be 
interpreted as signalling a request – and even a quest – of society for an evaluation of 
agro-food biotechnology with Sense and Sensibility. In other words, it is still searched 
for how to establish a move from a mere scientific evaluation towards a socially more 
robust one, in which societal issues are addressed in a more ‘sensible’ way, whilst 
making ‘sense’ of the different stances taken in the GMO debate (Levidow and Marris, 
2001; Jasanoff, 2003; Nowotny, 2003). 

An important aspect lying at the basis of this (re)quest is the difference in 
perception of risk between scientifically trained experts and lay people (Slovic, 1987; 
Wynne, 2001; Savadori et al., 2004). Experts tend to describe risk on grounds of strictly 
scientifically determined standards, whilst lay people rely on a less stringent concept of 
risk. In the GMO debate, lay people widely expand the concept of risk with various 
concerns, such as usefulness, socio-economic impacts, freedom of choice, 
unnaturalness of genetic modification, respect for nature, long-term consequences, 
                                                 
2 Antipathy towards genetic modification will not necessarily translate into consumer resistance 
to GM food. This is because “surveys place respondents in the role of citizens, who make 
judgments from society’s point of view, rather than consumers, who make actual purchase 
decisions” (Noussair et al., 2004). Consumers will not only let moral concerns determine their 
choices to buy or not GM agro-food products, but also price, packaging, availability, 
convenience of preparation and/or brand names (Brom, 2000). Even then, the acceptability of 
buying those products continues to show a large degree of heterogeneity within EU countries 
(Lusk et al., 2006; Spence and Townsend, 2006; Knight et al., 2007). 
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irreversibility of adverse effects, democracy, disparities between the industrialised 
world and the third world, incertitude, fallibility of experts, trust and/or sustainability of 
agriculture (Siegrist, 2000; Marris, 2001; Marris et al., 2001; Lassen et al., 2002; Shaw, 
2002; Verhoog et al., 2003; Cook et al., 2004; Frewer et al., 2004; Deckers, 2005; 
Madsen and Sandøe, 2005; Lassen and Jamison, 2006). Because ‘the public’ is not 
homogenous, variation in risk perception also exists between different countries and 
cultures, between different individuals within countries, and within different individuals 
at different times and within different contexts (Frewer et al., 2004). 

According to Slovic et al. (2004), in any perception of risk, there is a complex 
interplay between two ‘attraction poles’ of reason and emotion. While these two poles 
operate in parallel, they depend on each other. This complex interplay reminds of Jane 
Austin’s novel entitled ‘Sense and Sensibility’. Published in 1811, under the anonym 
‘By a Lady’, this novel describes the lives of two sisters, Marianna and Elinor. On the 
surface, these sisters seemingly represent two opposite poles: Marianna’s emotional 
and romantic nature represents the cult of ‘Sensibility’, whereas Elinor’s rationality 
represents the cult of ‘Sense’. However, just as much as the two sisters are next of kin, 
their natures/characters continually co-construct each other. The sisters thus symbolise 
a continuous and complex process of ‘giving sense to sensibility’, in which 
simultaneously ‘sensibility guides the making of sense’. Because of the pejorative 
connotation the concept of ‘emotion’ often carries (e.g. when criticism on science is 
dismissed as purely ‘emotional’), and because of the fact that in between emotion and 
reason many other concerns are at play, in this chapter, the metaphorical 
entanglement of Sense and Sensibility is used to stress the complex interplay between 
the various concerns playing in the societal debate on GMOs. 

Via a compact historical reconstruction, it is addressed (1) how r-DNA technology 
evolved in a dynamically changing context from laboratory science to society, (2) how 
various socio-economic and ethical concerns popped up along this change, drawing 
new actors in the front line of the debate, (3) how the expression and meaning of 
societal concerns evolved, and (4) how scientific objectives became intertwined with 
extra-scientific – socio-economic/commercial – objectives.  

Given the deep revision of the European regulatory frame on transgenic crops 
during the de facto moratorium, it is first investigated whether any integration of ‘non-
scientific’ concerns in the restyled legal frame succeeded in taking the (re)quest for 
Sense and Sensibility in risk analysis of GM agro-food products seriously. Thereby, it is 
considered to what extent the established regulatory frame, which became one of the 
most stringent regimes in the world, will be helpful in pacifying the conflict in the EU 
and which concerns currently fall out of the regulatory scope.  

Secondly, it is discussed how a similar restyling of science communication 
models led from a science literacy model towards engagement initiatives. 
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2.2 SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY BECOMING PUBLIC 
 
As argued by Beck (1992), scientific and technological advancements not only bring 
along unquestioned benefits, they also generate new uncertainties and failures. 
Because of this, and because of an ongoing complexification of what is considered a 
contemporary risk, scientific and technological developments have been the subject of 
societal controversies in various domains3. These controversies are indicative of the 
emergence of a ‘reflexive modernity’ whereby there is a growing awareness about the 
ways in which ‘techno-scientific progress’ affects the interests and values of society, 
and about which risks are imposed upon society. In scaling up scientific and 
technological developments beyond the confined limits of the laboratory, and in testing 
technology as a real-world experiment, this trend has been amplified. Techno-scientific 
developments are entering society more directly, exposing it at large to potential 
dangers (Krohn and Weyer, 1994; Levidow and Carr, 2007). As such, risk debates and 
controversies can be viewed as an expression of contending views on how potential 
risks should be anticipated, controlled and distributed, but also on how society should 
be organised. They can be seen as a reflection of differences in underlying values and 
ideals (e.g. about the sort of environment that should be protected, sustained or 
created, the future of agriculture). Because risk analysis approaches that form the 
knowledge basis for decision-making are challenged by growing incertitude, and often 
fail to properly integrate societal concerns and disputed values, Beck (1992) stated that 
modern reflexivity will lead to a growing distrust in scientific institutions and expert 
systems. According to Beck (1999), the public acknowledgement of shortcomings in 
the practice of scientific and technological developments opens a space for 
democratisation and broader societal involvement. Therefore, he and others plead for 

                                                 
3 During World War I, chemical developments raised public commotion due to the use of gases 
for military purposes. Strong criticism and public resistance arose with the application of nuclear 
physics for military and industrial goals (culminating in the nuclear bombing of Hiroshima and 
Nagasaki during World War II), and with the use of nuclear weapons as a dissuasive tool in the 
arms race during the Cold War.  
During the golden sixties, the growing societal awareness of the power, the excesses and the 
adverse side effects of scientific and technological advances resulted in a critical attitude 
towards these advances as witnessed by the ideological political and philosophical debates held 
on the role of science and technology in societies. In this period, the anti-war movement against 
Vietnam reached its culmination. Radical scientists created organisations like ‘Scientists and 
Engineers for Social and Political Action’ and the journal Science for the People in 1968. They 
criticised the US domestic and foreign policies, connected capitalism to the new military-
industrial complex, and promoted ‘science at the service of people’ instead of ‘science at the 
service of racism, sexism or exploitations’. 
During the Green Revolution, the productionist ideology of intensive high-input agriculture 
started to face criticism due to its environmental degradation and lack of sustainability. In her 
book Silent Spring that was published in 1962, Rachel Carson denounced the devastating and 
irrevocable hazards of the use of the pesticide DDT. 
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more openness, the involvement of a diversity of voices and opinions, and for 
inter/trans-disciplinary approaches in risk analysis (Funtowicz and Ravetz, 1994; Healy, 
1999; Power and McCarty, 2006; Welsh and Ervin, 2006; van der Sluijs, 2007). 

As a prefiguration of what is happening today, it is instructive to mention the 
industrial revolution, in which the replacement of manual labour by novel machinery 
raised huge controversy, especially among labourers. The Luddites’ actions4, for 
instance, not only intended to maintain living standards and conditions of labour, but 
also to keep access to and negotiation power about new technologies (Schot and Rip, 
1996). This illustrates that beside risks, controversies also encompass social, 
economic, cultural and institutional dimensions. 

In literature, the fascination of creating artificial life (or of ‘playing God’ and 
pushing nature beyond its limits) and the fear of its unintended and uncontrollable 
consequences have found a symbolical representation in the Frankenstein myth5. 
Nowadays, this myth survives in various GMO discourses, reflecting Shelley’s 
‘monster’ as a romantic prototype of modern biotechnology (Nielsen and Berg, 2001).  

 
 

2.3 RECOMBINANT DNA TECHNOLOGY IN THE 1970S 
 

2.3.1 Recombinant DNA technique in its socio-economic climate 
 
In general, whereas the golden sixties provided a flourishing socio-economic climate, 
the 1970s brought economic recession and major oil crises (1973, 1979 and 1980). 
This led to a strong public concern about the limited availability of natural resources on 
earth and about employment6. In this context, the r-DNA technique was developed 
(Cohen et al., 1973). The restriction enzymes of Escherichia coli, discovered by 
Herbert W. Boyer (Stanford University) carried the capacity to specifically cut DNA 
strands. At the same time, Stanley N. Cohen (University of California) developed a 

                                                 
4 The Luddites – named after their legendary leader Ned Ludd – organised various protest 
actions against this mechanisation process in the British textile industry in the early 1800s. 
5 The scientist Victor Frankenstein and his creature are the central figures in the novel 
Frankenstein or The Modern Prometheus by Mary G. Shelley, published in 1818. The story tells 
how Frankenstein brings to life a sewn-up mass of organs through the use of electricity, 
resulting in the creation of a ‘monster’. Being rejected by humans (and not receiving the 
necessary affection), the creature turns against his creator and murders his relatives. After a 
long pursuit between Frankenstein and his creature, Frankenstein succumbs to rage and 
exhaustion. Realising that now his own life has lost all meaning the creature commits suicide. 
6 The Limits of Growth of D.H. Meadows, D.L. Meadows, J.R. Randers and W.W. Behrens III, 
published in 1972, commissioned by the Club of Rome, pinpointed that economic growth could 
not indefinitely be supported due to the limited availability of natural resources on earth. Among 
other changes, this publication triggered a growing environmental awareness. 
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method to remove plasmids from bacterial cells and to reinsert them in other cells. 
Plasmids and bacterial viruses provided vehicles (or vectors) to carry foreign DNA into 
living cells. The combination of these two discoveries enabled Cohen and Boyer to cut 
and splice DNA segments in desired configurations, and to insert them in bacterial 
cells. This was the starting point for the r-DNA era, which made it possible to cut, splice 
and recombine DNA of different species, and therefore overcoming the species 
barrier7. This technique became known as ‘genetic transformation’ or ‘genetic 
modification’.  
 

2.3.2 Scientists and their concerns at Asilomar I 
 
From the very start, scientists themselves, working with the r-DNA technique, assessed 
this technique in terms of ‘fears’ and ‘possible risks’. This also was the case for the r-
DNA technique’s forerunner: the exchange of DNA between micro-organisms without 
the use of restriction enzymes. In 1971, the American biochemist Paul Berg and his 
team (Stanford University) infected E. coli with tumour-inducing viruses. As E. coli is a 
common intestinal bacterium in humans, the fear was that these malign viruses would 
spread more easily throughout the human body, changing cells from a normal to a 
cancerous state. Potential laboratory hazards whilst working with tumour-inducing 
viruses were specifically discussed by renowned scientists such as Berg and James 
Watson at the Asilomar Conference (California, US) on 24 January 1973. The 
discussion held paid attention to the safety of the laboratory workers themselves, but 
also covered the safety of the community living in the close neighbourhood of 
molecular biology laboratories. As such, “the discussion turned from consent of the 
laboratory worker to informed consent of the community” (Krimsky, 2005).  

At the ‘Gordon Conference on Nucleic Acids’ in June 1973, the critical attitude of 
scientists took a more collective turn (Krimsky, 2005). Attendants generally stressed 
the need to assess the safety of r-DNA research (Singer and Soll, 1973). Berg was 
asked to lead the newly formed Committee on Recombinant DNA Molecules of the 
National Academy of Sciences (NAS) in order to study the matter. In July 1974, the 
Committee proposed to install a voluntary moratorium on certain types of experiments 
as long as the hazards could not be properly evaluated or be prevented (Berg et al., 
1974). This call for a moratorium received media coverage, alerting members of the 
public and inducing the first public debates on the r-DNA technique and its applications 
(Hindmarsh and Gottweis, 2005). On demand of the Committee, the National Institutes 
of Health (NIH) established the first Recombinant DNA Advisory Committee in 
October 1974. 
 

                                                 
7 Due to the (near) universality of the genetic code, foreign DNA pieces can be expressed in 
about any host organism. 
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2.3.3 Societal concerns at Asilomar II  
 
The Committee also requested the NAS and the NIH to organise an international 
meeting of involved scientists to discuss appropriate and concrete ways to deal with 
the potential biohazards of r-DNA molecules and to review scientific progress in this 
research area. This conference took place in February 1975 and is known as ‘Asilomar 
II’. Similar to Asilomar I, safety issues formed the core of the discussion. Scientists 
feared that “microscopic Frankensteins [sic] would sneak out of the laboratory 
undetected” and “would threaten public health” (Barinaga, 2000). They speculated that 
“normally innocuous microbes could be changed into human pathogens by introducing 
genes that rendered them resistant to then-available antibiotics, or enabled them to 
produce dangerous toxins, or transformed them in cancer-causing agents” (Berg and 
Singer, 1995). It was concluded that most r-DNA work should continue, but that 
appropriate safeguards in the form of physical and biological containment of the newly 
created organisms should be implemented. It was, for instance, strongly recommended 
to work with disabled bacteria that could not survive outside the laboratory (Berg et al., 
1975). As such, Asilomar was “widely hailed as a landmark of social responsibility and 
self-governance by scientists” (Barinaga, 2000).  

However, Asilomar II went beyond Asilomar I: next to ‘involved scientists’, 
lawyers, members of the press and government officials attended the meeting (Berg 
and Singer, 1995). The inclusion of these new actors was not the initial purpose of the 
so-called Molecular Biology Establishment (Watson and Tooze, 1981), but aimed to 
compensate Science for the People’s criticism (see footnote 3) on the exclusion of the 
public (Abels, 2005). In fact, and in contrast with Science for the People, the Molecular 
Biology Establishment was not eager to share its concerns with the public: they 
believed that scientific research would be blocked by lawyers and bioethicists who 
neither knew nor had a real interest in their research. Still, the ‘intrusion’ of non-
scientists definitely enlarged the discussion. 

The Asilomar II recommendations were promulgated by the NIH Recombinant 
DNA Advisory Committee and led to the NIH ‘Guidelines for Research Involving r-DNA 
Molecules’ in 1976 (Singer and Berg, 1976). To permit the involvement of the public in 
the establishment of NIH guidelines, open hearings were organised (Petsko, 2002). On 
the one hand, these guidelines allowed to abandon the voluntary moratorium and to 
resume research. They also helped to persuade the US Congress that legislative 
restrictions were not needed (Barinaga, 2000). On the other hand, the guidelines 
prohibited large scale field testing (Krimsky, 2005). 
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2.4 COMMERCIALISATION OF R-DNA BETWEEN 1976 AND 1995 
 
From 1976 onwards, r-DNA entered the phase of commercialisation. This is related to 
a growing attention in Molecular Biology (before a predominantly academic and 
fundamental research discipline mainly financed by government), to applied science 
financed by private capital. The commercialisation movement was set in from university 
laboratories towards the private work floor, stock market and marketplace. It generated 
a change in attitudes and research emphasis: from sole scientific values, towards the 
inclusion of economic values (Wright, 1986; Jasanoff, 2003; Welsh and Glenna, 2006). 
 

2.4.1 First commercialisation wave 
 
During a first commercialisation wave (1976-1981), research and development 
contracts were signed between scientific academics and universities and the private 
sector. Other scientists themselves became entrepreneurs and created small 
biotechnology companies with private capital8. These evolutions were first observed in 
the pharmaceutical sector. With the advent of the first r-DNA products9, the commercial 
interests in biotechnology increased. Pharmaceutical multinationals acquired shares in 
new biotechnology companies or initiated small in-house research on r-DNA (Wright, 
1986).  

In addition to these evolutions, the patenting of inventions related to the r-DNA 
technique entered the picture and became a source of social controversy. With the 
Diamond vs. Chakrabarty case10 in June 1980, living organisms engineered by man 
became patentable in the US. Subsequently, a number of pending patent applications 
were issued11. With the adoption of the Bayh-Dole Act of 1980, the patenting trend 
went into full swing: universities, companies and non-profit organisations obtained the 
right and incentive to hold patents on innovations arising from federally funded 

                                                 
8 In 1976, Boyer and the private investor Robert Swanson founded the biotechnology company 
Genentech, which floats on the stock market since 1980. 
9 In 1977, Genentech succeeded in using the r-DNA technique for producing the human 
hormone somatostatin in bacteria. In 1978, Genentech and the City of Hope Medical Center 
announced the production of recombinant human insulin. 
10 Ananda M. Chakrabarty developed a Pseudomonas bacterium that was constructed to 
degrade crude oil and that could be used in the treatment of oil contaminations. To protect his 
invention, Chakrabarty requested a patent on the bacterium. After a first rejection of his demand 
by the Patent Office Boards of Appeals, the demand was later accepted by the Court of 
Customs and Patent Appeals. 
11 The pending patent applications included one of three patents known as ‘the Cohen-Boyer r-
DNA cloning patents’. This patent was submitted in November 1974 and concerned the r-DNA 
technique itself. It was the first major patent to be issued in biotechnology (Hughes, 2001). 
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research (Wright, 1986; Hughes, 2001). This augmented the attractiveness of 
commercial biotechnology. 

Since 1978 onwards, the use of transgenic organisms also started to be 
deregulated. Although the safety issue was still under discussion in the US, it was 
downplayed in favour of industrial expansion. This was supported by the government 
and private sector in order to maintain leadership in biotechnology (Wright, 1986; 
Hughes, 2001). The NIH issued less stringent guidelines for scientific research using r-
DNA techniques, applying exclusively to federally funded institutions (Krimsky, 2005). 
For the industry, compliance to the NIH guidelines was voluntary. To avoid impeding 
the growth of an infant industry, the r-DNA experimentations were limited to minimal 
physical and biological confinement requirements (Abels, 2005; Ramjoué, 2007).  
 

2.4.2 Second commercialisation wave 
 
The second commercialisation wave (1981-1985) relied on the relaxation of 
containment measures, but also on the adoption of the Economic Recovery Tax Act of 
1981. This Act provided tax incentives for corporate research arrangements between 
universities and private sector. Commercialisation now occurred in different forms and 
phases. (1) Next to pharmaceutical multinationals, also chemical-seed and oil 
multinationals invested in several biotechnology companies and funded fundamental 
research at universities and research institutions. They largely invested in previously 
initiated in-house research on r-DNA and/or achieved the knowledge by the acquisition 
of biotechnology companies. Universities regarded patentable r-DNA research as a 
means to generate new incomes and facilitate knowledge translation. (2) Biotechnology 
companies grew and raised capital through public stock offerings. (3) New 
biotechnology companies were created (Wright, 1986).  

Various governments recognised the potential of genetic modification and 
established programs to enhance the industrial development of biotechnology and 
economic competitiveness. Like in the US, in Europe biotechnology was incorporated 
in national policies. In the UK, for instance, the Spinks report stimulated fundamental 
research and commercial exploitation in the early in 1980s. Japan declared 1981 the 
year of biotechnology. 

The efforts made by molecular biologists to develop devices for transforming 
plants (e.g. investigation of the tumour-inducing bacterium Agrobacterium tumefaciens 
as a potential vehicle of foreign DNA into plants) began to yield rewards (Bevan et al., 
1983; Fraley et al., 1983; Herrera-Estrella et al., 1983). With all these advances, 
biotechnology became an important issue for economic competition on a national and 
global scale. Also, the commercialisation wave gradually extended to the agro-food and 
seed sector.  
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2.4.3 Societal involvement: new debates, new developments 
 
The commercialisation of genetic modification worldwide generated new debates. 
Societal concerns regarding the safety of laboratory workers and their neighbourhood 
were extended to environmental aspects, consumption and employment. The fact that 
knowledge became a commodity for private profit raised questions about (1) the 
patentability of natural parts of life forms, (2) the potential adverse impacts on the 
access of scientists and consumers to new developments, (3) the hybridisation 
between fundamental and applied research, (4) the confidentiality of scientific results, 
(5) the moral positions and values of science and scientists, (6) the credibility and 
autonomy of scientists, and (7) the role of the government.  

Inspired by the congressional Office of Technology Assessment (OTA)12, 
responsible for advising policy makers and the public on the potential impacts of new 
technological applications, Technology Assessment (TA) initiatives were adopted 
worldwide, focusing also on genetic modification. Initially, TA played a prominent role in 
policy by forecasting and assessing the societal impact of genetic modification. Later, it 
also initiated and orchestrated public debates to elicit larger public participation in 
technological decision/policy-making, and to improve learning about new technologies 
and their societal concerns (Genus and Coles, 2005). As such, TA can be considered 
as a way of institutionalising societal concerns (top-down), which previously 
spontaneously generated from the concerned communities (bottom-up). 

In the debate on gene technology, the traditional social partners, employers and 
employees, were joined by environmental and consumer organisations. Biotechnology 
also captured the attention of academics in environmental philosophy and ethics who 
questioned the moral acceptability of this specific interference of man with his natural 
environment (e.g. playing God, sanctity of nature). At least ‘theoretically’, they 
attempted to relate agro-biotechnology to ethics. In 1978, the Recombinant DNA 
Advisory Committee expanded to include also lawyers, ethicists, political scientists and 
consumer advocates. 

The first deliberate releases of transgenic organisms into the environment in the 
1980s generated more focused discussions on their potential environmental risks. 
Although it was widely acknowledged in the 1970s that GMOs would be deliberately 
released into the environment, their potential environmental risks were never effectively 
addressed. The Recombinant DNA Safety Considerations (the so-called Blue Book) 
published by the Organisation for Economic Cooperation and Development (OECD) in 
1986 was the first intergovernmental document addressing the environmental safety of 
transgenic organisms. With these evolutions, ecologists, evolutionary biologists, 
epidemiologists and other environmental specialists joined the GMO debate. The idea 
that environmental risk assessment should be conducted stepwise on a case-by-case 
                                                 
12 Following the adoption of the Technology Assessment Act in October 1972, the OTA was 
established to serve the US Congress.  
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basis gained adherents. The case-by-case approach considers source and target 
environments, biological and ecological characteristics of transgenic organisms, and 
scale and frequency of introductions; whilst the stepwise approach relies on an 
increase in complexity and realism based on the knowledge gained during previous 
steps (e.g. in the laboratory) (Andow and Zwahlen, 2006). It was recognised that 
classifying types of activities and organisms into risk categories was not the most 
appropriate approach for environmental risk assessments. The Blue Book and the 
ecological considerations and recommendations about the deliberate release of GMOs 
of the Ecological Society of America (Tiedje et al., 1989) contributed to the 
achievement of international consensus on this case-by-case and step-by-step 
procedure in environmental risk assessment. 
 

2.4.4 ‘Bioethics’ in biomedicine and in the debate on transgenic animals 
 
The first gene therapy experiments and the debate on transgenic animals evoked 
concerns on human health and animal welfare, which were explicitly labelled ‘bio-
ethical’. In 1980, Martin Cline’s gene therapy experiment failed13. Subsequently, the 
NIH suspended Cline for having conducted an unauthorised r-DNA experiment. This 
affaire not just provided questions about the riskiness of the technique itself, but also 
about the acceptability and regulation of premature experiments, the possibility of 
irreversible manipulations of human genes, the rights of patients, and the 
responsibilities of medical doctors executing the experiments. With the advent of 
transgenic animals (e.g. Herman the bull, Tracy the sheep) and under strong influence 
of animal welfare organisations in some countries (e.g. the Netherlands, Denmark), 
animal welfare became an important source of societal controversy. Objections not 
only related to the possibility of negative consequences for health and welfare of the 
modified animals, but also to the direct ‘unnatural’ intervention in the genome of 
animals as it affects their integrity (De Vries, 2006). 

These developments entailed three trends in the ‘institutionalisation of ethics’. 
First, the established network of local, hospital and academic research ethics 
committees were centralised and came under state control. Ethical committees were 
composed of professionals in medical and life sciences, law, religion and philosophy. 
Secondly, national centralised bioethics committees were created, which were in 
charge of considering ethical implications in biomedical research in general (including 
ethical aspects of biotechnology). Third, regulations were implemented, encompassing 
moral and ethical principles (Lindsey et al., 2001).  

                                                 
13 In 1980, Martin Cline conducted r-DNA transfer into the bone marrow cells of two patients 
with hereditary blood disorders. He did so in direct opposition to the NIH gene therapy 
guidelines and without the approval of the Institutional Review Board at the University of 
California, where the research was conducted. 
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With the increased media attention on bioethical issues, the ethical discourse 
took a central role in the societal debate on biotechnology. This was amplified by the 
birth of Dolly the cloned sheep in 1996 and the various statements prohibiting human 
cloning.  
 
 

2.5 RESTYLING THE EU LEGAL FRAME ON GM CROPS 
 
Since the end of the 1980s, genetically modified agro-food products physically entered 
the public sphere. This trend was first observed in the US, and rapidly spread to 
Europe. Whereas initially, GM crops were restricted to and confined in research and 
development laboratories, they now gained presence in agricultural fields, in supply 
chains and – to a lesser extent – on supermarkets’ shelves and on consumers’ plates.  
 

2.5.1 Societal commotion revealing a ‘complex of concerns’ 
 
In the US, the advent of GM agro-food products caused little public controversy 
(Winickoff et al., 2005). However, in European civil society, the physical entrance of 
GM agro-food products in the public sphere enriched the ongoing debate with new 
actors and concerns.  

In April 1996, the first shipments of transgenic soybean and/or maize grown in 
the US were blockaded by non-governmental organisations (NGOs). Under influence of 
both intensive NGO campaigns and growing media attention, consumers boycotted GM 
agro-food products. To respect the preferences of consumers and to maintain their 
confidence in product quality, major supermarket chains excluded GM ingredients from 
their own-brand food products. The food industry adopted negative labelling to 
guarantee the absence of GM material in foodstuffs. Retail food chains launched bans 
against products from animals reared on feed produced from GM crops (Levidow and 
Bijman, 2002; Kalaitzandonakes and Bijman, 2003).  

Reinforced by the growing societal anti-GMO sentiment, the safety assessment 
of GM agro-food products evoked serious regulatory-expert disputes between safety 
assessment bodies (Levidow, 2001). Conflicting positions were at play about (1) the 
kinds of harm to assess or to ignore, (2) the baseline of comparison to use for 
assessing the severity and acceptability of harm, (3) the reliability of scientific evidence, 
and (4) means of managing uncertain risks (Carr and Levidow, 2000; Carr, 2002). 
Several Member States (MS) defined ‘harm’ in broader ways than some of the involved 
EU institutions. Hereby, they invoked national ‘safeguard clauses’ to provisionally 
restrict or prohibit the use and/or sale of authorised GM agro-food products on their 
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territory (Tab. 2.1)14. Also, various NGOs urged to take broader precautionary 
accounts, for instance, by linking ‘harm’ to a discourse about ‘sustainability’. They 
emphasised that judgments about the acceptability of impacts not only should be 
based on conventional farming, but also on organic or integrated farming in order to 
strike a new balance between agricultural production and biodiversity (Firbank, 2005). 
In this context, GM agro-food biotechnology was perceived as aggravating the 
problems of intensive agriculture, and as bringing unpredictable, uncontrollable, 
involuntary and unfairly distributed risks (Hubbell and Welsh, 1998; Levidow and Carr, 
2007).  
 
Table 2.1. Overview of invoked safeguard clauses under article 16 of Directive 90/220, 

article 12 of Regulation 258/97, article 23 of Directive 2001/18, and articles 16 and 
18 of Directive 2002/53. 

 

EU country Crop 
Transgenic 

event 
Date Use 

Bt176 02/1997 food, feed, growing, processing, import 
MON810 06/1999 food, feed, growing, processing, import Austria Maize 

T25 05/2000 food, feed, growing, processing, import 
Germany Maize Bt176 02/2000 food, feed, growing, processing, import 

Oilseed rape Topas19/2 11/1998 processing, import 
Greece 

Maize MON810 
03/2005 
01/2006 

seed marketing 

Topas19/2 11/1998 processing, import 
Oilseed rape 

MS1xRF1 11/1998 seed production France 
Maize MON810 01/2008 growing 

Hungary Maize MON810 01/2005 food, feed, growing, processing, import 
Luxembourg Maize Bt176 03/1997 food, feed, growing, processing, import 

MON810 08/2000 food 
T25 08/2000 food 
Bt11 08/2000 food 

Italy Maize 

MON809 08/2000 food 
Poland Maize MON810 05/2005 seed marketing 

UK Maize T25 08/2001 food, feed, growing, processing, import 

                                                 
14 Following investigations of safeguard clause demands made by MS, the European Food 
Safety Authority generally concluded that there is no new information invalidating the contested 
risk assessment or justifying a prohibition, since geographical, ecological or nutritional 
particularities are generally ascertained in risk assessments (EFSA, 2006c).  
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Some scientists, regulators and NGOs started to question the domination of 
biotechnologists in regulatory and expert arenas, as well as the appropriateness of 
small-scale, short-term and strictly confined field trials in forecasting risks under real 
agro-ecological situations over a longer time-frame. Public suspicion towards scientists, 
policy makers, industry and GM agro-food products was nourished by a number of 
events, such as (1) the objections made by UK’s Prince Charles, (2) the scientist Arpad 
Pusztai announcing on British television that rats fed with GM potato – modified to 
express snowdrop bulb lectin – suffered adverse health effects, (3) the findings of John 
E. Losey and colleagues who reported that monarch butterfly larvae were susceptible 
to harm from Bt toxins when fed with pollen of Bt maize15, (4) the various actions of the 
organised network of trolley watchers directed towards GM foodstuffs and 
supermarkets selling these products, and (5) a series of food safety scandals. 

Increased media coverage reflected the bold rhetorical and metaphorical risk 
discourses of both GMO opponents and proponents, which further intensified the 
debate (Petersen, 2005; Cook et al., 2006). Emphasising the dangers of and even the 
‘immorality’ of transgenic agro-food products, the image of Frankenstein has been and 
today continues to be widely used as a metaphor in the GMO debate. It is a strong 
metaphor, which sidesteps rational arguments, whilst creating and evoking images that 
echo existing cultural narratives, in this case possibly inviting strong emotional 
responses against biotechnological developments (Gamson and Modigliani, 1989). As 
such, mass media explicitly got enrolled in public perception and societal image 
building of agro-food biotechnology, leading to the social amplification of risk 
(Kasperson and Kasperson, 1996). 

 
Before, the GMO debate mainly had been framed as an objectivist risk issue, i.e. 
concerns that fell outside the scope of the risk discourse were dismissed on grounds 
that they were not scientific. However, gradually, more and different socio-ethical and 
economic concerns entered the debate. In France, for instance, anti-globalisation 
leaders reframed the debate as an issue on food quality, whereby topics such as 
paysan expertise, cultural homogenisation and globalisation were given specific 
attention (Heller, 2002). Questions also arose about the agronomic and socio-
economic relevance of transgenic crops, their usefulness and sustainability, the type of 
food and agriculture wanted, the standardisation of food, and the 
concentration/monopolisation of biotechnology companies. According to these anti-
globalists, agro-biotechnology undermines less-intensive agricultural methods and 
niche products, and represents a threat of greater farmer dependence on 
biotechnology companies (Hubbell and Welsh, 1998; Levidow and Carr, 2007). 

                                                 
15 MON810 is a Bt maize that expresses a Bt toxin gene, which confers whole plant and 
season-long protection against lepidopteran larvae such as the European and Mediterranean 
corn borer. 
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Because of the destruction of various experimental field trials all over the EU16 
and the resulting court cases, and because of governmentally funded participatory 
exercises, the GMO debate also became a local political issue, covering issues such 
as the legitimacy of civil disobedience, and the function and independency of public 
research. Moreover, whilst minor crops and transgenic traits remained largely ignored, 
the fact that the worldwide growing area of GM crops only covered a few commercially 
important crops and traits was connected to the dominance of the private sector in 
research, development and commercialisation of transgenic crops, the increased 
alignment of universities with the private sector, and the general decrease in crop 
diversity (Welsh and Glenna, 2006). Also, the high regulatory costs and hurdles were 
referred to as blocking factors for the commercialisation of transgenic crops by 
academic and governmental research institutions and small biotechnology companies 
(Bradford et al., 2005; Chapotin and Wolt, 2007). 

And more issues have emerged in the dynamical and expanding GMO debate. 
The co-existence between cropping systems and the adventitious mixing of GM and 
non-GM agro-food products became another battlefield of contending values and 
visions on future agricultural models (Levidow and Boschert, 2008). According to the 
co-existence policy in the EU, the ability of farmers to make a practical choice between 
GM, conventional or organic crop production should be ensured, without excluding any 
agricultural option (EC, 2003a). In practice, however, various actors perceive GM crops 
as a threat to other crop productions and certified quality products (Verhoog et al., 
2003; Altieri, 2005). To protect the (perceived) value of the potentially affected region, 
they oppose against the possible integration of GM crops into existing regions. The 
creation of an impressive number of ‘GM crop free zones’ all over the EU and the 
installation of a ‘network of GMO-free regions’ are illustrative of this. With the creation 
of a ‘network of GMO-free regions’, regional/local governments, municipalities and 
farmers that were muted in the GMO debate forged coalitions and succeeded in putting 
their prerogatives (including their sovereignty) on the agenda. By banning GM crops on 
their territory, they are defending a specific model of future agriculture against the 
current agro-industrial model: i.e. the post-productivist or sustainable rural development 
model (Marsden and Sonnino, 2005). These evolutions also show that opponents to 
GM crops impose their democratic right to decide whether GM crops can be cultivated 
in their neighbourhood: they want to have a say and even the last word on decisions 
that determine what goes on in their own neighbourhood (Kaiser, 2007). 

                                                 
16 The complicated legal situation, combined with the negative public perception of GM crops 
and the systematic destruction of field trials by activists, resulted in the cutting-down and/or 
holding-off of research activities in plant biotechnology. Despite favourable risk assessments, 
the acquisition of a permit for field trials was no longer obvious. As a result, the number of field 
trials – being the intermediate step when applying for market consent – showed a drastic drop 
of 76% between 1998 and 2001 (Lheureux and Menrad, 2004). Notifiers lost their confidence in 
existing authorisation processes, and many research and development departments were 
relocated to other world areas (Mitchell, 2003; Tencalla, 2006).  
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Also, the tolerance threshold17 for the unintentional or technically unavoidable 
presence of authorised GM material in non-GM products captured important criticism, 
especially by organic growers who plead for a zero tolerance (0.1%) instead of a 
threshold currently set to 0.9%.  

In contrast, proponents of GM crops claim that co-existence is feasible, but that 
opponents use it as a pretext to place new barriers on the path of GM crops. Hence, 
the previously unsolved conflicts about the safety of GM crops and the acceptability of 
genetic modification condensed onto co-existence, which became another arena for 
contentious values and ideals on sustainable and future agriculture in the EU. 
Accordingly, the scope of the co-existence debate, which is in essence a socio-
economic issue, has been widened with other issues such as safety, environmental 
matters, globalisation and dependence. Even more, safety debates held at EU or 
national level have moved to regional/local levels, where the debate continues in the 
context of co-existence. 

All these evolutions reveal a ‘complex of concerns’ that largely exceeds the 
safety issues under discussion at the Asilomar conferences. In this complex, any 
distinctions between environmental, agricultural and socio-economic issues proved to 
be blurred, fuelling the confusion about the wider debate about genetic modification 
and the risk assessment of GM crops in the EU. 
 

2.5.2 Restyling of EU legislation as a response to societal commotion 
 
Since the 1990s, a harmonised process-based regulatory frame for GM crops destined 
for food, feed, cultivation, import, industrial processing and experimental uses is 
installed in the EU18. The use of GM agro-food products is subjected to a risk analysis 
prior to use, consisting of risk assessment, management and communication. In risk 
assessment, potential adverse impacts associated with a specific activity are 
scientifically characterised, whilst in risk management, policy alternatives to accept, 
minimise or to reduce the characterised risks are weighed and, if needed, appropriate 
prevention and control options are selected. Risk communication is generally defined 
as an interactive exchange of information and opinions on risk throughout risk analysis, 

                                                 
17 A tolerance threshold refers to the maximum admixture level for GM content under which the 
co-mingled product does not have to be labelled as containing a GMO. 
18 In 1986, the US Office of Science and Technology Policy issued the Coordinated Framework 
for Regulation of Biotechnology. Within this context, it was agreed that genetic modification was 
merely a natural extension of traditional agricultural breeding, and thus nothing radically new. 
Affirming that there is no scientific basis for specific legislation for the implementation of r-DNA 
technology and applications, the American government decided to regulate the use of GMOs 
under existing legislations, resulting in a product-based approach. Only when end products are 
not substantially equivalent to their conventional counterparts, GMOs are subjected to stricter 
rules. 
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running between risk assessors, risk managers and other interested parties. It includes 
the explanation of risk assessment findings and of the basis on which risk management 
decisions are made (EFSA, 2004b; Johnson et al., 2007). Theoretically, there is a 
functional and temporal separation between risk assessment and management in order 
to reduce any conflict of interest and to protect the scientific integrity of risk assessment 
(de Sadeleer, 2006). 

Despite the existence of this regulatory frame, the opposition towards GM agro-
food products grew and contributed to a de facto moratorium hindering the 
commercialisation of new GM agro-food products in the EU. At the June 1999 meeting 
of the Environmental Council, Austria, Denmark, France, Greece, Italy and 
Luxembourg decided not to accept new market consents of new GM crop events as 
long as the existing regulatory frame was not revised19. Austria, Belgium, Finland, 
Germany, Spain, Sweden and the Netherlands did not go as far, but stated that they 
would take more precautionary accounts for the assessment of new market consents 
(Winickoff et al., 2005).  
 
From this period onwards, a reorientation took place. Via various waves of institutional 
reforms, a gradual revision of the existing legislations and the creation of new EU 
institutions were devised in order to restore public and market confidence. In response 
to the societal concerns about harmfulness and scientific uncertainties related to GM 
agro-food products, various scientific and technical reforms were made at the level of 
the risk analysis (see chapter 3): (1) the environmental risk assessment was 
differentiated from the product-specific ones (e.g. foods and feeds), (2) risk 
assessment methodologies and approaches were harmonised, and (3) new institutions 
such as the European Food Safety Authority (EFSA) were created to provide 
‘independent, objective and transparent’ science-based advice. A more streamlined 
and less cumbersome authorisation procedure, centralised around the EFSA, was 
introduced through the ‘one door, one key’ approach. Hence, the societal demands that 
focused on the availability of safe GM agro-food products for consumers, and the 
protection and maintenance of the environment and its biodiversity were taken 
seriously in the new regulatory frame. In terms of ‘labelling’, ‘traceability’, ‘co-existence’ 
and ‘public information’, legal answers were formed to the general desire of the public 
for more information about GM agro-food products, and the specific demand to respect 

                                                 
19 Stronger legislations were requested, with more stringent, transparent and precautionary risk 
assessment criteria, in order to improve the safety assessment of GM agro-food products. Legal 
clarifications were also requested on environmental liability, in case of environmental damage 
caused by the deliberate release of GM crops. These societal demands focused on the 
availability of safe GM agro-food products to consumers, and the protection and maintenance of 
the environment and its biodiversity. Secondly, the implementation of labelling, traceability, co-
existence and public registers was requested to respect the consumers’ and farmers’ freedom 
of choice, and to provide information about GM agro-food products to the public (Brom, 2000; 
Mepham, 2000; Nielsen and Faber, 2002).  
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the consumers’ and farmers’ freedom of choice (Brom, 2000; Mepham, 2000). 
Labelling indeed allows consumers to make an informed choice about buying GM agro-
food products20. 

In the restyled European regulatory frame on GM agro-food products, two legal 
‘openings’ have been created, which were explicitly labelled as ethical. First, the 
consultation of an ethics committee for ethical issues of a general nature is allowed 
during the authorisation procedure. Secondly, the labelling of GM agro-food products is 
imposed when the presence of GM material gives rise to ethical or religious concerns. 
The precise meaning of these concerns is not further clarified. Nevertheless, since 
nowadays the sole use of genetic modification is already a sufficient reason to justify 
labelling21, ethical and religious concerns of consumers indirectly have been taken 
seriously.  

Also, various implicit links to ethics can be revealed in the new regulatory frame. 
For instance, the ‘precautionary principle’ was explicitly adopted in 2002 as a way to 
cope with scientific uncertainties in risk analysis. This involved (1) the enlargement of 
the scope of the environmental risk assessment with direct, indirect, immediate, 
delayed and cumulative long-term adverse effects, (2) the need to render value 
judgments and the limitations of risk assessment more explicit, (3) the mandatory 
adoption of precautionary measures such as environmental post-market monitoring 
and traceability, (4) the phasing out of certain antibiotic resistance marker genes with 
clinical relevance, (5) the strengthening of the duty of re-examination of risk analysis by 
limiting the duration of market consents to maximum ten years, and (6) finally, also the 
consultation of members of the public became mandatory in the authorisation 
procedures.  

Several elements of co-existence refer to ethical principles of justice and fairness 
such as the inclusion of liability schemes and the fair balancing of interests and 
preferences of one group against those of another group, regardless whether the 
groups are large or small (Kaiser, 2007).  
 

2.5.3 Restoring public and market confidence 
 
Based on the legal changes discussed above, one could conclude that de facto 
moratorium gave room to a broader discussion, adding a societal dimension to the 
existing regulatory frame. However, the various institutional reforms, although leading 
to the upheaval of the de facto moratorium in 2004 and a regulatory regime that 
imposes the most stringent criteria for their approval worldwide (cf. WTO dispute 
between the US and EU), did not dissipate the societal disjuncture. As Gaskell et al. 
(2006) put it, “the new regulatory frame appears to have done little to allay the 
                                                 
20 Labelling may be inappropriate in some cases, because those who consume the food do not 
necessarily buy it. 
21 Nowadays even products in which no GMO traces are detectable have to be labelled. 
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European public’s anxieties about agro-food biotechnology”, and “the years of 
controversy have led many people in Europe to believe that anything that has to do 
with GM food is undesirable”. Despite institutional reforms, the lasting sceptical and/or 
ambivalent attitude towards GM agro-food products reveals that there is still a long way 
to go in order to restore public confidence in scientists, policy makers and regulatory 
institutions.  

Even more, today, a (technological) stigma seems attached to agro-food 
biotechnology, especially to its resulting GM agro-food products. A stigmatisation of 
agro-food biotechnology is supported by its invisible and potential dangers, the 
repulsive (Frankenstein)images unleashed in the public sphere by various NGOs, their 
origin in the chemical industry, unclear responsibilities in case of environmental 
damage, scientific uncertainties and ignorance related to cumulative long-term adverse 
effects, their frequent occurrence in the news through reports of contamination, etc. 
Being ‘labelled’ as blemished and tainted under a ‘Frankenfood’ banner, the combined 
riskiness, undesirability and unnaturalness of these products as a whole (as an ‘icon’), 
are pinpointed (Gregory et al., 2001; Kasperson et al., 2001). All this not only affects 
the dominant ‘image’ of biotechnology in general and GM agro-food products in specific 
in the public sphere, but also marks the strategic, financial and market driven decisions 
in academic and private research. 

According to various researchers, public and market confidence may be restored 
by clarifying and accommodating different values and ideals held in decision-making, 
enhancing public accountability, democratising expertise, and by creating a shared 
responsibility for decision-making (Healy, 1999; Levidow and Marris, 2001; Schot, 
2001; Wynne, 2001; Jensen and Sandøe, 2002; Mayer and Stirling, 2002; COGEM, 
2003; Jasanoff, 2003; Jensen et al., 2003; Nowotny, 2003; Frewer et al., 2004; Krayer 
von Krauss et al., 2004; Wandall, 2004; Deblonde and du Jardin, 2005; Genus and 
Coles, 2005; Winickoff et al., 2005; ACRE, 2006; Irwin, 2006; Jensen, 2006; Power and 
McCarty, 2006). Although gaining trust may be harder than losing it, in the regulatory 
process of decision-making about GM agro-food products, this objective can be 
achieved by (1) making scientific risk assessments more transparent by denoting 
explicitly the factual and normative premises on which they are based, (2) allowing the 
contribution of diverse publics through the organisation of participatory exercises, and 
by (3) implementing an integral sustainability evaluation that integrates societal 
concerns. The question is how these recommendations are implemented in the 
European regulatory frame on GM crops and translated in the regulatory practice of 
decision-making. 
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Making scientific risk assessments more transparent  
In daily practice, several MS continue to raise safety objections and thus to dissent 
from the scientific opinions of the EFSA. Subsequently, decision proposals of the EC 
gain little support from MS. These trends recently entailed a policy shift towards greater 
transparency about scientific shortcomings, plural viewpoints and about value 
judgments in risk assessment of GM agro-food products (CEC, 2006; EFSA, 2006d; 
Levidow, 2006)22. With this shift and with the explicit adoption of the precautionary 
principle, it was recognised that risk assessment can be limited by a degree of scientific 
uncertainty, ignorance, indeterminacy, ambiguity and inconclusiveness, and that 
decisions must be made acknowledging that these shortcomings may not be resolved 
(van der Sluijs, 2007). Moreover, it was accepted that scientific expertise should be 
pluralized in risk assessment in order to render more explicit which value judgments 
about the acceptability of harm are at play, and to take into account the permanent 
interplay between risk assessment and management. That risk assessments 
conducted by various European and national expert committees often give different 
outcomes is illustrative of the fact that various interpretations are given, values and 
ideals held, institutional cultures detained, and precautionary accounts taken. For 
example, Austria takes organic farming as a normative baseline for the evaluation of 
adverse effects, instead of conventional farming. Thereby, it promotes organic farming 
as ecologically sound, as quality products, and as an economically feasible market-
niche for an endangered national agriculture. This very choice alone illustrates that risk 
assessment does incorporate value and policy judgments: normative priorities set by 
risk managers dictate which thresholds, methodologies and working assumptions 
should be used in conducting risk assessment (Levidow and Marris, 2001; Wynne, 
2001; Wandall, 2004; Levidow et al., 2005; Winickoff et al., 2005; Haller and Gerrie, 
2007; van der Sluijs, 2007). In the words of Jensen et al. (2003), “risk assessment 
views the world through a risk window that only makes visible what has been 
predefined as a relevant risk, and the size and structure of this window is determined 
by value judgments as to what is considered to be an adverse effect within what is 
considered the relevant horizon of time and space”. Hence, in practice, values appear 
to be inherent to risk assessment23, since there is a permanent interplay between risk 
                                                 
22 Stavros Dimas who represents the Environment Directorate General of the EC requested a 
more thorough assessment of potential long-term effects of GM crops at the Vienna conference 
on co-existence held in April 2006. Subsequently, under the pressure of the growing 
dissatisfaction of some MS, the EC asked the EFSA to provide greater transparency about 
value judgments and scientific uncertainties in risk assessment, and to develop a greater 
consensus between all interested actors (CEC, 2006; Levidow, 2006). As a response, the EFSA 
committed itself to not only increase the transparency in and scientific consistency of risk 
assessment, but also to reinforce the collaboration with MS (EFSA, 2006d). 
23 Choices of data and methods made by risk assessors may differ according to the particular 
values emphasized, leading to divergent estimates of risk. For example: “(1) hazard 
identifications can be based on mortality or morbidity, economic consequence, or other 
perceived values; (2) a choice may be made regarding whether hazards are based on ‘best 
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assessment and management (Wynne, 2001; Jensen and Sandøe, 2002; Nielsen and 
Faber, 2002; Wandall, 2004; Levidow et al., 2005; de Sadeleer, 2006). Rendering 
these choices and their implications more explicit may be one step forward in the 
establishment of a transparent, modest and pluralistic expertise in contested risk 
situations, enabling risk managers to judge whether the factual basis of risk 
assessment is sufficiently reliable to act upon (Jasanoff, 2003; Nowotny, 2003).  

Still, once value judgments and uncertainty have been made clear, it remains to 
be seen how they will be dealt with in practice. They certainly will not make things less 
complicated and may even lead to new challenges. Indeed, how will risk managers set 
up their practice if they can no longer work with straightforward opinions? There is also 
the concern that an explicitation of uncertainty, expert disagreement, subjectivity and 
policy influence may further reduce public credence in a science-based policy 
(Levidow, 2006; van der Sluijs, 2007). 

 
Allowing the contribution of diverse publics 
The possibility to consult both the members of the public and an ethics committee 
during the regulatory procedures for marketing, allows attempts to democratise and 
further pluralize expertise in decision-making. It also enables risk managers to consider 
divergent interpretations of scientific shortcomings and of the underlying values and 
ideals held by different actors. Even more, the public seems to be more inclined to 
accept decisions if consultations can be seen as ‘fair’ and ‘balanced’, even when 
outcomes are at odds with their preferences. However, in practice, the role of public 
participation and/or ethical consultation is at best symbolic. Generally, only scientific 
and technical comments are considered during the public consultation, whilst larger 
societal concerns are excluded beforehand (Mayer and Stirling, 2002). Hence, societal 
demands falling outside the scope of the risk discourse continue to be dismissed on 
grounds that they are not scientific. Moreover, the ethical assessment is not even 
supposed to stop or delay the authorisation procedure or to change the decision 
content (Jensen et al., 2003; Madsen and Sandøe, 2005). Practical problems in making 
direct public engagement and the inclusion of societal concerns in decision-making 
workable can be invoked as causes (Karlsson, 2003a; Myhr and Traavik, 2003; Genus 
and Coles, 2005; Hagendijk and Irwin, 2006; Irwin, 2006; Beekman and Brom, 2007). It 
may also reflect the difficulty to fully coincide narrow and stringent legal frameworks 
with complex, large and often fluctuating ethical concerns. 

In addition to this mere symbolic presence of public participation in market 
decisions on GM agro-food products, labelling provisions limited the involvement of 
citizens in decision-making to consumers’ involvement. The sole political power of 

                                                                                                                                               
practice’ or ‘typical use’; (3) different extrapolation models may be required when scaling up 
observations made at the farm-scale level, or when extending dose-response curves; (4) 
populations from which exposure estimates are drawn may be selected in different ways; and 
(5) the level and type of precaution appropriate to a given situation may vary” (see Winickoff et 
al., 2005). 
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citizens is ‘to buy or not to buy’ GM-labelled products that are on the market. This 
narrowed ‘ethics’ to the private/individual sphere. Also, intrinsic moral concerns of 
people perceiving GM agro-food products as ‘unnatural’, as ‘a violation of the sanctity 
of species’, as ‘disrespectful for nature’ or as ‘incompatible with organic farming’ remain 
unaddressed in decision-making (Brom, 2000; Streiffer and Rubel, 2004; Streiffer and 
Hedemann, 2005). When people reject GM food, they are expressing “unease at the 
prevalent direction of the agro-food system, which remains beyond democratic control; 
they can see no political means to influence decisions” (Levidow and Marris, 2001). 
With the adoption of a co-existence policy, the wider debate about the acceptability of 
GM crops further shifted to the private/individual sphere: farmers are in charge of 
deciding whether they want to cultivate authorised GM crops or not. Accordingly, one 
can conclude that the concept of ethics remains little explored in the regulatory process 
of decision-making. 

 
Implementing an integral sustainability evaluation 
An integral sustainability evaluation may be helpful in recovering public and market 
confidence, as it integrates larger societal concerns by placing agro-food biotechnology 
in the context of a whole agricultural system24. As described earlier, the assessment of 
transgenic agro-food products has intersected with a wider debate about ‘sustainable 
agriculture’ in the EU, blurring any distinctions between environmental, agricultural and 
socio-economic issues. Hence, many societal concerns are not related to GM crops 
alone, but question the whole agricultural system of which GM crops only represent the 
tip of the iceberg.  

With such an integral sustainable evaluation, defining and integrating the 
underlying values at stake, trading possible risks against benefits, comparing 
technological alternatives, testing the usefulness of transgenic crops, and assessing a 
whole agricultural system become possible. It may promote finding a better balance 
between agricultural production and biodiversity, and evolving towards a socially more 
robust risk analysis by more explicitly encompassing the broader-than-scientific 
dimension of actual risk analysis. Out of these discussions will follow whether the 
implementation of an integral sustainability evaluation is desirable, feasible and 
operational, and whether it should be limited to GM crops alone. 

Nowadays, the EU regulatory frame does not allow considerations of potential 
benefits and socio-economic issues in the risk analysis of GMOs. Legal objectives 
mainly aim at (1) creating an internal market, (2) ensuring a high level of protection of 
human health, animal health and the environment, (3) enabling consumers and farmers 
to exercise effectively their freedom of choice in the market place, and (4) not 
misleading consumers and users (Jensen, 2006). There is no legal room to evaluate 

                                                 
24 Next to risk perception, also the perception of potential benefits is determinant for 
acceptance. Potential risks are weighted against potential benefits. For a large group of the 
public, risks even hardly appear to play a role. In this case, benefits or the absence thereof 
seem to be the decisive factor (Gaskell et al., 2004).  
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whether GM crops fulfil wider socio-economic and environmental aspirations, and thus 
to evolve towards a sustainability assessment. Moreover, linking the use of the 
precautionary principle to the ideal of sustainable development seems to be hampered, 
as its use is kept within a narrow scientific context (Deblonde and du Jardin, 2005; 
Levidow et al., 2005).  

 
To conclude, although different legal changes have been made and at least on a 
general level several societal concerns have been implemented, the controversy about 
and stigma on transgenic agro-food products still hold. With the solidification of a risk-
based policy in the restyled regulatory frame, decision-making in fact only poorly 
integrates societal concerns and differing values at play in the GMO debate. In 
principle, decision-making relies on risk analysis, in which wider ‘non-scientific’ 
concerns are reflected (Madsen and Sandøe, 2005; Johnson et al., 2007). In practice, 
decision-making continues to be solely based on risk assessment, although it is widely 
acknowledged that objective scientific and technical knowledge is only one part of risk 
analysis (Fig. 2.1). Due to the safety objections raised by some MS, a qualified majority 
is rarely reached at the Council of Ministers. As a last resort, it is the EC that is in 
charge of decision-making to avoid the legal gridlock. In this decision-making phase, 
the EC generally follows the favourable scientific opinion of the EFSA. As such, only 
‘reasonable’ societal concerns entering the risk framing are considered in risk analysis, 
whilst the remaining ones are dismissed. Even within risk assessment, it has been 
argued that scientific uncertainties are poorly integrated and that value judgments are 
made by experts in ways that are not transparent, both reinforcing the notion that 
expert advice would be value-free and neutral (Levidow, 2006). Hence, the gap 
between scientific and social rationality seems to be maintained: “social movements 
raise questions that are not answered by the risk technicians, and the technicians 
provide answers that miss the point of what was asked and what is feeding public 
anxiety” (Finucane and Holup, 2005). Altogether, this reflects the “inherent limitations to 
the practical usefulness of risk assessment in policy disputes” (Freudenburg, 1996; 
Sarewitz, 2004; Levidow et al., 2005). While decision-making is evidence-based, social 
decision-making is not similarly constrained (Power and McCarty, 2006). For these 
reasons, the Sense and Sensibility (re)quest to move from a merely reliable risk-based 
policy towards a socially more robust one – in which normative premises are denoted 
explicitly and in which differing values and ideals held are accounted for in decision-
making – is still very much alive. Knowledge used for decision-making should not only 
be excellent from a scientific and technical point of view, but also needs to be socially 
robust (Levidow and Marris, 2001; Jasanoff, 2003; Nowotny, 2003). In the words of 
Beck, “scientific rationality without social rationality remains empty, but social rationality 
without scientific rationality remains blind” (Beck, 1992). 
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Figure 2.1. Sense and Sensibility (re)quest from civil society to move from a merely reliable 

risk-based policy towards a socially more robust one in the EU. 
 
 

2.6 RESTYLING SCIENCE COMMUNICATION 
 
The continuing controversy about GM agro-food products can be interpreted as an 
expression of the difficulty of policy measures to meet and appease societal concerns. 
That societal concerns are complex is reflected in the restyling of science 
communication models, in which models have increased in complexity and reflexivity to 
cope with the sceptical and/or ambivalent attitudes towards agro-food biotechnology. 
However, also here a better understanding of values underlying perceptions of risk, 
and the role of the media in framing the GMO issue in the public sphere is needed. A 
deeper insight into public attitudes and their role in the dynamics of the GMO 
controversy may ultimately improve decision/policy-making. 
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2.6.1 ‘Science literacy’ or ‘deficit’ model 
 
The movement that relied on the ‘science literacy’ or ‘deficit’ model played an important 
role in the public communication and understanding of science and technology. The 
overriding discourse in the late 1980s and early 1990s was that public concerns about 
biotechnological developments stemmed from either an incorrect understanding of this 
technology or a lack of scientific literacy/knowledge (Logan, 1991; Gross, 1994; 
Wynne, 2001). Public attitudes often were depicted as subjective, emotional, hysterical, 
unscientific, and as false risk perceptions (Freudenburg, 1996). In that vein, the public 
was perceived as a national unity of lay people with variable levels of scientific literacy 
(Horst, 2007). Since a higher level of scientific literacy was thought to improve public 
support of science and its technological applications, more and better communication 
of scientific facts was assumed to be the appropriate answer to dissolve societal 
concerns (Bodmer, 1985). In other words, ‘knowing science’ was ‘to approve of 
science’. In this perception, the task of the media is to transmit the fixed scientific facts 
from the scientists’ world towards lay people, and should this unidirectional information 
flow be obstructed from educating them, then the sensationalist tendencies of the 
media are said to be blamed (Wynne, 1995). For this reason, the media have been 
represented as a ‘dirty mirror’, located in between science and the public (Dornan, 
1990; Bucchi, 1998). The concept of science as ‘pure or objective discovery’ has 
political and ethical consequences: when science is given a monopoly on truth, no 
fundamental questions or doubts about the direction of scientific research, 
technological applications or implementations in social or medical policy are to be 
settled. The main aim is emancipation, leaving neither room for societal technology 
assessment, nor for any re-moralising of social life. As such, it is a debate about ‘facts’, 
not about any kind of ‘ethics’. 
 

2.6.2 ‘Science literacy’ or ‘deficit’ model tackled by … 
 
In the mid 1990s, several disciplines criticised the characterisation of societal concerns 
as a deficit in scientific knowledge. Risk communication studies and survey analyses 
on the public understanding of science have revealed that although more 
knowledgeable people generally tend to be more positive about science and 
technology, they also tend to be more concerned and ambivalent regarding contentious 
research areas (Evans and Durant, 1994; Gutteling and Wiegman 1996; Löfstedt and 
Frewer 1998; Frewer et al., 2004). 

Communication science and media studies added that communication effects are 
not linear, and that the interpretation of information – including scientific ‘facts’ – occurs 
in a certain social, political, economic or ethical context. As a result, a simple 
information transfer will not lead to homogeneous attitudes or behaviour. Moreover, the 
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content of information may suffer from its transfer from one context to another 
(McQuail, 2006), since information is both constructed and transformed in the 
communication process (Bucchi, 1998). 

Sociologists of science attributed the cause of societal concerns to a deficit in 
sociological knowledge. They argued that credibility and trust should not be considered 
as intrinsic properties of information. On the contrary, they depend on social solidarity 
and on processes of social identity-construction (Wynne, 1992; Irwin and Wynne, 
1996): people experience, define and judge the usefulness and relevance of scientific 
knowledge in their social life. Therefore, the public should be viewed as composed of 
locally situated groups, each of which makes sense of scientific knowledge in its own 
way. “When viewed in their local contexts, particular instances of sense-making, 
previously characterized as ‘deficient’, now seem perfectly reasonable” (Horst, 2007). 
 

2.6.3 ‘Public engagement with science and technology’ 
 
The ‘public engagement with science and technology’ movement, emerging at the end 
of the 1990s introduced a ‘new mood for dialogue’. Focus was not only put on 
institutionally oriented top-down processes, but also on the bottom-up sense-making 
processes of people (Maeseele, 2007). On the one hand, the movement set forth the 
various forms of engagement that people may have with science and technology. For 
this reason, public support may only be retrieved by recognising and respecting 
public’s attitudes and values, and by weighing them along with scientific factors (Joly 
and Rip, 2007). On the other hand, institutions should respond to the people’s 
demands through greater transparency, openness, and public participation (Taylor, 
2007). To ensure the socially accountable development of transgenic agro-food 
products, various engagement initiatives (e.g. consensus conferences, participatory 
technology assessment initiatives, citizens’ panels) so far have been organised. 
However, in the face of a much debated demand for a cultural change in key decision-
making and scientific institutions, these participatory initiatives seem to be only isolated 
events with limited public visibility and ability to shape the trajectory of GM legislation 
and development (House of Lords, 2000; Genus and Coles, 2005; Hagendijk and Irwin, 
2006). The focus should be both on the software of engagement (values, codes) and 
on the hardware (participation procedures) (House of Lords, 2000; Wilsdon et al., 
2005). Nevertheless, it remains to be seen whether similar governmental discourses 
merely represent a discursive shift or, on the contrary, a genuine epistemological shift 
at public policy level (Irwin, 2006). Otherwise, this ‘talking the talk without walking the 
walk’ would be quite similar to the higher mentioned rather symbolic participation in the 
restyled EU regulatory frame. 
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2.7 DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS 
 
Like the intricate web of Sense and Sensibility, described in Austen’s novel, the 
societal debate on genetically modified organisms presents itself as a continuous and 
complex process re(quest) to give ‘sense to sensibility’, whilst simultaneously letting 
‘sensibility guides the making of sense’.  

Since its conception more than three decades ago, the debate largely extended 
in scope of actors involved and concerns addressed. Scientists’ initiatives such as the 
Asilomar conferences and the governmentally linked establishment of Technology 
Assessment form the roots of the GMO debate. At Asilomar, the safety of laboratory 
workers and their neighbourhood was questioned by the scientific community for the 
first time, already flavouring the debate with an implicit ethical dimension. Technology 
Assessment broadened the aspects under study by evaluating the socio-economic 
impact on society of biotechnology. It enlarged the spectrum of involved actors with 
traditional (trade unions, employers’ organisations) and other social partners 
(environmental and consumer organisations), and by taking the general public or civil 
society into account. Biotechnology also captured the attention of academics in 
environmental philosophy and ethics, who questioned the moral acceptability of the 
interference of man with his natural environment. 

The growing influence of private financing and the commercialisation of genetic 
modification, together with the institutionalisation of the critical questioning of science 
all influenced the scientific community. That scientific academics became 
entrepreneurs or were financed by private capital had implications for their moral 
positions. With knowledge becoming a commodity for private profit, questions arose 
about the patentability of natural parts of life forms, and about the hybridisation 
between fundamental and applied research. Hence, scientific objectives became 
intertwined with extra-scientific (e.g. socio-economic/commercial) ones.  

In the development of biotechnology from laboratory science to society, the 
emergence of concerns explicitly labelled as ethical was associated to a specific 
momentum: ‘ethics’ explicitly entered the picture with the first gene therapy 
experiments on humans and with transgenic animals.  

Transgenic crops and agro-food products, initially restricted to confined 
laboratories, gained presence in agricultural fields, in supply chains, on shelves of 
supermarkets, and on consumers’ plates in the EU, thereby directly and physically 
entering the public sphere. The dynamics of this intertwined ‘science-industry-public 
sphere’ network received strong input from successive and various incidents (such as 
food safety scandals), from the failure of the government to anticipate and manage 
these incidents, from the bold metaphorical and rhetorical discourses of both GMO 
proponents and opponents, and from the growing public distrust. This led to the 
gradual arousal of a ‘complex of concerns’ that largely extended the initial risk framing 
of the GMO issue. In this complex, any distinctions between environmental, agricultural 
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and socio-economic issues proved to be blurred, fuelling the confusion about the wider 
debate about genetic modification and the risk assessment of GM crops.  

To improve public and market confidence, the existing European regulatory frame 
on the commercialisation of transgenic crops was deeply revised during the de facto 
moratorium. The adoption of the precautionary principle, post-market environmental 
monitoring and traceability currently is seen as a way to cope with scientific 
uncertainties; whilst labelling, traceability and co-existence provisions are attempts to 
take the demand of the consumers’ and farmers’ choice seriously. Although attempts 
have been made to democratise and pluralize expertise in decision-making, public 
participation or ethical consultation has been shown to be at best symbolic. Intrinsic 
moral concerns also prove to be a hard nut to crack in terms of legal commitments, as 
the ethical question has been brought to the private/individual sphere. Finally, a new 
challenge already presented itself: the implementation of an integral sustainability 
evaluation. So far, however, it seems that a risk-based policy is further solidified. As 
such, the (re)quest to accommodate many societal concerns and differing values at 
play in the GMO debate continues to play with regard to the risk analysis of GM agro-
food products. Hence, it will be interesting to which extent ongoing and future debates 
on GM agro-food products will continue to shape the regulatory frame and whether 
more societal concerns will be integrated. 

Also, models on science communication went through a restyling in order to cope 
with the sceptical and/or ambivalent public attitudes towards agro-food biotechnology. 
After the deficit approach that saw the solution in making lay people think more like 
scientists or risk experts failed, the discourse gradually shifted from an emphasis on 
scientific literacy towards public engagement and participation. The latter explicitly aims 
to cope with the non-scientific concerns lay people rely on when perceiving risk. This 
trend towards a ‘rational orchestration’ of the public voice is confirmed by the growing 
amount of consensus conferences and citizen panels in science evaluating processes. 
Several observers have noted, however, that these participatory events rarely allow the 
examination of wider societal and ethical concerns, and are of secondary importance to 
the much debated demand for a cultural change in key decision-making and scientific 
institutions. It thus remains a huge challenge to take the wide range of societal 
concerns seriously in both communication and decision-making. 

The complex of concerns and actors described in this chapter is a dynamically 
evolving complex. New studies are needed to understand how, and in how far, the 
societal concerns discussed are at play today and how much ‘ethics’ is still an issue in 
biotechnology. Although ethics seems to play less overtly in today’s public sphere, one 
cannot conclude that in the case of agro-food biotechnology ethics is dead. To the 
contrary, the lasting sceptical and/or ambivalent attitude of Europeans towards agro-
food biotechnology and the continued controversies about the commercialisation of 
transgenic agro-food products are illustrative of an ongoing legitimacy crisis. One could 
even interpret the stigma on agro-food biotechnology and its products as testifying of a 
‘robust’ societal disapproval: it signals a lack of trust in scientific institutions and expert 
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systems, and voices a social response against the reduction of the complexity of the 
GMO issue to a solely scientific risk-based problem. Hence, a move from a merely 
scientific evaluation towards a socially more robust one – that addresses precaution 
and socio-ethical issues in a more ‘sensible’ way, whilst making ‘sense’ of the different 
stances taken in the GMO debate – is still sought for. As such, the (re)quest for Sense 
and Sensibility seems to have been partially fulfilled (e.g. the restyled EU regulatory 
frame, participatory initiatives), partially evaded (e.g. Gelassenheit), and partially 
shifted towards new topics (e.g. co-existence, molecular farming, nano-biotechnology). 
It will be interesting to see whether new controversies show (triggered, for example, by 
GMO contaminations or traces of unapproved transgenic events in non-transgenic 
produces), how these will be communicated and developed in the societal climate 
(Nisbet and Huge, 2006), and how they will be interpreted and tackled by, and/or lead 
to new adjustments in the now running legal system. 
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3.1 FIRST WAVE OF EUROPEAN LEGISLATIONS ON GM CROPS 
 
Because the techniques used for genetic modification were new and raised specific 
safety concerns, a process-based regulatory supervision of GMOs was deemed 
necessary in the EU (Guehlstorf and Hallstrom, 2005; Murphy et al., 2006). Similar 
safety concerns led to a resolution of the European Parliament in the 1980s, calling for 
a ban on the deliberate release of GMOs, as long as binding legislations covering 
these releases were not in place in Europe. In the summer of 1987, the European 
Community legislative process with regard to genetic modification legislation went into 
full swing, leading to the adoption of two European Directives in the early 1990s. In this 
period, the first GM plants were released in the field for experimental purposes. At the 
same time, technology-specific legislation was established in some MS such as 
Denmark and Germany. According to Gottweis (2005), these legal evolutions at the EU 
level also “reflected the new dynamics of the EU political system after the passing of 
the 1987 Single European Act, the rise of the European regulatory state, and the new 
importance of the environment as a core value in European policy making”. 

To avoid unequal competition and impediments between and within MS, to 
stimulate scientific research and innovation, and to encourage economic development, 
the EC promoted the development of a transparent and European-wide harmonisation 
of GM crop legislations between MS. This led to the creation of an internal market that 
makes the free movement of GM agro-food products possible in the EU. Other legal 
objectives included (1) ensuring a high level of protection of human health, animal 
health and the environment, (2) enabling consumers and farmers to exercise effectively 
their freedom of choice in the market place, and (3) not misleading consumers and 
users (Christoforou, 2004). 

To assess the conditions under which agro-food biotechnology is allowed to 
develop and under which GM crops and agro-food products are allowed to be used in 
the EU, the history of the legal framework on GM crops and their corresponding agro-
food products is examined within two major time bands. The first time band covers the 
period of time before the de facto moratorium (1990-1999), whilst the second time band 
focuses on the period of time during the de facto moratorium (1999-2004). By 
comparing these two time bands, an overview is provided about the new laws and legal 
requirements introduced during the deep revision of the EU regulatory frame. It also 
enables to investigate whether existing legal requirements were strengthened and 
harmonised, and whether their practical implementation entails new challenges. 
Moreover, it illustrates the shortfalls in coverage and critical points in interpretation that 
led to amend new laws. 
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3.1.1 Directive 90/220 on the deliberate release into the environment of 
genetically modified organisms 
 
From 1990 on, the contained use of GMOs was regulated by Directive 90/219. 
Directive 90/220 regulated their deliberate release into the environment, covering both 
the release for research purposes (part B) and for commercial use as or in products 
(part C). This regulatory triad reflects the stepwise commercial process transgenic 
crops go through, beginning with experiments under contained use (e.g. laboratory, 
greenhouse) through experimental release, up to the placing on the market.  

Once Directive 90/220 was in force, the first market consents were granted in the 
EU. The kick off was given in 1994 by the approval of the cultivation of the transgenic 
tobacco event ITB1000OX. The first GM product to be effectively released on the 
European market was paste from the Flavr Savr tomato. From February 1996 on, the 
GM puree destined for human consumption was sold in the UK (Tencalla, 2006). The 
last can of GM tomato paste was sold in June 1999 when the retailer excluded GM 
ingredients from all its own-brand products (Levidow and Bijman, 2002). With the 
approval of the transgenic soybean event GTS40-3-2 in April 1996, the door was 
opened for using imported GM crops as food and feed products over the entire EU. 
Other approvals soon followed: in January 1997, for instance, the transgenic maize 
event Bt176 was approved for all commercial uses. According to both market consents 
(96/281 for GTS40-3-2 soybean and 97/98 for Bt176 maize) no safety reasons required 
mentioning that the products had been obtained by genetic modification. 

Although market consents were previously granted for the cultivation of 
transgenic crops, their cultivation only started in 1998, after the registration of hybrids 
derived from Bt176 in the French and Spanish catalogue of varieties of agricultural 
plant species. In 1999, it was the turn for transgenic maize MON810 varieties. These 
events indicate that GM crops destined for various uses gradually penetrated the 
European market in the mid 1990s (Tab. 3.1). 
 

3.1.2 Regulation 258/97 on novel foods and novel food ingredients 
 
Directive 90/220 covered the deliberate release of GMOs only in generic terms. 
However, since 15 May 1997, Regulation 258/97 – the so-called Novel Food 
Regulation – removed food products containing, consisting of or produced from 
transgenic crops from the Directive’s scope. This Regulation covered the safety 
assessment, marketing and labelling of a broad category of novel foods including those 
produced by new technologies such as genetic modification, as well as food without a 
history of safe use in the EU. Recommendation 97/618 provided the scientific basis 
and information needed to compile dossiers for the marketing of GM food. 
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Table 3.1. Overview of commercially authorised and withdrawn GM crop events in the EU per 
commercial application (pursuant to Directives: 90/220 and 2001/18, and to 
Regulations: 258/97 and 1829/2003) (up to November 2007). 

 

Commercial 
application 

Crop Transgenic event 
Main 
trait 

Authorisation 
date 

Withdrawal 
date 

Chicory RM3-3, RM3-4, RM3-6 HR, MS 20/05/1996 – 
Bt176 HR, IR 23/01/1997 25/04/2007 
T25 HR 22/04/1998 – Maize 

MON810 IR 22/04/1998 – 
Oilseed 

rape 
MS1xRF1 HR, HS 06/02/1996 25/04/2007 

Cultivation 

Tobacco ITB1000OX HR 08/06/1994 – 
Bt176 HR, IR 23/01/1997 25/04/2007 
Bt11 HR, IR 19/05/2004 – 

NK603 HR 26/10/2004 – 
GA21 HR 13/01/2006 – 

MON863 IR 13/01/2006 – 
1507 HR, IR 03/03/2006 – 

1507xNK603 HR, IR 24/10/2007 – 
NK603xMON810 HR, IR 24/10/2007 – 

Maize 

DAS-59122-7 HR, IR 24/10/2007 – 
Soybean GTS40-3-2 HR 03/04/1996 – 

Food (all 
products) 

Sugar beet H7-1 HR 24/10/2007 – 
IPC531 IR 19/12/2002 – 

Cotton 
RRC1445 HR 19/12/2002 – 
MON810 IR 06/02/1998 – 

T25 HR 06/02/1998 – 
Bt11 HR, IR 06/02/1998 – 

MON809 HR, IR 23/10/1998 – 
Maize 

GA21 HR 13/01/2006 – 
Topas19/2 HR 24/06/1997 25/04/2007 
MS1xRF1 HR, HS 24/06/1997 25/04/2007 
MS1xRF2 HR, HS 24/06/1997 25/04/2007 

GT73 HR 21/11/1997 – 
Falcon GS40/90 HR 08/11/1999 – 

Liberator L62 HR 08/11/1999 – 

Food (only crop 
derivatives and 
products made 

with crop 
derivatives e.g. 

oil) 
Oilseed 

rape 

MS8xRF3 HR, HS 24/04/2000 – 
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Table 3.1. Continued. 
 

Commercial 
application 

Crop Transgenic event 
Main 
trait 

Authorisation 
date 

Withdrawal 
date 

Bt176 HR, IR 23/01/1997 25/04/2007 
T25 HR 22/04/1998 – 
Bt11 HR, IR 22/04/1998 – 

MON810 IR 22/04/1998 – 
NK603 HR 19/07/2004 – 

MON863 IR 08/08/2005 – 
1507 HR, IR 03/11/2005 – 

MON863xMON810a IR 16/01/2006 – 
1507xNK603 HR, IR 24/10/2007 – 

NK603xMON810b HR, IR 24/10/2007 – 

Maize 

DAS-59122-7 HR, IR 24/10/2007 – 
Topas19/2 HR 22/04/1998 25/04/2007 

GT73 HR 31/08/2005 – 
Oilseed 

rape 
MS8xRF3 HR 26/03/2007 – 

Soybean GTS40-3-2 HR 03/04/1996 – 

Feed, import, 
industrial 

processing 

Sugar beet H7-1b HR 24/10/2007 – 
Abbreviations: HR = herbicide resistance; HS = hybrid system; IR = insect resistance; MS = 
male sterility 
a Except for feed uses; b Only feed uses 
 
 
Under the Novel Food Regulation, the safety assessment of GM food was based on 
the principle of substantial equivalence between the GM foodstuff and its non-GM 
conventional counterpart. The conventional counterparts were generally taken to have 
a history of safe use, allowing them to serve as baseline in the comparison of their 
chemical composition and phenotypic characteristics to those of GM foodstuffs 
(Millstone et al., 1999; Schenkelaars, 2002; Kok and Kuiper, 2003; König et al., 2004; 
Levidow et al., 2007).  

Nonetheless, that conventional food products are generally safe is merely an 
assumption. Indeed, very few of them have been subjected to toxicological studies. 
Also, the degree of difference necessary to determine when the substance of the GM 
foodstuff ceases to be acceptably equivalent to the conventional counterpart was not 
defined clearly. Because of this, the substantial equivalence principle remained open to 
a diversity of interpretations, making its implementation in practice rather complicated 
and contentious. Other critical points were uncovered. First, substantial equivalence 
was often misperceived as the endpoint of a safety assessment, rather than the 
starting point. Initially, no risk assessment was required when a GM food was 
substantially equivalent. Secondly, it appeared to be difficult to predict the biochemical 
or toxicological effects of a GM food from its chemical composition. Third, complaints 
were made that it was not an absolute safety assessment in itself: not all the potentially 
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harmful components are assessed, since some of these components may not be 
associated with the genetic modification. Fourth, a comparative safety assessment 
could not be done if no appropriate comparator is identified, requiring a comprehensive 
safety and nutritional assessment of the GM foodstuff per se. 

Following the growing criticism of substantial equivalence as a basis to evaluate 
GM food, the principle was interpreted more strictly over time. Only products without 
detectable traces of the new DNA or protein could be notified under the simplified 
procedure, whereas products not satisfying these criteria underwent a full risk 
assessment under the normal authorisation procedure.  
 
With the Novel Food Regulation, foodstuffs were subjected to specific labelling 
requirements, thereby complementing Directive 97/4 on the labelling, presentation and 
advertising of foodstuffs. The consumer’s right to be informed of any characteristic or 
food property was extended to novel food or food ingredients that differed materially 
from existing ones, hence allowing consumers to make an informed choice on the 
basis of their own values. The modified characteristics and the method used thus had 
to be mentioned on the label. Labelling was also required when (1) the novel food 
contains material that is not present in an existing equivalent foodstuff, and which may 
have implications for the health of certain sections of the population, and when (2) the 
presence of such material gives rise to ethical concerns (Christoforou, 2004). Although 
the precise meaning of these ethical concerns was not clarified, they were received in 
terms of people perceiving GM agro-food products as “unnatural”, as “a violation of the 
sanctity of species”, as “disrespectful for nature”, or as “incompatible with organic 
farming” (Streiffer and Rubel, 2004; Streiffer and Hedemann, 2005).  

According to the labelling provisions of the Novel Food Regulation, labelling was 
not required when a genetically modified raw material had been treated technically in 
such a way that neither the new DNA nor the protein could be detected in the final 
product. Since May 1997, processed oil from GM oilseed rape, maize and cotton, and 
processed food and food ingredients derived from GM maize have been notified as 
being substantially equivalent and thus approved for human consumption under the 
simplified procedure of the Novel Food Regulation. Moreover, labelling did not apply to 
foodstuffs already used for human consumption in the EU prior to the establishment of 
the Novel Food Regulation. Already marketed foodstuffs, such as GTS40-3-2 and 
Bt176, were not considered as novel. Nor did the EC see reasons to label these 
products judged to be safe as being obtained by genetic modification. However, with 
the adoption of Regulations 1813/97 and 1139/98, the labelling of GTS40-3-2 and 
Bt176 foodstuffs also became compulsory. From that moment on, the label literally had 
to contain the words ‘produced from GM soybean’ or ‘produced from GM maize’ when 
the new protein or transgene were detectable in the end product intended for 
consumption. A final product needed no label when a GM raw material had been 
technically treated in such a way that neither the new protein nor the transgene could 
be detected (e.g. hydrolysed soybean proteins, refined oils). With Regulation 50/2000, 
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the labelling provisions were extended to additives and flavourings that have been 
genetically modified or that have been produced from a GMO. 

 
 

3.2 SECOND WAVE OF EUROPEAN LEGISLATIONS ON GM CROPS 
 
During the de facto moratorium various waves of institutional reform led to a gradual 
revision of the existing legislations and to the creation of new EU institutes. Both 
general and product-specific legislations were introduced in order to replace or amend 
older ones. Through this, specific values, norms, criteria and principles already present 
in the regulatory frame were strengthened and harmonised, whilst new ones were 
implemented. These regulatory revisions are discussed below in more detail in order to 
pinpoint the accompanying change in values (Tab. 3.2). 
 
Table 3.2. Historical overview and scope of the European regulatory frame coping with GM 

crops from 1990 onwards (using the adoption dates of legal texts). 
 

Year 

Field trials, 
cultivation, 

import, 
processing 

Feed Food Labelling Traceability 
Co-

existence 

1990 D 90/220   
1991       
1992       
1993       
1995       
1996       
1997   R 258/97 R 1813/97   
1998    R 1139/98   
1999    R 50/2000   
2000    R 49/2000   
2001 D 2001/18  D 2001/18  
2002  R 178/2002 R 178/2002 R 178/2002  
2003  R 1829/2003 R 1830/2003 D 2001/18 
2004  R 641/2004 R 65/2004; R 641/2004  
2005       
2006       

Abbreviations: D = directive; R = regulation 
Grey zone: de facto moratorium on the commercialisation of new GM crop events 
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3.2.1 Restyling I: Directive 2001/18: a new view on the deliberate release 
into the environment of genetically modified organisms  
 
On 17 October 2002, after years of preparation and discussion within the European 
Council and European Parliament, Directive 2001/18 replaced the older Directive 
90/220. This Directive took into account the latest scientific research and international 
legal developments (Christoforou, 2004). With it, the precautionary principle was 
explicitly adopted as a guide, the risk assessment criteria were broadened to include 
direct, indirect, immediate, delayed and cumulative long-term adverse effects, post-
market monitoring became obligatory, the need for a common methodology for the 
environmental risk assessment was established, the phasing out of certain antibiotic 
resistance marker genes was introduced, the existing labelling provisions applying to 
GM foodstuffs were extended to all the marketed products containing GMOs, the 
general concept of traceability at all stages of commercialisation was introduced, the 
transparency in the decision-making process was increased, the consultation of the 
public became mandatory in the authorisation procedure, the possible consultation of 
an ethics committee was confirmed, and the implementation of national cultivation 
registers that record the locations where GM crops have been cultivated was required.  

In the remainder of this chapter, several of these themes are discussed in more 
detail, starting with the precautionary principle.  
 
Explicit adoption of the precautionary principle (PP) in the new Directive 
Compared to its predecessor, a major shift in Directive 2001/18 is the explicit adoption 
of the PP as a guide. The Directive states that (1) “the PP has been taken into account 
in the drafting of the Directive and must be taken into account when implementing it”, 
and that (2) “MS shall, in accordance with the PP, ensure that all appropriate measures 
are taken to avoid adverse effects on human health and the environment, which might 
arise from the deliberate release or the placing on the market of GMOs”. With its 
increasing acceptance as a general principle in (inter)national law, various 
interpretations have been given to the PP; some authors have even defined the PP as 
an ethical principle that risk assessors and managers should adopt in the face of 
scientific uncertainty (Carr, 2002; Jensen, 2002). Based on a number of different 
versions of the PP, Sandin (1999) extracted four common dimensions of the PP and 
expressed them in the following if-clause: “if there is (1) a threat, which is (2) uncertain, 
then (3) some kind of action (4) is mandatory”. In this if-clause, the threat dimension 
concerns possible damages or harm of an activity, which can be qualified as ‘serious’, 
‘significant’ or ‘irreversible’. The uncertainty dimension expresses the need for scientific 
uncertainty to take precautionary measures, and thus relates to the limits of scientific 
knowledge on suspected risks. While the action dimension rather concerns possible 
responses to the uncertain threat, the final command dimension focuses on the way in 
which action is prescribed (Sandin, 1999).  
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In the following section, it is addressed how these dimensions are reflected in the 
legal criteria created by Directive 2001/18 and in the “Communication on the PP” 
issued by the EC (CEC, 2000), and how these dimensions are translated in practice.  
 

(1) Threat dimension: In Directive 2001/18, qualifying adjectives referring to risks 
are only used in the preamble and the guidance note that supplements Annex II. In a 
risk analysis done in accordance with the provisions of Directive 2001/18, judgments 
are made about what counts as a harmful impact25. When an effect is defined as 
adverse or harmful it implies that the deterioration in quality of a particular 
environmental subject exceeds a certain ‘chosen level’ of environmental protection 
(CEC, 2000). In other words, changes that lie outside the natural range of variability 
have to be considered. Directive 2004/35 on environmental liability here defines 
environmental damage as “a measurable change in a natural resource or measurable 
impairment of a natural resource service, which may occur directly or indirectly”. It is 
the severity of a potential adverse effect combined with the level of scientific 
uncertainty that triggers precaution. 

In risk analysis, one thus first has to define the environmental subjects 
considered relevant to assess/protect or considered valuable for society. The 
conservation objectives set by Directive 2001/18 are of a general nature, aiming at a 
high level of protection of human health and the environment. Despite this general 
nature, the previous environmental risk window is broadened, by requiring the 
assessment of potential direct, indirect, immediate, delayed and cumulative long-term 
adverse effects. Consequently, more agro-ecological expertise is included nowadays, 
and a set of new subjects implicitly have entered the scope of the environmental risk 
assessment. Previously, for instance, indirect adverse effects on farmland biodiversity 
caused by the use of non-selective herbicides on GM crops fell beyond the remit of 
Directive 90/220, because they were considered to be agronomic issues. However, MS 
that prioritised the protection of farmland biodiversity or that aimed at reducing agro-
chemical usage to ensure the use of ground water as drinking water already included 
this issue in their assessments (Levidow, 2001). Nowadays, it is considered to be a 
statutory criterion in the safety assessment of GM crops (ACRE, 2004a, 2005; BAC, 
2004).  

After identifying the deterioration in quality of a particular subject, one has to 
define whether it exceeds a certain ‘chosen level’ of environmental protection (CEC, 
2000). The baseline against which this change is compared allows determining its 
severity and acceptability. According to EC standards, the most dominant form of 
agriculture is considered as the baseline for comparison. It means that an adverse 

                                                 
25 Scientifically defining ecological damage or what is a ‘reasonable or acceptable threat’ is not 
possible, as scientific methods are only capable of showing ecological changes. To attribute a 
value on these changes, not only scientific aspects have to be considered, but also socio-ethical 
and economic factors (Sanvido et al., 2005). 
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effect due to the use of a transgenic crop is acceptable as long as the effect remains 
within the range of variability observed in conventional agriculture.  

Although such a comparative approach – relying on the concept of familiarity – is 
a useful tool in the risk analysis of GM crops, it does show some weaknesses, due to a 
rather uncritical conception of conventional farming (McHughen, 2007). Despite the 
general assumption that conventional farming is safe, it is known that biodiversity 
associated with many conventional crops is declining due to, for instance, the 
increased use of fertilizers and pesticides and/or the shift from spring to winter cropping 
(Chamberlain et al., 2000; Robinson and Sutherland, 2002). Also, the Farm Scale 
Evaluations have shown that differences in the impact on wild flora and fauna can be 
greater between different conventional crops (e.g. between maize and oilseed rape) 
than between a GMHR crop and its non-GM herbicide susceptible counterpart (Firbank 
et al., 2005b). In this context, a comparative approach is still flawed because it may 
permit the use of a harmful GM crop on grounds that the comparator also causes harm. 
It may also be the case that less harm is tolerated for GM crops, whereas conventional 
practices are equally or more harmful. For example, although a conventionally bred HR 
crop could generate similar impacts as the GM one, it is unlikely that it would be 
assessed (Chassy et al., 2003; ACRE, 2006; Morris, 2007). 

Other flaws in the comparative approach are that the baseline of conventional 
farming knows regional and temporal variability or is often lacking, which may hamper 
fruitful comparisons (Wilhelm et al., 2003; ACRE, 2006; Wilhelm and Schiemann, 2006; 
Peltzer et al., 2008). Due to incomplete or lacking baseline data, it has been argued 
that it could be difficult to determine whether a change exceeds the existing variability, 
and thus to distinguish ‘unusual’ from ‘usual’ variation in a specific biodiversity indicator 
(Sanvido et al., 2007a). 

Another difficulty is translating statistical significant adverse effects into significant 
biological or ecological effects: a reduction in soil biodiversity does not necessarily 
cause a decrease in soil function (Lilley et al., 2006). 

Also, the assessment of the wider impact of GM crops and their associated 
agricultural practices is not promoted. This is because a harm-oriented approach is 
followed rather than a goal-oriented one (Deblonde and du Jardin, 2005). As such, 
single GM crops are assessed, but not the whole agricultural system. Within a wider 
assessment frame, a potential risk may be traded against potential benefits. However, 
Directive 2001/18 currently does not permit a GMO to progress to a sustainability 
assessment if a single biologically significant harmful environmental effect is detected, 
irrespective of any potential environmental benefits that it could offer (ACRE, 2006).  

Finally, it has been argued that judgments about the acceptability of impacts 
should not only be based on conventional farming, but also on organic or integrated 
farming in order to strike a new balance between agricultural production and 
biodiversity (Firbank, 2005). However, also this option is not easy to implement: 
applying different baselines among European institutions and MS has already led to 
contentious positions on the acceptability of risks, indicating that various accounts of 
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precaution are identifiable at the EU level (Levidow et al., 2005). Depending on the 
accounts taken, some MS not only consider dangerous effects, but also encompass 
undesirable ones in risk assessments. 

 
(2) Uncertainty dimension: According to the EC, “the absence of proof of the 

existence of a cause-effect relationship”, “a quantifiable dose/response relationship” or 
“a quantitative evaluation of the probability of the emergence of adverse effects 
following exposure” can trigger precautionary measures (CEC, 2000). Depending on 
the precautionary accounts taken, EU practice shows that precautionary measures 
were taken not only when the scientific plausibility of the suspected risk is to some 
extent verifiable, but also when there were suspicions or inadequate evidence about 
uncertain risks (Levidow et al., 2005). 

Through the adoption of the PP in Directive 2001/18, it is recognised that risk 
assessments are limited by a degree of scientific uncertainty, ignorance, 
indeterminacy, ambiguity and inconclusiveness, and that decisions must be made 
acknowledging that these shortcomings may not be resolved (CEC, 2000; Carr, 2002; 
Hoffmann-Riem and Wynne, 2002; Krayer von Krauss et al., 2004; Wandall, 2004; 
Sanvido et al., 2005). This is also the tenor of the EC guidance note for the 
environmental risk assessment (2002/623) that supplements Annex II of Directive 
2001/18: it recommends “describing uncertainties, clarifying the assumptions, 
extrapolations and predictions made, explaining the differing points of view, and 
discussing the known limits”. In this respect, there is an attempt to render explicit the 
value judgments and pluralistic viewpoints occurring in, as well as the limitations of risk 
assessment. These clarifications are intended to allow risk managers to judge whether 
the factual basis of the risk assessment is sufficiently reliable to act upon. So far, these 
clarifications have in fact remained implicit at the EU level. According to Levidow 
(2006), the scientific opinions of the EFSA have a tendency of keeping uncertainties in 
knowledge deliberately under the table. This trend may be explained by the fact that 
risk managers may no longer receive opinions that are straightforward, and that the 
prevalence of uncertainty might be judged as poor science by the outside world (see 
chapter 2).  

 
(3) Action dimension: The idea of responding to an uncertain threat is generally 

translated in terms of bringing restrictions to the free movement of GM agro-food 
products, provided that these are “proportional to the desired level of protection”, “non-
discriminatory in their application”, “consistent with measures already adopted in similar 
circumstances”, “consider the costs and benefits of both action and lack of action”, and 
“consider developments in scientific knowledge” (CEC, 2000). The heated debates 
about the potential occurrence of feral oilseed rape populations along transportation 
routes due to grain spillage – induced by the assessment of the notification that 
covered the import of the oilseed rape GT73 event – illustrated divergent positions on 
how to manage ‘uncertain’ risks. The potential occurrence of feral oilseed rape 
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populations was judged as unacceptable by some MS, demanding specific controls to 
prevent spillage and requiring its monitoring, whilst others and the EFSA found no 
grounds for any risk (Levidow, 2006). 

Under Directive 2001/18, mandatory environmental post-market monitoring has 
been chosen as the privileged precautionary measure to cope with scientific 
uncertainties. Generally, monitoring relies on checking if certain standards are met, 
examining potential changes with respect to an established baseline, and/or reducing 
scientific uncertainties that were identified in risk assessment. Since any risk 
assessment is only as good as the current state of scientific knowledge, post-market 
monitoring is relevant, though further research may not always overcome these 
shortcomings due to unforeseen complexities.  

Annex VII of Directive 2001/18 and its supplementing guidance note (2002/811) 
describe an environmental monitoring plan consisting of case-specific monitoring and 
general surveillance: general surveillance is always obligatory, whilst case-specific 
monitoring is imposed on a case-by-case basis (EFSA, 2006a). Due to the different 
objectives between case-specific monitoring and general surveillance, their underlying 
concepts differ (ACRE, 2004b; Sanvido et al., 2005; EFSA, 2006a). In the former, 
foreseen potentially adverse changes are related to specific causes (known 
unknowns), whereas in the latter the detection of unforeseen changes without known 
specific cause (unknown unknowns) is aimed at. Case-specific monitoring is mainly 
triggered by scientific uncertainties that were identified in risk assessment. Hence, a 
hypothesis is established that can be tested on the basis of the newly collected data. In 
contrast, in general surveillance, the general status of the environment that is 
associated with the uses of GM crops is monitored without any preconception. Here, 
effects – including cumulative long-term effects – that were not anticipated in the 
environmental risk assessment are sought for. Then, it has to be determined whether 
the unusual effect detected is adverse, and whether it is associated with the use of a 
transgenic crop26.  

In the elaboration of its guidance note on environmental post-market monitoring, 
the EFSA consulted a wide range of actors (EFSA, 2006a). From these discussions, it 
arose that the approaches and principles of environmental post-market monitoring are 
diversely interpreted, according to the precautionary accounts taken. According to 
narrow accounts, post-market monitoring is only justified until additional scientific 
evidence is obtained that allows a more complete risk assessment. This offers the 
possibility to define whether the risk assessment has changed or whether risk 
management should be changed. Within broader precautionary accounts, research is 
not only needed to fill data gaps, but also to improve the bases of available knowledge. 

                                                 
26 Determining the causality between detected environmental effects and the cultivation of GM 
crops might be difficult in practice, as a multitude of interacting factors (e.g. biogeographical 
region, landscape characteristics, habitat type, agricultural management applied) influence the 
variability of any biological indicator (Sanvido et al., 2007a; Peltzer et al., 2008). This might 
hamper ascribing an observed effect to a particular cause such as the cultivation of GM crops. 
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On the basis of Annex VII of Directive 2001/18, some plead that monitoring should be 
done to confirm the correctness of any assumption on the occurrence and impact of 
potential adverse effects of the GMO or its use made in the environmental risk 
assessment. However, the EFSA emphasised that this goes far beyond the remit of the 
PP, since monitoring plans would not only cover the ‘known unknowns’, but also the 
‘known knowns’. Post-market monitoring aims at elucidating the ‘known unknowns’ 
related to potentially harmful risks in order to confirm or refute uncertain assumptions 
made in the environmental risk assessment, whereas any adverse ‘known knowns’ can 
be managed preventively to reduce anticipated risks to an acceptable level.  

The ‘nice to know’ versus ‘need to know’ divergences are also reflected in the 
demands to apply an unconditionally surveillance of all areas exposed to GM crops or 
likely to be affected by their cultivation, to conduct intensive biosafety programs, to 
require a null hypothesis in general surveillance, and/or to establish comprehensive 
lists of protection goals (EFSA, 2006a).  

Where any environmental damage was observed, the output of post-market 
monitoring could be coupled to environmental liability, in order to trigger remedial 
measures and liability. However, Karlsson (2006) doubts that “environmental liability 
will have any meaning when it comes to the ordinary use of GM crops, since the 
environmental liability Directive gives exceptions for authorised activities”.  
 

(4) Command dimension: Directive 2001/18 mentions that “MS shall, in 
accordance with the PP, ensure that all appropriate measures are taken to avoid 
adverse effects on human health and the environment, which might arise from the 
deliberate release or the placing on the market of GMOs”.  
 
As mentioned above, the PP has been explicitly adopted in the new Directive 2001/18. 
Nonetheless, before, an implicit precautionary approach was already applied. This can 
be demonstrated through different aspects of the older regulatory frame.  

For example, the iterative process of risk analysis always has been precautionary 
in the sense that its decisions are temporary, reversible and adaptable in the light of 
new information that becomes available. With the advent of new information, it had to 
be defined whether the risk assessment has changed, or whether risk management 
should be changed. Under Directive 2001/18, this duty of re-examination has been 
strengthened by limiting the duration of market consent to a maximum period of ten 
years.  

A precautionary approach also was reflected in the right of a MS to provisionally 
restrict or prohibit the use and/or sale on its territory of an approved GMO. Even more, 
some MS already applied the PP by enforcing monitoring activities in the face of 
scientific uncertainties. In France, for instance, research on vertical gene flow and its 
agro-ecological consequences was funded (Marris et al., 2005), whereas in the UK, 
harm to farmland biodiversity caused by herbicide use was assessed in the Farm Scale 
Evaluations (Oreszczyn, 2005).  
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Finally, entire categories of products for which there was no prior evidence of 
harm were a priori regulated, to guarantee the protection of human health and the 
environment, and to predict and avoid harm (Levidow, 2001). The ‘burden of proof’ to 
demonstrate biosafety prior to use was in the hands of those who claim that the activity 
in question causes no adverse effects. Notifiers are in charge of providing a risk 
assessment, which is generally done (1) in accordance to the latest standards of 
scientific knowledge, (2) on a case-by-case basis, because few generic judgments can 
be made about the safety and impact of GM crops, and (3) step-wise – according to a 
tiered approach – where the assessment increases in complexity and realism based on 
the knowledge gained during previous steps. Subsequently, MS evaluate the scientific 
quality of the submitted notifications, request additional information, take steps to 
ensure that human health and the environment are protected, and guarantee that the 
risks associated with the use of an authorised GMO are considered to be very low. In 
this process, some MS requested more reliable or complete information, and/or 
challenged the available evidence, especially on molecular characterisation or 
toxicological tests (Levidow et al., 2005). 

The overall precautionary character of the EU legislation on GM crops – in both 
its implicit and explicit form – has been doubted, because “ignorance and uncertainty 
are poorly dealt with, complex social and political judgments are made by experts in 
ways that are not transparent, and there is little opportunity for public participation” 
(Mayer and Stirling, 2002; Karlsson, 2006). Moreover, some prescribe an interpretation 
of precaution that is explicitly linked to the ideal of sustainable development (Deblonde 
and du Jardin, 2005; ACRE, 2006).  
 
A common methodology for environmental risk assessment (ERA) 
The objectives of ERA are to identify adverse effects of GMOs and to measure and 
predict their seriousness, as well as their likelihood of occurrence. Before the new 
Directive, ERA frameworks varied considerably in the number and definition of 
particular action steps and in the terminology used to describe these steps. Experts 
from different disciplines understood the conceptual basis for risk assessment 
differently or confused successive steps (Hill and Sendashonga, 2003; Hill, 2005). For 
instance, when transgene flow towards certain wild/weedy relatives is considered as a 
problem in itself, the risk assessment will be limited to the exposure step in order to 
estimate vertical gene flow. However, the estimation of vertical gene flow per se is not 
generally considered to be a complete risk assessment: it requires not only an 
evaluation of exposure, but also the evaluation of the potential adverse 
consequence(s) resulting from vertical gene flow (Hails and Morley, 2005; Chapman 
and Burke, 2006). 

To avoid further confusion and to promote a common understanding of ERA, the 
guidance note (2002/623) that supplements Annex II of the new Directive describes a 
common conceptual basis and methodology for ERA. An ERA now consists of six 
successive steps: (1) characteristics which may cause adverse effects are identified, 
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(2) potential consequences of each separate adverse effect are estimated and 
evaluated, (3) likelihood of occurrence of each identified potential adverse effect is 
evaluated, (4) risk posed by each identified characteristic of the GMO is estimated, (5) 
management strategies are chosen and applied, and finally, (6) overall risk of the GMO 
is determined. 

Despite this conceptual and methodological harmonisation, the practical definition 
of an adverse effect (or what is considered environmental damage or harm), which 
proved to be contentious at EU level, remained unaddressed. 
 
Phasing out of antibiotic resistance marker (ARM) genes 
In the transformation process of GM crops, ARM genes are commonly used to enable 
the selection of transformed plant cells and/or of the vector constructs used. With the 
cumulative and large-scale release of different GM crop events containing ARM genes, 
an unwanted increase in existing levels of antibiotic resistance in micro-organisms was 
feared, due to its possibility to compromise therapy. However, risk assessments have 
generally concluded that (1) the frequency of horizontal gene transfer from GM crops 
containing ARM genes towards microbial populations is very low, (2) the hazard arising 
from any such gene transfer is, at worst, slight, but that (3) their use should be strongly 
discouraged when they could compromise the use of clinically relevant antibiotics 
(Bennett et al., 2004; EFSA, 2004a; Goldstein et al., 2005; van den Eede et al., 2005).  

Following this line of arguments, and in accordance with the PP, Directive 
2001/18 requires the phasing out of genes encoding resistance to antibiotics in use for 
medical or veterinary treatment by 2005 for commercial releases, and by 2009 for 
research purposes, provided that the genes have adverse effects on human health and 
the environment. NGOs and some MS welcomed this turn in regulatory policy on ARM 
genes; they judged the possibility of ARM gene transfer as unacceptable. Relying on 
broader precautionary accounts, they requested the complete elimination of ARM 
genes. On these grounds, many notifications for field trials were rejected in the EU.  

Following the various objections raised by MS regarding the presence of ARM 
genes in notified GM agro-food products, the EFSA was consulted to provide clear 
guidance. Considering their clinical importance and the availability of alternatives, ARM 
genes were categorised into three groups by the EFSA. The first group contained ARM 
genes that are already widely distributed in micro-organisms in the environment, and 
which confer resistance to antibiotics of minor or no clinical relevance, such as nptII, 
which confers kanamycin resistance. Since there is no rationale for inhibiting or 
restricting the use of these ARM genes, the EFSA judged their use in GM plants as 
permissible. ARM genes contained in the other two groups conferred resistance to 
antibiotics that are clinically relevant or highly relevant (e.g. streptomycin, tetracycline). 
Their use in GM plants destined for experimental or commercial release should be 
restricted or prohibited (EFSA, 2004a).  

Following the EFSA opinion, Spain recently withdrew the five inscribed Bt176 
hybrids from its national catalogues of varieties of agricultural plant species: the ARM 
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gene present in Bt176 – ampicillin resistance – belongs to the group of ARM genes 
whose use had to be restricted to field trials. The French catalogue of varieties of 
agricultural plant species still counts nine Bt176 hybrids, but these have not been 
cultivated commercially since 1999. This could partly be explained by the drop in 
transgene expression in these hybrids after pollination, as a result of which the 
protection against targeted pest insects is reduced. Nowadays, Bt176 event has been 
completely withdrawn from the European market: the initial authorisation has not been 
renewed (2007/304). 

Since the more stringent criteria adopted by some MS were not acknowledged in 
the EFSA opinion, these MS maintained their objections against the presence of ARM 
genes in notified GM agro-food products. 
 
Public consultation and information 
Under Directive 2001/18, the consultation of the public and other actors during the 
authorisation procedure became mandatory. This is based on the assumption that 
public consultation enables risk managers to make better informed decisions, since 
they will better understand divergent interpretations of uncertainties and the underlying 
values held by different actors (Karlsson, 2003b; Irwin, 2006; Schibeci et al., 2006). For 
commercial releases, this consultation is organised at the European level, whereas it is 
organised at the national level for experimental releases. In both cases, the Summary 
Notification Information Format (SNIF) serves as the main source of information.  

Unfortunately, the template and content of the SNIF did not develop along with 
the changes made in Directive 2001/18. Under the old Directive 90/220, the SNIF was 
only exchanged between MS as an early warning system to rapidly identify potential 
adverse risks: MS demanded technical and summarised information. Nowadays, the 
same SNIF is made available to the public, but it does not address societal concerns.  

In response to this weakness, in Belgium, the ‘public files’ were institutionalised. 
Under guidelines specifically designed for the compilation of public files, notifiers were 
recommended to address questions about the added value of the envisaged releases 
and the technology used, about arguments of choice of technology, and about 
weighing alternatives. Emphasis was put also on the semantic accessibility of these 
public files. 

Despite these efforts, and despite the fact that public comment is currently 
allowed for, only those criteria included within the prescribed risk assessment of the 
Directive are taken into account in market decisions (Mayer and Stirling, 2002; 
Karlsson, 2006). Hence, the tendency to overlook societal issues in the authorisation 
procedure seems to continue, giving European public consultation a mere symbolical 
or ritual character (Irwin, 2006). In case of experimental releases, the situation is 
somewhat different: MS retain a larger competence and, generally, apply broader 
precautionary accounts. Some MS used this flexibility to create room to take public 
comments seriously. 
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Consultation of an ethics committee 
Another new element in Directive 2001/18 is that the Commission’s ‘European Group 
on Ethics in Science and New Technologies’ can evaluate ethical issues of a general 
nature. This Group is an independent, pluralistic and interdisciplinary authority. This 
possibility offers an ‘opening’ to address some of the ethical concerns underlying public 
scepticism towards GM agro-food products. Still, it needs to be said that, by its 
recommendations the consultation envisaged is not supposed to stop or delay the 
consent procedure or to change the consent (Jensen et al., 2003; Madsen and 
Sandøe, 2005). Already in 1995, the Group provided an opinion on ethical aspects of 
the labelling of food derived from modern biotechnology. According to this opinion, the 
primary ethical imperatives applying to marketed GM agro-food products relate to their 
safety, labelling, benefits and free movement in the EU (EGE, 1995).  

Yet, MS retain a competence regarding ethical issues because the Directive 
states that (1) “respect for ethical principles recognised in a MS is particularly 
important”, (2) “MS may take ethical aspects into consideration when GMOs are 
deliberately released or placed on the market as or in products”, and that (3) “MS 
should be able to consult any committee they have established with a view to obtain 
advice on the ethical implications of biotechnology”. Due to a lack of concrete 
substantial and/or procedural recommendations, some MS doubt the sincerity of these 
statements. Other MS explicitly address socio-ethical and economic issues in the risk 
analysis of GM agro-food products. The ‘Norwegian Gene Technology Acts’ (Myhr and 
Traavik, 2003) and ‘Swedish Environmental Code’ (Karlsson, 2003a), for instance, 
require that (1) “the use of GM crops takes place in an ethical and socially justifiable 
way, in accordance with the principle of sustainable development”, and that (2) “the 
release represents a benefit to the community”. In the Netherlands, an ‘integrated 
framework for the assessment of social and ethical issues in modern biotechnology’ 
was elaborated (COGEM, 2003). The Belgian ad hoc committee ‘Sustainability and 
ethical aspects’ was established in 2003 to provide a wider assessment of the 
experimental release demand of a transgenic apple tree. However, in most of these 
cases, MS seemed to experience difficulties in securing the conversion of societal 
concerns into concrete action.  
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3.2.2 Restyling II: Regulation 178/2002 concerning the general principles 
and requirements of food law, the establishment of the European Food 
Safety Authority (EFSA), and the procedures in matters of food safety 
 
Adding on to Directive 2001/18, Regulation 178/2002 lays down the general principles 
of food law and procedures in food and feed safety, as well as the tasks of the EFSA. 
With this Regulation, the application of the PP is further extended to the risk analysis of 
all food and feed in the EU, whether or not of GM-origin. A uniform basis for the 
adoption of the PP is provided by stating that “in specific circumstances where, 
following an assessment of available information, the possibility of harmful effects on 
health is identified, but scientific uncertainty persists, provisional risk management 
measures necessary to ensure the high level of health protection chosen in the 
Community may be adopted, pending further scientific information for a more 
comprehensive risk assessment”. The adopted PP measures shall be “proportionate 
and no more restrictive of trade than is required to achieve the high level of health 
protection chosen” and “reviewed within a reasonable period of time”.  

In response to a multiple wave of food crises that caused considerable concerns 
in European publics about food safety and the ability of regulatory authorities to fully 
protect consumers, the EFSA was created as a European-wide risk assessment body. 
By providing ‘independent, objective and transparent’ science-based advice, the EFSA 
should help facilitating EU decisions and restoring consumers’ confidence.  
 

3.2.3 Restyling III: Regulation 1829/2003 on genetically modified food and 
feed 
 
Since 18 April 2004, Regulation 1829/2003 covers the commercialisation and safety 
assessment of GM food and feedstuffs, e.g. food/feed containing or consisting of 
GMOs, food/feed produced from GMOs, and food containing ingredients produced 
from GMOs. Prior to this date, consents for human food use were required under the 
Novel Food Regulation, whereas feed uses were assessed under Directive 2001/18 
and its predecessor. Products that have been lawfully placed on the European market 
continue, in accordance to Regulation 641/2004, to be allowed on the market as long 
as they were notified to the EC before 18 October 2004. The authorised agro-food 
products enter in a Community Register of GM food and feed, which is made available 
to the public. The changes introduced by this GM Food and Feed Regulation are 
discussed in the following sections. 
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A centralised ‘one door-one key’ authorisation procedure 
To improve the safety standards of GM agro-food products, and to facilitate EU 
decisions, a new authorisation procedure was put in place. On the one hand, this 
procedure is centralised around the EFSA. In addition to centralising administrative 
procedures, the EFSA is in charge of harmonising risk assessment criteria across MS. 
In this process, a wide range of experts and actors are consulted (EFSA, 2004b). MS 
are specifically consulted on notifications to positively integrate their views in the EFSA 
opinions, though the more precautionary approaches developed by some MS are 
hardly accommodated. This is because only ‘reasonable’ demands are accepted, whilst 
those that fall outside the scope of the risk assessment discourse are dismissed on the 
grounds that they are not scientific.  

On the other hand, this procedure is based on a ‘one door-one key’ approach 
whereby all the commercial uses can be covered in a same dossier. Compared to the 
procedures of Directive 2001/18 and Regulation 258/97, this provides a much more 
streamlined and less cumbersome authorisation procedure. Moreover, it avoids the 
granting of consent for a single use, while a product is likely to be used both for food 
and feed purposes. This was the case in the StarLink affaire. The maize CBH-351 
event (also called StarLink) was only approved for animal feed. Nonetheless, in 
September 2000, traces of it were found in food products destined for human 
consumption in the US (Demeke et al., 2006).  
 
Safety assessment 
In response to the heated debates that challenged the ‘principle of substantial 
equivalence’, the principle was demoted to a ‘comparative analysis’ in the GM Food 
and Feed Regulation. The safety assessment of GM food and feed remains based on a 
comparative analysis in which the non-GM counterpart serves as baseline. However, it 
requires more evidence of safety than before: more scientific uncertainties are 
addressed, and the principle can no longer be used to justify the claim that a risk 
assessment is unnecessary (Levidow et al., 2007). This trend stems from the evolving 
interpretation given to the principle of substantial equivalence over time. Since the 
principle was intensely criticised by various actors, it was no longer interpreted as the 
end point of risk assessment, but rather as the starting point. Whether the GM food 
was subjected to further safety assessment depended on the identified differences 
between the GM food and its comparator: (1) if substantial equivalence was 
established, the need for further testing was investigated on a case-by-case basis, (2) if 
substantial equivalence was established except for a single or few specific traits of GM 
crops, further tests were done focusing on these traits, and (3) if neither partial nor total 
substantial equivalence was established, the wholesomeness of the food product was 
assessed. In the same line of arguments, the simplified procedure was abandoned 
under the GM Food and Feed Regulation. 
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Labelling 
The labelling provisions of all material intentionally consisting of, containing GM crops 
or products derived from them are firmly enshrined by the GM Food and Feed 
Regulation. This Regulation extended these provisions to feeds, seeds, bulk products, 
foods that are delivered as such to the final consumers or mass caterers, and to 
products in which GMO-derived DNA or protein (e.g. refined oils) is no longer 
detectable. These requirements go further than the previous ones, because the use of 
genetic modification in itself now is sufficient to justify labelling. The label must be 
shown in a clearly visible, legible and indelible manner, and must contain the reference 
‘genetically modified’, ‘produced from genetically modified’ or ‘contains genetically 
modified’. When a GM food or feed is different from its conventional counterpart, the 
label must also provide information about any characteristic or property that renders it 
different. When there is no conventional counterpart, the label must contain appropriate 
information about the nature and characteristics of the GM food or feed. Any 
characteristic or property that gives rise to ethical or even religious concerns also has 
to be mentioned. Unfortunately, no further clarifications are given on the meaning of 
ethical or religious concerns, making this aspect of the new regulation on labelling 
extremely relative. 

Although this point was the target of criticism of NGOs, products being produced 
with the help of GMOs – rather than actually made out of them – do not require 
labelling. As such, meat, eggs, milk and dairy products from animals reared with GM 
feed fall beyond the remit of labelling provisions. In contrast, other actors considered 
the need to label products that do not contain DNA or protein traces as too excessive. 
Since substances assisting in food production, carrier substances or culture media for 
micro-organisms are not considered foods, their labelling is not considered necessary 
(CEC, 2006). 

 
Adventitious GMO presence in non-GM material 
Reviewing twenty years of experience with transgene containment, Marvier and Van 
Acker (2005) inferred that the movement of transgenes beyond their intended 
destinations is a virtual certainty, especially in the agricultural context. Nowadays, 
traces of unapproved GM crop events have been observed in commercially certified 
seeds, grains and foodstuffs (Friesen et al., 2003; Demeke et al., 2006; Vogel, 2006), 
as well as in feral oilseed rape populations located in ports, and along transportation 
routes (Saji et al., 2006; Yoshimura et al., 2006). As a response to the difficulty of 
keeping transgenes on a leash, tolerance thresholds were established for the 
unintentional or technically unavoidable presence of authorised GM material in non-GM 
products in the EU.  

A tolerance threshold refers to the maximum admixture level for GMO content 
under which the co-mingled product does not have to be labelled as containing a GMO. 
More specifically, Regulation 49/2000 set the labelling threshold for the adventitious 
GMO presence in non-GM foodstuffs at 1% of the food ingredient. The GM Food and 
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Feed Regulation decreased the tolerance threshold to 0.9%, and extended it to feed 
and products intended for direct processing. For EU unapproved events, there is zero 
tolerance, unless they received a favourable scientific risk assessment for marketing 
and a detection method is publicly available. In the latter case, a threshold of 0.5% may 
be applied transitionally.  

For seeds, no threshold has been defined yet, as discussions remained at an 
impasse. Possible thresholds that will be proposed for seeds will be established at 
levels such that the GMO content of 0.9% can be guaranteed in food, feed or crops. 
Proposals made by the Scientific Committee on Plants in 2001 ranged between 0.3% 
for cross-pollinating crops, and 0.5% for self-pollinating and vegetatively propagated 
crops (SCP, 2001). As no thresholds for the adventitious GMO presence in non-GM 
seeds have been established to date, any seedlot containing authorised GM seeds 
destined for cultivation in the EU has to be labelled as containing GM material.  

Organic growers prefer a zero tolerance. This is because the Regulation 
1804/1999 on organic production of agricultural products states that the use of GMOs 
and their derivatives is not compatible with the organic production method. However, 
due to the foreseen de minimis threshold for unavoidable contamination, it may be 
assumed that a level between the limit of quantification of a DNA analysis (0.1%) and 
0.9% might be defined in due time. In a press release published on 21 December 2005 
(IP/05/1679), the EC emphasised that an organic product with an adventitious GMO 
content below 0.9% could still be labelled as organic. On 12 June 2007, this point of 
view was confirmed at a meeting of the EU agriculture ministers where political 
agreement was reached on a new Regulation on organic production and labelling 
(IP/07/807).  

It is often argued that there is no scientific justification for the established 
thresholds. Since GM agro-food products are declared safe before marketing, 
thresholds are not related to safety or health issues. However, thresholds reflect a 
balance between differently framed requests and technical capabilities (the lower the 
threshold, the larger the error): notifiers request high thresholds, whilst NGOs and 
consumers demand lower ones. Still, the translation of labelling thresholds in practice 
entails enormous technical and scientific challenges (Miraglia et al., 2004; Holst-
Jensen et al., 2006; Weighardt, 2006). 
 
Co-existence between GM and non-GM crops 
In the context of co-existence, vertical gene flow is not taken into account to cover 
safety issues, but to avoid that the threshold of 0.9% for the adventitious presence of 
GM material in non-GM products will be exceeded, because this will trigger the 
labelling of the co-mingled product as containing GM material. The co-existence policy 
was introduced through an amendment of Regulation 1829/200327 to Directive 
                                                 
27 According to article 43 of the GM Food and Feed Regulation (EC, 2003b) that amends article 
26a of the Directive 2001/18, MS were empowered to take appropriate measures to avoid the 
adventitious presence of GM material in non-GM products. MS generally rely on article 43 as a 
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2001/18. This policy on co-existence between GM, conventional and organic crop 
productions aims at ensuring that farmers can freely choose among these cropping 
systems, which should ‘peacefully’ develop side by side. More specifically, it has been 
decided that all cropping systems should be possible, and that the presence of one 
system should not exclude other systems in the neighbourhood. According to the EC, 
the maintenance of different agricultural production systems is a precondition to 
provide a high degree of consumers’ freedom of choice; an objective that can only be 
reached if segregation, identity preservation, traceability and labelling systems are 
properly functioning (Huffman, 2004). 

Tolerance thresholds play a crucial role in the context of co-existence. On the 
one hand, economic harm resulting from adventitious mixing will only be actionable if a 
certain threshold is exceeded: labelling a co-mingled product as containing GM 
material may affect its market acceptability. On the other hand, tolerance thresholds 
will define the required level of containment. Efforts needed to meet these thresholds 
will inevitably affect farming and the supply chain management. The lower the 
tolerance threshold, the stricter the co-existence measures and the more efforts 
needed. 

To ensure the co-existence of cropping systems, EU MS have established or are 
developing a diversity of ex ante regulations and ex post liability rules (EC, 2006). In ex 
ante co-existence regulations, preventive on-farm measures are prescribed to comply 
with the established tolerance thresholds, whilst ex post liability rules cover questions 
of liability and the duty to redress the incurred harm caused by adventitious mixing. 
Because GM crop production is generally considered as the ‘newcomer’, adopters of 
GM crops will not only be in charge of taking preventive co-existence measures, they 
will also bear responsibility to redress incurred harm. In general, the creation of a 
compensation fund is foreseen to restitute economic damage. Depending of the MS, 
the compensation fund will be provisioned by financial contributions from all growers, 
only GM crop adopters, seed producers and retailers of GM crops, and/or the 
government. Financial contributions will vary with the dissemination potential of and the 
area cropped with the GM crop. 

The fact that co-existence is addressed at national/regional level through the 
subsidiarity principle provides an opportunity to develop regional co-existence 
arrangements adapted to local farming practices, farm structures, meteorological 
conditions and legal environments. However, this appears to be an extremely difficult 
task. On the one hand, the governance of GM crops extended to additional players that 
previously had a muted voice in the debate, widening the scope of the co-existence 
debate with other issues (see chapter 2). On the other hand, the proliferation of too 
diverse co-existence standards over the EU should be avoided. To secure its 
predefined co-existence scope, the EC elaborated guidelines for the development of 
national strategies and practices (EC, 2003a). Published on 23 July 2003, the 
                                                                                                                                               
justification to cope with preventive duties and liability issues regarding the adventitious mixing 
resulting from transgenic crops (Herdegen, 2005). 
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guidelines provide general principles and best practices for the development of national 
strategies for co-existence. It is, for instance, claimed that management measures for 
co-existence should be based on the best available scientific evidence, and that co-
existence is not an environmental biosafety issue28. However, preliminary assessments 
of national/regional legal proposals have already revealed that ‘alternative’ cropping 
systems are often favoured over GM crops (EC, 2006; Levidow and Boschert, 2008). 
Not only are the wide isolation perimeters imposed by some MS too excessive from a 
scientific point of view in order to comply with the 0.9% threshold (see chapter 6), they 
are difficult to implement in practice (see chapter 7). This confirms that policy 
objectives/agendas not solely aim at keeping the adventitious GMO content below the 
0.9% threshold, but also at preventing any adventitious presence of GM material in 
non-GM products. Because GM crops are perceived as jeopardising alternative 
cropping systems, GM crop free zones and bans are installed all over the EU. As 
mentioned earlier, the boundary between co-existence and biosafety is far from 
watertight in practice. In some national/regional legal co-existence frames, for instance, 
specific measures that aim at protecting ecologically sensitive regions are included 
(Levidow and Boschert, 2008). 

 

3.2.4 Restyling IV: Regulation 1830/2003 concerning the traceability and 
labelling of genetically modified organisms and the traceability of food 
and feed products produced from genetically modified organisms 

 
Regulation 1830/2003 complements, clarifies and makes operational some of the 
labelling and traceability objectives of previous legislations. With the labelling 
provisions of the Novel Food Regulation, the need for traceability ‘from farm to fork’ 
was indirectly introduced. According to Huffman (2004), “a labelling policy may not be 
effective without maintaining different agricultural production systems, and segregating 
and tracing of GM products”. It is Directive 2001/18 that introduced the general 
principle of traceability at all stages of the placing on the market of GM products. The 
aim is to provide the ability to retrieve the history and use, or the location of a GM 
product through a registered identification. Thereby, specific information on the GMO is 
transmitted and retained (for a period of five years) throughout the production and 
supply chains, which allows tracking GMO products’ movements. This information can 
be accessed via a specific code that is attributed to each GMO from the Community 
register, which will act as a unique identifier. Under the auspices of the OECD a system 
for unique identifiers for GM crops was developed and recently enforced by Regulation 
65/2004 at the European level (Lezaun, 2006).  
                                                 
28 According to the EC, co-existence is framed as a socio-economic problem arising from the 
growing of commercially approved GM crops. Since these crops were judged as safe in the pre-
market phase, biosafety issues fall beyond the remit of co-existence (post-market phase). 
Although the processes of vertical gene flow are similar, the context differs (Schiemann, 2003). 
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In addition to the prerequisite for labelling, traceability offers the possibility to 
withdraw products that have an unexpected adverse effect to human health or the 
environment. In this view, traceability may be seen as a valuable tool for environmental 
and health protection, as well as for monitoring purposes. Moreover, the preamble of 
Regulation 1830/2003 mentions that “traceability should facilitate the implementation of 
risk management measures in accordance with the PP”. Products concerned by 
labelling requirements are pre-packaged products consisting of or containing GMOs, 
and non-pre-packaged products sold to final consumers. 
 
 

3.3 WILL GM CROPS SPREAD IN THE EUROPEAN MARKET AFTER THE 

MORATORIUM? 
 
The regulatory changes discussed above contributed to the abandon of the de facto 
EU moratorium in 2004. As a result, new EC market consents were granted for several 
pending notifications, though not without discord (see chapter 2). Moreover, freshly 
granted market consents only covered food, feed, import and industrial processing, 
meaning that most of the approved transgenic crops are still cultivated outside the EU, 
subsequently imported and eventually further processed in the EU. With the 
submission of notifications covering the marketing of GM stacked events, today this 
trend continues (De Schrijver et al., 2007). For example, a first GM stacked event, 
MON810xMON863 maize has been approved under Directive 2001/18 for import and 
industrial processing on 13 January 2006 (Tab. 3.1).  

Products derived from an increasing diversity of GM events thus may be 
expected in European supply chains and retail shelves. Still, a recent qualitative survey 
of GM food labels in French supermarkets revealed that there are almost no GM-
labelled products in supermarkets’ shelves (Gruère, 2006), suggesting that food 
processors are still avoiding these products in favour of non-GMO alternatives, or that 
they only use products in which the GMO content is kept under the labelling threshold. 
The few GM foodstuffs that do reach the retail shelves also are likely to be targeted by 
pressure groups opposed to genetic modification (Carter and Gruère, 2003). Retailers 
avoid GM products, and ever since 1999, a non-GM European food market has been 
induced by public protest combined with legal labelling and traceability provisions.  

There is little doubt that GM crops have been imported mainly as feed and/or 
have been processed in feed mixtures for cattle and poultry (CEC, 2006; Gryson et al., 
2007). Indeed, as previously discussed, products obtained from animals fed with GM 
crops do not require labelling, and as such, escape the debate.  

The cultivation of new GM crop events also remains far on the horizon in the EU. 
On 7 December 2005, the EFSA adopted a first positive opinion for cultivation of the 
GM potato event EH92-527-1. However, its cultivation will be restricted to a closed loop 
system of contractors (EFSA, 2006b). Moreover, the European adoption rate of 
previously approved GM crops for cultivation has been slow (Demont and Tollens, 
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2004). With the registration of seventeen MON810 hybrids in the common catalogue of 
varieties of agricultural plant species on 8 September 2004, the cultivation area of 
these hybrids increased in France, Germany and Spain, and expanded to the Czech 
Republic and Portugal in 2005. In 2006, the area cropped with MON810 reached 
approximately 62263 ha with the highest share being grown in Spain (86%), followed 
by France (8%), the Czech Republic (2%), Germany (2%) and Portugal (2%) (Tab. 
3.3). 

The registration of other, more regionally adapted MON810 varieties in the Czech 
Republic, German, Portuguese, Spanish and common EU catalogue soon followed. It 
is anticipated that these evolutions will increase the adoption rate of the transgenic 
insect resistant hybrids, especially in regions where the European and/or 
Mediterranean corn borer are pests. Data for 2007 show that the barrier of the 100000 
ha of GM maize has been exceeded for the first time in the EU. Moreover, with the 
accession of new MS, the expansion of GM crop plantings might continue. Accordingly, 
the co-existence between maize cropping systems is becoming a burning issue in 
some European regions, illustrating the urgent need for legal and practical frames 
dealing with co-existence. However, in practice, the boost in adoption rate of transgenic 
maize might be counterbalanced by legal co-existence constraints, technology fees, 
national safeguard clauses, and/or by inappropriate post-market monitoring plans29. 
 

 

                                                 
29 In May 2007, the Federal agriculture minister Horst Seehofer imposed restrictions on the sale 
of MON810 in Germany. From 2008 onwards, selling MON810 seeds would be possible only if 
an appropriate post-market monitoring plan accompanies their cultivation in order to monitor 
potential adverse effects on the environment. Even then, the cultivation could resume only in 
regions where the pest status of the European and Mediterranean corn borer is high enough to 
be of economic importance. 
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Table 3.3. Number of GM maize varieties registered in or withdrawn from national catalogues and/or common EU catalogue of varieties of agricultural 
plant species and acreage cropped with GM maize in the EU (Acr) (up to December 2007). 

 

Number of registered (+) or excluded (–) varieties (Var) // Acreage (ha) of GM maize (Acr) 
19971  19982  1999  2000  2001  2002 EU country Event 

Var Acr  Var Acr  Var Acr  Var Acr  Var Acr  Var Acr 
Bt176 0 0  +93 1500  0 0  0 0  0 0  0 0 

MON810 0 0  +64 0  0 150  0 34  0 15  0 10 France 

Total 0 0  15 1500  15 150  15 34  15 15  15 10 
Bt176 0 0  0 0  0 0  0 ?  0 ?  0 ? 

MON810 0 0  0 0  0 0  0 ?  0 ?  0 ? Germany 
Total 0 0  0 0  0 0  0 < 100  0 < 100  0 < 100 

Netherlands T25 0 0  0 0  +16 0  0 0  0 0  0 0 
Bt176 0 0  0 0  +17 280  –19 0  0 0  0 0 

MON810 0 0  0 0  +18 1120  –19 0  0 0  0 0 Portugal 
Total 0 0  0 0  2 1400  0 0  0 0  0 0 
Bt176 0 0  +25 22320  0 24950  0 25820  0 11450  0 23280 

MON810 0 0  0 0  0 0  0 0  0 0  0 0 Spain 
Total 0 0  2 22320  2 24950  2 25820  2 11450  2 23280 

 Bt176 0 0  0 23820  0 25230  0 25820  0 11450  0 23280 
EU MON810 0 0  0 0  0 1270  0 34  0 15  0 10 

 Total 0 0  0 23820  0 26500  0 25954  0 11565  0 23390 
1 23/01/97: EU approval for the event Bt176 pursuant to Directive 90/220/EEC (Commission Decision 97/98/EC) 
2 22/04/98: EU approval for the events MON810 and T25 pursuant to Directive 90/220/EEC (Commission Decisions 98/294/EC and 98/293/EC, 

respectively) 
3 05/02/98: César CB, Furio CB, Occitan CB; 03/08/98: Benji, Garonna, Navarès, Odyssée, Pactol CB, Seven 
4 03/08/98: Bolsa, DK513, Elgina, Levina, Novélis, Olimpica 
5 23/03/98: Compa CB, Jordi CB 
6 06/08/99: Chardon LL 
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7 29/03/99: Compa CB 
8 08/03/99: Elgina 
9 19/02/00: Compa CB, Elgina 
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Table 3.3. Continued. 
 

Number of registered (+) or excluded (–) varieties (Var) // Acreage (ha) of GM maize (Acr) 
2003  2004 2005  2006  200722 EU country Event 

Var Acr  Var Acr Var Acr  Var Acr  Var Acr 
MON810 0 0  0 0 0 270  0 1290  +1123 5000 

Czech Republic 
Total 0 0  0 0 0 270  0 1290  11 5000 
Bt176 0 0  0 0 0 0  0 0  – – 

MON810 0 17  0 15 0 493  0 5028  0 21174 France 
Total 15 17  15 15 15 493  15 5028  15 21174 
Bt176 0 ?  0 ? 0 0  0 0  – – 

MON810 0 ?  0 ? +315 340  +219 954  0 2685 Germany 
Total 0 < 100  0 < 100 3 340  5 954  5 2685 

Poland MON810 0 0  0 0  0 0  0 < 30  0 < 30 
Bt176 0 0  0 0 0 0  0 0  – – 

MON810 0 0  0 0 0 760  0 1254  +124 4500 Portugal 
Total 0 0  0 0 0 760  0 1254  1 4500 
T25 0 0  0 0 0 0  0 0  – 0 

MON810 0 0  0 0 0 0  0 < 10  0 < 10 Netherlands 
Total 0 0  0 0 0 0  0 < 10  0 < 10 

Slovakia MON810 0 0  0 0  0 0  0 < 30  0 900 
Bt176 +110 26090  +2, –112 21810  –416 0  0 0  – – 

MON810 +411 6070  +713 36410  +1417 53225  +1620 53667  +1225 75148 Spain 
Total 7 32160  15 58220 25 53225  41 53667  53 75148 

 Bt176 0 26090  0 21810  0 0  0 0  – – 
EU MON810 0 6087  +1714 36425  +1418 55088  +521 62263  +3926 109447 

 Total 0 32277  17 58335  31 55088  36 62263  75 109447 
10 27/02/03: Brama (APA/520/2003) 
11 27/02/03: Aliacan BT, Aristis BT, DKC6575, PR33P67 (APA/520/2003) 
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12 04/02/04: Escobar, Sansone BT (APA/314/2004); 29/10/04: withdrawal of Sansone BT (APA/3826/2004) 
13 04/02/04: Campero, Cuartal BT, DKC6550, Gambier BT, Jaral, Protect, PR32P76 (APA/314/2004) 
14 17/09/04: Aliacan BT, Aristis BT, Bolsa, Campero BT, Cuartal BT, DKC6550, DKC6575, DK513, Elgina, Gambier BT, Jaral BT, Levina, Novélis, 

Olimpica, Protect, PR32P76, PR33P67 
15 14/12/05: PR39V17, PR38F71, DKC3421YG 
16 28/07/05: Brama, Compa CB, Escobar, Jordi CB (APA/2628/2005) 
17 28/07/05: Bacila, DKC4442YG, DKC5784YG, DKC6041YG, Foggia, Helen BT, PR32R43, PR32W04, PR34N44, PR36R11, Riglos BT, SF1035T, 

SF1036T, SF1112T (APA/2628/2005) 
18 30/12/05: Bacila, DKC4442YG, DKC5784YG, DKC6041YG, Foggia, Helen BT, PR32R43, PR32W04, PR34N44, PR36R11, Riglos BT, SF1035T, 

SF1036T, SF1112T 
19 17/02/06: Kuratus, PR39F56 
20 06/10/06: Asturial BT, Azema YG, Beles Sur, DKC5018YG, DKC6531YG, Evolia YG, Luson BT, PR31N28, PR33B51, SF4701T, Viriato BT, 

PR36B09 (APA/3059/2006); 07/12/06: Abrego BT, Benji YG, Koffi YG, Rocco YG (APA/3717/2006) 
21 21/04/06: DKC3421YG, PR38F71, PR39V17; 21/06/06: Kuratus, PR39F56 
22 25/04/07: EU withdrawal for the event Bt176 (2007/304/EC) 
23 19/03/07: DKC3946YG; 23/03/07: PR38A25; 23/03/07: PR39D82; 30/03/07: LG3233YG (Czech Gazette for Plant Breeders Rights and National List 

of Plant Varieties No. VI/2 of 30 June 2007); 09/06/07: Anjou 277 YG; 19/06/07: PR39F56; 22/06/07: DKC3421YG; 28/06/07: ES Limes 
YG, Eurostar YG; 05/07/07: PR38F71, PR39V17 (Czech Gazette for Plant Breeders Rights and National List of Plant Varieties No. VI/3 of 
30 September 2007) 

24 26/01/07: Elgina 
25 23/03/07: Kaper YG, Placido YG, Venici YG (APA/697/2007); 11/05/07: DKC6419YG, DKC6451YG, DKC6667YG, DKC6844YG, KXA5491, 

MAS60YG, Poncho YG, Thurro YG, Tonic YG (APA/1292/2007) 
26 01/03/07: Asturial BT, Azema YG, Beles Sur, DKC5018YG, DKC6531YG, Evolia YG, Luson Bt, PR31N28, PR33B51, SF4701T, Viriato Bt; 14/04/07: 

Abrego BT, Benji YG, Koffi YG, Rocco YG; 06/07/07: Kaper YG, Placido YG, Venici YG; 28/08/07: DKC3946YG, DKC6419YG, 
DKC6451YG, DKC6667YG, DKC6844YG, KXA5491, LG3233YG, MAS60YG, Poncho YG, PR38A25, PR39D82, Thurro YG, Tonic YG; 
15/11/07: Anjou 277 YG, DKC3421YG, Elgina, ES Limes YG, Eurostar YG, PR38F71, PR39F56, PR39V17 
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4.1 INTRODUCTION 
 
In the EU, oilseed rape is an important non-cereal crop that is grown in both spring and 
winter forms. The oil extracted from the seeds of oilseed rape is used for various food 
and industrial applications, and the meal remaining after seed crushing is used as a 
protein-rich component in animal feed. Oilseed rape is mostly grown as a breaking 
crop in a 3 to 4 yr rotation with the cereals wheat and barley. Breaking a sequence of 
cereal crops with oilseed rape helps to control weeds and plant diseases occurring in 
cereals. 

To date, some GM oilseed rape events with resistance to the non-selective 
herbicides containing the active ingredients glufosinate-ammonium (GLU) or 
glyphosate (GLY) are in the European pipeline for commercialisation. Because the 
cultivation of GM oilseed rape still raises various agro-ecological concerns, market 
applications of GM oilseed rape only cover import and processing. Environmental 
consequences resulting from the escape of herbicide resistance (HR) trait(s) towards 
cross-compatible wild/weedy relatives and towards other oilseed rape varieties (GM 
and non-GM) is one of the concerns raised. Theoretically, HR trait(s) may confer a 
benefit to certain wild/weedy relatives leading to weeds that may be difficult to control 
and/or that may become more abundant. Uncontrolled HR plants can act as an 
undesired pollen source and add seeds into the seedbank, thereby increasing the 
spread of the transgene(s) in space and time. Given the established tolerance 
thresholds for the adventitious presence of GM material in non-GM produces in the EU, 
growing GM oilseed rape is predicted to have an impact on farming and supply chain 
management. 

If authorisations for cultivation are granted in the future, the safe and sound 
integration of GMHR oilseed rape in the EU may require additional on-farm and off-
farm management efforts. First, vertical gene flow in oilseed rape and its potential 
environmental consequences are analysed. Secondly, best on-farm and off-farm 
practices are proposed to minimise vertical gene flow. Finally, the challenges that 
these management measures may entail are highlighted. 
 
 

4.2 VERTICAL GENE FLOW IN OILSEED RAPE 
 
Vertical gene flow refers to the sexual transfer of genes between two genetically 
different living plants or populations. In oilseed rape, genes are not only transferred 
between varieties, but also from varieties to certain cross-compatible wild/weedy 
relatives, volunteers and feral plants. Volunteers are plants emerging within agricultural 
fields as a result of previous cropping, whilst feral plants are domesticated plants 
reverting to the wild type outside the cropped area. Important steps in vertical gene 
flow are the spread of the (trans)gene(s) to other plants or populations, the formation of 
F1 hybrids, and the stabilisation of the (trans)gene(s) by introgression (see chapter 5). 
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In oilseed rape, the (trans)gene(s) can be spread in space through pollen and seeds, 
and in time through seeds in the seedbank (Fig. 4.1). 
 

 
 
Figure 4.1. Potential avenues for vertical gene flow from transgenic crops to neighbouring 

fields and cross-compatible plants in non-cropped areas. 
 
 

4.2.1 Pollen dispersal in space 
 
The onset for a successful fertilisation of an ovule is obtained when viable oilseed rape 
pollen is deposited on a compatible stigma. In vitro germination experiments revealed 
that oilseed rape pollen remains viable for 24 hr to 1 wk (Eastham and Sweet, 2002). 
Fertilisation of oilseed rape usually results from self-pollination, although interplant out-
crossing rates of 12-47% with an average of 30% have been reported (Becker et al., 
1992; Beckie et al., 2003; Hüsken and Dietz-Pfeilstetter, 2007). These interplant out-
crossing rates indicate that external mediators are involved in the transfer of pollen. 
The transfer of pollen grains, which are large (32-35 μm), heavy and sticky, is not only 
mediated by mechanical contact between flowers that sway in the wind, but also by 
wind and insects (e.g. honeybees, bumblebees). Flowers of oilseed rape produce 
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nectar with relatively high concentrations of sugars, and have a colour and structure 
that make them attractive to bees. When abundant, bees deliver pollen to flowers at 
least a hundred times more rapidly than any other mode of pollination (Hayter and 
Cresswell, 2006). In this case, the contribution of bees largely plays an important role 
in pollen dispersal between neighbouring fields of oilseed rape. Other insects, such as 
the pollen beetle and hover fly might also play a role in mediating the transfer of pollen, 
but are less efficient pollinators in oilseed rape in comparison to bees. Various factors 
such as spatial arrangement of plants, climatic conditions, plant density and availability 
of pollen and nectar affect the insect foraging behaviour, in turn influencing the 
exchange of pollen between neighbouring oilseed rape fields (Scheffler et al., 1993, 
1995; Cresswell et al., 1995, 2002; Timmons et al., 1995, 1996; Osborne et al., 1999; 
Ramsay et al., 1999, 2003; Simpson et al., 1999, 2006). When bees are scarce at the 
moment of flowering, which generally lasts 3 to 4 wk for individual oilseed rape plants, 
the extent of cross-fertilisation with incoming pollen is largely dependent on the rate of 
self-pollination: self-pollination insulates ovules against fertilisation through cross-
pollination. Further investigations are still ongoing to quantify better the respective 
contribution made by wind and insects in the dispersal of oilseed rape pollen 
(Cresswell et al., 2004; Ramsay, 2005; Hoyle et al., 2007).  

In field studies differing in location, local topography, environmental conditions 
and experimental design, crossing between oilseed rape plants has been detected at 
up to 4000 m from the pollen source (Ramsay et al., 1999; Thompson et al., 1999; 
Rieger et al., 2002). Ramsay et al. (2003) even detected very low levels of fertilisations 
on male-sterile plants at 5 and 26 km of the nearest known pollen source. The vast 
majority of cross-fertilisations have been shown to occur over short distances. Pollen 
concentrations and consequently successful pollinations tend to decline rapidly with 
distance from the source following an exponential or a leptokurtic pattern with long 
tails. At distances further than 400 m from the source, the percentage of dispersion is 
maintained at a very low level and does not appear to decrease in any clear manner 
with distance (Mesquida and Renard, 1982; Kareiva et al., 1994; Paul et al., 1995; 
Scheffler et al., 1995; Timmons et al., 1995, 1996; Bilsborrow et al., 1998; Lavigne et 
al., 1998; Champolivier et al., 1999; Ramsay et al., 1999, 2003; Simpson et al., 1999, 
2006; Squire et al., 1999, 2003; Thompson et al., 1999; Ingram, 2000; Eastham and 
Sweet, 2002; Rieger et al., 2002; Salisbury, 2002; Beckie et al., 2003; Hall et al., 2003; 
Sweet, 2003; Damgaard and Kjellsson, 2005; Hüsken and Dietz-Pfeilstetter, 2007; 
Devaux et al., 2008). 
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4.2.2 Seed dispersal in space 
 
Once a recipient plant is successfully pollinated, cross-fertilisations may lead to seeds 
out of which viable, fertile and reproductive progeny can originate. Seeds of oilseed 
rape can be dispersed over short distances to non-agricultural areas or to neighbouring 
fields by wind, birds and machinery. It has been estimated that a combine can hold 
several kilograms of oilseed rape seeds after use. Assuming a 1000 kernel weight of 4-
5 g, accidental spillage of only 2 kg represents approximately 400000 to 500000 seeds. 
Dispersal over long distances results from seeds that are spilled during transport from 
fields on the way to handling, storing and/or crushing facilities, or during import 
(Crawley and Brown, 1995; Pessel et al., 2001; Norris and Sweet, 2002; Salisbury, 
2002; Simard et al., 2002; Saji et al., 2005; Aono et al., 2006; Yoshimura et al., 2006; 
von der Lippe and Kowarik, 2007; Peltzer et al., 2008; Pivard et al., 2008). Due to their 
higher persistence, seeds can travel farther and over a much longer period of time than 
pollen. 

Consequently, in many regions where oilseed rape is grown, feral oilseed rape 
populations are reported in non-natural disturbed ecosystems, including field margins, 
roadsides, railway lines, wastelands and ports. Owing to its opportunistic nature, early 
germination potential and capacity to capture resources rapidly (Blackshaw et al., 
2003, 2004), oilseed rape can take advantage of disturbed land. Successful 
recruitment of oilseed rape from seed mainly depends on its ability to compete for 
space with primary colonizers, particularly perennial grasses. In most non-agricultural 
areas, oilseed rape lacks the ability to survive due to the absence of competition-free 
gaps (Crawley et al., 1993; Warwick et al., 1999). Populations that have established 
outside the agricultural fields often go extinct after 2 to 4 yr (Crawley and Brown, 1995; 
Crawley et al., 2001; Norris and Sweet, 2002), but other studies suggest that feral 
oilseed rape populations can persist far longer (8-10 yr) via self-recruitment30 or via the 
contribution of a seedbank (Pessel et al., 2001; Pivard et al., 2008). Unless the habitats 
are disturbed on a regular basis (e.g. by mowing, herbicide application, soil 
disturbance) or replenished with seed from seed spillage from passing traffic, feral 
oilseed rape populations will eventually be displaced. Local extinctions may be 
followed by recruitment from seeds spilled during transport when the soil is disturbed, 
giving the impression of a permanent population. However, recent data demonstrated 
that the recruitment may also occur from seeds remaining in the soil for more than 1 yr, 
or from seeds produced within the feral population the previous year (Cleassen et al., 
2005a,b; Pivard et al., 2008). 

                                                 
30 Self-recruitment is defined as the self-replacement of locals by recruitment from seeds 
produced by residents. 
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4.2.3 Seed dispersal in time 
 
Loss of seeds through the shattering of the seed-bearing pods before and during 
harvest is common in oilseed rape (Thomas et al., 1991; Price et al., 1996; Hobson 
and Bruce, 2002; Gulden et al., 2003a). When the seeds reach maturity, the pods 
become fragile and easily split open, resulting in losses that can easily reach up to 
10% of the seed yield. Under ideal harvest conditions, yield losses range from 2 to 5%, 
attaining up to 50% yield loss under unfavourable conditions. Given a potential seed 
yield of 2000-4000 kg/ha and a 1000 kernel weight of 4-5 g, a yield loss of 2 to 5% 
means a loss of 1000-5000 seeds/m2, which is 10 to 35 times more than the sowing 
rates of 80-150 seeds/m2.  

Oilseed rape seeds have very little primary dormancy at harvest time (Gulden et 
al., 2003b). As a consequence, most of the shed seeds germinate within two years and 
fail to enter the seedbank, if appropriate germination conditions occur (Hails et al., 
1997; Lutman et al., 2002, 2004, 2005; Norris and Sweet, 2002; Beismann et al., 2003; 
Roller et al., 2003; Harker et al., 2006). However, due to environmental factors, some 
of the buried seeds can develop secondary dormancy and remain dormant for several 
years (Gulden et al., 2003b; Lutman et al., 2004). Secondary dormancy can be induced 
in the absence of light, or in response to water stress (under dry soil conditions), 
oxygen deprivation (under very wet soil conditions) or to low temperatures. Some of 
these conditions occur when seeds are buried immediately after harvest under dry 
conditions (Pekrun et al., 1997).  

The persistence of the secondarily dormant seeds has been confirmed to be up 
to 5 yr, but may reach 10 yr or more under field conditions (Schlink, 1998; Lutman et 
al., 2004). The duration of the persistence varies with the variety and the conditions of 
burial, with higher persistence at depth than near the surface, in heavy soils than in 
lighter ones, and in undisturbed environments (Pekrun et al., 1997; Chadoeuf et al., 
1998; López-Granados and Lutman, 1998; Pessel et al., 2001; Lutman et al., 2002, 
2004; Momoh et al., 2002; Simard et al., 2002; Gulden et al., 2003b; Pekrun, 2003; 
Roller et al., 2003; Squire et al., 2003; Gruber et al., 2004; Messéan et al., 2007). 
Under normal cropping conditions ca. 5% of the shed seeds appear to survive for 2-5 
yr depending on the post-harvest tillage (Lutman, 2003; Lutman et al., 2004, 2005; 
Messéan et al., 2007) representing approximately 50-250 seeds/m2. Fungal attack 
and/or invertebrate predation play a role in the degeneration of the viable seeds in the 
seedbank (Chadoeuf et al., 1998; Lutman et al., 2004). 

Secondarily dormant seeds can germinate and emerge from the seedbank in the 
following years, and cause weed problems, particularly in broad-leaved crops. 
Exposure to dormancy-breaking stimuli by bringing buried seeds to the surface as a 
result of soil handling will result in the emergence of oilseed rape seedlings. With a 
seed loss of 6000 seeds/m2 at harvest, inappropriate post-harvest tillage and an 
emergence of oilseed rape seedlings up to 2-4%, Lutman et al. (2004) estimated that 
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there could be 6-15 volunteers/m2 in the next oilseed rape crop grown in a 4 yr rotation. 
These volunteer numbers correspond to about 10% of the seeds sown.  
 

4.2.4 Hybridisation and introgression with wild relatives 
 
Oilseed rape is known to hybridise with other oilseed rape varieties and certain 
wild/weedy relatives. Compared to the hybridisation frequencies within varieties 
(intraspecific), hybridisation with wild/weedy relatives (interspecific) will occur at a 
much lower level because most of the wild/weedy relatives are partially or fully isolated 
by breeding barriers. In addition, ecological barriers play an important role in limiting 
the process of interspecific gene flow (Salisbury, 2002; Ellstrand, 2003; Jenczewski et 
al., 2003; Chèvre et al., 2004; van Tienderen, 2004). Therefore, the probability of 
interspecific gene flow is very low, but nevertheless greater than zero (Raybould and 
Gray, 1993; Ellstrand et al., 1999; Ellstrand, 2003; van Tienderen, 2004). Several 
interspecific hybrids have been described between oilseed rape and certain of its 
wild/weedy relatives, but under field conditions, gene introgression has only been 
confirmed for B. napus - B. rapa hybrids (Chèvre et al., 2004; Jørgensen, 2007; 
Warwick et al., 2008). It is important to note that in agricultural fields, the extent of 
vertical gene flow from oilseed rape towards certain wild/weedy relatives will depend 
on the agricultural and weed control practices. The development of HR wild/weedy 
relatives is expected to be slow in conventionally managed fields (Pertl et al., 2002; 
Hauser et al., 2003; Jørgensen et al., 2004; Norris et al., 2004) (see chapter 5). 
 
 

4.3 ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACTS RESULTING FROM VERTICAL GENE FLOW 
 
Various concerns have been raised about the uncontrolled escape of transgenes into 
weeds, feral oilseed rape and certain wild relatives, and into neighbouring fields with 
oilseed rape. The major concern is that the incorporation of the HR trait(s) in recipient 
plants may enhance the fitness of these plants, making them more abundant and 
persistent. Theoretically, and depending on which transgenic traits are involved, altered 
fitness may enable the plants to expand and invade new habitats, with unwanted 
effects on other species and ecosystem integrity (Tiedje et al., 1989; Hoffman 1990; 
Dale, 1992, 1994; Ellstrand, 1992, 2003; Crawley et al., 1993; Raybould and Gray, 
1993; Kareiva et al., 1994; Ellstrand et al., 1999). Oilseed rape is, however, generally 
regarded as an opportunistic species, and not as an environmentally hazardous 
colonizing species (Warwick et al., 1999). Moreover, several field studies report that 
the presence of a HR trait in oilseed rape does not confer a competitive advantage, 
unless the respective herbicide is applied. In the absence of the relevant herbicide, HR 
plants are not more invasive or persistent than untransformed control plants (Crawley 
et al., 1993, 2001; Fredshavn et al., 1995; Downey, 1999; Norris et al., 1999; Simpson 
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et al., 1999; Warwick et al., 1999, 2004; Norris and Sweet, 2002; Cleassen et al., 
2005a,b). Numbers of HR volunteers in the years following the cultivation of transgenic 
HR oilseed rape appear to be comparable to, or less than the amount of volunteers in 
conventionally grown oilseed rape (Crawley et al., 1993; Hails et al., 1997; Norris et al., 
1999; Norris and Sweet, 2002; Simard et al., 2002; Beismann et al., 2003; Roller et al., 
2003; Beckie et al., 2006). 

If HR plants (volunteers, ferals and wild relatives) remain uncontrolled and 
reproduce, they may serve as a gene reservoir that could hold and return the HR 
trait(s) to oilseed rape varieties in a different place and time, and act as a genetic 
bridge delivering the HR trait(s) to sympatric sexually compatible plants (Warwick et al., 
1999, 2003, 2004; Beckie et al., 2003; Ellstrand, 2003; Devaux et al., 2005; Aono et al., 
2006; Pivard et al., 2008). The transgene(s) may thereby increase in frequency in 
space and time. However, the contribution of the above mentioned HR plants in vertical 
gene flow is expected to be of much smaller importance than that of the HR crop plants 
themselves. Nevertheless, in the context of co-existence between GM and non-GM 
crops, their contribution may be relevant (Colbach et al., 2001a,b, 2005; Devaux et al., 
2005, 2007; Gruber and Claupein, 2006).  

In agro-ecosystems, herbicide treatments are commonly applied to control 
weeds, including oilseed rape volunteers and certain wild relatives. A widespread 
concern is that HR oilseed rape volunteers and wild/weedy relatives may complicate 
the application of herbicides, because these HR plants can no longer be controlled by 
the herbicide(s) to which they are resistant. Herbicide application may then be shifted 
back to the present situation where several compounds have to be applied to control 
weed infestation. Initially, the problem is expected to be less severe for HR wild/weedy 
relatives because of their significantly fewer numbers compared to volunteers. A 
concern over the long-term may be the occurrence of multiple HR oilseed rape 
volunteers and wild/weedy relatives when varieties that are resistant to different 
herbicides are grown in proximity. Multiple HR oilseed rape volunteers have already 
been reported under commercial agricultural settings in Canada (Downey, 1999; Hall et 
al. 2000, 2003; Orson, 2002; Beckie et al., 2003). Pollen flow between different HR 
oilseed rape varieties is the most likely explanation for the observed multiple herbicide 
resistance (Hall et al., 2000; Beckie et al., 2003). Multiple HR oilseed rape volunteers 
were also observed in specifically designed multi-year field experiments with HR 
oilseed rape in France (Champolivier et al., 1999), Germany (Dietz-Pfeilstetter and 
Zwerger, 2003) and the UK (Simpson et al., 1999; Simpson and Sweet, 2001). 

To date, single and multiple HR volunteers, including those that have non-
transgenic (conventionally bred) herbicide resistance, have caused few problems for 
Canadian farmers growing oilseed rape for seed to be processed into oil (Beckie et al., 
2004, 2006). Whilst HR weeds can no longer be controlled by the herbicide(s) for 
which resistance is obtained, a set of currently used selective broadleaf herbicides or 
herbicide mixtures remain effective against these HR volunteers and wild/weedy 
relatives (Orson and Oldfield, 1999; Hall et al., 2000, 2003; Beckie et al., 2004, 2006; 
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Orson, 2002; Salisbury, 2002; Senior and Dale, 2002; Senior et al., 2002; Harker et al., 
2006). However, farmers or seed producers converting to agricultural practices with 
low herbicide usage may experience problems with HR weeds. Also, uncontrolled HR 
weeds may render it difficult to comply with the established tolerance thresholds for the 
adventitious presence of GM material in non-GM produce, or to achieve the seed purity 
standards (Jørgensen et al., 2004; Warwick et al., 2004; Damgaard et al., 2007; 
Jørgensen et al., 2007).  

Along roadsides and railway lines, and in field margins, HR feral oilseed rape and 
wild/weedy relatives can also be challenged by weed control. If weed control is carried 
out, it is generally done by mowing, or by the application of herbicides containing GLY. 
Due to resistance to the active ingredient and reduced plant competition after herbicide 
use, applying GLY may temporarily increase the fitness of GLY resistant feral oilseed 
rape and wild/weedy relatives. However, the impact thereof has not been studied yet. 
In addition, the potential transient impact of herbicide drift on the establishment and 
persistence of HR feral oilseed rape and wild/weedy relatives in field margins also 
remains an open question. 

Given the established tolerance thresholds for the adventitious presence of GM 
material in non-GM produce in the EU, the cultivation of GM crops is predicted to have 
an impact on farming and supply chain management. Cross-fertilisations between 
neighbouring fields with GM and non-GM oilseed rape varieties, the emergence of 
secondarily dormant GM oilseed rape seeds from the seedbank in the next non-GM 
oilseed rape grown in a 4 yr rotation, and admixing of GM and non-GM seeds can 
introduce impurities. In Canada, impurities above the permitted threshold (0.25 %) 
have already been found in commercial certified oilseed rape seedlots (Friesen et al., 
2003). Co-existence between GM and non-GM production will thus raise questions 
about the management of the adventitious mixing of GM and non-GM products and the 
potential economic implications thereof, the opportunity for farmers to choose a crop 
they want to grow, and the maintenance of different production systems to provide a 
high degree of consumer choice (Schiemann, 2003). 
 
 

4.4 MANAGEMENT FOR REDUCING VERTICAL GENE FLOW 
 
From the information given in the previous paragraphs, it is obvious that vertical gene 
flow is a relevant issue in oilseed rape and that management efforts might be needed 
for the integration of transgenic HR oilseed rape in the EU. Based on the achieved 
experience in certified seed production, identity preservation and quality assurance 
systems, a set of measures with varying levels of efficacy can be recommended for 
minimising vertical gene flow. 
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4.4.1 Practical measures to limit pollen dispersal in space 
 
Although the need to prevent crop pollen from escaping to other plants is a relatively 
new issue in agronomy, the reverse problem is something plant breeders have been 
concerned with for half a century during the production of certified seed. Seed 
producers commonly use isolation perimeters and/or border rows (pollen trap plants) to 
limit the amount of immigrating pollen and assure that the produced seed fulfil the 
required purity standards. It is important that any seed production of Brassica crops 
remains tightly restricted to suitably isolated areas. Isolation perimeters and/or border 
rows can also be put in place to limit pollen flow between GM and non-GM oilseed rape 
varieties or different types of HR oilseed rape grown on adjacent farms.  

When defining appropriate isolation perimeters and/or border rows, various 
factors need to be taken into account because out-crossing rates generally show a 
considerable amount of variation between years, sites, replicates within and between 
sites, experimental designs and agricultural practices (Klinger and Ellstrand, 1999; 
Ingram, 2000; Salisbury, 2002; Eastham and Sweet, 2002; Ellstrand, 2003; Sweet, 
2003; Damgaard and Kjellsson, 2005; Weekes et al., 2005; Hüsken and Dietz-
Pfeilstetter, 2007; Devaux et al., 2008). Models can offer a potential solution to address 
this variation. Based upon experiments in the field, these models are being developed 
to predict pollen-mediated gene flow at the landscape level, under different spatial 
distributions of oilseed rape varieties and different cropping systems (Squire et al., 
1999; Colbach et al., 2001b; Baker and Preston, 2003; Walklate et al., 2004; Devaux et 
al., 2005, 2007, 2008; Klein et al., 2006; Shaw et al., 2006; Simpson et al., 2006). 

Similar isolation perimeters and/or border rows can be envisaged to limit the flow 
of transgenes into populations of wild/weedy relatives. However, considering the 
irregular distribution of the relevant wild/weedy relatives, appropriate isolation 
perimeters may be very difficult to manage (Snow, 2002). Ellstrand (2003) reported 
that isolation perimeters are “a crude, costly, and probably an ineffective way to 
manage gene flow between a variety and its compatible wild/weedy relatives”. Given 
the inevitability of transgene flow towards certain wild/weedy relatives, post-market 
monitoring of wild/weedy relatives is becoming crucial in order to detect the occurrence 
of any potential adverse effect (see chapter 5). Genetic-based methods limiting or 
preventing transgene escape towards certain wild/weedy relatives could provide a 
solution. For example, genetically modifying the chloroplast genome of oilseed rape 
might be an option, as chloroplasts are mostly inherited maternally (Daniell, 2002, 
2007; Ellstrand, 2003). Although pollen-mediated chloroplast dispersal from oilseed 
rape would be negligible, transgene introgression could still occur in mixed populations 
of oilseed rape and wild/weedy relatives, if oilseed rape acted as the recurrent female 
parent. Scott and Wilkinson (1999) showed that the maternal inheritance of 
chloroplasts in hybrids between cultivated oilseed rape and wild B. rapa occurred at 
levels of about 2%. Moreover, the possible occurrence and extent of parental leakage 
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should be studied in oilseed rape (Chapman and Burke, 2006; Ruf et al., 2007; Svab 
and Maliga, 2007). Other approaches, which are currently under study to reduce or 
prevent transgene flow from oilseed rape are male sterility (requiring the planting of 
male fertile oilseed rape as pollen donor to ensure seed set) and cleistogamy (self-
fertilisation before flower opening) (Fargue et al., 2006). 
 

4.4.2 Practical measures to limit seed dispersal in space 
 
During sowing, harvest, handling and transport, seed losses and admixtures are known 
to occur, but few data are published on the incurred amounts of seed spillage and 
admixing. Best practices to limit seed admixing can start with recording of the seed 
receipt, and verifying that the seed packages are undamaged and labelled properly. 
The separate storage in the original packaging with an obligatory label can avoid 
admixing. The surplus of GM seeds left after sowing can be kept apart in labelled 
resealed bags, because the farmer might use it later or resell it to the seed supplier.  

At sowing and harvesting time, cleaning thoroughly the seed drilling and 
harvesting equipment before and/or after use, and before entering or leaving the field 
can reduce seed movement off-fields and admixtures. Although it is important that 
equipment is properly cleaned, it will not totally eliminate seed spillage and admixing of 
transgenic seeds. Seeds of oilseed rape are small, rendering the cleaning operation 
difficult and time consuming. Harvesting contractors need to work quickly in regions 
with temperate and rapidly changing weather conditions. Hence, they might not like to 
lose a lot of time by cleaning their machinery. The installation of an air compressor on 
harvesters may facilitate the cleaning operation. Cleaning the machinery that is 
involved in the storage, aeration, drying, coating and packaging of the harvested 
transgenic seeds is also recommended, but may again be difficult to fulfil in all 
circumstances. In the end, the use of physically separated supply chains may be the 
only option to avoid seed admixing. However, in regions where the oilseed rape 
production is small, this alternative is not likely to be feasible. 

Sealing vehicles that transport the seeds or covering seed loads during transport 
reduces seed losses. However, a problem may reside in the warming up of the viable 
seeds under hermetically closed conditions. Where seed spillage of GM seeds has 
occurred, sweeping, shovelling or vacuum cleaning the seeds into sealed containers 
can limit the establishment of transgenic feral oilseed rape populations. Monitoring the 
occurrence of feral oilseed rape plants can be a first step for their control. Feral oilseed 
rape is efficiently controlled by mowing or herbicide treatment before seed setting. To 
avoid the use of herbicides in natural circumstances, mowing is preferred. Moreover, 
spraying the wrong herbicide may give a temporally selective advantage to the HR 
feral oilseed rape plants. Repeated mowing treatments during the season may be 
required because feral oilseed rape populations generally consist of individuals that 
flower when the plant is very small, or that flower at various times or late in the season. 
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A model that is in development may provide better insights on the optimal management 
strategy of feral oilseed rape populations (Deville et al., 2003; Garnier et al., 2006). 
 

4.4.3 Practical measures to limit seed dispersal in time 
 
Different practical measures can help to reduce the losses of oilseed rape seeds during 
harvest, the amount of seeds entering the seedbank and seed return by weeds.  

During the harvest of oilseed rape, seed loss is influenced by the stage of 
maturity of the pods, weather conditions, settings of the harvesting equipment, and the 
speed of the harvesting operation.  

Harvesting at the optimum stage of pod development gives lower losses than 
harvesting at later dates: delaying harvest may double seed losses (Thomas et al., 
1991). Compared to spring oilseed rape, the determination of the optimal harvest 
moment of winter oilseed rape is more difficult, due to the longer and less uniform 
period of seed ripening (Thomas et al., 1991; Price et al., 1996). The drier the pods are 
the more seed losses occur, which is the case during spells of hot and windy weather. 
Reductions in seed losses can be achieved by avoiding harvest at high temperatures 
and low air humidity, and during windy conditions (Thomas et al., 1991). 

The two harvest methods commonly used in oilseed rape are direct cutting of 
standing plants in a single operation, with or without chemical desiccation, or a two-
stage harvest involving swathing the crop at an early stage of ripening followed by a 7 
to 14 day period of ripening in the swath. With the development of oilseed rape 
varieties that are shorter in height and more tolerant to lodging, the harvest method 
switched to direct cutting in the EU. Swathing is now limited to adverse weather 
conditions, because the ripening of the crop is protected within a well-formed swath. 
Given that seed losses tend to be higher during direct cutting than during swathing, 
several devices have been developed to reduce seed losses (Thomas et al., 1991; 
Price et al., 1996; Hobson and Bruce, 2002). Some of these are the use of a conveyor-
assisted header, preventing cut plants from being crushed by the auger before they 
pass the cutterbar. A vertical cutterbar on the header limits lateral losses of seeds 
resulting from the breaking of the interlaced plant stems. A chaff collection system 
reduces seed losses at the rear of the harvester. Improper speed of the harvest 
operation contributes to higher seed losses (Gulden et al., 2003a). It should be noticed 
that seed losses resulting from delayed harvesting or harvesting during bad weather 
conditions tend to be greater than seed losses incurred by different harvest methods 
(Thomas et al., 1991; Lutman, 2003; Pekrun et al. 2003).  

Research is ongoing to develop pod shatter resistant varieties, but progress has 
been difficult, because the intrinsic variability within the germplasm of commercial 
varieties is small for this characteristic (Morgan et al., 2003). Recently, several genes 
playing an essential role in pod dehiscence have been identified in Arabidopsis 
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thaliana what may enable the design of approaches to engineer pod shatter resistance 
in oilseed rape (Wood, 2007). 

After harvest, the time and type of tillage31 affect the entry of shed seeds into the 
seedbank as well as their persistence (Pekrun and Lutman, 1998; Pekrun et al., 1998, 
2003; Simard et al., 2002; Lutman, 2003; Roller et al., 2003; Gruber et al., 2004; 
Harker et al., 2006; Pekrun et al., 2006; Messéan et al., 2007). In oilseed rape, 
immediately applying deep inversion tillage clearly appears to maximise the build-up of 
the soil seedbank, because the buried seeds develop secondary dormancy. On the 
opposite, the replenishment of seedbank can be reduced by leaving the shed seed on 
the soil surface untouched for several weeks after harvest, because it maximises seed 
germination. Farming in no-tillage systems32 whereby the soil is left undisturbed from 
harvest to planting might therefore be the best option. However, for many European 
farmers no-tillage is not common practice yet (Pekrun and Lutman, 1998; Pekrun et al., 
1998). In addition, no-tillage enables the growth of volunteers from over-wintering 
seedlings. Moreover, the straw cover may provide suitable conditions that induce 
dormancy (Gruber et al., 2004). An alternative is to delay post-harvest tillage 
operations for 3-4 wk, which proves to be very effective to maximise germination of 
shed seeds in European regions where relatively high temperatures from August until 
October and intermittent rain are common (Pekrun and Lutman, 1998; Pekrun et al., 
1998, 2006; Roller et al., 2003; Gruber et al., 2004). Delaying the first post-harvest 
tillage operation does not cause any agronomic difficulty, as winter wheat is often 
grown after oilseed rape leaving a sufficient gap between the harvest of oilseed rape 
and the installation of the wheat (Pekrun et al., 1998). Even more, the yield of wheat 
does not seem to be negatively affected by the postponement of the first tillage 
operation after harvest. In cases where the stubble needs to be cultivated immediately 
after harvest, repeated stubble tillage can be applied before primary tillage in autumn 
or winter (Pekrun et al., 2006). 

The type of primary tillage operation also tends to be relevant. Gruber et al. 
(2004) recently reported that ploughing instead of using a rigid tine cultivator (15 cm) 
before the sowing of the following crop account for an additional reduction of the 
seeds, expected to germinate in the following crop. Seeds are distributed mainly in the 
upper soil layers with a rigid tine cultivator, whereas ploughing shifts most of the seeds 
into deeper layers where germination is restrained (Pekrun et al., 2003). However, in 
subsequent years, repeated ploughing might redistribute the seeds vertically within the 

                                                 
31 Tillage is defined as the mechanical manipulation of the soil and plant residues to prepape a 
seedbed where crops seeds are planted. It involves seedbed preparation and post-emergent 
cultivation for weed control. 
32 No-tillage is one of the possible conservation tillage practices. Conservation tillage practices 
concern a number of agricultural technologies that are used to conserve water and soil. 
Thereby, emphasis is placed on decreasing the amount of soil disturbance and managing crop 
residues to protect the soil surface. 
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seedbank. As a consequence, dormant seeds might move into the upper soil layers, 
where their germination potential is increased (Gruber et al., 2004).  

Another factor inducing the germination of surface seeds is rainfall. 
Approximately 10 mm rainfall tends to be appropriate and even 4 mm seems to be 
sufficient in cool conditions: by moistening the top soil layers, seeds imbibe sufficient 
water to germinate. Cultivation can therefore be delayed until rain has stimulated many 
surface seeds to germinate (Lutman et al., 2004). Seed persistence is not only affected 
by environment and agronomic practices, but also depends on the genetics of the 
varieties. Some varieties have very little incidence of secondary dormancy, while 
others exhibit levels up to 80% (Pekrun et al., 1997; Momoh et al., 2002; Beismann et 
al., 2003; Gruber et al., 2004; Lutman et al., 2004). If volunteer oilseed rape 
persistence is to be minimised, plant breeders may be recommended to breed for 
lower seed dormancy, provided that there is enough genetic variation for dormancy in 
the gene pool.  

The post-harvest period enables an efficient control of emerging weeds by 
mechanical or chemical means. HR oilseed rape volunteers and wild/weedy relatives 
are equally susceptible to and controlled by conventional herbicides commonly used 
(Hall et al., 2000, 2003; Salisbury, 2002; Senior and Dale, 2002; Senior et al., 2002; 
Beckie et al., 2004, 2006; Légère, 2005). However, the currently used herbicides have 
a lower efficacy in controlling volunteers compared to GLY or GLU (Warwick et al., 
2004) and may lead to more persistent herbicide residues. Next to the herbicide 
choice, the timing of application is important. Oilseed rape volunteers, whether non-
HR, single HR or multiple HR, are most sensitive to herbicides in the 2-4 leaf stage. 
However, in practice, this means that farmers only have a short period of time to treat 
oilseed rape volunteers at their most sensitive growth stage, since they can emerge 
early in the growing season and develop quickly (Beckie et al., 2004). Recording 
oilseed rape volunteers that remain uncontrolled after weed management, enables 
their control at a later stage. Accordingly, seed setting can be prevented. The choice of 
the following crop in a rotation is crucial for an efficient control of oilseed rape 
volunteers. Control of volunteers in cereals is quite easy and inexpensive offering 
various herbicide options. In broad-leaved arable and horticultural crops on the other 
hand, control tends to be much more difficult (Norris and Sweet, 2002; Pekrun et al., 
2003; Beckie et al., 2004; Lutman et al., 2004). This is particularly because volunteers 
tend to emerge in several cohorts in spring and early summer.  

Increasing the length of the rotation can limit carry-over of HR volunteers into the 
following oilseed rape crop (Damgaard et al., 2007; Jørgensen et al., 2007). The 
longevity of dormant seeds is thereby crucial, because it will determine the frequency 
of re-cropping with the same crop, but with different GM/non-GM characteristics 
(Lutman, 2003; Lutman et al., 2004, 2005). In 6 out of 18 studied cases, Messéan et al. 
(2007) observed that the amount of GM oilseed rape seeds occurring in the harvest of 
current oilseed rape grown 3-8 yr later in the same field exceeded the 0.9% tolerance 
threshold. A regression analysis between the number of volunteers per plot and the 
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rate of GM oilseed rape seeds showed that the 0.9% tolerance threshold is generally 
reached when approximately 0.4 volunteers/m² occur in the plot (Messéan et al., 
2007). Models predicted that at least 95% of the GM oilseed rape seeds would 
disappear in 3-4 yr (Lutman et al., 2003; Begg et al., 2006), but other data suggest that 
survival might be much longer (Lutman et al., 2005; Jørgensen et al., 2007). In this 
case, the remaining seeds can still result in the presence of more than two GM 
volunteers/m² in non-GM oilseed rape. Unless rigorous management is implemented 
as previously described, it might be difficult to meet the 0.9% tolerance threshold when 
a farmer wishes to go back to a conventional non-GM farming system within a 
reasonable time frame (up to 8 yr) after the last harvest of GM oilseed rape (Jørgensen 
et al., 2007; Messéan et al., 2007; Colbach et al., 2008). 
 
 

4.5 DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS 
 
Given the extent of pollen and seed dispersal in oilseed rape, it is clear that HR feral 
oilseed rape populations and wild/weedy relatives will emerge as soon as GMHR 
oilseed rape is grown in the EU. Owing to the low ability of oilseed rape to compete for 
space with primary colonizers, it is unlikely that HR feral oilseed rape plants will 
overrun and disrupt natural habitats. In addition, the HR traits in feral oilseed rape 
plants and wild/weedy relatives are not expected to render these plants more invasive 
or persistent in the absence of the relevant herbicide. In field margins and along 
roadsides and railway lines, however, HR plants will occur, forming transient 
populations that will flourish. If required, practical measures can be taken to limit the 
occurrence of HR feral oilseed rape populations and to manage the established 
populations. The complete prevention of gene flow from transgenic oilseed rape 
towards sympatric compatible wild/weedy relatives such as B. rapa will be very difficult. 
Therefore, vertical gene flow to certain wild/weedy relatives and the consequences 
thereof should deserve specific post-market monitoring attention once GM oilseed rape 
is grown. 

Due to vertical gene flow, it is also expected that HR weeds will occur in 
agricultural fields, and that difficulties might be encountered in relation to the 
adventitious mixing of GM material in non-GM produces. HR weeds will, however, 
remain susceptible to currently used selective broadleaf herbicides. Agricultural 
practices relying on the active ingredients GLY or GLU may thus require the addition of 
selective herbicides and/or surfactants in the future. In order to limit the occurrence of 
HR weeds and to comply with the established tolerance thresholds, on-farm and off-
farm measures will be necessary. Crucial practices may thereby include: (1) restricting 
seed production of Brassica crops to suitable isolated areas to achieve the established 
purity standards for certified seed; (2) the use of certified seed to reduce the probability 
of the adventitious presence of off-types with different HR traits; (3) isolating fields of 
transgenic HR oilseed rape varieties to limit out-crossing; (4) harvesting at the correct 
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crop development stage with properly adjusted combine settings to reduce seed losses 
during harvest; (5) avoiding deep soil inversion for at least 3-4 wk after harvest and 
using ploughing as primary tillage before sowing the following crop to ensure maximum 
germination of shed seeds; (6) using appropriate herbicide treatments and the 
installation of a competitive crop after oilseed rape to allow efficient weed control in 
subsequent crops; (7) rotating oilseed rape in a sufficiently long and diverse cropping 
sequence to deplete volunteers from the seedbank over time; and (8) keeping accurate 
on-farm records to document the history of a plot.  

The widespread implementation of the recommended on-farm and off-farm 
practices will be crucial. Currently, it remains unclear if some of the proposed 
measures will be achievable and sufficient to reach the established tolerance 
thresholds. Moreover, should it, for one reason or another, be recommended to ‘turn 
the clock back’, the task might be hard to accomplish. Even if one stops growing 
GMHR oilseed rape, the seedbank will continue to produce GM seedlings in a non-GM 
crop. Without appropriate volunteer management, they may survive and reproduce, 
and their offspring may refill the seedbank. The only way to get rid of the HR volunteers 
would be to establish break crops until depletion of the seedbank. And even then a 
continuous, although small, vertical gene flow would continue between feral oilseed 
rape populations (in which the transgene(s) might persist) and crops. As quantitative 
genetics teach us; the introduction of a gene is much easier than the removal of a gene 
from any population. Therefore, it is important to fully understand the process of 
vertical gene flow and its environmental consequences. 
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5.1 INTRODUCTION 
 

The deliberate release into the environment of GM crops raises various concerns about 
its environmental impacts. One of the highly debated and researched topics relates to 
the escape of transgenes into wild and weedy plant species. Cross-fertilisation 
between crops and certain of their wild/weedy relatives may lead to the production of 
viable and fertile interspecific hybrids. When these hybrids are left uncontrolled in the 
presence of their parental species over several generations, transgenes may be 
stabilised into the wild/weedy relatives’ genome by introgressive hybridisation (Hansen 
et al., 2001; Jenczewski et al., 2003). Although crops and certain wild/weedy relatives 
have exchanged genes for centuries, the concern with GM crops is that the acquisition 
of transgenes may increase the fitness of recipient plants (Ellstrand et al., 1999; 
Ellstrand, 2003). Theoretically, and depending on which transgenes are involved, 
altered fitness may enable wild/weedy relatives to go extinct, to exacerbate a weed 
problem, or to expand and invade new habitats, with unwanted effects on other species 
and agro-ecosystem integrity. However, there is also the possibility of little or no effect 
as seems to be the case with the current GM crops being grown commercially since 
1995 (Beckie et al., 2006; Sanvido et al., 2007).  

To get an indication of the likelihood of gene escape from crops into wild/weedy 
relatives and of the agro-ecological consequences in a given area, gene flow indices 
were developed as guiding tools. Gene flow indices analyse the potential for 
spontaneous gene flow between a certain plant species and its wild/weedy relatives 
through the use of three dispersal variables: dispersal of pollen (Dp), dispersal of 
diaspores (Dd: fruit and seed) and the distribution frequency of wild relatives (Df) (De 
Vries et al., 1992). To be specifically designed for GM crops, Ammann et al. (2001) 
extended the existing gene flow indices with a fourth variable (Dg: description of gene) 
that addresses the potential impact of a transgene on wild/weedy relatives. Using the 
scores attributed to each variable, transgenic crops were classified into risk categories 
according to their potential for vertical gene flow. Flannery et al. (2005) further 
extended the gene flow indices by including seed-mediated gene flow, the role of feral 
crop populations and pollen-mediated crop-to-crop gene flow.  

Here, a conceptual approach is developed to numerically quantify the 
introgressive hybridisation propensity (IHP) between a transgenic crop and certain of 
its cross-compatible wild/weedy relatives at the landscape level. This approach differs 
from those described above, as the establishment of a ranking of wild/weedy relatives 
instead of crops is aimed at, based on obtained IHP values. Due to its relatively high 
propensity for vertical gene flow (Eastham and Sweet, 2002; Flannery et al., 2005) and 
due to the occurrence of various cross-compatible wild/weedy relatives in areas where 
it is grown (see chapter 4; Chèvre et al., 2004), oilseed rape is used as case study. 
Subsequently, the oilseed rape-wild/weedy relative gene flow model is applied to the 
Belgian situation. Finally, it is investigated how the numerical quantification may serve 
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as a valuable tool in pre-release risk assessments and post-market environmental 
monitoring of transgenic oilseed rape deliberately released into the environment. 

 
 

5.2 DESCRIPTION OF GENE FLOW INDEX 
 
In order to numerically quantify the propensity for effective gene flow between oilseed 
rape and certain of its wild/weedy relatives, the introgressive hybridisation process was 
subdivided in successive steps. All steps have to be completed successfully before 
transgene introgression and its persistence in the recipient population can be achieved 
(Tab. 5.1). A first prerequisite for hybridisation is that the wild/weedy relative occurs in 
the viable pollen distribution range of oilseed rape; otherwise, viable pollen grains may 
not reach the stigma of the wild/weedy relative. Secondly, there should at least be 
partial overlap in flowering periods between oilseed rape and wild/weedy relatives, and 
species should share common pollinators (if insect-pollinated). The success of 
hybridisation will also be affected by the level of genetic and structural relatedness 
between the genomes of both species. Embryos need to develop into viable seeds and 
seeds need to germinate. Third, to continue the introgressive hybridisation process, 
viable and fertile interspecific (F1) hybrids should be produced. Fourth, the transgene 
should be transmitted through successive backcross (BC) generations, that is, when F1 
hybrids cross with one of the recurrent parent species, albeit selfing can also lead to F2 
introgressants (Fig. 5.1[a-c]). Fifth, the transgene should be stabilised into the genome 
of the wild/weedy relative through backcrossing over multiple generations. The final 
step for effective introgressive hybridisation is that the introgressed transgene persists 
in natural/weedy populations. 
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Figure 5.1[a-c]. Successive steps in the development of F1 and F2 hybrids, and backcross 

progeny between oilseed rape and wild/weedy related species. Only the 
following combinations are shown: (a) first generation hybrids formed on the 
wild/weedy relative after fertilisation by oilseed rape, (b) the second 
generation hybrids resulting from the selfing of first generation hybrids or from 
the fertilisation by another first generation hybrid, and (c) backcross progeny 
ensuing from crosses between first generation hybrids and wild/weedy relative 
or oilseed rape, which can both act as recurrent parent (thereby, they can 
either be the pollen donor or receptor). 

 
 

Questions were formulated to capture each sequential step of the introgressive 
hybridisation process (Tab. 5.1). To each question a score was attributed, either a zero 
in case the answer is ‘no’ or a number (≥ 1) in case the answer is ‘yes’. Scores higher 
than one are given when a ranking can be applied to the ‘yes’. Since introgressive 
hybridisation can only occur when all steps are realised, further progression in the 
gene flow index stops when a question is answered with a zero value. Average scores 
calculated per step (6) were equally weighed and summed, giving IHP values for each 
oilseed rape wild/weedy relative in the area of interest. As such, a relative ranking of 
wild relatives could be established based on the geographical proximity between 
oilseed rape and its wild/weedy related species, the abundance of wild/weedy relatives, 
and on the ease with which oilseed rape crosses with wild/weedy relatives and forms 
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hybrids and BC progeny. Publicly available data, collected from survey networks and a 
broad literature base, were used to implement the proposed oilseed rape-wild/weedy 
relative gene flow index. More details on the gene flow index and encountered 
drawbacks are addressed in each successive step. Scores attributed to each question 
are given in Table 5.4. 
 
Table 5.1. A gene flow index to numerically quantify the propensity for successful (trans)gene 

flow between oilseed rape and a wild/weedy relative at the landscape level 
(inspired from Flannery et al. (2005)). 

 

Step Question Score 
S1 Co-occurrence of oilseed rape and the wild/weedy relative  

1a 
Does the interfertile wild/weedy relative of oilseed rape occur in the area of 
interest? 

0/1 

1b 
Is the cross-compatible wild/weedy relative of oilseed rape present within a 
distance of 200 (1), 400 (2), 1500 (3) and 4000 m (4) from a field of 
oilseed rape? 

1/2/3/4 

1c 
Is the abundance of the wild/weedy relative low (1), medium (2) or large 
(3)? 

1/2/3 

S2 Overlap in flowering period  

2a 
Does the flowering period of oilseed rape and its wild/weedy relative 
overlap? 

0/1 

2b 
If flowering occurs, is the wild/weedy relative rated as an obligate 
inbreeder (0), a partial inbreeder/outbreeder (1) or an obligate outbreeder 
(2)? 

0/1/2 

S3 Production of viable and fertile F1 hybrids  

3a 

Are first generation hybrids between oilseed rape and its wild/weedy 
relative observed under controlled (ideal experimental) conditions 
(including the use of artificial/hand pollination and embryo rescue 
techniques)? 

0/1 

3b 
Are first generation hybrids between oilseed rape and its wild/weedy 
relative observed under field (agricultural) conditions? 

0/1 

3c Are the observed first generation hybrids viable and fertile? 0/1 

3d 
Is the abundance of the first generation hybrids very low (0), low (1) or 
medium (2)? 

0/1/2 
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Table 5.1. Continued. 
 

Step Question Score 
S4 Production of viable and fertile F2 and BC progeny  

4a 
Are second generation hybrids and backcross progeny between oilseed 
rape and its wild/weedy relative observed under controlled (ideal 
experimental) conditions? 

0/1 

4b 
Are second generation hybrids and backcross progeny between oilseed 
rape and its wild/weedy relative observed under field (agricultural) 
conditions? 

0/1 

4c 
Are the observed second generation hybrids and backcross progeny 
viable and fertile? 

0/1 

4d 
Is the abundance of the second generation hybrids and backcross progeny 
very low (0), low (1) or medium (2)? 

0/1/2 

S5 Introgression  

5a 
Is the introgression of an oilseed rape (trans)gene observed under 
controlled (experimental) conditions? 

0/1 

5b 
Is the introgression of an oilseed rape (trans)gene observed under field 
(agricultural) conditions? 

0/1 

5c Is the abundance of introgressants very low (0), low (1) or medium (2)? 0/1/2 
S6 Persistence of transgenes in natural/weedy communities  
6a Does the introgressed trait persist in natural/weedy communities? 0/1 

 
 

5.3 IMPLEMENTATION OF GENE FLOW INDEX 
 

5.3.1 Step 1: Co-occurrence of oilseed rape and the wild/weedy relative 
 
Does the interfertile wild/weedy relative of oilseed rape occur in the area of 
interest? 
From the fourteen most closely related and common wild/weedy oilseed rape relatives 
occurring in the EU (Chèvre et al., 2004), the following eleven species are present in 
Belgium: Brassica juncea (2n=36 chromosomes), Brassica nigra (2n=16), Brassica 
oleracea (2n=18), Brassica rapa (= Brassica campestris) (2n=20), Diplotaxis muralis 
(2n=42), Diplotaxis tenuifolia (2n=22), Erucastrum gallicum (2n=30), Hirschfeldia 
incana (2n=14), Raphanus raphanistrum (2n=18), Sinapis alba (2n=24) and Sinapis 
arvensis (2n=18) (Van Rompaey and Delvosalle, 1979; Lambinon et al., 2004). 
However, the Belgian distribution data of wild/weedy oilseed rape relatives should be 
looked at soberly. In the absence of national coordination and with variably attributed 
resources, surveys of the wild flora differ between regions in scale, intensity and wild 
relatives observed. For instance, in Brussels, survey activities of B. oleracea are more 
intense compared to those in Flanders and Wallonia (Fig. 5.2[a]); the distribution of B. 
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rapa is only partially documented in Wallonia (Fig. 5.2[b]). Therefore, it is hard to 
specify whether the absence of a plant species in a sampled area results from a 
physical absence or from a lower survey intensity. In addition, only the presence or 
absence of wild/weedy relatives is given per 4 km2 before 1980, per 1 km2 after 1980 
(Fig. 5.2[c-d]). Data are not frequently updated and the adding of a wild plant species 
in existing databases occurs more rapidly than its removal. 

 

 
Figure 5.2[a-d]. Geographical distribution maps of (a) Brassica rapa, (b) Brassica oleracea, (c) 

Sinapis arvensis and (d) Raphanus raphanistrum in Belgium (reprinted with 
permission from G. Mahy, Gembloux Agricultural University). Data sources: 
Brussels and Flanders = ‘Flora Databank’; Brussels and Wallonia = ‘Amicale 
pour l’Etude de la Floristique asbl’ (1 km² after 1980) and ‘Centre de 
Recherche de la Nature, des Forêts et du Bois’ (4 km² prior to 1980). 

 
 
Is the cross-compatible wild/weedy relative of oilseed rape present within a 
distance of 200, 400, 1500 and 4000 m from a field of oilseed rape? 
Determining the zones of co-occurrence between oilseed rape fields and wild/weedy 
relatives, requires information on the location of oilseed rape fields and the distribution 
of wild/weedy relatives in the area of interest, and on the distribution range of viable 
oilseed rape pollen. Since fields of oilseed rape provide the pollen that can lead to 
cross-fertilisation, they were taken as the starting point for the analyses. With crop 
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rotations, oilseed rape fields will inevitably change in location annually, whereas certain 
wild/weedy populations may be more stable over a larger number of years. In Belgium, 
the location and size of oilseed rape fields are generally well known and digitised on an 
annual basis. Therefore, the gene flow index consists of applying various perimeters 
concentrically around oilseed rape fields. Perimeters cover the areas in which viable 
oilseed rape pollen is dispersed and cross-fertilisation observed.  

Various research trials with different designs have been conducted under 
different geographical and climatic conditions to define out-crossing probabilities 
between oilseed rape fields, plots or single oilseed rape plants. Most of these studies 
confirm the rapid exponential or leptokurtic attenuation of airborne pollen 
concentrations and ultimately cross-fertilisation levels with distance from the source. A 
large fraction of pollen is dispersed within the 200 m from the field. At distances further 
than 400 m from the oilseed rape source, dispersion percentages are maintained at 
very low levels, but do not appear to decrease in any clear manner with distance. In 
vitro germination experiments indicated that oilseed rape pollen remains viable for 24 
hr to 1 wk, making effective out-crossing over larger distances possible (Mesquida et 
al., 1987). Hot spots of cross-fertilisation have been measured up to 4000 m away from 
the pollen source (Thompson et al., 1999; Rieger et al., 2002; Ramsay et al., 2003), 
confirming that there is no clear cut-off distance where levels of out-crossing reach 
zero (Hüsken and Dietz-Pfeilstetter, 2007). 

It remains questionable to what extent cross-fertilisation data between oilseed 
rape fields can predict cross-fertilisation levels between oilseed rape and its wild/weedy 
relatives. In crop-to-crop studies, experimental conditions are standardised: the spatial 
distribution of and the distance between pollen donor and recipient plants are exactly 
known, whilst the spatial arrangement of wild/weedy relatives is stochastic. Wild/weedy 
relatives are patchily or unequally distributed in the field, and occur in scattered sub-
linear populations, on field headlands, along lanes and access routes around fields of 
oilseed rape.  

The extrapolation of cross-fertilisation levels ensuing from crop-to-crop 
configurations to crop-to-wild/weedy relative ones may also be hampered by different 
degrees in attractiveness between oilseed rape and its wild/weedy relatives for insects, 
which may serve as pollinators. For example, R. raphanistrum is preferentially visited 
by small insects such as solitary bees and flies, and by certain bumblebee species 
such as Bombus lapidaries. Honeybees and Bombus terrestris show high flower 
constancy to oilseed rape and avoid R. raphanistrum when it occurs in a patch 
surrounded by oilseed rape, as it provides lesser quantities of food (Pierre, 2001). 
Pollinators’ behaviour is also affected by field sizes, field distribution and amount of 
rewards (Cresswell and Osborne, 2004). 
 
Given the lack of alternative data on wild/weedy relatives, recent empirical and 
predictive crop-to-crop gene flow studies were used to select the perimeters to be 
implemented in the present study. Data obtained in small-scale experiments (Scheffler 
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et al., 1993, 1995; Paul et al., 1995; Timmons et al., 1995, 1996; Lavigne et al., 1998; 
Bilsborrow et al., 1998; Simpson et al., 1999, 2006; Walklate et al., 2004; Funk et al., 
2006) were combined with those collected at the landscape level (Thompson et al., 
1999; Rieger et al., 2002; Beckie et al., 2003; Ramsay et al., 2003; Damgaard and 
Kjellsson, 2005; Devaux et al., 2005, 2007, 2008; Weekes et al., 2005; Klein et al., 
2006; Shaw et al., 2006). The former provide valuable information on the decay of 
cross-fertilisation levels close to the source, whilst the latter are more suitable to 
observe long-distance dispersal events. On the basis of these data, the following 
perimeters were selected, reflecting the decline in cross-fertilisation levels with 
increasing distance from the source: 200, 400, 1500 and 4000 m. The presence of a 
wild/weedy relative within a set perimeter adds a one to the score of question 1b (Tab. 
5.1), with four being the highest score when the wild/weedy relatives are present in all 
four perimeters.  
 
Using geographic information system (GIS) software, the digital distribution maps of 
wild/weedy relatives can be overlaid with those of oilseed rape fields taking into 
account the perimeters in which viable oilseed rape pollen leads to cross-fertilisation. 
As such, the zones of co-occurrence and their frequency of occurrence can be 
calculated at the landscape level (Graef et al., 2005). However, due to the low 
resolution of distribution maps of wild/weedy relatives in Belgium, it was not possible to 
reliably quantify zones of sympatry. In the UK, remote-sensing technology (satellite 
imagery) was used in combination with digital river systems information to identify 
oilseed rape fields that occurred in the vicinity of wild B. rapa populations along 
riverbanks and canals (Davenport et al., 2000; Wilkinson et al., 2000; Elliott et al., 
2004). 
 
Is the abundance of the wild/weedy relative low, medium or large? 
Once the zones of co-occurrence between oilseed rape and its wild/weedy relatives 
are identified, the density of wild/weedy relatives is to be quantified in these zones. In 
theory, more wild/weedy relatives will be exposed to oilseed rape pollen when they are 
more abundant in a certain region. The question of abundance of wild/weedy relatives 
in Belgium could not be answered due to the inappropriate distribution maps of 
wild/weedy relatives. To have an indication about the density of oilseed rape 
wild/weedy relatives in the zones of co-occurrence, relative abundances of wild/weedy 
relatives estimated in Flanders were used (Tab. 5.2). 

Ground surveys are the sole means to properly define the density of wild/weedy 
relatives in the zones of co-occurrence with oilseed rape fields. Within this frame, 
valuable work has been done in the UK, which is currently pursued (Allainguillaume et 
al., 2006). Wilkinson et al. (2003a) surveyed some waterways containing wild B. rapa 
populations and found that B. rapa was more common on riverbanks (0.755 plants/m2) 
than on canals (0.004 plants/m2). Using these data, they predicted the distribution of B. 
rapa waterside populations, including in the zones of sympatry with oilseed rape fields. 
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If zones of co-occurrence can easily be identified, it may be worthwhile to simulate 
various densities of wild/weedy relatives in these areas, based on surveyed ones. For 
example, Monte Carlo simulations could be performed to randomly allocate transgenic 
oilseed rape to agricultural fields falling within the zones of co-occurrence.  

 
Table 5.2. Relative abundances of wild/weedy relatives of oilseed rape in Belgium (+: rare; 

++: abundant; +++: very abundant; −: not present or no appropriate experimental 
data found).  
 

Region Plant species 
Flanders Wallonia 

Brassica juncea + − 
Brassica nigra ++ +++ 

Brassica oleracea + + 
Brassica rapa ++ + 

Diplotaxis muralis ++ + 
Diplotaxis tenuifolia +++ + 
Erucastrum gallicum + + 
Hirschfeldia incana +++ +++ 

Raphanus raphanistrum +++ +++ 
Sinapis alba + ++ 

Sinapis arvensis +++ +++ 
Data sources: Flanders = ‘Flora Databank’; Wallonia = ‘Amicale pour l’Etude de la Floristique 
asbl’ and ‘Centre de Recherche de la Nature, des Forêts et du Bois’ 
 
 

5.3.2 Step 2: Overlap in flowering period 
 
Does the flowering period of oilseed rape and its wild/weedy relative overlap? 
To ensure spontaneous hybridisation between oilseed rape and its wild/weedy 
relatives, there has to be some overlap in flowering periods. The pollination potential 
increases with the time during which the flowering periods of species overlap (more 
pollen is available for the fertilisation of wild/weedy relatives).  

Oilseed rape is grown as either a winter-sown or a spring-sown crop, which leads 
to two flowering periods in the EU: winter oilseed rape flowers from late March to early 
May, whilst spring oilseed rape blooms in June/July in Belgium. The range of flowering 
dates of wild/weedy relatives is generally less well quantified, since it is largely affected 
by the habitat and genetic variability (Simard and Légère, 2004). Lefol et al. (1996a) 
observed that wild/weedy S. arvensis plants occurring within or adjacent to oilseed 
rape flowered earlier than in distant plots. Usually, wild/weedy relatives display a wider 
range of flowering dates than oilseed rape. In general, most of the wild/weedy relatives 
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show at least partial overlap in flowering periods of winter and spring oilseed rape 
(Tab. 5.3). 

 
Table 5.3. Generic flowering periods for some wild/weedy related species of oilseed rape in 

Belgium according to Lambinon et al. (2004).  
 

Month Plant species 
J F M A M J J A S O N D 

Winter oilseed rape   + + +        
Spring oilseed rape      + +      

Brassica juncea      + + + + +   
Brassica nigra      + + +     

Brassica oleracea     + + + + +    
Brassica rapa   + + + + + +     

Diplotaxis muralis      + + + +    
Diplotaxis tenuifolia      + + + + +   
Erucastrum gallicum      + + +     
Hirschfeldia incana      + + + +    

Raphanus raphanistrum     + + + + +    
Sinapis alba     + + + + + +   

Sinapis arvensis     + + + + + +   

 
 
If flowering occurs, is the wild/weedy relative rated as an obligate inbreeder, a 
partial inbreeder/outbreeder or an obligate outbreeder? 
B. nigra, B. rapa, D. tenuifolia, H. incana, R. raphanistrum, S. alba and S. arvensis are 
obligate out-crossers, because these species are self-incompatible. Therefore, a score 
of two is attributed to question 2b (Tab. 5.4). B. juncea is self-compatible, but in the 
field up to 30% of the seeds can be derived from out-crossing (Frello et al., 1995). B. 
oleracea, D. muralis and E. gallicum are predominantly selfing species, albeit low 
levels of out-crossing cannot always be excluded. Because successful hybridisation 
with oilseed rape has been reported for B. oleracea and D. muralis under controlled 
(ideal experimental) conditions, a score of one is given. 
 

5.3.3 Step 3: Production of viable and fertile F1 hybrids 
 
Oilseed rape is an amphidiploid (2n=38, genomic constitution: AACC) originating from 
crosses between the diploid species, B. rapa (2n=20, AA) and B. oleracea (2n=18, 
CC). Although interspecific hybridisation is usually more frequent and successful when 
oilseed rape serves as the maternal parent (Scheffler and Dale, 1994; Rieger et al., 
1999; Chèvre et al., 2004), only the development of hybrids on wild/weedy relatives as 
the maternal parent is considered in this chapter for a number of reasons. First, GM 
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oilseed rape already contains the transgene. Secondly, the more abundant oilseed 
rape plants in fields will produce overall many more flowers and pollen than the 
wild/weedy relative. Third, in some situations, oilseed rape shows a strong selection 
against foreign pollen. When oilseed rape stigmas are pollinated by pollen mixtures of 
oilseed rape and B. rapa pollen, B. rapa pollen has a lower fitness, compared to 
oilseed rape pollen (Hauser et al., 1997). Fourth, wild/weedy relatives occurring outside 
agricultural fields may be pollinated by oilseed rape pollen, which leads to the 
formation of hybrids that may escape weed control. These uncontrolled wild/weedy 
relatives are potentially prone to interspecific cross-fertilisation (Simard and Légère, 
2004). Fifth, an important fraction of hybrid seeds will be harvested and thus be 
removed from the field with oilseed rape. Finally, hybrid seeds that fell to the ground 
prior and during harvest will undergo the same agricultural management practices as 
oilseed rape, aiming at controlling oilseed rape volunteers.  

In case of transplastomic oilseed rape, it will be important to focus on wild/weedy 
relatives as the pollen donor. As plastid inheritance is strictly maternal in oilseed rape, 
the wild/weedy relative may give rise to transplastomic first generation hybrids (Scott 
and Wilkinson, 1999; Johannessen et al., 2005). 
 
In the following section, it is assessed whether interspecific hybrids were observed 
under controlled (ideal experimental) conditions (including the use of artificial/hand 
pollination and embryo rescue techniques) and/or field (agricultural) conditions, and 
whether they are viable, fertile and abundant (cf. steps 3a, 3b, 3c and 3d of Tab. 5.1). 
Attributed scores are presented in Table 5.4.  
 
Brassica juncea 
Spontaneous hybridisation between B. juncea being interplanted in oilseed rape stands 
was reported at low frequencies under field conditions. Up to 3% of B. juncea offspring 
were hybrids, depending on the interplant ratio between oilseed rape and B. juncea 
(Frello et al., 1995; Bing et al., 1996; Jørgensen et al., 1998). When the ratio between 
oilseed rape and B. juncea was increased from 1:3 to 1:15, hybridisation frequencies 
decreased from 2.3 to 0.3% (Jørgensen et al. 1998). Hybrids had low pollen fertility (0-
28%) and low seed set (Frello et al., 1995; Bing et al., 1996). 
 
Brassica nigra 
Bing et al. (1996) failed to detect any spontaneous hybridisation between oilseed rape 
and B. nigra when grown together in the field. Under controlled conditions, detected 
hybridisation levels were extremely low (Raybould and Gray, 1993; Scheffler and Dale, 
1994). 
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Brassica oleracea 
Although hybrids between oilseed rape and B. oleracea can be obtained after hand 
pollination of B. oleracea with oilseed rape pollen, these crosses generate very few 
hybrids (Scheffler and Dale, 1994; Eastham and Sweet, 2002). Moreover, hybridisation 
is unlikely under field conditions, because wild populations of B. oleracea naturally 
grow on coastal cliffs such as in the UK. Therefore, B. oleracea is rarely sympatric with 
oilseed rape (Chèvre et al., 1997, 2004; Wilkinson et al., 2000). However, in sympatric 
sites, hybridisation has been observed, albeit at very low frequencies: from the 842 
sampled seeds, Ford et al. (2006) detected one hybrid in one of two sympatric coastal 
sites in the UK. 
 
Brassica rapa 
B. rapa occurs as a weedy, wild and ruderal type. The weedy form occurs in 
agricultural fields and is also present along roadsides, in fallow and in other disturbed 
areas. Weedy B. rapa does not generally adopt the biennial habit, which is 
predominant among riverside populations. The wild type forms stable populations and 
grows exclusively on riverbanks where it rarely spreads beyond the limits of flooding. 
The ruderal type very occasionally occurs on disturbed land (Jørgensen et al., 1998; 
Wilkinson et al., 2003a; Chèvre et al., 2004; Daniels et al., 2005; Simard et al., 2006).  
 
Hybridisation frequencies between oilseed rape and weedy B. rapa vary between 
studies. Within B. napus fields, hybridisation frequencies range from 0 to 69% of the 
seeds harvested on B. rapa plants depending on the ratio of parental species, parental 
genotypes, synchrony in flowering times, chromosome location of the (trans)gene, 
spatial distribution of species, environment and agricultural practices (Jørgensen and 
Andersen, 1994; Jørgensen et al., 1996; Landbo et al., 1996; Mikkelsen et al., 1996b; 
Warwick et al., 2003; Halfhill et al., 2004; Norris et al., 2004; Leflon et al., 2006; Simard 
et al., 2006). Although B. rapa is suggested to be widespread at low levels of 
infestation in oilseed rape fields in the UK, Wilkinson et al. (2003a) estimated that – for 
a mean of 876000 weedy B. rapa plants – 17000 hybrids would be formed annually in 
agricultural habitats. Hybridisation frequencies of B. rapa plants when grown in field 
margins are low (Warwick et al., 2003; Halfhill et al., 2004; Simard et al., 2006).  

Since pollen of B. rapa and B. napus have a similar fitness when applied in a 
mixture on B. rapa stigma, they are equally likely to fertilise B. rapa (Hauser et al., 
1997). Hence, B. rapa x oilseed rape hybrids occur frequently when isolated B. rapa 
plants are surrounded by oilseed rape: a large amount of oilseed rape pollen is 
produced for the self-incompatible B. rapa plants. Where B. rapa occurs in dense and 
large patches, hybrids are less frequent due to lower pollen competition from oilseed 
rape (Jørgensen and Andersen, 1994; Jørgensen et al., 1996; Landbo et al., 1996; 
Simard et al., 2006).  
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Fitness parameters, including seed dormancy, germinability and male/female 
fertility, of B. rapa x oilseed rape hybrids have been studied. Because fitness 
parameters are affected both by the genotype of hybrids (Mikkelsen et al., 1996a) and 
by growth conditions such as plant densities (Linder and Schmidt, 1995; Pertl et al., 
2002; Hauser et al., 2003), divergent, sometimes contradicting, observations have 
been made. Some data indicate that the dormancy parameters of weedy B. rapa x 
oilseed rape seeds resemble more those of the maternal parent (Adler et al., 1993); 
other emphasize that F1 seeds resemble their crop parent with respect to dormancy 
(Landbo and Jørgensen, 1997; Linder, 1998).  

As weedy B. rapa x oilseed rape hybrids produced many more flowers than B. 
rapa in Danish field experiments, especially when grown at low densities, the total 
number of pollen produced was higher than that of B. rapa (Hauser et al., 1998b; Pertl 
et al., 2002). However, pollen had a depressed viability, leading to an overall lower 
male fitness of F1 hybrids relative to its parents (Jørgensen and Andersen, 1994; 
Jørgensen et al., 1996). Reduced pollen viability (on average ranging between 32 and 
55%) was also found for interspecific hybrids collected from oilseed rape plots and 
fields in Canada (Warwick et al., 2003). In paternity studies, Pertl et al. (2002) 
observed, on average, that only few B. rapa seeds – 1.5% (14/957) and 2.5% (22/888) 
at low and high density plantings, respectively – were sired by pollen of F1 hybrids, 
indicating a low paternity potential.  

Female fitness parameters of weedy B. rapa x oilseed rape hybrids grown in 
mixed plots tend to be as high or even higher than those of the Danish weedy parent: 
on average, F1 hybrids produced fewer fully developed seeds per pod, but many more 
pods per plant (Hauser et al., 1998b, 2003; Pertl et al., 2002). However, a lower seed 
set per plant compared to B. rapa was observed for F1 hybrids found in a commercial 
oilseed rape field in the UK (Norris et al., 2004). Reduced reproductive fitness was 
observed for B. rapa x oilseed rape hybrids, but these hybrids were at times as fit or 
nearly as fit as their parents (Hauser et al., 1998a,b, 2003; Norris et al., 2004).  
 
Compared to weedy B. rapa, observed hybridisation frequencies are much lower in 
wild B. rapa occurring beside commercial oilseed rape fields. Because wild B. rapa 
receives more pollen from con-specifics and is generally more separated from oilseed 
rape, hybridisation frequencies range from 0 to 1.6% (Scott and Wilkinson, 1998; 
Wilkinson et al., 2000; Elliott et al., 2004; Allainguillaume et al., 2006). Based on survey 
data in the UK, it was calculated that 26000 hybrids would be formed annually within 
wild B. rapa populations of approximately 1.8 million plants co-existing with oilseed 
rape fields. The length of riverbanks occurring close to oilseed rape fields was 
multiplied with the mean density of wild B. rapa and hybridisation frequency. An 
additional 5600 wild B. rapa x oilseed rape hybrids resulting from long-range pollen 
dispersal from oilseed rape fields was estimated, giving a total of 31500 hybrids 
annually formed in the UK (Wilkinson et al., 2003a).  
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The fecundity of wild B. rapa x oilseed rape hybrids is severely reduced (Pallett et 
al., 2006). Despite similar amounts of viable pollen produced per hybrid plant 
compared to wild B. rapa, only 2.8% of the offspring on B. rapa was sired by hybrids. 
On average, hybrids showed a selfing rate of 6.5% resulting in 9.8-39.2% self-
pollinated F2 hybrid seeds. Also, female fitness parameters were diminished: B. rapa x 
oilseed rape hybrids overall yielded approximately half as many germinable seeds per 
plant (Allainguillaume et al., 2006).  
 
Diplotaxis muralis and Diplotaxis tenuifolia 
Studies suggest that only very low numbers of viable F1 hybrids are produced under 
controlled conditions, and that these plants are male-sterile (Scheffler and Dale, 1994). 
 
Erucastrum gallicum 
No hybrids were detected during a two-year field study in Canada during which 
approximately 22000 E. gallicum seedlings were tested (Warwick et al., 2003). Lefol et 
al. (1997) failed to obtain E. gallicum x oilseed rape hybrids under controlled conditions 
by hand pollination.  
 
Hirschfeldia incana 
After hand pollination and/or embryo rescue, 1.3 H. incana x oilseed rape hybrids were 
observed per 100 flowers (Kerlan et al., 1992; Chèvre et al., 1996). Low numbers of 
hybrids were also obtained under field conditions where HR oilseed rape was 
interplanted with low frequencies of H. incana: hybrids between oilseed rape and H. 
incana spontaneously occur at a frequency of 2 x 10-5. On average over three years, 
0.6 hybrids were formed per plant, representing 0.4% of the seeds (Lefol et al., 1995, 
1996b; Darmency and Fleury, 2000). H. incana x B. napus hybrids had a low fertility: 
most pollen grains were not viable and less than one seed per plant was produced 
under greenhouse conditions (Lefol et al., 1996b).  
 
Raphanus raphanistrum 
In field plots in France where R. raphanistrum was present at low frequencies within 
and around transgenic oilseed rape fields, only a few hybrids were detected on R. 
raphanistrum at frequencies of 3 x 10-5 to 10-7 (Darmency et al., 1998; Chèvre et al., 
2000; Thalmann et al., 2001). In Australia, Rieger et al. (2001) found no hybrids among 
25000 seedlings grown from seeds collected from R. raphanistrum occurring in fields of 
imidazolinone resistant oilseed rape. A survey done in the UK also failed to detect any 
transgene in R. raphanistrum growing nearby HR oilseed rape fields (Eastham and 
Sweet, 2002; Norris and Sweet, 2002). Similarly, no interspecific hybrids were found 
among the seedlings of 4059 R. raphanistrum plants collected next to commercial HR 
oilseed rape fields in Canada (Warwick et al., 2003). The low hybridisation frequencies 
observed under controlled conditions can be attributed to the wide variability in the 
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ability of oilseed rape pollen to germinate on the R. raphanistrum stigma (Guéritaine 
and Darmency, 2001).  

The seed dormancy of hybrid seeds fell within the range of their parents 
(Chadoeuf et al., 1998). Under field conditions, R. raphanistrum x oilseed rape hybrids 
showed a reduced seedling emergence, a significant delay in emergence and a lower 
survival rate, compared to both parents (Guéritaine et al., 2003). Hybrids have a very 
low fertility: pollen viability is largely depressed and, on average, they produce less 
than two seeds per plant (Chèvre et al., 1998; Darmency et al., 1998). 
 
Sinapis alba 
Successful hybridisation with S. alba under controlled conditions is only reported in 
older studies (Raybould and Gray, 1993; Scheffler and Dale, 1994). Recent monitoring 
studies carried out in the UK failed to detect any interspecific S. alba x oilseed rape 
hybrids in sites of co-occurrence (Norris and Sweet, 2002; Daniels et al., 2005). 
 
Sinapis arvensis 
In spite of a single transgenic HR hybrid found in the year after a field trial in the UK 
(Daniels et al., 2005), no S. arvensis x oilseed rape hybrids have been observed under 
field conditions (Bing et al., 1996; Chèvre et al., 1996; Lefol et al., 1996a; Moyes et al., 
2002; Norris and Sweet, 2002; Warwick et al., 2003). Lefol et al. (1996a) failed to 
detect a hybrid among the approximately 2.9 million analysed seeds produced on S. 
arvensis grown in the presence of GMHR oilseed rape in France. In Canada, Warwick 
et al. (2003) did not detect hybrids among the nearly 43000 tested seedlings under 
experimental and commercial field settings. Among the S. arvensis seeds collected 
from 102 populations across the UK – within and outside oilseed rape growing areas – 
no hybrids were found (Moyes et al., 2002). Even under controlled conditions, there is 
a limited potential to produce hybrids: Bing et al. (1995) did not obtain hybrids through 
hand pollination, whilst Moyes et al. (2002) found S. arvensis x oilseed rape hybrids at 
a frequency of ≤ 0.0015% of the potential seed output. Pollen fertility of these hybrids 
was always low or zero (Moyes et al., 2002).  
 

5.3.4 Step 4: Production of viable and fertile F2 and BC progeny 
 
Here, it is discussed whether viable and fertile F2 hybrids and BC progeny were 
observed under controlled (ideal experimental) conditions and/or field (agricultural) 
conditions, and whether they are abundant (see steps 4a, 4b, 4c and 4d of Tab. 5.1). 
 
Brassica juncea 
Although hybrids had low pollen fertility (0-28%) and seed set, transfer of oilseed rape 
markers to the first backcross generation with B. juncea was observed under controlled 
conditions. Pollen fertility of BC1 plants improved (24-90%), compared to that of hybrids 
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(Frello et al., 1995). These results suggest that introgression is possible, but until now 
no information is available to confirm if introgression will occur under agricultural 
settings and how persistent it will be. 
 
Brassica rapa 
Introgressive hybridisation beyond the F1 generation has been observed both under 
controlled (Halfhill et al., 2004) and field conditions (Mikkelsen et al., 1996a; Hansen et 
al., 2001; Warwick et al., 2008). When transgenic B. rapa x oilseed rape hybrids were 
grown in plots with weedy B. rapa, backcross progeny – that carried the transgene – 
with a morphology and chromosome number corresponding to the weedy species was 
obtained within two plant generations (Mikkelsen et al., 1996a; Halfhill et al., 2002). 
Average backcrossing frequencies of 0.074% were observed when maternal B. rapa 
plants were pollinated by transgenic hybrids, and of 47.6% when F1/BC1 served as 
maternal plants and B. rapa as pollinator (Halfhill et al., 2004).  

Fitness parameters of F2 and backcross progeny vary highly with local plant 
densities and genotype, which complicates reviewing and summarising fitness data. 
Focus is put on the main observations, although without neglecting the different 
observations made. Seed dormancy that was largely absent for hybrid seeds was 
restored over backcross generations. First and second backcross generations to B. 
rapa produced seeds with a dormancy pattern similar to the weedy parent (Mikkelsen 
et al., 1996a; Landbo and Jørgensen, 1997; Norris et al., 2004).  

Although pollen viability has been shown to be highly variable for hybrid progeny 
derived from Danish weedy B. rapa populations, on average, pollen viability of F2 
(48%) and BC1 (43%) plants is severely depressed compared to B. napus and rapa 
(Hauser et al, 1998a). In contrast to F1 hybrids, female fitness parameters of F2 and BC 
generations grown in mixtures in the field were lower than those of B. rapa: on 
average, they produced fewer pods and viable seeds (Hauser et al., 1998a, 2003). Due 
to an inferior vegetative vigour and photosynthetic capability, backcross plants strongly 
reduced their seed production (Hauser et al., 2003; Ammitzbøll et al., 2005). In 
general, one can say that F2 and BC progeny have an overall lower fitness relative to 
their parental species and F1 hybrids.  

According to Hauser et al. (2003) first generation hybrids are most likely to 
transfer genes to the next generation via seeds if grown at low frequencies among B. 
rapa plants, which is a common situation in agricultural fields. In the rather uncommon 
situation where hybrids occur in much higher frequencies than B. rapa, hybrids may 
pollinate B. rapa.  
 
Hirschfeldia incana 
Due to the low fertility of hybrids and genome incompatibility, backcross plants were 
rarely observed under controlled conditions. Moreover, the likelihood of transgene loss 
in subsequent generations was shown to be high (Darmency and Fleury, 2000). 
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Raphanus raphanistrum 
Due to the reduced seedling emergence of R. raphanistrum x oilseed rape hybrids, a 
significant delay in emergence, a lower survival rate, and very low fertility, gene 
introgression from oilseed rape to R. raphanistrum is unlikely. The decreasing 
percentage of HR plants obtained during successive backcrossing under controlled 
conditions confirmed that the transgene used as marker did not recombine into the R. 
raphanistrum genome (Chèvre et al., 1997, 1998; Al Mouemar and Darmency, 2004). 
Moreover, cytoplasmic incompatibility markedly reduced the vigour and viability of BC5 
and BC6 plants (Guéritaine et al., 2002; Benabdelmouna et al., 2003). 
 

5.3.5 Step 5: Introgression 
 
Several interspecific hybrids between oilseed rape and certain of its wild/weedy 
relatives have been described, but under field conditions, transgene introgression is 
only confirmed for B. rapa x oilseed rape hybrids (Hansen et al., 2001, 2003; Warwick 
et al., 2003, 2008; Norris et al., 2004). The low average fitness of BC progeny probably 
slows down introgression, but does not hinder it: many of these plants do survive and 
reproduce, and some were as fit as their parents (Hauser et al., 1998a,b, 2003). 
Moreover, transgene introgression is likely to take place when both species are present 
in the same area over several growing seasons, because acquiring certain types of 
transgenes does not necessarily seem to impose fitness costs in backcrossed plants 
(e.g. Snow et al., 1999).  
 

5.3.6 Step 6: Persistence of transgenes in natural/weedy communities 
 
In agricultural fields, management practices will largely affect the extent of the 
introgressive hybridisation process and subsequently the persistence of transgenes. 
When weed management is effective, there may be a higher potential for hybridisation 
between oilseed rape and B. rapa, because individual B. rapa plants that escaped 
herbicide treatment are very prone to oilseed rape pollen. Due to their reduced 
dormancy, most F1 hybrid seeds germinate after harvest. F1 hybrids re-appearing in 
cereal crops – usually grown for two years after oilseed rape – will be killed by 
broadleaf herbicides before reaching the adult stage. In contrast to F1 hybrid seeds, BC 
seeds have a restored dormancy, allowing them to persist successfully in the soil, and 
have a more B. rapa-like scattered germination pattern. These plants may not only re-
appear in cereals, but also in oilseed rape re-grown as a break crop in year four of the 
rotation. Because standard herbicides used in oilseed rape control hybrid progeny 
poorly, their only opportunity to reach maturity and produce seeds is one in every four 
years. Accordingly, the development of transgenic hybrid progeny is expected to be 
slow in conventionally managed fields. Only two introgressed plants beyond the F1 
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stage were found in 2450 plants from eight populations of weedy B. rapa in 
conventionally managed oilseed rape fields in Denmark (Jørgensen et al., 2004). 
Weedy relatives growing in less intensively managed fields or in fields that are left 
fallow in the years following the growing of oilseed rape, may, however, escape weed 
control. In a large population of volunteer oilseed rape and weedy B. rapa that occurred 
in a Danish field (4 ha) under organic cultivation for eleven years, Hansen et al. (2001, 
2003) observed recombined oilseed rape DNA into B. rapa genome. From 102 plants 
screened, 44 appeared to be introgressed beyond the F1 generation. Outside 
agricultural fields (e.g. field margins, road verges) wild/weedy relatives may be more or 
less successfully controlled depending on the type of management used and its timing 
of application (Garnier et al., 2006).  
 
Besides management practices, the introgressive hybridisation process and 
persistence of transgenes in natural/weedy communities will be influenced by pest 
pressure and plant competition (Hails et al., 2006). Empirical studies – which 
investigated the fitness impact of transgenes through the manipulation of the selection 
pressure of targeted pests – have demonstrated enhanced fitness for certain 
transgenic plants under high selection pressure (Stewart et al., 1997; Halfhill et al., 
2002, 2005; Mason et al., 2003). B. rapa x oilseed rape hybrids containing Bt 
transgenes had a fitness (e.g. fecundity) advantage under high insect herbivore 
pressure: hybrids produced 1.4 times more seeds than B. rapa plants, and their seeds 
had similar germination rates (Vacher et al., 2004). However, in the absence of pest 
pressure, it has been suggested that hybrids might have a lower fitness than the 
wild/weedy relative, due to potential deleterious effects of hybridisation and resistance 
expression. If the transgene acting as a dominant allele – and genes linked to it – 
reduce fitness, then transgenes are expected to decline in frequency, or even to be lost 
in the natural/weedy community. In contrast, if these genes increase fitness, then the 
frequency of transgenes will increase over time, ultimately leading to 
adaptive/persistent introgression. Neutral alleles or alleles that have a weak effect 
(positive or negative) on fitness are expected to introgress into populations and to 
persist as rare alleles at low levels (Mercer and Wainwright, 2008). Recent 
observations confirmed the persistence of a transgene from a GMHR oilseed rape over 
a period of 6 yr into a population of B. rapa in the absence of herbicide selection 
pressure (with the exception of possible exposure to GLY in one year) and in spite of 
fitness costs associated with hybridisation (Warwick et al., 2008). Whether ecological 
fitness traits will alter specific life-history parameters and the invasive potential of 
wild/weedy relatives and their hybrid progeny in natural communities remains unclear 
(Hails and Morley, 2005). Under natural conditions, pest pressure and plant 
competition will be variable in space and time. Fitness advantages enjoyed by plants 
that escaped pest attack in one generation may be reduced in the following one, due to 
the absence or low number of available competition-free germination sites (Crawley 
and Brown, 1995; Hails et al., 2006). 
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Table 5.4. Numerical quantification of the introgressive hybridisation propensity between oilseed rape and its wild/weedy relatives in Flanders, 
expressed as introgressive hybridisation propensity (IHP) values. IHP values are the sum of weighed average scores per step. Steps (6) 
are weighed equally (?: no appropriate experimental data found). 

 

Successive steps (S) to achieve introgressive hybridisation 
S1 S2 S3 S4 S5 S6 Wild/weedy relative 

1a 1b 1c 2a 2b 3a 3b 3c 3d 4a 4b 4c 4d 5a 5b 5c 6a 

IHP 
value 

Rank 

Brassica juncea 1 ? 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 − − − − − − 5.1 4 
Brassica nigra 1 ? 2 1 2 1 0 − − − − − − − − − − 4.2 7 

Brassica oleracea 1 ? 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 − − − − − − − − 3.2 9 
Brassica rapa 1 ? 2 1 2 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 11.5 1 

Diplotaxis muralis 1 ? 2 1 1 1 0 − − − − − − − − − − 2.4 10 
Diplotaxis tenuifolia 1 ? 3 1 2 1 0 − − − − − − − − − − 4.5 5 
Erucastrum gallicum 1 ? 1 1 0 − − − − − − − − − − − − 1.6 11 
Hirschfeldia incana 1 ? 3 1 2 1 1 1 1 1 0 − − − − − − 6.7 2 

Raphanus raphanistrum 1 ? 3 1 2 1 1 1 1 1 0 − − − − − − 6.7 2 
Sinapis alba 1 ? 1 1 2 1 0 − − − − − − − − − − 3.9 8 

Sinapis arvensis 1 ? 3 1 2 1 0 − − − − − − − − − − 4.5 5 
Maximum average score 

per step 
2.7 1.5 1.3 1.3 1.3 1.0 − − 

Weighing factor 1.0 1.8 2.1 2.1 2.0 2.7 − − 
Maximum IHP value 2.7 2.7 2.7 2.7 2.7 2.7 16.0 − 
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5.4 DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS 
 
When assessing the introgressive hybridisation propensity (IHP) between (GM) oilseed 
rape and its wild/weedy relatives at the landscape level, various conditions for effective 
vertical gene flow should be considered: (1) the co-occurrence of oilseed rape with its 
wild/weedy relatives and the abundance of the wild/weedy relatives in the zones of 
sympatry, (2) the overlap in flowering period, (3) the production of viable and fertile 
interspecific hybrids, and their abundance, (4) the production of viable and fertile 
backcross progeny, (5) the stable introgression through recombination between the 
genomes of oilseed rape and the wild/weedy relative, and (6) the persistence of the 
transgene in natural/weedy populations. By attributing a score to each successive step 
in the introgressive hybridisation process, a conceptual approach was developed that 
allowed estimating the IHP of each cross-compatible oilseed rape wild/weedy relative. 
Information on the presence and abundance of wild/weedy relatives growing 
sympatrically with oilseed rape should ideally be obtained at the landscape level. 
Surveys in Belgium have shown that eleven cross-compatible species were found in 
areas where oilseed rape is grown, albeit their absolute abundances are unknown. 
Information on step 2 to 6 can be retrieved from literature and has been reviewed in the 
present chapter for oilseed rape relatives found in Belgium. Next to flowering 
characteristics of oilseed rape and wild/weedy relatives, focus was put on hybridisation 
frequencies, fitness parameters – such as dormancy, germination, survival and 
fecundity – of interspecific hybrids and their progeny, the transgene and management 
practices, as these all play a crucial role in achieving introgression. From the eleven 
studied wild/weedy oilseed rape relatives, B. rapa had the highest introgressive 
hybridisation propensity (IHP value = 11.5), followed by H. incana and R. raphanistrum 
(IHP = 6.7) in Flanders. Due to its high potential to produce some interspecific hybrids 
under field conditions, B. juncea was ranked in fourth position, although it is rare in 
Flanders and is a partial inbreeder. Rank five was taken by D. tenuifolia and S. 
arvensis. That D. tenuifolia and S. arvensis are obligate outbreeders and show a 
relative high abundance in Flanders was counterbalanced by their very low potential to 
produce interspecific hybrids under controlled conditions. Being less abundantly 
distributed B. nigra was ranked as seventh. Because S. alba is quite rare in Flanders 
and because successful hybridisation between oilseed rape and S. alba has not been 
detected under field conditions yet, it was ranked as eighth. IHP values of the obligate 
inbreeders B. oleracea, D. muralis and E. gallicum were the lowest, compared to those 
of B. rapa.  

IHP values will vary according to differences in distribution and abundance of 
wild/weedy relatives in the zones of co-occurrence. This confirms the importance of 
collecting information at the landscape level in order to cover regional variability. The 
proposed ranking might also change in the light of new empirical data collected under 
agriculturally and/or ecologically more realistic conditions over several years (Warwick 
et al., 2008). Certain oilseed rape wild/weedy relatives (such as B. rapa, H. incana, R. 
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raphanistrum, S. arvensis) and transgenic traits (such as herbicide resistance) have 
attracted much more research efforts on introgressive hybridisation than others. More 
data on the latter are needed to refine the IHP values. 

The developed gene flow index is a semi-qualitative one: scores were either a 
zero in case the answer to a question is ‘no’ or a number (≥ 1) in case the answer is 
‘yes’. Consequently, each of the six successive steps was considered of equal 
importance in the introgressive hybridisation process. A quantitative index in which 
scores are based on probabilities (provided that these become available via 
experimental research or modelling work) might enhance the discriminative power of 
the gene flow index. Probabilities would automatically weigh each step in the 
introgressive hybridisation process differently, emphasising their absolute or relative 
importance.  
 
Ranking cross-compatible wild/weedy relatives of oilseed rape according to their 
introgressive hybridisation propensity is valuable in the frame of pre-release risk 
assessments (Wilkinson et al., 2003b; FitzJohn et al., 2007). Potentially adverse 
effects on the environment, resulting from the vertical gene flow between transgenic 
oilseed rape and certain of its cross-compatible wild/weedy relatives, are generally 
subjected to evaluation before release. The gene flow index may complement the 
exposure term of the risk equation [risk = f(hazard, exposure)]. On the one hand, it 
considers how far pollen can be dispersed, if hybridisation occurs, how abundant the 
wild/weedy relative is, whether the resulting hybrids and backcross progeny are viable, 
fertile and abundant, and whether introgressants do appear and persist. On the other 
hand, it takes into account that the frequency with which interspecific hybrids and 
backcross progeny would be formed largely varies among the wild/weedy relatives of 
oilseed rape. However, since the estimation of vertical gene flow per se is not 
considered to be a complete risk assessment, exposure data need to be combined with 
those on the potential adverse consequence (= hazard). In this respect, the potential 
establishment and spread of hybrids and backcross progeny should be considered, 
since their fitness and invasive potential may be enhanced by transgene uptake. Due 
to the low IHP values of D. tenuifolia, S. arvensis, B. nigra, S. alba, B. oleracea, D. 
muralis and E. gallicum in Flanders, compared to B. rapa, the exposure term of the risk 
equation is expected to be very low. As no or only very low numbers of hybrids were 
obtained between oilseed rape and some of these wild/weedy relatives under worst-
case conditions (e.g. through the use of artificial pollination and embryo rescue 
techniques under controlled conditions), it is highly likely that exposure under real 
conditions will be negligible. Accordingly, the probability that the successive steps in 
the introgressive hybridisation process will be completed to realise the hazard will be 
extremely small. As such, the gene flow index offers the possibility to systematically 
eliminate improbable hazards (and subsequently risks), and thus may serve as a 
predictive tool in risk assessment.  
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Besides risk assessment, the gene flow index provides valuable information for post-
market environmental monitoring of GM oilseed rape (see chapter 3). In the EU, 
monitoring is composed of case-specific monitoring and general surveillance. In the 
case-specific monitoring, anticipated potentially adverse changes are related to the 
cultivation of GM crops, whereas in the general surveillance the detection of 
unforeseen changes without known specific cause is aimed at. Case-specific 
monitoring is mainly triggered by scientific uncertainties that were identified in risk 
assessment. A hypothesis is established that can be confirmed or rejected on the basis 
of newly collected data. In contrast, the general status of the environment being 
associated to the uses of GM crops is monitored without any preconception in general 
surveillance (Sanvido et al., 2005; EFSA, 2006a). 

Since cross-compatible wild/weedy relatives that acquired a transgene may have 
unwanted effects on other species and ecosystem integrity, they deserve special 
monitoring attention. This may be even more relevant for wild relatives that occur in 
natural communities with conservational significance or that possess a greater scope 
to harm species of conservational importance. To select representative areas where 
potential adverse effects are most likely to be detected and thus where case-specific 
monitoring should be done, one may rely on the geographical distribution maps of 
agricultural fields and wild plant species. By overlaying these maps with geographic 
information system (GIS) software – taking into account the perimeters in which viable 
oilseed rape pollen is distributed in significant amounts –, areas of co-occurrence 
between oilseed rape fields and its wild/weedy relatives can be identified and their 
frequency of occurrence be defined at the landscape level for successive years. As 
such, the location and number of areas to be followed up, as well as their distribution 
can be set. In other words, our approach not only allows defining the monitoring 
intensity in and over different geographical areas, reflecting varying levels of 
conservational importance, but also ensures adequate spatial and temporal 
replications. Moreover, ranking wild/weedy relatives according to their IHPs determines 
the monitoring priorities within the pool of cross-compatible wild/weedy relatives. 
Focussing on the scientific uncertainties and knowledge gaps identified in each 
successive step of the introgressive hybridisation process for each wild/weedy relative 
also enables to prioritise future monitoring and research efforts case-by-case in a 
holistic manner.  
 
Since general surveillance aims at tracing unforeseen and cumulative changes related 
to the large-scale growing of transgenic crops, any unexpected shift in the abundance 
of wild/weedy relative plant populations in and outside agricultural habitats should be 
surveyed. Once an unexpected change in plant abundances or population structure 
has been detected, it has to be determined whether this change is adverse and 
whether it is associated to the use of transgenic crops. At the European level, the 
collaboration with existing surveillance networks is currently suggested for general 
surveillance of GM crops. The reason is that these networks were designed to obtain 
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information on the state of the receiving environment as a result of what they might 
provide good baseline data for comparison purposes.  

Farm-based surveys using farmers’ questionnaires may deliver first hand data on 
the occurrence and relative abundance of wild/weedy relatives within agricultural fields: 
farmers have experience in estimating their crops and surroundings for variance and 
deviation in performance (Schiemann et al., 2006). Networks that survey wild plant 
species may supply distribution and abundance data on wild plant species in non-
agricultural habitats. However, due to the poor survey quality and unsuited survey 
design of wild/weedy oilseed rape relatives (e.g. recording of only presence/absence, 
non-systematic scale and time of data collection, undetermined selection of survey 
sites, update of the information, use of voluntary workers), botanical survey networks 
seem to be of limited help for general surveillance in Belgium (Legg and Nagy, 2006). 
Most programmes are not designed to characterise variation in populations or their 
sources or to distinguish ‘unusual’ from ‘usual’ variation at the landscape level. To suit 
the collected data to general surveillance needs, the abundance of wild oilseed rape 
relatives should be surveyed with a higher spatial accuracy and on a more frequent 
and systematic basis. In practice, however, such intensive surveys may be unfeasible 
at the landscape level. Considering that monitoring should be cost-effective and 
proportionate to the extent of market introduction of GM crops (Neemann et al., 2006), 
survey activities should concentrate on wild/weedy relatives that can form hybrids 
under field (agricultural) conditions, and in areas where potential sympatry is the 
highest and conservational significance the highest. The selection of such areas can 
be achieved by overlaying the digital distribution maps of areas where oilseed rape is 
commonly grown over multiple years with those of areas with conservational 
importance. Within this context, botanical surveys can serve to define areas where 
monitoring and/or surveillance for hybrids should be done in priority (Simard et al., 
2006). This could be one step forward in ensuring long-term coherent and reliable data 
collection that could meet general surveillance needs of GM crops in Belgium. 
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6.1 POTENTIAL SOURCES OF ADVENTITIOUS MIXING (GM-INPUTS) 
 

The importance of vertical gene flow in plant breeding and certified seed production 
has been clear for a long time, but has received renewed attention in the context of risk 
analysis of GM crops and in the context of co-existence (see chapter 3). Due to the 
growing cultivation area of transgenic maize and the rising number of commercially 
available GM maize varieties to European farmers, the co-existence between maize 
cropping systems is becoming a burning issue in some areas. The possibility to 
maintain conventional, organic and transgenic cropping systems, the ability of farmers 
to make a practical choice between all crop types, and the guarantee to provide a high 
degree of consumers’ choice may be hampered if no appropriate co-existence and 
segregation measures are taken (Huffman, 2004). In this context, vertical gene flow is 
taken into account to avoid that the tolerance threshold of 0.9% for the adventitious 
presence of GM material in non-GM produces will be exceeded, because this will 
trigger the labelling of the product as containing GM material, which may affect its 
market acceptability.  

In the agricultural context, keeping transgenes on a leash might be difficult 
(Marvier and Van Acker, 2005). Most crops are not grown under confined conditions 
and supply chains are rarely segregated. As a consequence, adventitious mixing of 
GM material with non-GM produce can occur in all the steps of the production and 
supply chains.  

Maize is a cross-pollinated crop, relying on wind for the dispersal of its pollen. 
Most pollen is shed before silks are receptive, albeit up to 5% self-pollination can 
occur, due to some overlap. As there are no cross-compatible wild relatives of maize in 
the EU and as maize seeds or seedlings do not survive winter cold in most EU 
countries, the major potential biological source of on-farm mixing is pollen flow. Pollen-
mediated gene flow between GM and non-GM maize may occasionally result in 
flowering volunteers that bear the transgene, especially in Mediterranean countries 
(Messeguer et al., 2006)33. However, in such cases, MON810 volunteers will be 
controlled in the same way as non-GM volunteers, thereby not expected to pose a new 
environmental concern. Due to its high domestication, maize is not able to survive as 
feral populations outside cropped areas in the EU. 

Other potential sources of adventitious mixing between GM and non-GM material 
that may render it difficult to comply with the established tolerance threshold are the 
use of impure seeds, and admixing during sowing, harvesting and post-harvest 
operations. 

In this chapter, focus is put on the state of knowledge on pollen flow and cross-
fertilisation between maize plants and fields. Different parameters affecting these 
                                                 
33 Depending on climatic conditions and crop management, Messeguer et al. (2006) observed 
that some kernels from the previous year germinated and flowered in Spain, but did not quantify 
the extent of this phenomenon yet. In theory, the presence of flowering maize volunteers could 
influence the adventitious presence of GM material in non-GM maize harvests.  
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processes are discussed, and concrete measures to reduce cross-fertilisation are 
proposed. 
 
 

6.2 POLLEN FLOW AND CROSS-FERTILISATION IN MAIZE 
 

Within the context of co-existence, research on pollen flow has been boosted in order 
to find out by which means adventitious presence due to cross-fertilisations can be 
kept below certain tolerance thresholds. For this purpose, various studies have been 
quantifying cross-fertilisation rates at various distances from the source in recipient 
fields.  
 

6.2.1 Approaches for studying pollen dispersal 
 
It is important to bear in mind that research approaches, analytical methods and 
experimental designs differ over studies, which may hamper the comparison between 
research results and complicate the definition of appropriate measures to limit cross-
fertilisation. Approaches for studying pollen dispersal in maize are: 

 
(1) measurements of pollen concentrations at various distances and heights from 

a pollen source (Bateman, 1947; Raynor et al., 1972; Das, 1983; Bassetti and 
Westgate, 1994; Sears and Stanley-Horn, 2000; Cervantes Martínez et al., 2001; 
Pleasants et al., 2001; Zangerl et al., 2001; Aylor et al., 2003, 2006; Brunet et al., 
2003; Jarosz et al., 2003, 2005; Westgate et al., 2003; Kawashima et al., 2004; Lang et 
al., 2004),  

 
(2) measurements of levels of cross-fertilisation at various distances from a 

source through phenotypic traits and protein analysis (Bateman, 1947; Paterniani and 
Stort, 1974; Jones and Brooks, 1950, 1952; Narayanaswamy et al., 1997; Garcia et al., 
1998; Burris, 2001; Cervantes Martínez et al., 2001; Luna et al., 2001; Byrne and 
Fromherz, 2003; Foueillassar and Fabié, 2003; Chilcutt and Tabashnik, 2004; Fabié, 
2004; Ma et al., 2004; Stevens et al., 2004; Foueillassar et al., 2005; Halsey et al., 
2005; Melé et al., 2005; Bannert, 2006; Della Porta et al., 2006, 2008; Goggi et al., 
2006, 2007; Haegele and Peterson, 2007; Bannert and Stamp, 2007) 

or through molecular markers (Jemison and Vayda, 2002; Bénétrix and Bloc, 
2003; Henry et al., 2003; Meier-Bethke and Schiemann, 2003; Messeguer et al., 2003, 
2006; Bénétrix, 2004; Melé, 2004; Ortega Molina, 2004; Stevens et al., 2004; Bénétrix 
et al., 2005; Weber et al., 2005, 2007; Ireland et al., 2006; Pla et al., 2006; Weekes et 
al., 2007), and  
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(3) calculations through modelling (Angevin et al., 2001; Du et al., 2001; Bock et 
al., 2002; Novotny and Perdang, 2002; Aylor et al., 2003, 2006; Klein et al., 2003; Loos 
et al., 2003; Tolstrup et al., 2003; Jarosz et al., 2004; Yamamura, 2004; Wolt et al., 
2004; Belcher et al., 2005; Dupont et al., 2006; Gustafson et al., 2006; Kuparinen, 
2006; Messéan et al., 2006; Arritt et al., 2007; Hoyle and Cresswell, 2007; Kuparinen 
et al., 2007). 
 
Measurements of pollen concentrations 
Approaches based on pollen counts do not always take into account pollen mortality, 
pollen competition, failure of pollen to land on silks, receptiveness of silks and/or the 
developmental failure of the ovary, which may result in an overestimation of the 
maximum distance travelled by viable pollen and of the fertilisation potential of pollen 
(Aylor et al., 2003; Fonseca and Westgate, 2005). Pollen dispersal will not necessarily 
result in fertilisation. 
 
Measurements of cross-fertilisations 
Studies using maize as receptor plants indicate cross-fertilisation truly. However, 
cross-fertilisation is measured in different ways. Out-crossing may be spotted (1) in the 
hybrid ears by phenotypic markers (e.g. xenia34), (2) by detecting off-types in hybrid 
progeny, (3) by exposing the seedlings to an appropriate selection pressure (e.g. 
herbicide treatment in case of HR plants), and (4) by the qualitative detection of 
transgenic DNA and/or proteins in the seeds or seedlings. Neither of these methods 
quantifies the share of transgenic DNA. According to the EC recommendation on 
technical guidance for sampling and detection (2004/787), DNA-based analyses are 
generally accepted to quantify inadvertent co-mingling in order to cope with legal 
thresholds for adventitious mixing. Using DNA analysis, results are expressed as the 
number of target (transgenic) DNA sequences per target taxon specific sequences, 
calculated in terms of haploid genomes. A quantitative DNA analysis thus expresses 
the GMO content as a percentage of haploid genomes. However, the latter results 
differ depending on the genetic constitution of the analysed tissue (zygotic or 
maternal), the relative shares of these tissues in the sample, the ploidy levels of the 
tissue (triploid endosperm vs. diploid maternal tissue), the moment of sampling (early 
or late stage of kernel development), the copy number of transgenic DNA, and on the 
DNA extractability, which may differ between plant tissues (Trifa and Zhang, 2004; 
Taverniers, 2005; Holst-Jensen et al., 2006; Weighardt, 2006) (Fig. 6.1). 

                                                 
34 Xenia is the immediate effect of pollen on the developing kernel. When yellow maize pollen 
fertilises an ovule of white maize, a light yellow kernel develops. Accordingly, different kernel 
colour inheritance can be used to quantify cross-fertilisation rates visually. The pigmentation 
occurs in the endosperm and is determined by the genotype of both parents. Yellow endosperm 
colour is conditioned by a dominant gene from the father plant (Y); the recessive alleles (yy) 
from the mother plant produce a white endosperm. The seed coat (maternal) is usually 
transparent (Poehlman and Sleper, 1995).  
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Consequently, it might be difficult to smoothly convert results based on quantitative 
DNA analyses to those based on qualitative analyses, and vice versa.  
 

 
 
Figure 6.1. (A) Morphological composition, genetic constitution and its origin, and DNA content 

of different parts and structures of the maize plant. Indicated fractions are weight 
averages for varieties grown in Belgium and/or DNA content averages adapted 
from Trifa and Zhang (2004) with significant variation between varieties and 
influenced by growing conditions. (B) Cross-fertilisation in maize kernels expressed 
as a percentage of genomes (B1) or as a percentage of kernels detected by 
phenotypic markers (B2). 

 
 
To calculate the percentage of DNA bearing the transgene in out-crossed kernels, the 
relative DNA content ratio of tissues in kernels (embryo = 48% of DNA, endosperm = 
50% of DNA and pericarp = 2% of DNA) has been used. According to this rule of 
thumb, the percentage of DNA carrying the transgene corresponds to 0.48x(1/2) + 
0.50x(1/3) + 0.02x(0) = 0.41. For heterozygous maize, it would mean that multiplying 
the adventitious GMO presence expressed in percentage of kernels by 0.41 leads to 
the percentage expressed in genomes. 
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Pla et al. (2006) recently compared cross-fertilisation levels calculated through 
quantitative DNA and qualitative analyses in grain maize. During the same experiment, 
cross-fertilisation rates between a transgenic pollen donor (yellow maize containing a 
single transgene) and a non-transgenic receptor (white maize) were measured in 
kernels both quantitatively and qualitatively. Results showed that cross-fertilisation 
levels expressed in percentage of genomes nicely correlated with those expressed in 
percentage of (yellow vs. white coloured) kernels at MON810 levels of 0.1-10%. With 
the slope of the linear regression curve (0.509 ± 0.021), data expressed in percentage 
of kernels can easily be converted to data expressed in percentage of genomes in 
grain maize (Y = 0.509X – 0.021). This phenomenon is attributed to the current 
production of GM hybrid varieties. In case of MON810, the transgene generally is 
present either in the seed parent or in the pollinator: as a result GM hybrids are 
hemizygous for the transgenic trait. Hence, only half of the pollen produced on the 
hybrid carries the transgene and only half of the cross-fertilisation is measured, 
compared to a pollen donor that is homozygous for the screened trait.  

In contrast, a less accurate correlation was obtained when MON810 percentages 
were estimated by weight of grains produced (Pla et al., 2006), confirming earlier 
observations (Trifa and Zhang, 2004). 

For fodder maize, it is thought that the conversion factor used in grain maize will 
be too conservative. If expressed as a percentage of haploid genomes, transgenes are 
expected to be diluted over both grains and vegetative plant parts. Less than half of the 
total plant dry matter originates from grains that can carry the transgene in fodder 
maize (Holst-Jensen et al., 2006; Weber et al., 2007). Assuming an average proportion 
of 40% grain in the whole dry plant tissue, any GM-input due to cross-fertilisations 
might be reduced by a factor of 2.5 when harvesting the entire plant is compared to 
grain maize harvest (Sanvido et al., 2008). Surprisingly, Weber et al. (2005, 2007) 
were not able to detect higher percentages of GM DNA in grain maize samples than in 
fodder maize samples. Two explanations are possible: either is the extraction of DNA 
from vegetative plant parts difficult, or is the DNA fraction in vegetative plant parts 
proportionally less important than that in the grain fraction. 

More difficulties will arise when different Bt maize events will be grown together 
at the landscape level, or with the advent of stacked GM maize events. With the 
current trend to combine two or more transgenes into stacked GM maize events 
through traditional breeding, future GM maize hybrids will no longer contain a single 
transgene (Fig. 6.2). Because a stacked GM maize event contains more than one 
transgene, a similar cross-fertilisation rate may lead to higher GMO contents 
expressed in percentage of genomes in recipient plants, compared to a single GM 
maize event (Holst-Jensen et al., 2006). When the two transgenes of a stacked GM 
maize event are located on a different chromosome, 3/4 of the pollen will contain the 
transgene with half of the produced pollen carrying 1 transgene and 1/4 of the pollen 
containing both transgenes. A certain level of seed impurities in non-GM maize seeds 
might further aggravate the problems cited above, as the maternal DNA will also bear 
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the transgene. In such complex cases, case-by-case studies will have to be performed 
in order to convert the GMO content expressed as a percentage of kernels to 
genomes. 

 

 
 
Figure 6.2. Successive steps in the development of GM hybrids and GM stacked events in 

maize (see also De Schrijver et al., 2007). 
 
 
Apart from the quantification approach, the results of field trials studying cross-
fertilisation rates may also differ according to the implemented design. In different 
studies, individual plants or small recipient plots have been planted at various 
distances from a source in order to measure how far viable maize pollen can 
successfully fertilise a maize ovule. Such designs do not reflect the real agricultural 
situation and are not suited to quantify the adventitious GMO content of recipient fields 
of commercial size. Due to the small and diluted pollen cloud hanging over individual 
plants or small recipient plots, incoming pollen is less hindered. Accordingly, individual 
plants or small recipient plots are much more prone to cross-fertilisation compared to 
large fields with a dense pollen cloud acting as a physical barrier and competitor for 
incoming pollen. A similar effect is observed when detasseled maize plants are used 
as recipients (Foueillassar et al., 2005; Goggi et al., 2007).  
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To take the factors that are relevant for co-existence into account, recent 
empirical studies carried out in France (Bénétrix et al., 2005), Germany (Weber et al., 
2005, 2007), Italy (Della Porta et al., 2006, 2008), Spain (Melé, 2004; Pla et al., 2006) 
and the UK (Henry et al., 2003; Weekes et al., 2007) mimicked worst-case commercial 
on-farm situations (e.g. pollen source next to or completely surrounded by a recipient 
field, synchronously flowering parental plants). In Spain, out-crossing studies even 
have been performed in real agricultural situations of co-existence. Fields have been 
planted with GM and non-GM maize cultivars with different sowing or flowering dates, 
and mixed with other crops and barriers (Messeguer et al., 2006). Because the 
probability of cross-fertilisation diminishes with increasing distance from the source, 
sampling was done at different positions within the receptor field of representative size 
in order to calculate the average percentage of cross-fertilisation over the whole field. 
Recommendations of isolation perimeters and/or pollen barriers, based on discrete 
cross-fertilisation levels, may therefore be too conservative and thus larger than the 
ones actually needed. 
 
Modelling approaches 
The application of different mathematical models to study pollen flow in maize is 
growing. Nowadays, vertical gene flow modelling at the landscape level is an important 
tool for estimating the adventitious GMO content in the harvests of neighbouring non-
GM maize fields under various conditions (Messéan et al., 2006). Models are based on 
experimental data: the more experimental data become available, the better the 
validation of the models will be35.  
 

6.2.2 Parameters affecting cross-fertilisation in maize  
 
Apart from the previously discussed difficulties, some consistent facts and patterns are 
observed over trials that have been conducted under different geographical and 
climatic conditions (Emberlin et al., 1999; Ingram, 2000; Treu and Emberlin, 2000; 
Eastham and Sweet, 2002; van de Wiel and Lotz, 2006; Sanvido et al., 2008). 
 
Isolation distance between pollen source and recipient field 
Compared to pollen of other wind pollinated species, maize pollen grains are relatively 
large (about 70-100 µm with an average diameter of 90 µm) and heavy (0.25 µg) 
(Raynor et al., 1972; Di-Giovanni et al., 1995; Aylor et al., 2003). Due to its pollen 
characteristics, maize pollen has a high settling speed (about 20-30 cm/s) and a quick 
deposition (Di-Giovanni et al., 1995; Aylor et al., 2003). Jarosz et al. (2005) observed 
pollen deposition rates ranging from 10 to 100 grains/m2s at 10 m downwind distance 
from the source. At downwind distances of 800 and 1000 m, the pollen deposition rates 
decreased to 0.001-0.0002 grains/m2s. Pollen concentrations and consequently 
                                                 
35 I refer to the different models to study their underlying assumptions. 
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successful fertilisations decline rapidly with distance from the source following a 
leptokurtic pattern with a long tail (Fig. 6.3). Ca. 95-99% of the released pollen is 
deposited within about 30-50 m from the source (Paterniani and Stort, 1974; Sears and 
Stanley-Horn, 2000; Pleasants et al., 2001; Aylor et al., 2003; Jarosz et al., 2003, 
2005). While most cross-fertilisations occur within 50 m of the source, vertical wind 
movements or gusts during pollen shedding can lead to very low levels of cross-
fertilisation over longer distances (Bannert and Stamp, 2007). Consequently, there is 
no clear cut-off distance beyond which cross-fertilisation levels reach zero (Aylor et al., 
2003; 2006). 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 6.3. Cross-fertilisation levels (expressed in percentages of maize kernels) in relation to 
the distance from the pollen source. A meta-analysis of various data of cross-
fertilisation between maize fields. The upper graph represents a magnification of 
the original graph (reprinted with permission from Sanvido et al. (2008)). 

 
 
Size of pollen source and recipient field 
Recent field tests demonstrated that for a pollen donor of a given size, the levels of 
cross-fertilisation decrease as the size of the recipient field increases, pinpointing the 
importance of the source to recipient size ratio (Messeguer et al., 2003; Melé, 2004; 
Ortega Molina, 2004). Melé (2004) showed that with a pollen donor of 0.25 ha, the 
levels of cross-fertilisation expressed in percentage of genomes decreased from 1.77 
to 0.83% in the kernels when the size of the recipient field was increased from 0.25 to 
1 ha. The larger the recipient field, the larger its own pollen mass will be. This pollen 
cloud, hanging over the recipient field, is a physical barrier and competitor for incoming 
pollen. Moreover, in larger recipients, more dilution occurs by mixing of material of an 
entire field, which reduces the average cross-fertilisation rate if expressed as a 
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percentage of genomes. Results obtained by Weber et al. (2005, 2007) with fodder 
maize in Germany confirmed these results. Moreover, the authors concluded that the 
overall cross-fertilisation measured as a percentage of genomes in the chopped 
material did not exceed 0.9% if adjacent donor and recipient fields were of the same 
size. 
 
Shape and orientation of pollen source and recipient field 
The relation between the size of the exposed border and the entire size (or depth) of 
the recipient is of importance in the co-existence debate. Calculations investigating the 
effect of the alignment of recipient fields towards the pollen donor showed that the 
amount of cross-fertilisation can easily double with elongated recipient fields, 
compared to rectangular ones of the same size (Ingram, 2000; Novotny and Perdang, 
2002; Meier-Bethke and Schiemann, 2003). With the long side of an elongated 
recipient field of 5 ha facing the source, cross-fertilisation expressed in percentage of 
kernels was calculated to be 10.7% in comparison with 3.4% for the short side 
(Novotny and Perdang, 2002). When the depth of a recipient field (2 ha) adjacently 
oriented in downwind direction from the donor (2 ha) was increased from 100 to 200 m, 
the adventitious GMO content expressed in percentages of genomes decreased from 
0.5 to 0.2% (Bénétrix et al., 2005). Put it differently, the deeper the recipient field, 
and/or the smaller the exposed border, the less the cross-fertilisation level in the entire 
field. 
 
Wind direction and velocity 
Air currents at pollen dehiscence can lift pollen up high in the atmosphere and 
distribute it over significant distances within its viability period. Aerial pollen 
concentrations at a height of 60 m above maize fields varied between 0.2 to 8.1 
grains/m3 (Aylor et al., 2003, 2006). At heights between 800 and 2000 m, the pollen 
concentrations decreased from 1.1 to 0.2 grains/m3. Pollen viability decreased with 
height. However, at high altitudes, the lower air temperature favoured pollen longevity. 
About 5 to 10% of the sampled pollen was found to be viable at 2000 m (Brunet et al., 
2003). Depending of the wind velocity and air currents, pollen will settle by gravity 
nearby or far away from the source. Small pollen amounts have already been observed 
at 800 and 1000 m from the source with pollen deposition rates ranging between 
0.0002-0.001 grains/m2s (Jarosz et al., 2005). Calculations and multi-year trials carried 
out on different sites indicated that pollen flows much farther downwind than upwind. 
Ma et al. (2004) reported that on average (in all sites and years tested), cross-
fertilisation levels (expressed in percentage of kernels) were lower than 1% at a 
distance of 28 m downwind: the same cross-fertilisation extent was detected at a 
distance of 10 m upwind. Hence, modelling studies also confirmed that the variation in 
wind conditions may cause substantial variation in cross-fertilisation levels (Lipsius et 
al., 2006; Messéan et al., 2006; Hoyle and Cresswell, 2007; Kuparinen et al., 2007). 
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Rain 
Pollen released in the airflow can be absorbed into water droplets and/or can land on 
wet silks where it bursts and dies. Moreover, the release of pollen is delayed when it is 
raining due to the absence of dehiscence of anthers. Jones and Brooks (1950) ran an 
experiment to study pollen dispersal during three consecutive years. They attributed 
the low levels of cross-fertilisation in one of the three years to the rainy weather during 
the period of pollination, but did not quantify the affect of the rain. In one of the trials of 
Jarosz et al. (2005), reduced pollen release and concentrations were observed, 
probably due to the washing out effect of the pivot irrigation. So far, no published data 
are available allowing the quantification of the impact of rain on maize pollen 
dehiscence and flow. In general, maize pollen is released mainly during dry (and 
drying) conditions from tassels with the major portion of daily release usually occurring 
during midmorning to midday.  

 
Local environment 
Apart from gravity and absorption in rain droplets, pollen flow is directed or filtered by 
topography and physical and/or natural barriers (Treu and Emberlin, 2000). The latter 
affects wind speed profiles, which may result in an additional depletion of airborne 
pollen (Jones and Brooks, 1952; Raynor et al., 1974; Di-Giovanni and Kevan, 1991). 
Simulations of Du et al. (2001) revealed that a maize field in itself has a significant 
effect on wind speed and direction due to its height and the high density of its canopy. 
Wind speed near the leeward edge was very weak and the wind direction even 
reversed favouring pollen deposition near the leeward edge of the maize field.  

 
Pollen viability/longevity and water status of pollen 
Pollen viability/longevity, which is defined as the ability of pollen to germinate is an 
important requisite to complete fertilisation. If the viability and vigour of the pollen grain 
is poor its capacity to compete with fresher pollen produced in the vicinity of the 
receptor plant will be poor. Maize pollen is susceptible to desiccation, and water loss in 
pollen grains reduces its ability to germinate on the stigma (Buitink et al., 1996). At 
30% pollen moisture content maize pollen becomes completely non-viable (Fonseca 
and Westgate, 2005). Pollen death after release from anthers is mainly due to 
dehydration, which is primarily controlled by the vapour pressure deficit of the air 
(Jones and Newell, 1948; Barnabas, 1985; Luna et al., 2001; Aylor, 2003, 2004; 
Fonseca and Westgate, 2005), and may be genotype dependent (Herrero and 
Johnson, 1980; Schoper et al., 1986, 1987; Fonseca and Westgate, 2005). Pollen 
viability was found to be relatively insensitive to solar radiation (Aylor, 2004). The 
period of time after dehiscence, during which the pollen grain retains its potential for 
fertilisation is considered to be less than 24 hr under French field conditions (Angevin 
et al., 2001). More recently, Foueillassar et al. (2005) showed under artificial conditions 
that at a temperature of 30 °C and at a relative humidity of 50%, the viability of pollen is 
equal to zero after 50 min. Aylor (2004) reported that depending on the atmospheric 
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conditions, an exposure of 60 to 240 min to outdoor conditions (Iowa, US) would 
reduce pollen germination by 50%. Under Mexican outdoor conditions (Nayarit, 
Mexico), a relative loss in pollen viability of 80% in 1 hr and 100% in 2 hr was found in 
a multi-year trial. In the year with the driest atmosphere at anthesis, 100% of the pollen 
grains became non-viable within 1 hr (Luna et al., 2001). Higher midday Belgian 
temperatures of 28 °C and lower relative humidity (65.6%) occurring on 30-31 July 
1999 compared to 21 °C and 69.8% on 26-27 July reduced pollen viability and vigour, 
and lowered seed setting on average by a fourth (Vanryckeghem, 2000).  

The water content of maize pollen does not only play an important role in pollen 
viability, but also in its flight dynamics (Aylor, 2002, 2003; Aylor et al., 2003). At pollen 
dehiscence the water content of pollen is up to ca. 60% of its mass. During drying the 
shape of maize pollen changes from a prolate spheroid to a crinkled, prismatic solid, 
and its density increases with ca. 16%, and its settling speed decreases with ca. 34%. 
These physical changes are expected to have an impact on potential transport 
distances. According to Foueillassar et al. (2005), the driest pollen falls down slower 
than the most humid pollen grains by a factor of approximately two. In general, the 
lightest pollen will travel the longest distances, but will be the least viable (Aylor, 2002). 

 
Male fertility or sterility 
Compared to commercial maize fields where plants are 100% fertile, the seed parents 
in hybrid seed production are emasculated. Seed production fields contain rows of 
pollen-producing (male) plants alternated with rows of sterile or detasseled (female) 
plants serving as pollen receptors. Female plants make up to 80% of the total plant 
number in seed production fields. Moreover, the inbred pollinator lines produce less 
pollen than hybrids due to their less developed tassel. Individual tassels of inbred lines 
grown in France produce 0.8 to 2 x 106 pollen grains, whilst hybrids produce 6 to 8 x 
106 pollen grains (Angevin et al., 2001; Jarosz et al., 2005). Fodder maize hybrids, 
grown in Belgium at densities of 100000 plants/ha, produced 1-2 g pollen per plant 
during anthesis, and inbred lines approximately 0.7 g per plant (Vanryckeghem, 2000), 
which roughly corresponds with the data mentioned above. Due to the low amount of 
competing pollen within seed production fields, the probability of cross-fertilisation is 
increased in such fields.  

 
Synchrony in flowering times 
The closer the synchrony between anthesis of the pollen donor and silking of the 
recipient, the higher the probability of cross-fertilisation (Bassetti and Westgate, 1994; 
Angevin et al., 2001; Bock et al., 2002; Uribelarrea et al., 2002; Westgate et al., 2003; 
Messéan et al., 2006). Compared to simultaneous sowing, a difference in sowing dates 
of on average one week reduced cross-fertilisation rates in the first row of recipient 
fields with 50% in Spain. Cross-fertilisation levels were reduced with 75% when sowing 
differences were on average three weeks (Brookes et al., 2004; Ortega Molina, 2004). 
Although the authors did not mention whether the earlier sowing was done with the 
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pollen donor or recipient, it is presumed that they installed the recipient before the 
pollen donor in order to minimise out-crossing: recipient plants flowering before the GM 
crop saturate their own silks before the GM crop begins to flower. 

It is generally accepted that maize pollen is released over a typical period of 5 to 
8 days with a peak of 2-3 days after anthesis. Not only is there some variability 
depending on the variety, but also between plants in the same fields. In Spain, an 
interval of 1-2 days has been detected from the first appearance of flowering until the 
time at which 50% of the plants bloomed. In non-irrigated fields, this period was slightly 
longer due to a lack of uniformity in the crop (Messeguer et al., 2006). For the cited 
reasons, 10 days might be a good estimation for the total field pollen shedding period. 
 
 

6.3 ON-FARM MANAGEMENT TO REDUCE CROSS-FERTILISATION 
 
For decades, seed marketing legislation has specified worldwide statutory segregation 
measures between seed crops and any other mainstream crops of the same species to 
maximise varietal purity. In order to maintain a purity of 99.8%, expressed in number of 
plants visible in the next generation, a minimal isolation perimeter of 200 m between 
the hybrid seed production plot and neighbouring maize pollen sources is prescribed in 
the EU. The isolation perimeter can be reduced to 100 m in the presence of a natural 
barrier between the seed production field and other maize fields. Moreover, seed 
production plots have to be bordered by at least two rows of the male parent. It is 
important to note that the seed certification standards are based on practical field 
experience, and that they take into account different field situations and year-to-year 
variation in prevailing weather conditions (Bock et al., 2002; Ingram, 2000; Schiemann, 
2003; Ireland et al., 2006). Apart from seed production, experience with co-existence is 
also available from the cultivation of different maize types that are grown for different 
uses. Fodder and grain maize co-exist with sweet and/or waxy maize in the EU. 
Production requirements vary between MS, but several points are common. Impurities 
of 4% are tolerated in waxy maize, and contracts between growers and processors 
define growing conditions and segregation measures to be respected (e.g. isolation 
perimeters, cleaning of machinery, restricting harvest to a specific period) (Bock et al., 
2002; Schiemann, 2003). 

On-farm measures to minimise cross-fertilisation between neighbouring maize 
fields may rely on spatial isolation (e.g. isolation perimeters, pollen barriers), temporal 
isolation (e.g. arrangements between farmers on planting period and/or coordination of 
crop rotations) and on GM crop free zones. In the following sections, research data on 
cross-fertilisation are grouped (1) per tolerance threshold (0.9% for food and feed, 
0.5% for positively assessed GM events, 0.3% for seed and 0.1% for organic 
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produces36) because thresholds determine the containment needed, and (2) per use of 
maize because the significance of adventitious presence and cross-fertilisation varies 
with maize uses. In grain maize, adventitious mixing is restricted to the kernel fraction 
of the plant: the cross-fertilisation level is expressed per kernel lot. In corn cob mix and 
in fodder maize, GMO presence is diluted if expressed as a percentage of genomes, 
since vegetative plant parts (maternal tissue) are included in the harvested material. In 
non-processed fresh sweet maize, cross-fertilisation is expressed per individual ear.  

Data on cross-fertilisation are summarised in Table 6.1 according to the 
quantification method and maize use. 
 

6.3.1 Isolation perimeters (distances) 
 
Given the leptokurtic distribution of cross-fertilisations over distance from the pollen 
source, spatially isolating GM maize fields from non-GM ones by a zone of open 
ground or a zone with low growing crops will reduce the extent of cross-fertilisation. 
Within this context, various studies have focussed on quantifying the adventitious GMO 
content in neighbouring maize fields in order to define appropriate isolation perimeter 
widths.  
 
0.9% threshold in kernels 
Different cropping scenarios were tested with the “Matrix based Approach to POllen 
Dispersal” (MAPOD) model. Tolstrup et al. (2003) assumed a situation with a moderate 
(10%) and extensive (50%) share of GM maize, and a seed impurity of 0.5%. The 
model prescribed an isolation perimeter of 200 m between GM and non-GM maize in 
order to achieve the 0.9-1% threshold expressed in percentage of kernels (Bock et al., 
2002; Tolstrup et al., 2003). Thereafter, the model has been refined: more realistic 
isolation perimeter estimates were provided on a case-by-case basis. To comply with 
the 0.9% threshold, a maximal perimeter of 50 m was prescribed for the worst-case 
scenario where the recipient field (< 5 ha) was situated in downwind position from the 
pollen donor field (15 ha), and where maize in both fields flowered synchronously 
(Messéan et al., 2006). Based on published data, on calculations and on seed 
production standards, the “Supply Chain Initiative on Modified Agricultural Crops” 
(SCIMAC) and Ingram (2000) recommended an isolation perimeter of 200 m.  

Counts on waxy maize kernels in recipient plots of variable size (0.6-12 ha) 
planted at different distances (0-25 m) from conventional maize (0.7-13 ha) in France 
revealed that the overall levels of cross-fertilisation expressed in percentage of kernels 
were ≤ 0.72% in all recipients in 2002 (Foueillassar and Fabié, 2003; Fabié, 2004). To 

                                                 
36 Although the tolerance threshold of 0.9% for food and feed is also of application for organic 
products since June 2007, the threshold was maintained in this chapter. The organic agricultural 
sector still prefers a zero tolerance (with 0.1% being the limit of quantification of quantitative 
DNA analysis). 
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reach the 0.9% threshold in the first 5 m of all the recipients, they recommended an 
isolation perimeter of 10 to 25 m. Bénétrix et al. (2005) and Melé (2004) observed an 
overall level of cross-fertilisation, expressed in percentage of genomes, of 0.4 and 
0.83% respectively for the recipient fields planted adjacently to or surrounding the 
pollen source. In a recipient sampling area of 5 and 23.3 ha adjacent to a source of 
23.3 ha, Ortega Molina (2004) reported respectively 0.54 and 0.26% GMO presence 
expressed in percentage of genomes.  

 
0.5% threshold in kernels and plants 
Based on a literature study, Sanvido et al. (2008) concluded that an isolation perimeter 
of 50 m for grain maize and 20 m for fodder maize would be sufficient to keep cross-
fertilisation levels below the 0.5% at the border of the recipient maize field. Due to the 
dilution by mixing the material of an entire field, the authors assumed that the average 
cross-fertilisation rate would be definitely less than 0.5% in the harvested product. 
Considering that other sources than cross-fertilisation might contribute to GM-inputs, 
this approach allows ensuring a safety margin to comply with the 0.9% threshold. 

 
0.3% threshold in kernels  
The isolation perimeter needed between GM and non-GM maize seed production has 
been estimated to be 300 m by MAPOD (Bock et al., 2002; Tolstrup et al., 2003), and 
200 m by SCIMAC and Ingram (2000). In Mexico, Garcia et al. (1998) found complete 
pollen control at a distance larger than 184 m in different small-scale seed production 
experiments. According to the latest estimates done by MAPOD, a maximal isolation 
perimeter of 150 m might be sufficient to comply with the 0.3% in the harvest of 
neighbouring non-GM maize fields (Messéan et al., 2006). 
 
0.1% threshold in kernels 
In the context of Mexican experimental field trials with commercially unapproved 
transgenic maize, Luna et al. (2001) recommended an isolation perimeter of 185-200 
m. Only three cases of cross-fertilisation were observed via xenia whereof one at 100, 
150 and 200 m. At 300-400 m distances from the source no cross-fertilisation from the 
source was detected (Luna et al., 2001). In a recipient plot (3.3 ha) in the UK that was 
separated by 142 m bare ground from the source (3.3 ha), the levels of cross-
fertilisation expressed in percentage of genomes did not exceed 0.1% in the harvested 
kernels (Henry et al., 2003). According to Messéan et al. (2006), the implementation of 
a maximal isolation perimeter of 300 m will enable to comply with the 0.1% threshold.  

In case only low cross-fertilisation levels are tolerated, wider isolation perimeters 
are required to cope with low out-crossings occurring over longer distance. Erratic 
cross-fertilisation events (0.002% of kernels) have been measured up to 750 m from 
the pollen source in California (US) by Halsey et al. (2005). In the UK, the farthest 
cross-fertilisation event was detected at 650 m from the source of GM maize, and 
cross-fertilisation hot spots (0.4% of genomes) also were seen at distances of 100-150 
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m from the source (Henry et al., 2003; Weekes et al., 2007). In a large recipient (36 ha) 
surrounding a small pollen donor plot (1 ha), the frequency of transgenic yellow kernels 
decreased to levels below 0.002% in 2004 and 0.03% in 2004. However, very few 
samples collected at 250 m from the source were completely free of out-crosses 
(Goggi et al., 2006). Older studies also reported low cross-fertilisation levels at longer 
distances37, although these may have originated from seed impurities. Convective air 
currents resulting from the warmed up air above a crop could explain the aerial 
concentrations of pollen above maize fields and the occurrence of cross-fertilisation hot 
spots over longer distances than expected (Bannert and Stamp, 2007). Another 
explanation for the cross-pollination peaks (hot spots) may be the occurrence of late 
developing plants (e.g. due to genetic impurity or field heterogeneity) provided that 
there is a good flowering synchrony with a sympatric late flowering pollen donor. Due 
to the lower local pollen abundance in the recipient, late developing plants are more 
prone to cross-fertilisation. Bannert (2006) observed that from the 5.5% classified late 
(small) ears, 64% had cross-fertilisation rates of up to 80% contributing to 47% of the 
out-crossing of the whole field. From the 74% normal ears, only 8.5% had cross-
fertilised kernels generally limited to a few cross-fertilised kernels per ear. 
 

6.3.2 Pollen barriers 
 
Plants sown around the source or recipient field can function as pollen barrier. When 
the outer parts of fields function as a barrier, the distance between the inner parts 
increases. Moreover, barriers introduce competing pollen (if the barrier is of the same 
species as the crop) and/or may serve as a physical barrier to air and consequently 
pollen flow. A physical barrier will deplete some pollen from the airflow by impaction 
and filtering, and will create a sheltered zone in the lee (Raynor et al., 1974; Emberlin 
et al., 1999; Treu and Emberlin, 2000; Du et al., 2001). Jones and Brooks (1952) 
compared the effectiveness of bare ground, a barrier of trees and a barrier of maize in 
reducing cross-fertilisations. The maize and tree barrier reduced out-crossing more 
effectively than bare ground. Cross-fertilisation levels were reduced by 50% 
immediately behind the barrier. The reduction of cross-fertilisation was considerably 
less with the tree barrier than with a maize barrier, presumably because trees did not 
provide any competing pollen. Cross-fertilisation levels in recipient plots were also 

                                                 
37 Salamov (1940) – cited in Jones and Brooks (1950) – found cross-fertilisation rates of 0.2% at 
800 m, and Jones and Brooks (1950) of 0.2% at 500 m from the source. Jones and Brooks 
used the white coloured sweet maize ‘Honey June’ as a recipient and yellow dent fodder maize 
as a pollinator: any cross-fertilisation resulted in a filled yellow kernel on the recipient. By this 
double control they could distinguish clearly cross-fertilisation from a potential transposon 
activity known to be present in some white maize lines. Transposon activity may result in some 
coloured kernels, overestimating cross-fertilisation. Any seed impurity of ‘Honey June’ would 
have had the same result, but the authors did not give information on the seed purity. 
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smaller when a pollen barrier of maize was used to separate the donor and recipient, 
compared to a path of bare ground of the same length (Melé et al., 2005; Pla et al., 
2006). In a 2004 trial of Bénétrix et al. (2005), the GMO content expressed as 
percentages of genomes was 0.34% with a maize buffer, whilst it was 0.42% without 
the maize buffer: the pollen donor (2 ha) was separated from a recipient (1 ha) either 
by a maize buffer (10 m) or by bare ground (10 m). A specifically designed experiment 
done by Della Porta et al. (2006, 2008) allowed confirming that a maize pollen barrier 
reduces out-crossing more effectively than an isolation perimeter of bare ground (or 
low growing crops) of the same length.  
 
0.9% threshold in kernels  
Henry et al. (2003) mimicked worst-case commercial on-farm situations in the UK 
through the use of a split-field design, quantified the presence of transgenic material in 
kernel samples in terms of percentage of genomes and inferred from the results that at 
a distance of 24.4 m the average level of cross-fertilisation in the recipient fields 
remained under the 0.9%. In Spanish studies with an adjacent pollen donor and 
recipient, out-crossing levels of 0.68 and 0.58% of genomes were observed at 12.6 
and 9 m in the recipient fields, respectively (Ortega Molina, 2004). Meier-Bethke and 
Schiemann (2003) studied cross-fertilisation in different situations: (1) pollen donor and 
recipients adjacent to each other, (2) recipient fields separated by the donor by gaps of 
different lengths, and (3) two recipient fields in line and separated by gaps from the 
donor and each other. The first rows of the fields after a gap showed about five times 
more cross-fertilisations than measured at the same distance in adjacent continuous 
fields (e.g. 1.5 vs. 0.3% of kernels at 50 m from the source). The peak fell quickly and 
within a few rows out-crossing levels were comparable. This phenomenon was also 
observed in the second recipient plot planted behind the first. The message is that 
when different fields are separated by gaps, the first rows of recipient fields are more 
cross-fertilised than in a continuous field at the same distance.  

Other studies confirmed the high interception of pollen by the first few maize rows 
(Jones and Brooks, 1950, 1952; Burris, 2001; Henry et al., 2003; Meier-Bethke and 
Schiemann, 2003; Ortega Molina, 2004; Bénétrix et al., 2005; Melé et al., 2005; Della 
Porta et al., 2006, 2008; Gustafson et al., 2006; Messeguer et al., 2006; Pla et al., 
2006; Weber et al., 2007; Weekes et al., 2007). The removal of the first few rows of a 
plot facing a GM crop prior to harvest might be worthwhile to reduce the total level of 
cross-fertilisation in the recipient. Recent observations suggest that after a 10 to 20 m 
barrier of maize, the 0.9% GM presence expressed in percentage of genomes almost 
never was exceeded in the harvested kernels (Melé, 2004; Ortega Molina, 2004; 
Bénétrix et al., 2005; Messeguer et al., 2006; Pla et al., 2006; Weber et al., 2007; 
Weekes et al., 2007). According to other studies where the source and recipient were 
planted next or close to each other, the removal of 4 to 8 rows was effective to end up 
with a cross-fertilisation level of the entire field below 0.9% (Foueillassar and Fabié, 
2003; Fabié, 2004; Ortega Molina, 2004). In a Spanish study where the source and 
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recipient of equal size were sown next to each other as two halves of a circle (ca. 46 
ha), the adventitious presence of GM material expressed in percentage of genomes 
was 4.57, 2.73, 1.64, 0.94, 0.54, 0.36 and 0.26% for the sampling strips (for the design 
see Tab. 6.1) of 0.27, 0.53, 1.06, 2.60, 5.00, 8.00 and 23.30 ha respectively (Ortega 
Molina, 2004). Removing the first four rows in all sampling strips decreased the 
presence of transgenic material to 2.67, 1.79, 1.11, 0.68, 0.42, 0.28 and 0.20% 
respectively. The lowest levels of adventitious presence being 1.84, 1.20, 0.78, 0.55, 
0.35, 0.24 and 0.17% were observed after the removal of the first eight rows (Ortega 
Molina, 2004). In French maize fields of 0.6-12 ha, the removal of the first 5 m reduced 
the levels of cross-fertilisation from 0-0.72% of kernels to levels below 0.07% of kernels 
in all recipient fields (Foueillassar and Fabié, 2003; Fabié, 2004).  
 
0.9% threshold in plants 
The only experiment where entire plants were harvested and chopped for analysis, 
inferred that in 6 of the 18 sites the levels of cross-fertilisation expressed in percentage 
of genomes exceeded the 0.9% threshold in the first 10 m strip of recipient fields 
adjacent to the pollen donor fields. Cross-fertilisation levels were on average 0.24, 
0.15, 0.43 and 0.31% in 20-30, 50-60, 0-60 and 0-100 m strips away from the edge 
with the pollen donor. Behind a strip of 20 m the 0.9% threshold was not exceeded 
(Weber et al., 2005, 2007).  
 
0.3-0.1% thresholds in kernels 
In the UK, the average level of cross-fertilisation expressed in percentage of genomes 
in kernel samples remained under the 0.3 and 0.1% at a distance of 80 and 257.7 m in 
the recipient fields, respectively (Henry et al., 2003). At 90.3 and 140.7 m in the 
recipient, the levels of cross-fertilisation were respectively 0.2 and 0.07% of genomes 
in Spain (Ortega Molina, 2004).  
 

6.3.3 Scheduling different crop production cycles 
 
The within-year isolation in time of GM and non-GM maize in order to limit out-crossing 
is a theoretical co-existence measure, as the synchronisation of pollen dispersal and 
silking has been demonstrated to be crucial in determining the extent of out-crossing in 
maize (Bassetti and Westgate, 1994; Uribelarrea et al., 2002; Westgate et al., 2003; 
Halsey et al., 2005). A difference in sowing dates may result in a difference in flowering 
time, in turn limiting cross-fertilisation. This approach has been proven to be workable 
in Mediterranean countries in the EU (Brookes et al., 2004; Ortega Molina, 2004; 
Messeguer et al., 2006; Della Porta et al., 2006, 2008). In Italy, the use of cultivars with 
a difference in flowering time of at least seven days largely reduced cross-fertilisations 
rates, whilst a time gap of four to six days still allowed reducing out-crossing levels 
(Della Porta et al., 2006, 2008). It is important to bear in mind that this approach might 
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not be realistic all over the EU (or only of limited use). Because of its frost 
susceptibility, maize can not be planted earlier in the season. Moreover, early varieties 
tend to flower earlier than later varieties, but early varieties are less productive. 
Depending on climate conditions, postponing the sowing might be at the expense of 
yield: the dry matter content of late varieties may be too low at harvest time. Moreover, 
Weber et al. (2005, 2007) could not avoid overlapping flowering periods by choosing 
different sowing dates or varieties differing in the trials done in Germany.  

Again theoretically, farmers might adjust their crop rotations in order to schedule 
maize crops over different years. Such a strategy will demand a very tight discipline 
and good agreements between neighbours. It will be hampered by market-driven 
production strategies, by the share of the maize crop in a specific area, and by growing 
maize in monoculture as it is practiced frequently in a number of MS.  
 

6.3.4 GM crop free zones 
 
A report of the European Parliament adopted on 18 December 2003 (2003/2098(INI)) 
recognises that MS have the right to prohibit completely the cultivation of transgenic 
crops in geographically restricted areas in order to safeguard co-existence. The 
rationale behind this report is that the voluntary or regionally restricted renunciation of 
cultivation of transgenic crops is probably the most effective and least costly measure 
to ensure co-existence. Important conditions to install GM crop free zones are that 
farmers jointly decide on a voluntary basis not to grow transgenic crops in a specific 
area and that a bottom-up approach is followed. Hence, regional and/or national 
governments can declare a ban on the cultivation of transgenic crops for a limited 
period of time in that region. On the opposite, farmers wishing to grow GM crops can 
demand the creation of a GM crop production zone. Only economic considerations 
(e.g. protection of local traditional agriculture) will be taken on board in the decision for 
the creation of GM crop free zones.  
 
 

6.4 DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS 
 
Various parameters, e.g. distance between the pollen source and recipient, size, shape 
and orientation of the pollen source and recipient, wind characteristics, rain, local 
environment, pollen viability, water status of pollen, male fertility, flowering synchrony, 
commercial destination of maize, sampling protocol, approaches used to study pollen 
dispersal, quantification methods, and analysed plant material, with varying levels of 
relative importance have been identified to play a role in the study of cross-fertilisation 
in maize. Some of these are not or under limited human control, whereas others can be 
managed properly. Considering this variability, generic co-existence measures may not 
be appropriate to limit the adventitious presence of GM material in non-GM produce 
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resulting from pollen-mediated gene flow. A certain degree of flexibility and adaptability 
to different situations should be accepted.  

Existing data on pollen dispersal in maize demonstrated that the levels of cross-
fertilisation rapidly drop over the initial meters around the pollen source. Most of the 
released pollen is deposited within about 30-50 m of the source. At distances further 
than 50 m from the source, pollen dispersion is very low, but not zero. Due to 
convective air currents erratic cross-fertilisation hot spots have been measured up to 
750 and 650 m from a known pollen donor (Halsey et al., 2005) and the source of GM 
maize (Henry et al., 2003), respectively. The occurrence of late-developing plants may 
also explain cross-pollination peaks in recipient fields (Bannert, 2006; Della Porta et al., 
2006, 2008). 
 
Using the available information, the following situations may be considered. If the 0.9% 
threshold is to be achieved in maize kernels of an entire recipient field, three different 
cases could be distinguished based on the size (and thus the depth) of the recipient 
plot (Fig. 6.4).  

(1) Recent experiments mimicking worst-case commercial on-farm situations 
(e.g. pollen source next to or completely surrounded by recipient) indicated that the 
overall levels of cross-fertilisation remain under the 0.9% threshold when the receptor 
plots are over 5 ha. Owing to the high abundance of local pollen in such large recipient 
fields an isolation perimeter may not be required. 

(2) For plots within the range of 5 to 1 ha, containment may be necessary. Three 
different strategies may be followed or combined.  

(2a) An isolation perimeter increasing with decreasing size of the recipient may 
be foreseen between the pollen source and recipient fields. However, defining the 
width of the appropriate isolation perimeter under commercial agronomic settings is still 
difficult at the moment. Levels of cross-fertilisation were only measured in small 
recipient plots planted at various distances from the source. A range of isolation 
perimeters lying between 10 to 50 m may be recommended based on cross-fertilisation 
data and pollen counts done at various distances from the source. If an isolation 
perimeter is not possible, the recipient and/or donor plot can be bordered by a pollen 
barrier.  

(2b) Many research results indicate that the outer plant rows in a recipient maize 
field function as a zone that safeguards the centre of the field (Gustafson et al., 2006; 
Messeguer et al., 2006; Weber et al., 2007; Weekes et al., 2007). After a maize barrier 
of 10-20 m, almost none of the remaining maize contains more than 0.9% GM material. 
If needed, borders closest to the pollen donor could be harvested separately, and be 
discarded or be classified as ‘GM maize’. Feed manufactures that import transgenic 
soybean to increase the protein content in feed could buy the maize that is classified 
as transgenic (Weber et al., 2006). However, it remains difficult to predict whether this 
approach will be workable in Flanders. Not only are maize fields small, but most of the 
maize grown is used on-farm for silage production for cattle feed. Moreover, separately 
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harvesting the borders and the centre of maize fields may generate new problems such 
as extra costs due to the cleaning of shared machinery. 

(2c) From a political/legal point of view, bordering the transgenic maize with a 
pollen barrier of non-GM maize might be preferred, because GM crop production is 
generally regarded as the ‘newcomer’ in most European countries. Farmers growing 
GM crops will thus be required to take the appropriate on-farm measures limiting 
adventitious mixing. It is, however, unclear whether a pollen barrier around the donor 
will reduce cross-fertilisation levels as effectively as a barrier of the same depth around 
the recipient. Recently, Della Porta et al. (2006, 2008) demonstrated that the reduction 
in cross-fertilisation levels obtained with twelve maize buffer rows around the pollen 
donor could be obtained with just two buffer rows around the recipient. Because a 
maize barrier around the donor only traps pollen that flies low and that is not likely to 
disperse far, its effect is thought to remain very local and limited (Gustafson et al., 
2006; Kuparinen et al., 2007). Moreover, it might create new practical problems: in 
case of GMHR maize, two different weed management regimes will have to be applied 
on a single field, because the pollen barrier consists of a non-GM herbicide susceptible 
counterpart.  

(3) For recipient plots smaller than 1 ha and/or plots of low depth, an isolation 
perimeter of at least 50 m may be recommended, especially in the main wind direction.  

If the 0.9% threshold expressed in percentage of genomes is to be achieved in 
fodder maize the results of Weber et al. (2007) indicated that (1) a pollen barrier of 20 
m is sufficient to maintain the rest of the field under the 0.9% threshold and that no 
isolation is required when (2a) the recipient field is deeper than 90 m or when (2b) 
adjacent donor and recipient plots are of the same size. 

Because data are actually scarce in commercial situations with thresholds tighter 
than 0.9%, it is difficult to recommend reliable isolation perimeters. Under these 
conditions, pollen dispersal occurring over larger distances is expected to be of greater 
importance, but needs further investigation. Currently, there is no clear cut-off distance 
beyond which cross-fertilisation levels reach zero. Also, the effectiveness of pollen 
barriers in reducing cross-fertilisation over long distances is questioned, because 
pollen that is coming down from warm upstream air layers probably will not be hindered 
much by barriers growing close to the ground (Meier-Bethke and Schiemann, 2003; 
Ireland et al., 2006; Kuparinen et al., 2007).  
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Figure 6.4. Possible spatial co-existence measures to keep the adventitious content of GM 

material in the harvest of neighbouring maize fields due to cross-fertilisations below 
the 0.9% threshold in grain maize based on the size (and depth) of the recipient 
field. 

 
 
The proposed containments to ensure the co-existence between maize cropping 
systems may be subject to future refinement.  

First, they are based on data obtained from studies relying on experimental 
designs with a single pollen source. If the cultivation of transgenic maize expands, 
different pollen sources with different GM events will have to be considered (e.g. 
Messeguer et al., 2006). Depending on the relative share of GM maize and its 
distribution pattern in the agricultural area, perimeters may need to be adjusted. When 
data become available from areas where GM and non-GM maize are growing together 
in different proportions fine-tuning will be possible. In this situation, models may be 
validated to predict pollen flow at landscape level, under different spatial distributions of 
maize cultivars and different cropping systems (e.g. Messéan et al., 2006).  

Secondly, in the agricultural context, other GM-inputs than cross-fertilisations 
such as seed impurities, mixing in machinery and/or agricultural management practices 
might contribute to adventitious presence of GM material in the harvest of recipient 
fields. In near all experiments, non-GM maize seeds were considered as genetically 
pure. Therefore, in some cases, tighter tolerance thresholds might have to be proposed 
for guaranteeing an adventitious GMO content lower than 0.9% in the final product, 
which will have repercussions on the isolation perimeter needed (Messéan et al., 2006; 
Sanvido et al., 2008).  

Third, except for the experiments of Weber et al. (2005, 2007), data on fodder 
maize are actually lacking.  

Fourth, some of the cited experiments continue to run and will provide further 
data in the near future. Attempts to fill most of the knowledge gaps and to collect data 
in a more uniformly standardised way are currently pursued within the framework of the 
“Sustainable Introduction of GMOs into European Agriculture” (SIGMEA) and the “GM 
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and non-GM supply chains: their Co-Existence and traceability” (Co-Extra) projects. 
Both projects are funded and performed in the frame of the Sixth EU Framework 
Programme (FP6) for Research and Technological Development and Demonstration 
(RTD).  

 
Finally, there are important differences between seed production fields and the 
production of food and feed crops. Usually thresholds are stronger in seed production, 
particularly in the production of pre-basic and basic seed. As a seed crop has a high 
added value, it is acceptable and affordable for the seed producer to apply a strong 
protection management. The seed producer can decide to grow seed crops in special 
areas with low out-crossing risks, whilst farmers usually cannot move crops (e.g. in GM 
crop free zones). Under current agricultural practices, the use of isolation perimeters 
and/or pollen barriers seems to be the most important tools to minimise unwanted 
cross-fertilisation. In areas with a very high share of maize in crop rotations, the 
introduction of additive strategies such as agreements between farmers concerning 
crop sequences, sowing dates and the choice of varieties aiming at different maturity 
groups, may be necessary to improve co-existence. If nothing helps, GM crop free 
zones may be the ultimate solution. 
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Table 6.1. Overview of studies on cross-fertilisation in maize per quantification approach and use of maize (up to January 2007). 
 

Experimental design Cross-fertilisation level (%) 
 

Molecular quantification of plants: adventitious cross-fertilisation expressed as a percentage of genomes 
 

 

0-10 m strip 20-30 m 50-60 m 0-60 m 0-80 m 0-90 m 0-100 m 
On average 

1.15 0.24 0.15 0.43 0.36 0.33 0.31 
Per site 

0.19 0.06 0.00 0.07 0.05 0.05 0.04 
3.74 0.23 0.04 1.04 0.79 0.71 0.64 
0.64 0.15 0.11 0.26 0.22 0.21 0.20 
0.02 0.01 0.00 0.01 0.01 0.00 0.00 
0.14 0.08 - 0.07 0.05 0.05 0.04 
0.26 0.08 0.03 0.11 0.09 0.08 0.08 
0.63 0.07 0.03 0.20 0.15 0.14 0.13 
0.23 0.02 0.02 0.07 0.06 0.06 0.05 
0.82 0.19 0.15 0.33 0.29 0.27 0.26 
0.65 0.64 0.16 0.49 0.40 0.38 0.36 
0.20 0.13 0.01 0.11 0.08 0.08 0.07 
3.30 0.59 0.21 1.14 0.91 0.83 0.77 
0.72 0.48 0.29 0.48 0.43 0.41 0.40 
2.12 0.32 0.11 0.70 0.55 0.50 0.46 
2.77 0.32 0.10 0.86 0.67 0.61 0.56 
0.60 0.29 0.19 0.33 0.30 0.28 0.27 
0.94 0.30 0.76 0.61 0.65 0.66 0.67 

Germany / 2004 / Weber et al. (2005, 2007) 
- 18 sites: source (0.3-23.0 ha) surrounded in all 
directions by a recipient area with a depth of at 
least 60 m 
- per field 12 samples were taken from the 
harvester in 4 cardinal directions at 3 distances 
(0-10, 20-30 and 50-60 m strips); in larger fields 
(≥ 60 m strips) additional samples were taken 
 

2.66 0.27 0.25 0.86 0.71 0.66 0.61 
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Table 6.1. Continued. 
 

Experimental design Cross-fertilisation level (%) 
 

Molecular quantification of kernels: adventitious cross-fertilisation expressed as a percentage of genomes 
 

 

at 40 m 50 m 75 m 100 m 150 m 200 m 300 m 
In recipients of all sites 

1.00 0.81 0.59 0.52 0.25 0.25 0.19 
After removal of 10 m border 

0.75 0.50 0.39 0.29 0.14 0.17 0.13 

France / 2003-2004 / Bénétrix et al. (2005) 
- 4 sites (1 in 2003, 3 in 2004): source (0.5-2.5 
ha) surrounded by recipient (e.g. 9 ha) that was 
divided in subplots 
- samples (6 x 5 ears) were taken in each subplot 
(variable size) of recipient 

 
 

0-10 m strip 20-30 m 50-60 m 0-60 m 
On average 

0.98 0.33 0.11 0.44 
Per site 

1.86 0.69 0.36 0.88 
1.61 0.26 0.18 0.57 
0.63 0.32 0.07 0.31 
1.23 0.32 0.11 0.48 
1.00 0.58 − 0.68 

0.21 0.09 0.02 0.09 
0.80 0.28 0.05 0.33 

Germany / 2004 / Weber et al. (2005, 2007) 
- 8 sites: source (1.8-18.3 ha) surrounded in all 
directions by a recipient area with a depth of at 
least 60 m 
- per field 12 samples were taken from the 
harvester in 4 cardinal directions at 3 distances 
(0-10, 20-30 and 50-60 m strips) 

0.52 0.08 0.05 0.18 
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Table 6.1. Continued. 
 

Experimental design Cross-fertilisation level (%) 
 

Molecular quantification of kernels: adventitious cross-fertilisation expressed as a percentage of genomes 
 

 

field at 0 m 2 m 5 m 10 m 20 m 40 m 80 m 
A 2.7 ± 0.5 0.2 ± 0.0 0.1 ± 0.0 0.2 ± 0.0 0.1 ± 0.0 0.0 ± 0.0 0.1 ± 0.0 

A 5.1 ± 1.0 1.3 ± 0.3 0.7 ± 0.2 0.2 ± 0.0 0.1 ± 0.0 0.1 ± 0.0 0.1 ± 0.0 

A 11.3 ± 2.3 3.2 ± 0.6 0.7 ± 0.2 0.4 ± 0.1 0.6 ± 0.1 0.2 ± 0.0 0.1 ± 0.0 

B 9.9 ± 2.0 3.7 ± 0.8 1.2 ± 0.2 0.4 ± 0.1 0.3 ± 0.1 0.2 ± 0.0 0.1 ± 0.0 

B 10.6 ± 2.1 5.4 ± 1.1 1.5 ± 0.3 0.8 ± 0.2 0.6 ± 0.1 0.2 ± 0.0 0.1 ± 0.0 

B 13.4 ± 2.7 10.4 ± 2.1 2.3 ± 0.5 3.7 ± 0.7 0.8 ± 0.2 0.7 ± 0.1 0.2 ± 0.0 

Spain / 2004 / Pla et al. (2006) 
- 1 site: source (4 ha) surrounded by recipient (27 
ha) 
- source consisted of 4 different GM events 
- samples were taken in 2 subplots of recipient at 
various distances from the source 
- subplot A is separated by a field road of 10 m 
from source, whilst subplot B is adjacent to 
source 
- 700 samples (3 ears/sample) were taken over 
entire recipient 
- synchronous flowering between source and 
recipient plants 

 

 

at 2 m 4 m 6 m 9 m 11 m 13 m 17 m 22 m 27 m 40 m 

Spain / 2003 / 
INIA/ITAP/CSIC/Monsanto/Pioneer Hi-
bred/Nickersons Sur (2004) in Ortega Molina 
(2004) 
- 1 site: source (0.19 ha) surrounded by recipient 
(2.1 ha) 
- samples were taken at different distances 

16.4 4.01 1.18 0.58 0.38 0.3 0.24 0.17 0.09 0.00 
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Table 6.1. Continued. 
 

Experimental design Cross-fertilisation level (%) 
 

Molecular quantification of kernels: adventitious cross-fertilisation expressed as a percentage of genomes 
 

 

region size recipient (ha) MON810 Bt176 total 
Foixà 1 1.89 0.05 ± 0.03 − 0.05 ± 0.03 
Foixà 2 4.631 0.00 − 0.00 
Foixà 3 3.56 0.11 ± 0.05 − 0.11 ± 0.05 
Foixà 4 0.581 0.00 − 0.00 
Foixà 5 1.102 1.22 ± 0.16 − 1.22 ± 0.16 
Foixà 6 1.071,2 0.00 − 0.00 
Foixà 7 1.502,3 1.89 ± 0.23 − 1.89 ± 0.23 

Térmens 1 0.50 0.03 ± 0.02 0.01 ± 0.01 0.04 ± 0.03 
Térmens 2 3.08 0.02 ± 0.01 0.51 ± 0.13 0.53 ± 0.14 
Térmens 3 0.97 0.04 ± 0.01 0.03 ± 0.01 0.07 ± 0.02 
Térmens 4 1.894 0.01 ± 0.01 2.28 ± 1.01 2.29 ± 1.02 
Térmens 5 2.55 0.01 ± 0.01 − 0.01 ± 0.01 

Spain / 2004 / Messeguer et al. (2006) 
- 12 plots in real agricultural situation in 2 maize 
cultivation regions (Foixà and Térmens) covering 
a central area of 43 and 100 ha, respectively 
- stratified sampling protocol with samples taken 
in borders, 0-3 m strip, 3-10 m strip, inner part of 
recipient 
- sample size (3 ears/sample) varied from 18-37 
depending on size and shape of recipient 

 

1 temporal isolation; 2 surrounded by source; 3 asynchrony in flowering found in field, because the 
field was not irrigated; 4 adventitious seed mixing during sowing (e.g. due to shared machinery) 
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Table 6.1. Continued. 
 

Experimental design Cross-fertilisation level (%) 
 

Molecular quantification of kernels: adventitious cross-fertilisation expressed as a percentage of genomes 
 

 

at 1 
m 

3 
m 

6 
m 

8 
m 

13 
m 

16 
m 

41 
m 

90 
m 

141 
m 

190 
m 

242 
m 

291 
m 

340 
m 

6.86 5.28 3.22 1.43 0.68 0.55 0.45 0.20 0.07 0.07 0.04 0.02 0.05 
       

in 0.3 ha 0.5 ha 1.1 ha 2.6 ha 5.0 ha 8.0 ha 23.3 ha 
4.57 2.73 1.64 0.94 0.54 0.36 0.26 

after removal of 1st 4 rows 
2.67 1.79 1.11 0.68 0.42 0.28 0.20 

after removal of 1st 8 rows 
1.84 1.20 0.78 0.55 0.35 0.24 0.17 

Spain / 2003 / 
INIA/ITAP/CSIC/Monsanto/Pioneer Hi-
bred/Nickersons Sur (2004) in Ortega Molina 
(2004) 
- 1 site: a circle of ca. 46 ha with source (23.3 ha) 
adjacent to recipient (23.3 ha) 

 
       

 

at 10 m downwind 2 m upwind throughout recipient hot spot at 40 m 
< 0.9 0.9 < 0.2 0.97 

 

 1 ha 0.25 ha 0.25 ha starting 6 m from donor 

Spain / 2003 / Messeguer et al. (2003), Melé 
(2004) 
- 1 site: source (0.25 ha) surrounded by recipient 
(7.5 ha) 
- samples (6 x 3 ears) were taken at distances of 
1, 2, 5 and 10 m in 4 cardinal directions 
- behind 10 m recipient was divided in subplots 
(30 x 30 m) / 1 sample was taken from each 
subplot 

in recipient area (downwind) 0.83 1.77 0.77 
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Table 6.1. Continued. 
 

Experimental design Cross-fertilisation level (%) 
 

Molecular quantification of kernels: adventitious cross-fertilisation expressed as a percentage of genomes 
 

 

 at 0 m 2 m 5 m 10 m 20 m 25 m 50 m 100 m 150 m 
mean 0.74 0.66 0.35 0.27 0.16 0.14 0.12 0.10 0.12 
max. 10.50 34.86 9.85 12.25 8.24 4.02 5.92 2.29 5.40 

no. zero 2 8 29 28 18 48 92 21 95 
samples 42 129 147 154 63 113 177 39 135 

 

at 24.4 m 80 m 257.7 m 650 m 
0.9 0.3 0.1 0.04 

 

size recipient (m) 0.9% threshold 0.5% threshold 0.3% threshold 0.1% threshold 
50 x 50 5 m (buffer) 11 m 21 m 81 m 

100 x 100 4 m 10 m 20 m 80 m 
150 x 150 3 m 9 m 19 m 79 m 
200 x 200 2 m 8 m 18 m 78 m 
250 x 250 1 m 7 m 17 m 77 m 
300 x 300 0 m 6 m 16 m 76 m 
350 x 350 0 m 5 m 15 m 75 m 
400 x 400 0 m 4 m 14 m 74 m 
450 x 450 0 m 3 m 13 m 73 m 

UK / 2000-2002 / Henry et al. (2003), Weekes et 
al. (2007) 
- 55 sites: source (3.3 ha) adjacent to recipient 
(3.3 ha) 
- samples (3-5 ears) were collected at distances 
of 2, 5, 10, 20, 25, 50 or 100 and 150 m along 3 
transects at ca. ¼, ½ and ¾ of recipient (6 
transects were sampled in 2000) 
- at 2 sites samples were taken over larger 
distances (e.g. 650 m) 
- 1 site: source (3.3 ha) separated by 142 m bare 
ground from recipient (3.3 ha) 
- model estimates to define appropriate pollen 
barrier (buffer) around recipient 

 500 x 500 0 m 2 m 12 m 72 m 
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Table 6.1. Continued. 
 

Experimental design Cross-fertilisation level (%) 
 

Molecular detection of kernels, xenia in kernels, germination of F2-kernels on selective medium and/or herbicide spraying of F2-seedlings: adventitious 
cross-fertilisation expressed as a percentage of kernels 

 
 

at 1 m 2 m 3 m 4 m 5 m 6 m 7 m 8-34 m 
0-4.11 0-0.42 0.06-0.25 0.02-0.15 0.04-0.17 0.03-0.13 0-0.08 < 0.04 

Brazil / 1962, 1964 / Paterniani and Stort 
(1974) 
- 4 sites (3 in 1962, 1 in 1964): 1 source plant 
completely surrounded by recipient area (300 m2, 
475 m2, 740 m2 and 0.16 ha) 
- the ears from all recipient plants were harvested

 

 

at 0.8 m 5.3 m 9.9 m 14.4 m 19 m 23.6 m 28.1 m 32.8 m 36.5 m 
2.2-62.3 0.3-13.1 0-15.6 0-4.5 0-2.7 0-3.1 0-3.2 0-2.1 0-0.6 

Canada / 2000-2002 / Ma et al. (2004) 
- 3 sites (3 each year): source (729 m2) 
surrounded by recipient (total area: 0.68-1 ha) 
- ear samples were taken at rows 1, 7, 13, 19, 25, 
31 or 33, 37, 43 and 48 from every 10th plant  
- cross-fertilisation levels only presented for 
prevailing wind direction 

 

 

entire recipient 
at distances of 10-12 m 

downwind 
5-7 m upwind 

25 m downwind with 
strong wind 

France / 2002 / Bénétrix and Bloc (2003), 
Brookes et al. (2004) 
- 3 sites: source (0.4 ha) next to recipient 
- samples (ears) were taken over a distance up to 
240 m 

< 0.9; only > 0.9% in 
border rows 

< 1 < 1 < 1 
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Table 6.1. Continued. 
 

Experimental design Cross-fertilisation level (%) 
 

Molecular detection of kernels, xenia in kernels, germination of F2-kernels on selective medium and/or herbicide spraying of F2-seedlings: adventitious 
cross-fertilisation expressed as a percentage of kernels 

 
 

 at 1st 5 m total 
plot separated by 0 m 6.20 0.41 

8 plots separated by 2-8 m 2.34 0.16 
2 plots separated by 10 m 1.03 0.54 

plot separated by 25 m 0.67 0.11 
 

 total after removal of 1st 5 m 

France / 2001-2002 / Fabié (2004), Foueillassar 
and Fabié (2003) 
- 27 sites (15 in 2001, 12 in 2002): plots in 
current agricultural situations: source plots (0.7-
13 ha) sown to fodder maize in vicinity (0-25 m) 
of recipients (0.6-12 ha) sown to waxy maize 
- 90 ears (18 x 5 ears) were taken in 1st 6 rows / 
150 ears dispatched in recipient field and 
grouped by distance (5-50, 50-100 and 100-150 
m) 
- cross-fertilisation levels indicated by xenia were 
divided by 2 to deliver the presented data 

total recipients ≤ 0.72 < 0.07 
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Table 6.1. Continued. 
 

Experimental design Cross-fertilisation level (%) 
 

Molecular detection of kernels, xenia in kernels, germination of F2-kernels on selective medium and/or herbicide spraying of F2-seedlings: adventitious 
cross-fertilisation expressed as a percentage of kernels 

 
 

size 
recipient 

(ha) 

flowering 
time lag 

(day) 

pollen 
barrier 
around 

donor (m) 

0.9% 
threshold 

0.5% 
threshold 

0.3% 
threshold 

0.1% 
threshold 

0 50 m 100 m 150 m 300 m 
9 50 m 100 m 150 m 300 m 
12 20 m 100 m 150 m 300 m 

0 

18 20 m 50 m 100 m 300 m 
0 20 m 50 m 100 m 200 m 
9 0 m 20 m 100 m 200 m 
12 0 m 20 m 100 m 200 m 

< 5 

30 

18 0 m 20 m 50 m 200 m 

France / - / Messéan et al. (2006) 
- MAPOD estimates: recipient (< 5 ha) downwind 
from source (15 ha) 

 
 

at 100 m 200 m 300 m 400 m 500 m 600 m 

India / 1993, 1995 / Narayanaswamy et al. 
(1997) 
- 2 sites (1 in 1993, 1 in 1995): recipient plots 
(150 m2) with rows of female and male plants at 
100, 200, 300, 400, 500 and 600 m from source 
(900 m2) 

2.802-2.890 0.483-0.500 0.144-0.145 0.052-0.055 0.006 0.001 
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Table 6.1. Continued. 
 

Experimental design Cross-fertilisation level (%) 
 

Molecular detection of kernels, xenia in kernels, germination of F2-kernels on selective medium and/or herbicide spraying of F2-seedlings: adventitious 
cross-fertilisation expressed as a percentage of kernels 

 
 

3 cases of cross-
pollination 

1 at 100 m 1 at 150 m 1 at 200 m 0 at 300 m 

Mexico / 1997-2000 / Luna et al. (2001) 
- 3 sites (1 in 1998, 2 in 1999): recipient blocks 
(12.8 m2) located in 4 cardinal directions at 100, 
(150), 200, 300 and 400 m distance from source 
(0.4 ha) 

 

 

 1st row 4th row 8th row 16th row 
fields with same sowing dates 16.93 2.73 1.18 1.02 

fields with < 2 weeks difference in sowing 
dates 

7.00 0.97 0.63 0.60 

Spain / 2003 / 
INIA/ITAP/CSIC/Monsanto/Pioneer Hi-
bred/Nickersons Sur (2004) in Brookes et al. 
(2004) 
- 14 sites: in situ situations where GM maize was 
planted close to conventional maize (plots of 
variable size, variable distances between sources 
and recipients) 
- samples (100 ears) were taken at the 1st, 4th, 8th 
and 16th row 

fields with > 2 weeks difference in sowing 
dates 

3.56 0.84 0.56 0.26 
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Table 6.1. Continued. 
 

Experimental design Cross-fertilisation level (%) 
 

Molecular detection of kernels, xenia in kernels, germination of F2-kernels on selective medium and/or herbicide spraying of F2-seedlings: adventitious 
cross-fertilisation expressed as a percentage of kernels 

 
 

plot size recipient (ha) out-crossing level (%) 
W7; plot at 52 m 0.70 0.009 

W12; plot at 85 m 0.46 0.015 
W2; plot at 105 m 0.45 0.006 
W3; plot at 125 m 0.50 0.020 
W10; plot at 149 m 1.00 0.016 
W5; plot at 150 m 0.45 0.014 
W1; plot at 200 m 0.80 0.017 
W9; plot at 287 m 0.50 0.005 
W11; plot at 371m 0.25 0.008 
W8; plot at 402 m 1.00 0.005 
W13; plot at 458 m 1.44 0.000 
W6; plot at 4125 m 0.50 0.011 

W14; plot at 4440 m 0.50 0.001 

Switzerland / 2003-2004 / Bannert (2006), 
Bannert and Stamp (2007) 

- 13 plots: recipients (0.25-1.44 ha) spatially 
isolated from source (0.5-3.0 ha) by distances of 
52 to 4440 m 

  

 

at 0.6 m 1 m 2.5 m 3-9 m 10-15 m 16-20 m 21-23 m 24-26 m 

UK / - / Bateman (1947) 
- 1 site: source (1 m²), recipients: 2 single rows 
with a length of 23.8 and 25.6 m starting next to 
source and oriented in opposite direction 
- all plants were sampled 

70 54-67 32-46 0-41 0-7 0-3 0-2 < 1 
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Table 6.1. Continued. 
 

Experimental design Cross-fertilisation level (%) 
 

Molecular detection of kernels, xenia in kernels, germination of F2-kernels on selective medium and/or herbicide spraying of F2-seedlings: adventitious 
cross-fertilisation expressed as a percentage of kernels 

 
 

year at 1 m 10 m 35 m 100 m 150 m 200 m 250 m 
2003 29.9 2.5 0.4 0.03 0.01 0.007 0.002 
2004 17.0 1.5 0.4 0.05 0.03 0.03 0.03 

US / 2003-2004 / Goggi et al. (2006) 
- 2 sites (1 in 2003, 1 in 2004): source (1 ha) 
surrounded by recipient (36 ha) 
- samples were collected at distances of 1, 10 
and 35 m (25 ears per sampling point) and of 
100, 150, 200 and 250 m (100 ears) along 8 
transects 

 

 

plot 0 m 5 m 10 m 
at 30 m 1.04-1.65 0.11-0.86 0.03-1.14 
at 100 m 0.65 1.04 1.38* 
at 350 m 0 − − 

US / 1999-2000 / Jemison and Vayda (2002) 
- 1 site (1999): 2 recipient plots (0.03 ha) at 30 
and 350 m distance from source (0.35 ha) 
- 1 site (2000): 2 recipient plots (0.03 ha) at 30 
and 100 m distance from source (0.35 ha) 
- recipient plots were divided in 12 subplots (23.5 
m2) 
- samples (50 ears) were harvested from each 
subplot 

* seed impurities 
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Table 6.1. Continued. 
 

Experimental design Cross-fertilisation level (%) 
 

Molecular detection of kernels, xenia in kernels, germination of F2-kernels on selective medium and/or herbicide spraying of F2-seedlings: adventitious 
cross-fertilisation expressed as a percentage of kernels 

 
 

 for surrounding designs for adjacent design 
at 0.8 m 20, 35 and 46 − 

at 45.7 m < 0.9 − 
at 3.1 m − 48% 
at 37 m − 0.75 

farthest distance of detected 
cross-fertilisation 

182.8 m 82.3 m 

US / 2002-2003 / Byrne and Fromherz (2003) 
- 3 sites (1 in 2002, 2 in 2003): source (0.8 ha) 
surrounded by recipients (12.1-56.7 ha) with 
samples (10 ears) taken at distances between 
0.8-305 m along 4-5 transects 
- 1 site (2003): recipient adjacent to source with 
samples (10 ears) taken at distances of 3 to 296 
m along 2 transects 

 
 

 total 1st 5 rows 20-25 rows 
at 0 m 28.6 51.7 9.5 
25 m 14.2 32.9 5.6 
75 m 5.8 16.0 3.0 

125 m 2.3 7.3 1.6 
200 m 1.2 4.4 0.7 
300 m 0.5 1.8 0.2 
400 m 0.2 0.5 0.2 

US / 1947-1949 / Jones and Brooks (1950) 
- 1 site (1 each year): 7 recipient blocks (9.3 m2) 
at 0, 25, 75, 125, 200, 300, 400 and 500 m 
downwind from source (3.1 ha) 
- in each recipient block ears of 10 plants per row 
were sampled 

500 m 0.2 0.5 0.1 
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7.1 INTRODUCTION 
 
Since cross-fertilisation levels due to pollen-mediated gene flow rapidly decrease with 
increasing distance from the pollen source, spatially isolating GM maize fields from 
non-GM maize fields is a robust on-farm strategy to keep the adventitious GMO 
content in the harvests of neighbouring fields below the tolerance threshold of 0.9%. 
While most studies have focussed on quantifying the adventitious GMO content in 
neighbouring maize fields in order to define optimal isolation perimeter widths (see 
chapter 6), the practical implementation of isolation perimeters has attracted little 
research efforts. 

To test the feasibility to implement isolation perimeters around GM maize fields in 
the agricultural context, an approach that combines Geographic Information System 
(GIS) datasets with Monte Carlo simulations is developed. A series of scenarios 
differing in GM maize shares and spatial distributions is tested in six typical maize 
cultivation areas in Flanders (Belgium). According to the developed scenarios, it is 
assessed how spatial co-existence measures would affect the freedom of choice of 
neighbouring farmers to grow non-GM maize on their fields.  

The second objective is to investigate to which extent the intraregional variability 
in maize share and field distribution affects the feasibility to implement isolation 
perimeters around GM maize fields. By comparing six different maize cultivation areas, 
it is evaluated how differently the freedom of choice of neighbouring farmers to grow 
non-GM maize on their fields would be affected by spatial co-existence measures from 
one area to another. 
 
 

7.2 MATERIALS AND METHODS 
 

7.2.1 Spatial analyses 
 
Using the 2004 data of the Belgian Institute for Statistics, six clusters of adjacent 
communes with varying shares of maize in the cropped area were selected in the 
region of Flanders (Fig. 7.1): most of the maize in Belgium is grown in Flanders. The 
selected clusters were scattered all over Flanders and are representative of the 
Flemish maize cultivation area. A digital map of agricultural fields of the selected 
clusters was provided by the Flemish Land Agency (VLM) for the cultivation years of 
2004, 2005 and 2006. Digital maps resulted from the digitalisation of middle scale 
orthophotos at a scale of 1/12000. Maps contained information about the cultivated 
crop, the size of the field, the field identification number, and the field relation number 
that corresponds to the farmer who uses the field.  
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Figure 7.1. Map of Flanders (Belgium) with six selected squares of 25 km2. 
 
 
The GIS software ArcView 3.1 was used to perform spatial analyses. In the selected 
clusters of adjacent communes, spatial analyses consisted of randomly delimiting a 
square of 25 km2 (Fig. 7.2). Within these squares, the size of maize fields and the 
shortest distance between maize fields were calculated from edge to edge with a 
spatial accuracy of approximately 0.25 m. Distances between maize fields were 
arranged in distance matrices per square.  
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Figure 7.2. Maps of six selected squares of 25 km² in Flanders with maize shares of 2004. 
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7.2.2 Scenarios 
 
Given that GM maize is not grown commercially in Flanders yet, variable GM maize 
shares and spatial distributions were simulated in different hypothetical scenarios 
(hereafter: S). 
 

(S1) 10% of the farmers with the largest maize areas grow GM maize on their 
largest maize field. 

(S2) 10% of the farmers with the largest maize areas grow GM maize on all their 
maize fields. 

(S3) 10, 30, 50 and 70% of the maize fields are planted randomly with GM 
maize. 

(S4) 10 and 30% of the maize fields are clustered and planted with GM maize. 
(S5) 10% of the farmers, who are selected randomly, grow GM maize on all their 

maize fields. 
(S6) 10% of the maize fields are planted randomly with GM maize (but larger 

non-GM maize fields falling within isolation perimeters are not counted).  
(S7) 1 to 10 randomly chosen maize fields are planted with GM maize. 
 
S1 and S2 are expected to correspond to potential developments in a take-off 

situation of GM maize plantings. The first GM maize growers probably will be the 
farmers with the largest maize areas, since they will be able to allocate their co-
existence costs over a large maize area.  

S3 is not a realistic scenario, but was used as baseline to assess the effect of 
clustering of GM maize fields. Two different clustering approaches were tested. The 
selected fields being planted to GM maize were grouped in one cluster per square in 
S4. S5 was used as model for on-farm clustering: the selected farmers function as 
islands of GM maize fields. The clustering of fields by single farmers might minimise 
costs, as fields can be sown together, sprayed with pesticides together, fertilised and 
finally harvested together. If farmers act in collaboration, they might further reduce 
costs through the clustering of fields across farm boundaries. 

Since various studies suggested that the overall level of cross-fertilisation 
generally remains under the 0.9% in large and sufficiently deep recipient fields, these 
fields do not require spatial isolation. Therefore, non-GM maize fields of at least 5 ha 
falling within the isolation perimeters were permitted to occur within isolation perimeters 
in S6 (and thus were not counted for the calculations). 

Although the tolerance threshold of 0.9%, established for food and feed, is also of 
application for organic products nowadays, some organic growers still prefer a zero 
tolerance. Under these conditions, pollen dispersal occurring over longer distances is 
expected to be of greater importance, in turn demanding wider isolation perimeters. 
Within this context, the Belgian umbrella organisation for the organic agricultural sector 
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– Bioforum – requested an isolation perimeter of at least 1000 m. This situation is 
simulated in S7 where the implementation of an isolation perimeter of 1000 m is 
applied around 1 to 10 randomly chosen maize fields. 
 
The feasibility of implementing various isolation perimeters was assessed in each 
scenario. Isolation perimeters of 10, 25, 50, 75, 100, 150, 200 and 300 m were chosen 
based on the scientific literature, and on legal proposals of some neighbouring MS. 
According to the report on the implementation of national co-existence measures of the 
EC (EC, 2006), most national/regional authorities are currently discussing or imposing 
isolation perimeters ranging between 15 and 800 m, frequently favouring an isolation 
perimeter of 200 m (Tab. 7.1). 
 
Table 7.1. Isolation perimeter widths proposed or imposed by some MS for maize (adapted 

from EC, 2006). 
 

EU country 

Isolation 
perimeter (m) for 

conventional 
maize  

Isolation 
perimeter (m) for 

organic maize  

Isolation 
perimeter (m) 
maize seed 
production  

Czech Republic 70 200 − 
Denmark 200 200 200 
France 50 − − 

Germany 150 300 − 
Hungary 400 800 800 
Ireland 50 75 − 

Luxembourg 800 800 800 
Netherlands 25 250 250 

Poland 200 300 − 
Portugal 200 300 − 
Slovakia 200 300 − 

Spain 50 50 300 
Swedenc 15a / 50b 15a / 50b − 

United Kingdom 80a / 110b − − 
a Forage maize; b Grain maize; c Isolation perimeter widths are doubled when GM maize 
varieties contain more than one transgene 
 
 
Based on recent reviews of the scientific literature on pollen flow and cross-fertilisation 
in maize (see chapter 6) and on predictive vertical gene flow modelling at the 
landscape level (Messéan et al., 2006), it was concluded that isolation perimeters 
ranging between 10 and 50 m – depending on seed purity, field characteristics and 
distribution, crop types, differences in sowing and flowering times and on 
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meteorological conditions – would be sufficient to keep the adventitious GMO content 
due to cross-fertilisations below the 0.9%. 

Isolation perimeters were implemented concentrically around the GM maize fields 
and refer to the area inside the boundary including the boundary line (Fig. 7.3). 
 

 
Figure 7.3. Maps of selected squares of 25 km2 in Bocholt (left) and Anzegem (right). On top: 

share of maize fields. Below: concentrically implemented isolation perimeters of 50, 
100 and 200 m around some fields planted with GM maize. 
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7.2.3 Calculations and statistical analyses 
 
S1 and S2 are deterministic: farmers and their corresponding maize fields to be 
planted with GM maize were identified clearly by the scenarios. Using the distance 
matrix and attributes of each maize field, it was calculated how many non-GM maize 
fields and farmers with at least one non-GM maize field were present within the chosen 
isolation perimeters.  

In S3, S4, S5, S6 and S7, a Monte Carlo analysis was performed. During 10000 
independent simulation runs maize fields to be planted with GM maize or farmers that 
cultivate GM maize on their maize fields were selected randomly (S3 and S6), 
identifying 10000 different combinations of GM maize field allocation. For each 
simulation run, it was calculated how many and which fields fell within a chosen 
perimeter. After 10000 simulation runs, the relative frequency that zero, one, two or 
more non-GM maize fields fell within the perimeters was calculated. Using the relative 
frequencies of occurrence of non-GM maize fields as the weight for each number of 
non-GM maize fields, a weighted average of non-GM maize fields occurring within an 
isolation perimeter was calculated. An identical approach was followed for farmers that 
have at least one non-GM maize field within the perimeters.  

In S4, each simulation run consisted of randomly selecting a first maize field to 
be planted with GM maize in the square and, subsequently, of selecting the closest 
neighbouring maize fields, whilst 10% of the maize farmers were selected randomly in 
S5. In S7, 1 to 10 maize fields were selected randomly. Calculations were done as 
given in S3, except for S6 where non-GM maize fields of at least 5 ha occurring within 
the implemented isolation perimeters were not counted. Due to the large number of 
simulation runs, the maximal standard deviation (SD) on the estimated probabilities (P) 
was 0.5% [SD(P) = sqrt(P(1-P)/10000)]. 

Similarly, the proportions of non-GM maize fields in the square (and their 
corresponding farmers) falling within the perimeters were calculated in each simulation 
run. Fields (and corresponding farmers) occurring within the perimeters of several GM 
maize fields were counted only once. All calculations were performed in the statistical 
R 2.3.1 software. 

Analyses performed on the 2004 GIS datasets were repeated for the datasets of 
2005 and 2006 for S3 in the areas with the highest and lowest maize share. 

Numbers and proportions of non-GM maize fields and farmers having at least 
one non-GM maize field occurring within an isolation perimeter (Y) were regressed on 
the isolation perimeter widths (X) using the cubic regression model (Y = b0 + b1X + b2X2 
+ b3X3). Data were fitted to the model via a non-linear regression procedure, provided 
with SPSS14. Regression formulas allow interpolating the numbers and proportions of 
non-GM maize fields and involved farmers within the range of tested isolation 
perimeters.  
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7.3 RESULTS 
 

7.3.1 Characteristics of selected squares 
 

The comparison of the area cropped with maize in the selected squares showed that 
the share of maize varied from 11% (Anzegem and Boutersem) to 29% (Bocholt). 
Expressed on the cropped area within these squares, the maize shares varied from 
15% (Anzegem) to 48% (Geel).  

The average size of fields cropped with maize ranged between 1.0 ha 
(Boutersem) and 1.5 ha (Aalter and Geel). The distribution of field sizes was unequal, 
showing a leptokurtic pattern (Fig. 7.4). On average, most fields (79%) were smaller 
than 2 ha, whilst larger fields (> 4 ha) were rare (5%). In all clusters, maize fields 
having a size ranging between 0.5 and 0.9 ha were the most abundant (31%). 
Numbers of farmers growing maize ranged from 73 in Boutersem to 157 in Aalter. In 
Anzegem, each farmer had on average 2.4 maize fields, compared to 4.4 in Bocholt. 
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Figure 7.4. Size distribution of fields cropped with maize in six selected squares in Flanders. 
 
 
Although most of the data used only refer to the year 2004, they are very 
representative of the maize cultivation area in the selected squares, because they are 
quite similar to the means of the three most recent years (Tab. 7.2). Maize shares 
varied considerably between squares, but were relatively similar over three successive 
years. 

Most of the data that will be discussed further on in this chapter correspond to 
Anzegem and Bocholt, because the maize shares in the squares of the other clusters 
of adjacent communes lied in-between these two extremes. Hereafter, the two clusters 
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are identified as HIGH = Bocholt and LOW = Anzegem. The size of maize fields in 
HIGH and LOW was on average 1.2 ha, and followed an unequally distributed 
leptokurtic pattern. 
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Table 7.2. Characteristics of the selected squares of 25 km2 in 2004. Between brackets: means ± standard deviations of 2004, 2005 and 2006. 
 

Square 
Cropped area 

(ha) 

Share of 
cropped 

area in the 
square (%) 

Area cropped 
with maize 

(ha) 

Share of 
maize in 
cropped 

area 
(%) 

Share of 
maize in 
square 

(%) 

Number of 
maize fields 

Average 
size of 

maize fields 
(ha) 

Number of 
farmers 

Number of 
maize 

fields per 
farmer 

Aalter 
1857 

(1794 ± 54) 
74 

(72 ± 2) 
651 

(651 ± 17) 
35 

(36 ± 2) 
26 

(26 ± 1) 
443 

(443 ± 1) 
1.5 

(1.5 ± 0.0) 
157 

(155 ± 4) 
2.8 

(2.9 ± 0.1) 

Boutersem 
1272 

(1212 ± 52) 
51 

(49 ± 2) 
266 

(223 ± 38) 
21 

(18 ± 2) 
11 

(9 ± 2) 
257 

(238 ± 18) 
1.0 

(0.9 ± 0.1) 
73 

(72 ± 2) 
3.5 

(3.3 ± 0.2) 

Geel 
1089 

(1123 ± 31) 
44 

(45 ± 1) 
526 

(512 ± 30) 
48 

(46 ± 4) 
21 

(21 ± 1) 
345 

(348 ± 9) 
1.5 

(1.5 ± 0.1) 
98 

(101 ± 5) 
3.5 

(3.5 ± 0.1) 
HIGH = 
Bocholt 

1631 
(1644 ± 11) 

65 
(66 ± 1) 

732 
(751 ± 24) 

45 
(46 ± 1) 

29 
(30 ± 1) 

625 
(626 ± 19) 

1.2 
(1.2 ± 0.0) 

142 
(143 ± 2) 

4.4 
(4.4 ± 0.2) 

Kortemark 
2147 

(2084 ± 57) 
86 

(83 ± 2) 
514 

(527 ± 12) 
24 

(25 ± 1) 
21 

(21 ± 1) 
382 

(409 ± 23) 
1.4 

(1.3 ± 0.1) 
147 

(158 ± 9) 
2.6 

(2.6 ± 0.0) 
LOW = 

Anzegem 
1771 

(1729 ± 54) 
71 

(69 ± 2) 
264 

(280 ± 16) 
15 

(16 ± 1) 
11 

(11 ± 1) 
231 

(247 ± 18) 
1.2 

(1.1 ± 0.0) 
97 

(103 ± 7) 
2.4 

(2.4 ± 0.0) 
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Table 7.3. Spatial characteristics corresponding to the selected scenarios*.  
 

Scenario 
S1  S2  S3 and S6  S4 S5 Spatial characteristic 

HIGH LOW  HIGH LOW  HIGH LOW  HIGH LOW HIGH LOW 
Percentage of maize 
fields planted to GM 

maize (%) 
2 4  28 26  

10, 30, 
50, 70 

10, 30, 
50, 70 

 10, 30 10, 30  10 10 

GM maize share (%) 11 13  40 31  
10, 31, 
51, 72 

11, 32, 
53, 74 

 10, 31 11, 32  10 11 

* Spatial characteristics corresponding to S7 are given in Table 7.9 
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7.3.2 S1: 10% of the farmers with the largest maize areas grow GM maize 
on their largest maize field 
 
Proportions 
Both the proportions of non-GM maize fields and farmers that have at least one non-
GM maize field occurring within an implemented isolation perimeter increased with 
increasing isolation perimeter widths (Fig. 7.5). With the implementation of an isolation 
perimeter of 10 m, 6.9% of all non-GM maize fields fell within the isolation perimeter in 
HIGH. Increasing the isolation perimeter width to 50 and 200 m increased the 
proportions of non-GM maize fields to 10.3 and 25.7%, respectively. Proportions of 
non-GM maize fields occurring within the isolation perimeters of 10, 50 and 200 m 
involved, respectively, 20.3, 24.2 and 49.2% of all non-GM maize farmers. Table 7.10 
gives additional data. 
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Figure 7.5. Proportions of non-GM maize fields (fi) and farmers having at least one non-GM 

maize field (fa) occurring within an isolation perimeter in relation to the width of 
isolation perimeters (situation: S1; HIGH and LOW; regression formulas are given 
in Table 7.10).  

 
 

As was expected, the higher the maize share in a square, the higher the proportions of 
non-GM maize fields that were present within the perimeters whatever the imposed 
isolation perimeter was, and consequently the higher the proportions of farmers that 
were involved. When an isolation perimeter of 10, 50 and 200 m was implemented in 
HIGH, 6.9, 10.3 and 25.7% of all non-GM maize fields fell within the perimeters, 
compared to 3.6, 4.4 and 12.4% in Boutersem, respectively (Fig. 7.6[a]). The 
proportions of non-GM maize fields involved 20.3, 24.2 and 49.2% of all non-GM maize 
farmers in HIGH, and 3.0, 3.1 and 15.2% in Boutersem (Fig. 7.6[b]).  
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Figure 7.6[a-b]. Proportions of non-GM maize fields (top) and farmers having at least one 

non-GM maize field (bottom) falling within an isolation perimeter in relation to 
the isolation perimeter widths (situation: S1; six selected squares in 
Flanders; regression formulas are given in Table 7.11). 
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7.3.3 S2: 10% of the farmers with the largest maize areas grow GM maize 
on all their maize fields 
 
Proportions 
Compared to S1, the percentage of maize fields being planted to GM maize was 
approximately fourteen times higher in HIGH and eight times higher in LOW (Tab. 7.3). 
This increase in number of GM maize fields, which increased the GM maize share, 
resulted in high proportions of non-GM maize fields and farmers within the isolation 
perimeters. Given that 10% of the farmers with the largest maize areas grow GM maize 
on all their maize fields, and given an isolation perimeter of 10 m, 43.2% of all non-GM 
maize fields in HIGH fell within the perimeter. Increasing the isolation perimeter from 
10 m to 50 and 200 m increased the proportions of non-GM maize fields occurring 
within the isolation perimeter to 52.8 and 85.8%, respectively. Proportions of non-GM 
maize fields involved 68.0, 76.6 and 94.5% of all non-GM maize farmers. In LOW, the 
proportions of non-GM maize fields were 11.1, 14.5 and 37.8%, involving 18.4, 21.8 
and 48.1% of all non-GM maize farmers (Fig. 7.7). 
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Figure 7.7. Proportions of non-GM maize fields (fi) and farmers having at least one non-GM 

maize field (fa) within an isolation perimeter in relation to the width of isolation 
perimeters (situation: S2; HIGH and LOW; regression formulas are provided in 
Table 7.10). 
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7.3.4 S3: 10, 30, 50 and 70% of the maize fields are planted randomly with 
GM maize 
 
Probabilities 
The lower the percentages of maize fields planted to GM maize and the higher the 
isolation perimeter, the higher the probabilities that many non-GM maize fields and 
corresponding farmers fell within whatever isolation perimeter (Tab. 7.4). 
 
Table 7.4. Probabilities (%) that at least 1, 3 or 5 field(s) of non-GM maize (fi) and farmer(s) 

(fa) fall within an isolation perimeter (IP) of 10, 50 and 200 m of a GM maize field. 
GM maize is grown at random on 10, 30, 50 and 70% of the maize fields in HIGH 
and LOW. 

 

Percentage of maize fields randomly cropped with GM maize 
10 30 50  70 

Square 
IP 

(m) 

Number 
of fields 

or 
farmers 

in IP 
fi fa fi fa fi fa  fi fa 

 ≥ 1 87.4 87.4 81.3 81.3 70.6 70.6  52.7 52.7 
 ≥ 3 40.0 31.5 26.7 20.7 14.2 10.8  4.7 3.5 
 

10 
≥ 5 8.9 4.9 4.6 2.2 1.6 0.7  0.3 0.1 

 ≥ 1 92.9 92.9 89.2 89.2 81.5 81.5  65.6 65.6 
HIGH ≥ 3 62.8 54.0 48.3 40.0 29.9 23.8  11.9 8.9 

 
50 

≥ 5 27.0 15.6 14.9 7.8 6.2 2.7  1.2 0.4 
 ≥ 1 98.9 98.9 98.4 98.4 97.1 97.1  92.6 92.6 
 ≥ 3 94.7 92.4 91.5 88.4 83.9 79.3  62.2 56.2 
 

200 
≥ 5 87.1 76.8 79.4 66.7 61.9 47.8  29.7 19.9 

 ≥ 1 47.4 47.4 40.1 40.1 31.5 31.5  20.8 20.8 
 ≥ 3 4.6 3.1 2.7 1.7 1.2 0.7  0.3 0.2 
 

10 
≥ 5 0.3 0.0 0.1 0.0 0.0 0.0  0.0 0.0 

 ≥ 1 62.3 62.3 54.1 54.1 43.7 43.7  29.7 29.8 
LOW ≥ 3 10.6 7.0 6.6 4.0 3.1 1.7  0.8 0.4 

 
50 

≥ 5 0.8 0.0 0.2 0.0 0.0 0.0  0.0 0.0 
  ≥ 1 94.0 94.0  88.1 88.1  79.0 79.0  62.7 62.7 
 200 ≥ 3 54.9 42.7  42.7 31.4  28.1 19.8  11.7 7.8 
  ≥ 5 26.4 12.2  15.7 6.0  6.4 2.1  1.0 0.3 
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Numbers 
In case 10% of the maize fields were planted with GM maize, on average, 2.3, 3.4 and 
10.5 non-GM maize fields were present within the isolation perimeter of 10, 50 and 200 
m in HIGH, respectively. The numbers of non-GM maize fields involved 2.0, 2.8 and 
7.1 non-GM maize farmers, respectively.  

If 70% of the maize fields were cropped to GM maize, the numbers of non-GM 
maize fields lying within the 10, 50 and 200 m isolation perimeter decreased to 0.8, 1.1 
and 3.5 (Fig. 7.8). These numbers corresponded to 0.7, 1.1 and 3.0 non-GM maize 
farmers (Tab. 7.10). 
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Figure 7.8. Numbers of non-GM maize fields within an isolation perimeter related to the width 

of isolation perimeters (situation: S3; HIGH; 10, 30, 50 and 70% of the maize fields 
are planted randomly with GM maize; regression formulas are given in Table 7.10). 

 
 
Proportions 
Although the percentages of maize fields cropped with GM maize were quite similar 
(Tab. 7.3), the observed proportions of non-GM maize fields were higher than those 
obtained in S2. If the percentage of maize fields being randomly planted to GM maize 
is 10%, the proportions of non-GM maize fields falling within the 10, 50 and 200 m 
isolation perimeters were 22.6 ± 1.8, 31.3 ± 2.2 and 65.8 ± 3.3%, involving 38.7 ± 4.8, 
47.5 ± 4.8 and 77.0 ± 4.4% of all the non-GM maize farmers in HIGH, respectively.  

Increasing the percentages of maize fields cropped to GM maize to 70% 
increased the proportions of non-GM maize fields within the 10, 50 and 200 m isolation 
perimeters to 81.3 ± 2.7, 89.3 ± 2.2 and 98.4 ± 0.9%, respectively (Fig. 7.9). The 
proportions of non-GM maize fields involved 81.8 ± 9.1, 86.5 ± 8.0 and 98.9 ± 2.7% of 
non-GM maize farmers (Tab. 7.10). 
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Figure 7.9. Proportions of non-GM maize fields occurring within an isolation perimeter related 

to the width of isolation perimeters (situation: S3, HIGH; 10, 30, 50 and 70% of the 
maize fields are planted randomly with GM maize; regression formulas are 
provided in Table 7.10). 

 
 
Proportions of non-GM maize fields and their corresponding farmers falling within the 
isolation perimeters were approximately two to four times higher in HIGH than in LOW. 
Proportions of non-GM maize fields occurring within the 10, 50 and 200 m isolation 
perimeters varied from 22.6 ± 1.8, 31.3 ± 2.2 and 65.8 ± 3.3% in HIGH to 7.5 ± 1.7, 
11.2 ± 2.1 and 29.4 ± 3.6% in LOW, respectively (Fig. 7.10[a]). The corresponding 
proportions of non-GM maize farmers ranged between 38.7 ± 4.8, 47.5 ± 4.8 and 77.1 
± 4.4% in HIGH, and 9.2 ± 3.0, 13.3 ± 3.4 and 33.4 ± 5.0% in LOW (Fig. 7.10[b]).  
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Figure 7.10[a-b]. Proportions of non-GM maize fields (top) and farmers that have at least one 

non-GM maize field (bottom) occurring within an isolation perimeter in 
relation to the isolation perimeter widths (situation: S3; six selected squares 
in Flanders; 10% of the maize fields are planted randomly with GM maize; to 
keep the figure clear, standard deviations are only given for HIGH and LOW; 
regression formulas are provided in Table 7.11). 

 
 
Not surprisingly, intraregional differences decreased with increasing GM maize shares 
and isolation perimeter widths (Tab. 7.5). 
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Table 7.5. Proportions of non-GM maize fields and farmers having at least one non-GM maize 
field occurring within an isolation perimeter in relation to the isolation perimeter 
widths. 

 

Isolation perimeter (m) 
10 50  200 Square 

field farmer field farmer  field farmer 
 S3: 10% of the maize fields are planted randomly with GM maize 

Aalter 16.1 ± 1.8 22.0 ± 3.4  21.5 ± 2.1 28.2 ± 3.7  51.8 ± 3.4 57.8 ± 4.7 
Boutersem 9.6 ± 1.9 15.8 ± 4.5  14.6 ± 2.4 22.3 ± 5.3  34.2 ± 3.9 44.1 ± 6.9 

Geel 15.0 ± 2.0 25.5 ± 4.9  21.1 ± 2.3 33.8 ± 5.4  48.3 ± 3.9 61.7 ± 6.3 
HIGH 22.6 ± 1.8 38.7 ± 4.8  31.3 ± 2.2 47.5 ± 4.8  65.8 ± 3.3 77.0 ± 4.4 

Kortemark 13.3 ± 1.7 17.1 ± 3.2  18.9 ± 2.0 23.4 ± 3.6  44.2 ± 3.4 51.3 ± 4.7 
LOW 7.5 ± 1.7 9.2 ± 3.0  11.2 ± 2.1 13.3 ± 3.4  29.4 ± 3.6 33.4 ± 5.0 

 S3: 30% of the maize fields are planted randomly with GM maize 
Aalter 40.4 ± 2.5 42.5 ± 5.4  50.8 ± 2.7 52.6 ± 5.5  86.7 ± 2.6 84.7 ± 4.8 

Boutersem 25.7 ± 2.6 27.5 ± 7.5  36.5 ± 3.2 37.5 ± 8.2  69.1 ± 4.2 68.7 ± 8.9 
Geel 38.4 ± 2.8 47.7 ± 7.1  50.5 ± 3.1 60.2 ± 7.2  84.7 ± 3.2 88.7 ± 5.2 
HIGH 52.7 ± 2.3 62.4 ± 6.1  65.6 ± 2.5 71.7 ± 5.6  92.6 ± 1.7 93.4 ± 3.4 

Kortemark 35.2 ± 2.6 36.7 ± 5.1  46.9 ± 2.8 46.7 ± 5.2  80.9 ± 3.1 80.4 ± 4.9 
LOW 20.8 ± 2.6 19.4 ± 5.1  29.9 ± 3.0 27.8 ± 5.6  63.1 ± 4.1 60.3 ± 6.5 

 S3: 50% of the maize fields are planted randomly with GM maize 
Aalter 57.1 ± 3.0 54.7 ± 7.2  68.7 ± 3.0 66.0 ± 7.0  95.7 ± 1.7 93.4 ± 4.6 

Boutersem 38.8 ± 3.5 33.3 ± 11.1  51.8 ± 3.8 43.9 ± 11.8  83.8 ± 3.7 78.7 ± 10.3 
Geel 55.3 ± 3.4 60.2 ± 9.1  68.7 ± 3.5 73.6 ± 8.5  95.0 ± 2.1 95.7 ± 4.6 
HIGH 70.7 ± 2.5 74.6 ± 7.1  81.6 ± 2.3 81.4 ± 6.3  97.1 ± 1.1 97.3 ± 3.0 

Kortemark 51.6 ± 3.2 46.8 ± 6.9  65.0 ± 3.3 57.2 ± 6.9  92.6 ± 2.3 89.4 ± 4.9 
LOW 31.7 ± 3.4 25.7 ± 7.1  44.2 ± 3.8 37.1 ± 7.9  79.3 ± 4.0 73.0 ± 7.5 

 S3: 70% of the maize fields are planted randomly with GM maize 
Aalter 69.1 ± 3.7 64.1 ± 10.0  79.8 ± 3.4 75.1 ± 9.2  98.5 ± 1.2 97.4 ± 4.3 

Boutersem 69.1 ± 3.7 64.1 ± 10.0  79.8 ± 3.4 75.1 ± 9.2  98.5 ± 1.2 97.4 ± 4.3 
Geel 68.1 ± 4.3 69.4 ± 12.5  81.1 ± 3.9 82.5 ± 10.6  98.3 ± 1.5 97.2 ± 5.5 
HIGH 81.3 ± 2.7 81.8 ± 9.1  89.3 ± 2.2 86.5 ± 8.0  98.4 ± 0.9 98.9 ± 2.7 

Kortemark 64.0 ± 4.0 52.5 ± 10.1  76.8 ± 4.0 62.9 ± 9.9  97.1 ± 1.7 93.6 ± 5.2 
LOW 41.0 ± 5.0 31.9 ± 10.1  55.5 ± 5.2 44.7 ± 11.8  88.6 ± 4.0 81.9 ± 9.3 

 
 
Analyses performed on the 2004 GIS datasets were repeated for the datasets of 2005 
and 2006 in HIGH and LOW. In case 10% of the maize fields are planted randomly 
with GM maize in 2004, the proportions of non-GM maize fields occurring within the 10, 
50 and 200 m isolation perimeters were 22.6 ± 1.8, 31.3 ± 2.2 and 65.8 ± 3.3% in 
HIGH. In 2005 and 2006, these proportions were 22.4 ± 2.0, 31.4 ± 2.4 and 65.5 ± 
3.5% and 23.3 ± 1.8, 32.0 ± 2.2 and 66.4 ± 3.2%, respectively (Fig. 7.14).  
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When similar conditions were applied to LOW in 2004, 7.5 ± 1.7, 11.2 ± 2.1 and 
29.4 ± 3.6% of all non-GM maize fields fell within the isolation perimeters implemented. 
These proportions were 9.9 ± 2.1, 14.3 ± 2.5 and 35.0 ± 4.1 in 2005, and 9.0 ± 1.9 and 
13.4 ± 2.2 and 34.4 ± 3.6% in 2006 (Fig. 7.14). Due to a slightly lower area cropped 
with maize in 2004, slightly higher proportions were observed in 2005 and 2006 in 
LOW. 
 

7.3.5 S4: 10 and 30% of the maize fields are clustered and planted to GM 
maize 
 
Probabilities 
Compared to a random distribution (Tab. 7.4), the clustering of GM maize fields (Tab. 
7.6) clearly reduced the probabilities that non-GM maize fields and corresponding 
farmers fall within imposed isolation perimeters. 
 
Table 7.6. Probabilities (%) that at least 1, 3 or 5 field(s) of non-GM maize (fi) and farmer(s) 

(fa) lie within the isolation perimeters (IP) of 10, 50 and 200 m of a GM maize field. 
GM maize is grown in a cluster of 10 and 30% of the maize fields in HIGH and 
LOW.  

 
Percentage of maize fields to be cropped with GM maize organised 

as clusters 
HIGH  LOW 

10  30  10 30 

IP 
(m) 

Number 
of fields 

or 
farmers 

in IP fi fa  fi fa  fi fa fi fa 
≥ 1 16.6 16.6  7.5 7.5  6.8 6.8 3.4 3.4 
≥ 3 2.9 2.3  1.2 0.9  0.3 0.2 0.2 0.1 10 

≥ 5 0.5 0.2  0.2 0.1  0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
≥ 1 22.5 22.5  10.2 10.2  9.7 9.7 4.9 4.9 
≥ 3 6.2 4.7  2.6 1.9  0.9 0.6 0.3 0.2 50 
≥ 5 1.5 0.6  0.6 0.2  0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 

 ≥ 1 49.9 49.8  22.8 22.9  28.7 28.7  14.8 14.8 
200 ≥ 3 30.2 26.8  12.9 11.2  7.8 5.3  3.4 2.3 

 ≥ 5 18.7 12.9  7.5 5.0  2.1 0.6  0.8 0.3 
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Numbers 
The clustering of GM maize fields reduced the numbers of non-GM maize fields 
occurring within the isolation perimeter by at least a fourth, compared to a similar 
situation where GM maize was randomly allocated. The numbers of farmers having at 
least one non-GM maize field occurring within the isolation perimeter were at least 
reduced by a third. In case 10% of the maize fields were clustered and planted with 
GM maize, 0.3, 0.5 and 2.1 non-GM maize fields occurred within the 10, 50 and 200 m 
isolation perimeters, involving 0.3, 0.4 and 1.6 non-GM maize farmers in HIGH, 
respectively.  
 
Proportions 
Compared to a situation in which GM maize fields are randomly distributed, the 
proportions of non-GM maize fields and farmers occurring within isolation perimeters 
were five to ten times lower when GM maize fields are grouped in one large cluster. If 
the 10% GM maize fields were clustered in HIGH and an isolation perimeter of 10 m 
was imposed, 2.4 ± 1.1% of all non-GM maize fields were present in the isolation 
perimeters, involving 3.7 ± 2.3% of non-GM maize farmers. Increasing the isolation 
perimeter width from 10 m to 50 and 200 m increased the proportions of non-GM 
maize fields to 3.2 ± 1.3 and 7.1 ± 2.4%, respectively (Fig. 7.11). The proportions of 
non-GM maize fields involved 4.8 ± 2.6 and 10.7 ± 4.3% of all non-GM maize farmers 
(Tab. 7.10). 
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Figure 7.11. Proportions of non-GM maize fields within an isolation perimeter in relation to 

the isolation perimeter widths (situation: S4; HIGH; 10 and 30% of GM maize 
fields are clustered; regression formulas are provided in Table 7.10). 
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Although the clustering of GM maize fields (S4) largely reduced the proportions of non-
GM maize fields and their corresponding farmers within perimeters, intraregional 
differences were maintained: 2.4 ± 1.1, 3.2 ± 1.3 and 7.1 ± 2.3% of all non-GM maize 
fields occurred within the 10, 50 and 200 m isolation perimeters in HIGH, compared to 
1.0 ± 0.7, 1.6 ± 0.9 and 4.4 ±1.8% in LOW. The proportions of non-GM maize farmers 
having at least one non-GM maize field within the 10, 50 and 200 m isolation 
perimeters were 3.7 ± 2.3, 4.8 ± 2.6 and 10.7 ± 4.3% in HIGH, and 0.9 ± 1.1, 1.4 ± 1.3 
and 4.4 ± 2.4% in LOW, respectively (Tab. 7.11).  

As shown in S3, intraregional differences decreased with increasing GM maize 
shares and isolation perimeter widths (Tab. 7.7). 
 
Table 7.7. Proportions of non-GM maize fields and farmers having at least one non-GM maize 

field occurring within an isolation perimeter in relation to the isolation perimeter 
widths. 

 

Isolation perimeter (m) 
10  50  200 Square 

field farmer  field farmer  field farmer 
 S4: 10% of the maize fields are clustered and planted to GM maize 

Aalter 1.8 ± 0.8 2.0 ± 1.3  2.5 ± 1.1 2.7 ± 1.5  6.6 ± 2.2 7.0 ± 2.7 
Boutersem 1.4 ± 0.9 1.2 ± 1.4  2.0 ± 1.1 2.0 ± 1.9  4.9 ± 2.0 5.4 ± 3.4 

Geel 1.6 ± 0.8 2.2 ± 1.6  2.2 ± 1.0 3.1 ± 2.1  5.2 ± 2.0 7.1 ± 3.2 
HIGH 2.4 ± 1.1 3.7 ± 2.3  3.2 ± 1.3 4.8 ± 2.6  7.1 ± 2.3 10.7 ± 4.3 

Kortemark 1.6 ± 0.7 1.5 ± 1.1  2.2 ± 0.9 2.1 ± 1.3  5.2 ± 1.8 5.5 ± 2.4 
LOW 1.0 ± 0.7 0.9 ± 1.1  1.6 ± 0.9 1.4 ± 1.3  4.4 ± 1.8 4.4 ± 2.4 

 S4: 30% of the maize fields are clustered and planted to GM maize 
Aalter 3.0 ± 1.3 3.0 ± 1.9  4.3 ± 1.6 4.5 ± 2.2  11.2 ± 3.9 11.5 ± 4.0 

Boutersem 2.0 ± 1.2 1.6 ± 2.0  2.7 ± 1.5 2.4 ± 2.6  6.9 ± 2.9 7.0 ± 3.7 
Geel 2.3 ± 1.4 2.5 ± 2.3  3.3 ± 1.9 3.7 ± 2.8  7.7 ± 3.7 8.7 ± 5.0 
HIGH 3.8 ± 1.6 5.7 ± 3.3  5.1 ± 2.1 7.3 ± 3.7  11.1 ± 4.1 15.7 ± 6.4 

Kortemark 2.7 ± 1.1 2.4 ± 1.7  3.7 ± 1.6 3.5 ± 2.0  9.4 ± 3.3 9.6 ± 3.7 
LOW 1.7 ± 1.1 1.3 ± 1.6  2.6 ± 1.5 2.0 ± 1.9  7.1 ± 3.0 6.5 ± 3.3 
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7.3.6 S5: 10% of the farmers, who are selected randomly, grow GM maize 
on all their maize fields 
 
Probabilities 
The observed probabilities were slightly lower than those obtained in S3, but much 
higher than those seen in S4 (Tab. 7.8).  
 
Table 7.8. Probabilities (%) that at least 1, 3 or 5 field(s) of non-GM maize (fi) and farmer(s) 

(fa) fall within the perimeters of 10, 50 and 200 m of a GM maize field. 10% of the 
farmers grow GM maize on all their maize fields in HIGH and LOW. 

 

Isolation perimeter (m) 
10  50 200 Square 

Number of 
fields or 

farmers in 
the perimeter fi fa  fi fa fi fa 

 ≥ 1 80.3 80.3  87.6 87.5  97.8 97.8 
HIGH ≥ 3 33.2 25.9  53.4 43.2  92.7 88.3 

 ≥ 5 7.4 3.4  20.8 11.4  83.6 69.1 
 ≥ 1 35.1 35.1  47.7 47.7  87.8 87.8 

LOW ≥ 3 2.9 1.8  6.5 3.6  39.2 29.2 
 ≥ 5 0.3 0.0  0.6 0.0  16.8 5.2 

 
 
Numbers 
2.0, 2.9 and 9.4 non-GM maize fields were present in the 10, 50 and 200 m isolation 
perimeters in HIGH, respectively. This involved 1.7, 2.4 and 6.4 non-GM maize farmers 
(Tab. 7.10).  
 
Proportions 
With the implementation of an isolation perimeter of 10 m, 17.1 ± 4.3% of all non-GM 
maize fields were present within the isolation perimeters, involving 40.5 ± 6.7% of all 
non-GM maize farmers in HIGH. Increasing the isolation perimeter width from 10 m 
towards 50 m and towards 200 m increased the proportions to 22.9 ± 5.4 and to 49.3 ± 
8.4%, respectively (Fig. 7.12). The proportions of non-GM maize fields occurring within 
the isolation perimeters of 50 and 200 m, respectively, involved 47.7 ± 6.9 and 72.4 ± 
6.9% non-GM maize farmers. The observed proportions were slightly lower than those 
seen in S3, but higher than those observed in S4. 

Although the total area planted with GM maize was similar to that in S1, the 
fivefold increase in percentage of maize fields planted with GM maize, approximately, 
doubled the proportions of non-GM maize fields occurring within the perimeters in 
HIGH.  
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Figure 7.12. Proportions of non-GM maize fields (fi) and farmers with at least one non-GM 

maize field (fa) within an isolation perimeter in relation to the width of isolation 
perimeters (situation: S5; HIGH and LOW; regression formulas are given in 
Table 7.10). 

 
 
In HIGH, the proportions of non-GM maize fields that occurred within the 10, 50 and 
200 m isolation perimeters were 17.1 ± 4.3, 22.9 ± 5.4 and 49.3 ± 8.4%, compared to 
5.1 ± 2.1, 7.4 ± 2.6 and 20.1 ± 5.1% in LOW (Fig. 7.13[a]). These proportions involved 
40.5 ± 6.7, 47.7 ± 6.9 and 72.4 ± 6.9%, and 10.0 ± 3.5, 13.8 ± 3.9 and 30.7 ± 5.9% of 
all non-GM maize farmers in HIGH and LOW, respectively (Fig. 7.13[b]).  
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Figure 7.13[a-b]. Proportions of non-GM maize fields (top) and farmers having at least one 

non-GM maize field (bottom) occurring within an isolation perimeter in 
relation to the isolation perimeter widths (situation: S5; six selected squares 
in Flanders; to keep the figure clear, standard deviations are only shown for 
HIGH and LOW; regression formulas are provided in Table 7.11). 

 
 

7.3.7 S6: 10% of the maize fields are planted randomly with GM maize 
(without counting larger non-GM maize fields) 
 
Proportions 
As maize fields of at least 5 ha were the most frequent (5.8%) in Geel, only the results 
obtained in this square are discussed. Not counting the largest non-GM maize fields 
that fell within perimeters (S6) slightly decreased the proportions of non-GM maize 
fields involved, compared to S3. When 10% of the maize fields are randomly planted 
with GM maize, 15.0 ± 2.0, 21.1 ± 2.3 and 48.3 ± 3.9% of all non-GM maize fell within 
the isolation perimeters of 10, 50 and 200 m, respectively, involving 25.4 ± 4.9, 33.8 ± 
5.4 and 61.7 ± 6.3% of non-GM maize farmers (S3). Excluding the largest non-GM 
maize fields that fell within the isolation perimeters (S6) reduced the proportions of 
non-GM maize fields to 13.9 ± 2.0, 19.6 ± 2.4 and 45.3 ± 3.9%, involving 23.8 ± 4.7, 
31.4 ± 5.1 and 58.5 ± 5.9% farmers (Tab. 7.11). 
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7.3.8 S7: 1 tot 10 randomly chosen maize fields are planted to GM maize 
 
Proportions 
In case an isolation perimeter of 1000 m is implemented around a randomly chosen 
maize field in HIGH, 15.5 ± 4.9% of all non-GM maize fields fell within the isolation 
perimeter, involving 26.3 ± 6.7% of all non-GM farmers. Increasing the number of GM 
maize fields to 10 increased the proportions of non-GM maize fields to 78.7 ± 7.8% and 
non-GM maize farmers to 87.9 ± 5.9% (Tab. 7.9).  

In LOW, the proportions of non-GM maize fields and farmers falling within the 
1000 m isolation perimeter were 12.5 ± 3.8% and 15.8 ± 4.0% when a randomly 
chosen maize field is planted to GM maize. With 10 maize fields being planted to GM 
maize, 72.2 ± 7.6% of all non-GM maize fields, involving 75.7 ± 7.9% of all non-GM 
maize farmers were present in the isolation perimeter.  
 
Table 7.9. Proportions (%) of non-GM maize fields and farmers having at least one non-GM 

maize field falling within the isolation perimeter of 1000 m when 1 to 10 maize 
fields are randomly planted with GM maize in HIGH and LOW. 

 

Field Farmer 

Square 
Number 
of fields 

GM 
maize 
share 
(%) 

Prop (%) 
Min 
prop 
(%) 

Max 
prop 
(%) 

Prop (%) 
Min 
prop 
(%) 

Max 
prop 
(%) 

 1 0.1 15.5 ± 4.9 1.6 26.5 26.3 ± 6.7 3.5 40.6 
 2 0.3 28.5 ± 6.9 4.3 48.3 43.7 ± 8.9 9.2 68.3 
 3 0.4 39.1 ± 8.2 5.6 66.5 55.6 ± 9.5 12.7 80.8 
 4 0.6 48.2 ± 8.7 16.7 74.3 64.6 ± 9.1 22.9 88.6 

HIGH 5 0.8 55.6 ± 8.9 22.6 79.7 70.9 ± 8.7 28.8 93.5 
 6 0.9 61.9 ± 9.1 28.9 88.2 76.1 ± 8.1 40.6 97.1 
 7 1.1 67.1 ± 9.0 25.1 90.9 79.9 ± 7.7 28.9 97.8 
 8 1.2 71.6 ± 8.7 24.1 93.5 83.0 ± 7.2 36.9 98.5 
 9 1.4 75.4 ± 8.3 40.6 94.8 85.7 ± 6.6 47.1 100.0 
 10 1.6 78.7 ± 7.8 40.5 96.4 87.9 ± 5.9 54.4 100.0 
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Table 7.9. Continued. 
 

Field Farmer 

Square 
Number 
of fields 

GM 
maize 
share 
(%) 

Prop (%) 
Min 
prop 
(%) 

Max 
prop 
(%) 

Prop (%) 
Min 
prop 
(%) 

Max 
prop 
(%) 

 1 0.4 12.5 ± 3.8 3.0 20.2 15.8 ± 4.0 4.2 23.9 
 2 0.7 23.5 ± 5.4 4.8 40.2 28.4 ± 5.9 6.3 46.3 
 3 1.1 32.9 ± 6.4 9.1 53.5 38.6 ± 7.0 11.7 61.7 
 4 1.7 41.2 ± 7.1 10.5 63.3 47.1 ± 7.7 13.9 70.9 

LOW 5 2.0 48.3 ± 7.5 14.9 71.1 54.0 ± 7.9 21.7 81.5 
 6 2.5 54.5 ± 7.9 22.9 78.4 59.9 ± 8.3 26.1 83.5 
 7 3.0 59.8 ± 7.9 28.8 84.5 64.8 ± 8.2 26.4 90.0 
 8 3.4 64.7 ± 7.8 32.0 90.7 69.1 ± 8.0 35.9 93.3 
 9 3.8 68.8 ± 7.8 33.9 92.9 72.9 ± 8.0 36.4 95.5 
 10 4.2 72.2 ± 7.6 26.9 92.8 75.7 ± 7.9 27.5 95.5 

 
 

7.3.9 Factors affecting the implementation of isolation perimeters 
 
Synthesising the previously presented results one can conclude that the feasibility of 
implementing isolation perimeters around GM maize fields is largely affected by (1) the 
isolation perimeter width, (2) the GM maize share, (3) the size of GM maize fields, (4) 
the spatial distribution of GM maize fields, and (5) the maize share in the region tested 
(Fig. 7.14). 

 
Isolation perimeter width 
Both the proportions of non-GM maize fields and farmers having at least one non-GM 
maize field occurring within an isolation perimeter augmented with increasing isolation 
perimeter widths, whatever the scenario tested. Proportions of non-GM maize fields 
occurring within the isolation perimeter of 50 and 200 m were respectively 1.5 and 3.7 
times higher than in an isolation perimeter of 10 m when 10% of the farmers with the 
largest maize areas grow GM maize on their largest maize field (S1). 
 
GM maize share  
Due to the higher percentage of maize fields planted with GM maize in S2, the 
proportions of non-GM maize fields and farmers having at least one non-GM maize 
field falling within perimeters were much higher than those seen in S1. The higher the 
GM maize share, the higher the proportions of non-GM maize fields (and 
corresponding farmers) occurring within the perimeters.  
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GM maize field size 
For a given maize area, growing this maize in a high number of small fields makes the 
implementation of perimeters more difficult than growing the same area in a small 
number of large fields, as indicated by the comparison of S1 and S5.  
 
Clustering of GM maize at the square level 
When GM maize fields are spatially grouped in a large cluster per square (S4), the 
proportions of non-GM maize fields and farmers occurring within perimeters were five 
to ten times lower, compared to a similar situation in which GM maize fields are 
randomly distributed (S3). 
 
Clustering of GM maize at the farm level 
The observed proportions of non-GM maize fields and corresponding farmers when 
10% of randomly selected farmers grow GM maize on all their maize parcels (S5) were 
lower than those seen in S3, but higher than those observed in S4. 
 
Exclusion of large non-GM maize fields 
Not counting the largest non-GM maize fields that fell within perimeters in the square of 
Geel (S6) slightly decreased the proportions of non-GM maize fields involved, 
compared to S3.  
 
Regional variability in maize share  
Irrespective of the tested scenario, the proportions of non-GM maize fields and 
corresponding farmers occurring within implemented perimeters were two to eight 
times higher in areas with the highest maize share (HIGH) than in areas with the lowest 
maize share (LOW and Boutersem). 
 
Temporal variability in maize share  
Although the temporal variability in maize share might affect the feasibility to implement 
isolation perimeters, maize shares were relatively stable over three successive years. 
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Figure 7.14. Proportions of non-GM maize fields (fi) and/or farmers (fa) having at least one 

non-GM maize field falling within a perimeter in relation to the widths of the 
isolation perimeter (situation in HIGH except when indicated; see section 7.2.2 for 
scenarios). 

 
 

7.4 DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS 
 
The combination of GIS datasets with Monte Carlo simulations proved to be a valuable 
tool to estimate the feasibility of implementing isolation perimeters under real 
agricultural settings. Compared to studies that generated isolation perimeters around 
randomly selected maize fields (Dolezel et al., 2005 in Austria; Messéan et al., 2006 in 
France) or that classified maize fields in grid squares of 25 x 25 m with a minimal 
measurable distance between two maize areas of 50 m (Sanvido et al., 2008 in 
Switzerland), this approach enables to test more diverse and flexible scenarios over a 
large number of simulation runs. Not only fields were considered in the calculations, 
but also farmers. Distance matrices and field attributes offer the possibility to simulate 
various scenarios with different GM maize shares and spatial distributions at the 
regional level.  

Further investigations are needed to refine the proposed approach, since it 
represents a ‘worst-case’ scenario. It was assumed that it would not be possible to 
keep the adventitious content of GM material below the tolerance threshold of 0.9% if a 
non-GM maize field falls within the isolation perimeter. Scientific literature on pollen 
flow and cross-fertilisation in maize, and ongoing research and modelling work indicate 
that in particular cases, this might not be true. For instance, larger and more spatially 
isolated recipient fields, recipient fields located in upwind position from the pollen 
source, recipient fields isolated by physical and/or natural barriers (e.g. trees, 
hedgerows) or non-GM maize plants showing a time lag in sowing and flowering dates 
compared with GM maize are less prone to cross-fertilisation. In such cases, less or no 
spatial isolation would be required to comply with the established tolerance threshold. 
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Moreover, neighbouring farmers can seek mutual agreement on their respective 
cropping intentions and crop plans. If non-GM maize farmers concur with the cropping 
intentions of their neighbouring GM maize farmers, growing GM and non-GM maize 
side by side becomes possible in Flanders. In this case, neighbouring farmers can 
elaborate a claim settlement by mutual agreement. By accepting the cropping 
intentions of neighbouring GM maize farmers, non-GM maize farmers lose the 
possibility to claim compensation for the potentially incurred harm to the compensation 
fund (see chapter 3). However, to avoid adventitious mixing farmers are discouraged 
from growing non-GM maize in the isolation perimeter of a GM maize field. Conversely, 
if interference with neighbouring non-GM maize farmers cannot be excluded and if 
mutual agreement cannot be reached, farmers who intend to grow GM maize are 
advised against the cultivation of GM maize. 

Further research is also needed to quantify better the respective contributions of 
size, number and spatial distribution of maize fields on the feasibility of implementing 
isolation perimeters.  

Despite its conservativeness, the developed approach fulfils current 
administrative needs. It not only allows informing farmers if their fields fall within an 
isolation perimeter, but also to quantify how many fields may be prone to the 
interaction with GM maize fields, in turn helping to budget some of the administrative 
legal and financial consequences of co-existence at the landscape level. In most 
countries/regions, GM maize growers are supposed to pay a financial contribution into 
a compensation fund in order to enable authorities to compensate for economic losses 
due to adventitious mixing, and to cover administrative, sampling and analytical 
detection costs. It is, therefore, crucial to know in advance the number of potential 
farmers and/or fields that may be affected by co-existence measures.  
 
Like in some European areas such as Lower Austria, Styria and Burgenland in Austria 
(Dolezel et al., 2005) and Poitou-Charentes in France (Messéan et al., 2006), and in 
the eastern canton of Zurich in Switzerland (Sanvido et al., 2008), our results confirm 
that wide isolation perimeters are difficult to implement in the areas tested in Flanders. 
Due to the small size of maize fields, their scattered distribution throughout the cropped 
area and the substantial maize share, imposing wide and rigid isolation perimeters by 
law creates some problems. 

First, current and ongoing research with grain maize demonstrates that in many 
cases isolation perimeters over 50 m are not necessary to keep the adventitious GMO 
content in the harvests of neighbouring fields due to cross-fertilisation below 0.9% (see 
chapter 6; Messéan et al., 2006; Sanvido et al., 2008). This is even truer for fodder 
maize, since the transgene is diluted over both grains and vegetative plant parts. 
Moreover, due to the huge pollen cloud hanging over large recipient fields that acts as 
a physical barrier and competitor for incoming pollen during flowering, larger fields are 
less prone to cross-fertilisation and may not require spatial isolation in Flanders. 
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Secondly, the implementation of wide isolation perimeters is unfeasible, 
especially in areas where maize is grown on a large part of the agricultural area. Maize 
fields are so close to each other that each GM maize field interferes with many non-GM 
maize fields and their corresponding farmers. In the worst case (S7), more than 75% of 
all non-GM maize fields and their corresponding farmers fall within the isolation 
perimeter of 1000 m implemented around 10 GM maize fields in HIGH (= 1.6% of all 
maize fields)38. Put into another way: a minimum of GM maize fields (and farmers) 
touches a majority of non-GM maize fields (and farmers), whereas this would be less 
the case in areas with a low share of maize fields. An isolation perimeter of 200 m in 
LOW includes a similar proportion of non-GM maize fields within the perimeter as 
occurs in HIGH with an isolation perimeter of 25 m when 10% of the maize fields are 
randomly planted to GM maize (S3). This means that the freedom of choice of farmers 
would be jeopardised according to the place where one lives, which is an important 
factor of inequality. On the one hand, it is to be expected that the potential benefits of 
GM maize are more important in areas intensively cropped with maize, but on the other 
hand, wide isolation perimeters would involve so many neighbouring farmers that 
administrative co-existence burdens and the fear to ruin personal relationships might 
take away any incentive to grow GM maize. 

The clustering of GM maize fields offers a much better solution. Results indicated 
that the proportions of non-GM maize fields and farmers having at least one non-GM 
maize field occurring within isolation perimeters were five to ten times lower when GM 
maize fields are grouped in one large cluster (S4), compared to a similar situation in 
which GM maize fields are randomly distributed (S3). This indicates that – even in 
areas with a high maize share – the clustering of GM maize fields may be, in theory, an 
effective strategy to facilitate the implementation of isolation perimeters and thus to 
guarantee the spatial separation of GM and non-GM crops. However, in practice, the 
clustering of GM maize fields will be hard to implement in a sustainable way in 
Flanders. If farmers talk to each other, it might be possible to group maize on each 
others fields in order to produce the expected quantities. If this clustering leads to, or 
strengthens the monoculture of maize on specific fields, this solution collides with the 
principle of sustainable agriculture. To avoid this evolution, farmers will have to talk 
very intensively with each other in order to synchronise their crop rotations. Otherwise, 
we will end up with a complete unsustainable situation both in the ecological and the 
social meaning.  

Compared to a grouped clustering, islands of farmers growing GM maize on all 
their maize fields (S5) is a less attractive strategy.  

Short isolation perimeters make things much easier. Reducing the isolation 
perimeter of 200 m to 10 m when 10% of the maize fields are randomly planted with 
GM maize reduced the proportions of non-GM maize fields within perimeters by three 
                                                 
38 The observed proportions of non-GM maize fields and farmers were quite similar to a 
situation in which 70% of the maize fields are planted randomly with GM maize and in which an 
isolation perimeter is implemented ranging between 10 and 25 m in HIGH. 
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in HIGH, whilst clusters continue to be much more efficient. If they are supplemented 
with a shift in sowing and flowering dates and/or the installation of a pollen barrier 
around the GM maize field, or when the outer rows of the non-GM maize field are 
considered as potentially contaminated, co-existence might in principle be feasible 
even in areas with a high maize share. However, a shift in sowing dates is not effective 
in a large part of the EU. It is only effective in Mediterranean areas where the window 
of suitable weather conditions is large enough to postpone sowing, and where this 
postponement does not induce yield penalties (Della Porta et al., 2006, 2008; 
Messeguer et al., 2006; Weber et al., 2007). As has been shown in the previous 
chapter, pollen barriers around GM maize fields may be not very effective either, in 
case maize fields are small such as in Flanders (Della Porta et al., 2006, 2008; 
Gustafson et al., 2006).  

Due to the small size of maize fields in Flanders, allowing the presence of larger 
non-GM maize fields within perimeters (S6) is of limited help, albeit it might be relevant 
in areas where large maize fields are frequent. 
 
One of the drawbacks of exclusively relying on mandatory and rigid isolation 
perimeters to limit the adventitious GM-input from cross-fertilisations at the landscape 
level is that such an approach does not take into account interregional differences in 
maize share and field distribution. According to the calculations of Dolezel et al. (2005), 
the proportion of non-GM maize area falling within the isolation perimeter of 200 m, 
when 10% of the maize fields are randomly planted with GM maize, ranged between 
17 and 59% among the three studied Austrian regions. In the eastern canton of Zurich 
(Switzerland), Sanvido et al. (2008) showed that the percentages of maize area 
neighbouring another maize area within a range of 200 m varied between 76 and 100% 
from one type of landscape to another. Although interregional variability also has been 
pointed as a key parameter for the choice of spatial co-existence measures in the 
guidelines on co-existence of the EC (EC, 2003a), this variability seems to be poorly 
accommodated in national and/or regional legal co-existence frames (EC, 2006). 

Even in a small region like Flanders, intraregional variation has been proven to 
be significantly affecting the feasibility to implement isolation perimeters. The observed 
maize shares in the studied areas varied from 29% in HIGH to 11% in LOW. 
Irrespective of the scenario tested, the proportions of non-GM maize fields and farmers 
having at least one non-GM maize field occurring within isolation perimeters were two 
to eight times higher in areas with the highest maize share than in areas with the 
lowest maize share. Therefore, the proposed methodology may underpin an 
intra/interregional approach for the choice of appropriate co-existence measures. In the 
same vein, the principle of subsidiarity strives to regulate the co-existence between 
cropping systems as close as possible to the farm in order to take the diversity of the 
agricultural landscape into account. To consider regional differences in crop share and 
field distribution, legal co-existence frames should not simply rely on single and rigid 
co-existence measures, but build in a certain degree of flexibility by proposing plural 
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co-existence measures that are adaptable to different regional situations. Short 
isolation perimeters supplemented with a shift in sowing and flowering dates and/or 
with the installation of a pollen barrier offer similar guarantees to comply with the 
tolerance threshold of 0.9% than wide isolation perimeters. 

Some national and/or regional authorities already attempted to introduce some 
flexibility for managing cross-fertilisation between neighbouring fields: in the Czech 
Republic, the isolation perimeter of 70 m towards fields planted with maize can be 
shortened provided that each two meters of isolation perimeter is replaced by a buffer 
row of non-GM maize around the GM maize field; in Sweden, isolation perimeters can 
range between 15 and 50 m depending on the type of maize and on the number of 
transgenes contained in GM maize hybrids (EC, 2006). Predictive decision tools might 
play a crucial role in the case-by-case based co-existence approach, as they enable to 
estimate levels of adventitious presence of GM material in the harvest of neighbouring 
maize fields under various conditions. In so doing, it can be assessed in which maize 
fields it would not be possible to comply to the established tolerance threshold, and 
under which conditions both GM and non-GM maize can be grown simultaneously or in 
close proximity. Examples of such tools, which are currently being validated or 
designed include the global index (GI) by Messeguer et al. (2006), the matrix based 
approach to pollen dispersal (MAPOD) model by Angevin et al. (2008), and the 
SIGMEA maize co-existence (SMAC) Advisor by Bohanec et al. (2007). Although such 
case-by-case-based approach will demand much administrative efforts, it may be one 
step forward in reaching proportionate, fair and consistent co-existence at the regional 
and landscape level. 
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Table 7.10. Regressions of number and proportion of non-GM maize fields (Yfi) and farmers having at least one non-GM maize field (Yfa) occurring 
within an isolation perimeter on isolation perimeter widths (X = 10, 25, 50, 75, 100, 150, 200 and 300 m) using the cubic regression model 
(Y = b0 + b1X + b2X2 + b3X3) [* Significant at p<0.001].  

 

Y = number of non-GM maize fields or farmers Y = proportion of non-GM maize fields or farmers Square 
Y b0 b1 b2 b3 R2 Y b0 b1 b2 b3 R2 

  
S1: 10% of the farmers with the largest maize areas grow GM maize 

on their largest maize field 
Yfi – – – – – Yfi 6.81669 0.05566 0.00021 –1.39730x10-7 0.998* 

HIGH 
Yfa – – – – – Yfa 20.69939 0.04099 0.00085 –1.78024x10-6 0.997* 
Yfi – – – – – Yfi 5.26837 0.07060 9.30673x10-5 –1.96869x10-7 0.994* 

LOW 
Yfa – – – – – Yfa 6.34862 0.04366 5.14765x10-5 2.17895x10-7 0.995* 

  
S2: 10% of the farmers with the largest maize areas grow GM maize 

on all their maize fields 
Yfi – – – – – Yfi 40.21047 0.27888 –5.14822x10-5 –8.98984x10-7 0.998* 

HIGH 
Yfa – – – – – Yfa 63.58355 0.31289 –0.00093 8.51274x10-7 0.990* 
Yfi – – – – – Yfi 8.99494 0.12286 0.00028 –8.66191x10-7 0.996* 

LOW 
Yfa – – – – – Yfa 18.21904 0.01962 0.00121 –2.82788x10-6 0.999* 

 S3: 10% of the maize fields are planted randomly with GM maize 
Yfi 2.03992 0.02424 0.00010 –6.68464x10-8 1.000* Yfi 20.05175 0.23201 0.00019 –9.60470x10-7 1.000* 

HIGH 
Yfa 1.80540 0.01804 5.61862x10-5 –6.77983x10-8 1.000* Yfa 35.96916 0.24667 –7.73635x10-5 –5.84612x10-7 0.999* 
Yfi 0.61288 0.00748 3.80401x10-5 –5.27843x10-8 1.000* Yfi 6.61302 0.08248 0.00026 –5.31902x10-7 1.000* 

LOW 
Yfa 0.56832 0.00673 1.93312x10-5 –3.09698x10-8 1.000* Yfa 8.30048 0.09660 0.00022 –4.20990x10-7 0.999* 

 S3: 30% of the maize fields are planted randomly with GM maize 
Yfi 1.59095 0.01886 8.16466x10-5 –5.30107x10-8 1.000* Yfi 48.22785 0.43280 –0.00134 1.47881x10-6 0.999* 

HIGH 
Yfa 1.44256 0.01500 4.89014x10-5 –5.52564x10-8 1.000* Yfa 59.47943 0.29073 –0.00070 5.40126x10-7 0.999* 
Yfi 0.47940 0.00582 2.94543x10-5 –4.09430x10-8 1.000* Yfi 18.51812 0.22968 0.00012 –7.76147x10-7 1.000* 

LOW 
Yfa 0.45210 0.00540 1.72530x10-5 –2.73998x10-8 1.000* Yfa 17.94389 0.20382 0.00014 –5.54957x10-7 0.999* 
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Table 7.10. Continued. 
 

Y = number of non-GM maize fields or farmers Y = proportion of non-GM maize fields or farmers Square 
Y b0 b1 b2 b3 R2 Y b0 b1 b2 b3 R2 

 S3: 50% of the maize fields are planted randomly with GM maize 
Yfi 1.13442 0.01353 5.81770x10-5 –3.75463x10-8 1.000* Yfi 66.97414 0.38723 –0.00168 2.49021x10-6 0.999* 

HIGH 
Yfa 1.05724 0.01134 4.03112x10-5 –4.27832x10-8 1.000* Yfa 71.80533 0.24834 –0.00074 7.67198x10-7 0.996* 
Yfi 0.34721 0.00423 2.10382x10-5 –2.91937x10-8 1.000* Yfi 28.72244 0.32719 –0.00030 –3.62191x10-7 1.000* 

LOW 
Yfa 0.33372 0.00397 1.47813x10-5 –2.33481x10-8 1.000* Yfa 24.54123 0.26310 –2.26625x10-5 –5.12276x10-7 0.997* 

 S3: 70% of the maize fields are planted randomly with GM maize 
Yfi 0.67980 0.00815 3.42321x10-5 –2.08981x10-8 1.000* Yfi 78.63538 0.29101 –0.01417 2.26529x10-6 0.997* 

HIGH 
Yfa 0.65178 0.00728 2.76310x10-5 –2.58807x10-8 1.000* Yfa 78.90746 0.21728 –0.00075 8.56772x10-7 0.985* 
Yfi 0.21164 0.00244 1.36606x10-5 –2.00750x10-8 1.000* Yfi 37.96300 0.37902 –0.00065 9.67503x10-8 0.999* 

LOW 
Yfa 0.20681 0.00238 1.10397x10-5 –1.75563x10-8 1.000* Yfa 30.98907 0.29181 –7.61937x10-5 –6.72623x10-7 0.995* 

 S4: 10% of the maize fields are clustered and planted to GM maize 
Yfi 0.25832 0.00293 2.69187x10-5 2.44935x10-8 1.000* Yfi 2.14994 0.02125 2.61065x10-5 –3.54380x10-8 1.000* 

HIGH 
Yfa 0.23758 0.00231 2.39174x10-5 –2.17796x10-10 1.000* Yfa 3.39373 0.02515 9.63735x10-5 –1.92974x10-7 1.000* 
Yfi 0.07659 0.00057 1.20480x10-5 –1.08062x10-8 1.000* Yfi 0.93799 0.00948 5.44042x10-5 –7.78600x10-8 1.000* 

LOW 
Yfa 0.07410 0.00055 9.85241x10-6 –1.02981x10-8 1.000* Yfa 0.80627 0.00997 3.97491x10-5 –1.38241x10-8 0.999* 

 S4: 30% of the maize fields are clustered and planted to GM maize 
Yfi 0.11026 0.00130 1.15159x10-5 7.97760x10-9 1.000* Yfi 3.41158 0.03521 2.59185x10-5 –3.87273x10-8 1.000* 

HIGH 
Yfa 0.10284 0.00103 9.60331x10-6 1.11272x10-9 1.000* Yfa 5.36748 0.03158 0.00016 –3.04023x10-7 1.000* 
Yfi 0.03910 0.00028 5.51385x10-6 –4.08635x10-9 1.000* Yfi 1.56639 0.01702 7.08802x10-5 –9.05966x10-8 1.000* 

LOW 
Yfa 0.03681 0.00029 4.55009x10-6 –4.31751x10-9 1.000* Yfa 1.15930 0.01441 7.71192x10-5 –9.77009x10-8 0.999* 

 S5: 10% of the farmers, who are selected randomly, grow GM maize on all their maize fields 
Yfi 1.77424 0.01896 0.00011 –8.10836x10-8 1.000* Yfi 15.44401 0.14755 0.00026 –7.21780x10-7 1.000* 

HIGH 
Yfa 1.55073 0.01500 6.24773x10-5 –7.75681x10-8 1.000* Yfa 38.05536 0.20997 –0.00010 –3.67368x10-7 0.999* 
Yfi 0.40879 0.00621 2.47307x10-5 –1.70084x10-8 1.000* Yfi 4.52979 0.05351 0.00017 –2.70968x10-7 1.000* 

LOW 
Yfa 0.39695 0.00498 1.63313x10-5 –1.66321x10-8 1.000* Yfa 9.21459 0.08865 0.00016 –3.54796x10-7 0.999* 
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Table 7.11. Regressions of proportion of non-GM maize fields (Yfi) and farmers having at least one non-GM maize field (Yfa) occurring within an 
isolation perimeter on isolation perimeter widths (X = 10, 25, 50, 75, 100, 150, 200 and 300 m) using the cubic regression model (Y = b0 + 
b1X + b2X2 + b3X3) [* Significant at p<0.001]. 

 

Y = proportion of non-GM maize fields or farmers Square 
Y b0 b1 b2 b3 R2 Y b0 b1 b2 b3 R2 

 
S1: 10% of the farmers with the largest maize areas grow GM maize on 

their largest maize field 
S2: 10% of the farmers with the largest maize areas grow GM maize 

on all their maize fields 
Yfi 6.47830 0.04794 0.00034 −5.55875x10-7 0.999* Yfi 17.01306 0.13441 9.61028x10-5 −3.90366x10-7 1.000* 

Aalter 
Yfa 6.81730 0.02443 0.00061 −1.27140x10-6 0.998* Yfa 26.00902 0.17573 −0.00011 −2.48984x10-7 0.997* 
Yfi 5.28813 −0.00120 0.00037 −7.10101x10-7 1.000* Yfi 16.88062 0.12375 0.00033 −9.73437x10-7 0.996* 

Boutersem 
Yfa 3.05760 −0.01102 0.00052 −8.61488x10-7 0.990* Yfa 27.04237 0.23978 −0.00084 1.70112x10-6 0.983* 
Yfi 6.24404 0.06362 8.79227x10-5 −1.02807x10-7 1.000* Yfi 22.25346 0.36458 −0.00071 3.89485x10-7 0.998* 

Geel 
Yfa 9.77639 0.16881 −0.00057 1.05839x10-6 0.997* Yfa 40.32181 0.54344 −0.00254 4.08178x10-6 0.992* 
Yfi 6.81669 0.05566 0.00021 −1.39730x10-7 0.998* Yfi 40.21047 0.27888 −5.14822x10-5 −8.98984x10-7 0.998* 

HIGH 
Yfa 20.69939 0.04099 0.00085 −1.78024x10-6 0.997* Yfa 63.58355 0.31289 −0.00093 8.51274x10-7 0.990* 
Yfi 5.09094 0.02809 0.00037 −4.36480x10-7 0.999* Yfi 15.23200 0.14715 7.85211x10-5 −1.06320x10-7 0.999* 

Kortemark 
Yfa 6.64626 0.09632 0.00012 −7.24240x10-8 0.999* Yfa 28.26397 0.14757 0.00019 −6.63015x10-7 0.997* 
Yfi 5.26837 0.07060 9.30673x10-5 −1.96869x10-7 0.994* Yfi 8.99494 0.12286 0.00028 −8.66191x10-7 0.996* 

LOW 
Yfa 6.34862 0.04366 5.14765x10-5 2.17895x10-7 0.995* Yfa 18.21904 0.01962 0.00121 −2.82788x10-6 0.999* 
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Table 7.11. Continued. 
 

Y = proportion of non-GM maize fields or farmers Square 
Y b0 b1 b2 b3 R2 Y b0 b1 b2 b3 R2 

 S3: 10% of the maize fields are planted randomly with GM maize S3: 30% of the maize fields are planted randomly with GM maize 
Yfi 14.86114 0.10561 0.00073 −1.63769x10-6 1.000* Yfi 37.26839 0.28030 0.00014 −1.44651x10-6 0.999* 

Aalter 
Yfa 20.86736 0.11780 0.00069 −1.74941x10-6 1.000* Yfa 40.51842 0.22231 0.00036 −1.74931x10-6 0.998* 
Yfi 7.99980 0.13921 −3.10878x10-5 −1.01771x10-8 1.000* Yfi 21.92588 0.33776 −0.00058 4.02761x10-7 0.999* 

Boutersem 
Yfa 13.87677 0.17484 −0.00011 1.30333x10-8 0.999* Yfa 24.21973 0.27732 −0.00015 −4.32382x10-7 0.997* 
Yfi 13.55778 0.14081 0.00033 −8.40265x10-7 1.000* Yfi 34.95930 0.34001 −0.00039 −3.24411x10-7 1.000* 

Geel 
Yfa 23.37098 0.20289 5.06377x10-5 −5.51743x10-7 1.000* Yfa 44.11383 0.34588 −0.00065 1.79535x10-7 1.000* 
Yfi 20.05175 0.23201 0.00019 −9.60470x10-7 1.000* Yfi 48.22785 0.43280 −0.00134 1.47881x10-6 0.999* 

HIGH 
Yfa 35.96916 0.24667 −7.73635x10-5 −5.84612x10-7 0.999* Yfa 59.47943 0.29073 −0.00070 5.40126x10-7 0.999* 
Yfi 12.35732 0.10904 0.00042 −8.76556x10-7 1.000* Yfi 32.80761 0.28114 −3.61732x10-5 −8.40685x10-7 1.000* 

Kortemark 
Yfa 15.56704 0.13716 0.00045 −1.19116x10-6 1.000* Yfa 34.11533 0.25146 0.00018 −1.36967x10-6 0.999* 
Yfi 6.61302 0.08248 0.00026 −5.31902x10-7 1.000* Yfi 18.51812 0.22968 0.00012 −7.76147x10-7 1.000* 

LOW 
Yfa 8.30048 0.09660 0.00022 −4.20990x10-7 0.999* Yfa 17.94389 0.20382 0.00014 −5.54957x10-7 0.999* 
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Table 7.11. Continued. 

 

Y = proportion of non-GM maize fields or farmers Square 
Y b0 b1 b2 b3 R2 Y b0 b1 b2 b3 R2 

 S3: 50% of the maize fields are planted randomly with GM maize S3: 70% of the maize fields are planted randomly with GM maize 
Yfi 53.51896 0.34449 −0.00066 5.61864x10-8 0.999* Yfi 65.74672 0.33134 −0.00102 9.87362x10-7 0.999* 

Aalter 
Yfa 52.63835 0.25505 −5.1215x10-6 −1.16416x10-6 0.996* Yfa 62.25412 0.24827 −0.00020 −7.39187x10-7 0.992* 
Yfi 33.85990 0.44248 −0.00120 1.25789x10-6 0.999* Yfi 65.74672 0.33134 −0.00102 9.87362x10-7 0.999* 

Boutersem 
Yfa 29.35458 0.31049 −9.26620x10-5 −9.08460x10-7 0.996* Yfa 62.25412 0.24827 −0.00020 −7.39187x10-7 0.992* 
Yfi 51.21648 0.41294 −0.00120 1.16395x10-6 1.000* Yfi 64.27801 0.40745 −0.00164 2.24879x10-6 1.000* 

Geel 
Yfa 56.34720 0.40119 −0.00129 1.37063x10-6 1.000* Yfa 65.05010 0.44126 −0.00193 2.75453x10-6 0.999* 
Yfi 66.97414 0.38723 −0.00168 2.49021x10-6 0.999* Yfi 78.63538 0.29100 −0.00142 2.26529x10-6 0.997* 

HIGH 
Yfa 71.80533 0.24834 −0.00075 7.67198x10-7 0.996* Yfa 78.90746 0.21728 −0.00075 8.56772x10-7 0.985* 
Yfi 48.75535 0.35171 −0.00073 3.20775x10-5 0.999* Yfi 61.32911 0.34735 −0.00107 1.11537x10-6 0.998* 

Kortemark 
Yfa 43.90329 0.27036 5.86304x10-5 −1.34642x10-6 0.998* Yfa 49.46029 0.27399 3.07242x10-6 −1.33807x10-6 0.997* 
Yfi 28.72244 0.32719 −0.00030 −3.62191x10-7 1.000* Yfi 37.96300 0.37902 −0.00065 9.67503x10-8 0.999* 

LOW 
Yfa 24.54123 0.26310 −2.26625x10-5 −5.12276x10-7 0.997* Yfa 30.98907 0.29181 −7.61937x10-5 −6.72623x10-7 0.995* 
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Table 7.11. Continued. 
 

Y = proportion of non-GM maize fields or farmers Square 
Y b0 b1 b2 b3 R2 Y b0 b1 b2 b3 R2 

 S4: 10% of the maize fields are clustered and planted to GM maize S4: 30% of the maize fields are clustered and planted to GM maize 
Yfi 1.74062 0.01082 0.00010 −1.80619x10-7 1.000* Yfi 2.80726 0.02247 0.00016 −2.99940x10-7 1.000* 

Aalter 
Yfa 1.89236 0.00986 0.00012 −2.15263x10-7 1.000* Yfa 2.83044 0.02505 0.00015 −2.87122x10-7 0.999* 
Yfi 1.19205 0.01453 2.55210x10-5 −3.43852x10-8 1.000* Yfi 1.81553 0.01592 6.23521x10-5 −7.33775x10-8 1.000* 

Boutersem 
Yfa 1.12435 0.01238 5.78607x10-5 −7.62236x10-8 0.999* Yfa 1.70700 0.00295 0.00018 −3.20352x10-7 0.999* 
Yfi 1.48649 0.01342 3.28972x10-5 −4.15560x10-8 1.000* Yfi 2.17334 0.01984 6.26218x10-5 −1.22823x10-7 1.000* 

Geel 
Yfa 2.05590 0.01549 6.67533x10-5 −1.05221x10-7 0.999* Yfa 2.44371 0.01699 0.00011 −2.20531x10-7 0.998* 
Yfi 2.14994 0.02125 2.61065x10-5 −3.54380x10-8 1.000* Yfi 3.41158 0.03521 2.59185x10-5 −3.87273x10-8 1.000* 

HIGH 
Yfa 3.39373 0.02515 9.63735x10-5 −1.92974x10-7 1.000* Yfa 5.36748 0.03158 0.00016 −3.04023x10-7 1.000* 
Yfi 1.42984 0.01194 4.78136x10-5 −5.95207x10-8 1.000* Yfi 2.46297 0.02041 9.73446x10-5 −1.39682x10-7 1.000* 

Kortemark 
Yfa 1.33413 0.01092 6.92534x10-5 −9.35117x10-8 1.000* Yfa 2.22034 0.01880 0.00012 −1.68095x10-7 1.000* 
Yfi 0.93799 0.00948 5.44042x10-5 −7.78600x10-8 1.000* Yfi 1.56639 0.01702 7.08803x10-5 −9.05966x10-8 1.000* 

LOW 
Yfa 0.80627 0.00997 3.97491x10-5 −1.38241x10-8 0.999* Yfa 1.15930 0.0144 7.71192x10-5 −9.77009x10-8 0.999* 
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Table 7.11. Continued. 
 

Y = proportion of non-GM maize fields or farmers Square 
Y b0 b1 b2 b3 R2 Y b0 b1 b2 b3 R2 

 
S5: 10% of the farmers, who are selected randomly, grow GM maize on all 

their maize fields 
S6: 10% of the maize fields are planted randomly with GM maize (but 

larger non-GM maize fields are not counted) 
Yfi 10.62209 0.07004 0.00048 −9.38231x10-7 1.000* Yfi 14.50536 0.09768 0.00076 −1.67094x10-6 1.000* 

Aalter 
Yfa 21.34665 0.10997 0.00040 −1.05838x10-6 0.999* Yfa 20.60493 0.11074 0.00071 −1.74557x10-6 1.000* 
Yfi 5.80666 0.06879 5.41282x10-5 −9.06260x10-8 1.000* Yfi 7.70289 0.13281 −1.44580x10-5 −4.24841x10-8 1.000* 

Boutersem 
Yfa 14.36948 0.12988 −5.80164x10-5 −3.55262x10-8 0.999* Yfa 13.65151 0.16653 −5.03927x10-5 −8.64057x10-8 0.999* 
Yfi 10.53916 0.09840 0.00022 −5.03605x10-7 1.000* Yfi 12.52068 0.13308 0.00030 −7.66711x10-7 1.000* 

Geel 
Yfa 25.54145 0.19972 -0.00031 2.60743x10-7 0.999* Yfa 21.63064 0.19143 8.35734x10-5 −5.95660x10-7 1.000* 
Yfi 15.44401 0.14755 0.00026 −7.21780x10-7 1.000* Yfi 19.40252 0.22924 0.00017 −9.08288x10-7 1.000* 

HIGH 
Yfa 38.05536 0.20997 −0.00010 −3.67368x10-7 0.999* Yfa 34.31649 0.23858 −6.39541x10-5 −5.83507x10-7 0.999* 
Yfi 7.34969 0.06455 0.00034 −6.01043x10-7 1.000* Yfi 12.09916 0.10767 0.00043 −9.01228x10-7 1.000* 

Kortemark 
Yfa 15.51409 0.10772 0.00028 −7.09677x10-7 1.000* Yfa 15.19735 0.13819 0.00042 −1.12419x10-6 1.000* 
Yfi 4.52979 0.05351 0.00017 −2.70968x10-7 1.000* Yfi 6.56282 0.08137 0.00028 −5.65988x10-7 1.000* 

LOW 
Yfa 9.21459 0.08865 0.00016 −3.54796x10-7 0.999* Yfa 8.11034 0.09908 0.00020 −3.94429x10-7 0.999* 
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8.1 INTRODUCTION 
 

In the agricultural context, the implementation of mandatory and rigid isolation 
perimeters around GM maize fields is not always feasible (see chapter 7; Perry, 2002; 
Dolezel et al., 2005; Messéan et al., 2006; Sanvido et al., 2008). Previous 
investigations have demonstrated the difficulty to implement wide isolation perimeters 
in some agricultural areas in the EU, especially when maize is grown on a large part of 
the agricultural area. In such cases, each GM maize field interferes with many non-GM 
maize fields and their corresponding farmers. If neighbouring farmers do not concur 
with their respective cropping intentions and crop plans and if no alternative co-
existence measures are proposed by law, mandatory and rigid isolation perimeters 
might affect the farmers’ freedom of choice to grow GM or non-GM maize, which is at 
odds with European co-existence objectives. 

To facilitate the implementation of rigid isolation perimeters imposed by law, it 
has been proposed to restrict the cultivation of GM maize to areas with a low share of 
maize, and/or to grow GM maize in large clusters or in a low number of large fields 
(see chapter 7). Proportions of non-GM maize fields and farmers touched by isolation 
perimeters also are reduced when short isolation perimeters (< 50 m) are implemented. 
Short isolation perimeters, supplemented with a shift in sowing and flowering dates 
and/or with the installation of a pollen barrier, may offer similar guarantees to comply 
with the tolerance threshold of 0.9% for the adventitious presence of GM material in 
non-GM products than wide isolation perimeters. 

In the present chapter, a new strategy focusing on the spatial distribution of GM 
maize is explored to warrant the farmers’ freedom of choice to grow GM or non-GM 
maize when rigid isolation perimeters are imposed by law. To keep the proportions of 
non-GM maize fields and farmers having at least one non-GM maize field falling within 
isolation perimeters implemented around GM maize fields at a minimum, a method is 
developed to actively search for optimal field allocations of GM maize. 

 
 

8.2 MATERIALS AND METHODS 
 

8.2.1 Spatial analyses 
 

Using a digital map of agricultural fields of the region Anzegem (Flanders, Belgium; 
hereafter: LOW) for 2004, the shortest distance between arable fields – suitable for the 
cultivation of maize – was calculated from edge to edge with a spatial accuracy of 
approximately 0.25 m in a square of 25 km2. Calculated distances were arranged in a 
distance matrix. In the digital map of the Flemish Land Agency, fields were represented 
as polygons with field attributes corresponding to the cultivated crop, the field size, the 
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identification number, and the relation number relating to the farmer who uses the field. 
Spatial analyses were performed in the GIS software ArcView 3.1. 
 

8.2.2 Scenarios 
 

As GM maize is not grown commercially in Flanders yet, different scenarios (hereafter: 
S) were simulated in the selected square. In all scenarios, it was assumed that some 
farmers would act in collaboration by pooling all their arable land. 

 
(S1-10%) 10% of the farmers, who are selected randomly, pool their arable land. 
(S1-30%) 30% of the farmers, who are selected randomly, pool their arable land. 
(S2-10%) 10% of the farmers with the largest maize area are selected to pool 

their arable land. 
 

Considering that GM crop production is generally regarded as the ‘newcomer’ in 
Flanders, farmers who grow GM maize are responsible for taking appropriate on-farm 
measures to limit the adventitious mixing due to pollen flow. Because GM maize 
growers will be advised against the cultivation of GM maize if spatial interference with 
neighbouring non-GM maize farmers cannot be excluded and if mutual agreement 
cannot be reached, they will have to adapt their cropping intentions and crop plans to 
those of non-GM maize growers. To limit spatial interference with neighbouring non-
GM maize farmers, it was assumed that GM maize growers would optimally allocate 
GM maize on their land. Moreover, previous investigations showed that maize shares 
are relatively stable over successive years in the studied area, indicating that non-GM 
maize fields can be considered as fixed at the regional scale (see chapter 7). 

For each scenario, the implementation of mandatory and rigid isolation 
perimeters of 10, 25, 50 and 100 m around the selected fields for the cultivation of GM 
maize was tested. Based on recent reviews of the scientific literature on pollen 
dispersal and cross-fertilisation in maize and on predictive vertical gene flow modelling 
at the landscape level (see chapter 6), it was concluded that isolation perimeters 
ranging between 10 and 50 m – depending on the seed purity, field characteristics and 
distribution, crop types, differences in sowing and flowering times and on 
meteorological conditions – would be sufficient to keep the adventitious GM-input from 
cross-fertilisations below the 0.9% threshold. 

The isolation perimeter of 100 m represented a more conservative measure that 
could apply to stacked GM maize events or to situations in which other sources than 
cross-fertilisation (e.g. seed impurities, the mixing in machinery and/or post-harvest 
operations) contribute to the adventitious presence of GM material in non-GM products. 
In these cases, tighter tolerance thresholds might have to be proposed to keep the 
GMO content below 0.9% in the final product, requiring wider isolation perimeters. 
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8.2.3 Calculations and statistical analyses 
 

Based on the distance matrix and field attributes, the proportions of non-GM maize 
fields and farmers having at least one non-GM maize field occurring within the isolation 
perimeters over the entire square were calculated. Fields and their corresponding 
farmers falling within perimeters of several GM maize fields were only counted once. 
Calculations were performed in the statistical software R 2.3.1. 

Within the common pool of arable land from the selection of collaborating 
farmers, GM maize was allocated randomly until a predefined maize area (called field 
set), needed to fulfil the farmers’ maize demand, was reached. This random selection 
was repeated thousands of times (runs). Per random field set, the proportions of non-
GM maize fields (and their corresponding farmers) falling within the implemented 
isolation perimeters were calculated. The lower the proportions of non-GM maize fields 
and farmers, the better. From the fourth run on, the best three field sets were stored by 
the computer. Results of any subsequent run were compared with this basket of best 
three field sets. If the computer found a better field set, this new set was exchanged for 
the worst set in the basket. Runs were stopped when the composition of the basket did 
not change anymore; that is, when the proportions of non-GM maize fields falling within 
the isolation perimeters did not further decrease (Fig. 8.1).  
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Figure 8.1. Minimal proportions of non-GM maize fields falling within the implemented isolation 

perimeters in relation to the tested number of runs (situation: S1-30%; LOW; 2004; 
isolation perimeter of 25 m (left) and 100 m (right)). 

 
 

To estimate the efficiency of the developed approach in minimising spatial interference, 
three control scenarios (hereafter: SC) were tested. Instead of searching for optimal 
GM maize field allocations, GM maize was randomly allocated to the selected pool of 
arable land in the control scenarios. Through a Monte Carlo analysis, fields to be 
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planted with GM maize were selected randomly until a predefined maize area was 
reached during 10000 independent runs. Thereby, the same pool of arable land as in 
scenarios S1-10%, S1-30% and S2-10% was used. For each run, the proportions of 
non-GM maize fields and farmers having at least one non-GM maize field occurring 
within isolation perimeters were calculated. Average values of these runs were 
compared with the values calculated in the previous scenarios. 
 
 

8.3 RESULTS 
 

8.3.1 S1-10%: 10% of the farmers, who are selected randomly, pool their 
arable land 

 
The 10% randomly selected farmers in scenario S1-10% had 82.2 ha of fields in 
common, which were distributed over 57 fields, covering a total maize area of 35.5 ha. 
Since the average field size was 1.4 ha, 35.5/1.4 = 24 fields had to be selected to fulfil 
the farmers’ maize demand. Assuming that all agricultural fields have the same size, 
the number of possible GM maize field allocations was (57)!/[(24)!x(57!–24!)]. From the 
tested runs, the three combinations leading to the lowest proportions of non-GM maize 
fields falling within perimeters were selected (Tab. 8.1). 
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Table 8.1. Proportions of non-GM maize fields and farmers falling within isolation perimeters (IP) for the best three field sets (S1-10%) and for 10000 
random GM maize field allocations (SC1-10%) when 10% of farmers co-operate with each other in LOW. 

 

S1-10%  SC1-10%  
SC1-10% / 

S1-10% IP 
(m) Number 

of runs 
GM maize 

fields 
GM maize 
area (ha) 

Pfi (%) Pfa (%)  Pfi (%) Pfa (%)  Qfi Qfa 

  18 35.9 0.48 1.14       
10 100000 15 36.2 0.95 2.27  4.78 ± 0.95 10.68 ± 2.08  9.96 9.37 

  19 35.9 0.95 2.27       
  22 35.6 1.90 4.55       

25 120000 18 36.2 1.90 4.55  6.07 ± 1.07 13.37 ± 2.35  3.20 2.94 
  18 35.6 1.90 4.55       
  18 36.1 1.90 4.55       

50 120000 17 37.9 2.38 5.68  6.83 ± 1.13 14.44 ± 2.35  3.60 3.17 
  20 38.7 2.38 5.68       
  15 37.6 4.29 10.23       

100 140000 14 35.8 4.29 10.23  9.15 ± 1.20 18.18 ± 2.40  2.13 1.78 
  14 35.6 4.29 10.23       

Abbreviations: Pfi = Proportions of non-GM maize fields falling within perimeters of the chosen field sets; Pfa = Proportions of non-GM maize farmers 
having at least one non-GM maize field falling within perimeters of the chosen field sets; Q = Quotients of Pfi and Pfa of SC1-10% and S1-10%, 
respectively 
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For the implementation of an isolation perimeter of 10 m, a combination of 18 fields to 
be planted with GM maize was found for which 0.5% of all non-GM maize fields, 
involving 1.1% of all non-GM maize farmers, fell within the isolation perimeter. These 
proportions corresponded to one non-GM maize field and farmer (Fig. 8.2).  

 

 
Figure 8.2. Map of LOW with fields of arable land from the co-operating farmers (yellow) and 

fields selected to be planted with GM maize (green) when an isolation perimeter of 
10 m is implemented (situation: S1-10%; LOW; 2004). 

 
 

Within the isolation perimeter of 100 m implemented around the set of 15 fields 
selected for the cultivation of GM maize, the proportions of non-GM maize fields and 
farmers having at least one non-GM maize field falling within the isolation perimeter 
were 4.3 and 10.2%, respectively. These proportions corresponded with nine non-GM 
maize fields and farmers.  

When fields to be planted with GM maize are selected randomly in the farmers’ 
pool of arable land (SC1-10%), the proportions of non-GM maize fields and farmers 
having at least one non-GM maize fields falling within the isolation perimeter of 10 m 
were 4.8 ± 1.0 and 10.7 ± 2.1%, respectively. For an isolation perimeter of 100 m, 
these proportions increased to 9.2 ± 1.2% of all non-GM maize fields and to 18.2 ± 
2.4% of all non-GM maize farmers. 

The mean size of the three selected field sets for the cultivation of GM maize (2.1 
ha) in S1-10% was larger than the mean size of the pooled fields (1.4 ha) when an 
isolation perimeter of 10 m is implemented. For the implementation of an isolation 
perimeter of 100 m, the selected field sets had a mean size of 2.5 ha (Tab. 8.4). 
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8.3.2 S1-30%: 30% of the farmers, who are selected randomly, pool their 
arable land 

 
In S1-30%, the common pool of arable land contained 252 fields for a total area of 
367.9 ha. To fulfil their maize demands (92.7 ha), the 29 selected farmers had to grow 
GM maize on 64 fields, as the average field size was 1.5 ha. 

For the implementation of an isolation perimeter of 10 m, a combination of 51 
fields for the cultivation of GM maize was found for which 3.1% of all non-GM maize 
fields fell within the isolation perimeter. This proportion of fields involved 7.4% of all 
non-GM maize farmers (Tab. 8.2). Hence, five non-GM maize fields and farmers were 
touched by the implemented isolation perimeter. 

Increasing the isolation perimeter width to 100 m increased the proportions of 
non-GM maize fields occurring within the perimeter to 11.8%, corresponding to 23.5% 
of all non-GM maize farmers. These proportions represented 19 non-GM maize fields 
and 16 non-GM maize farmers (Fig. 8.3). 

 

 
Figure 8.3. Map of LOW when 30% of the farmers co-operate with each other for the 

cultivation of GM maize in order to minimise spatial co-existence problems when 
an isolation perimeter of 100 m has to be implemented (situation: S1-30%; LOW; 
2004; khaki-brown fields = fields from conventional farmers where no maize is 
grown; yellow fields = conventional maize; purple and red fields = fields from the 
common pool of arable land; red fields = fields selected for the cultivation of GM 
maize; black = isolation perimeter around GM maize fields). 
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Table 8.2. Proportions of non-GM maize fields and farmers falling within isolation perimeters (IP) for the best three field sets (S1-30%) and for 10000 
random GM maize field allocations (SC1-30%) when 30% of farmers co-operate with each other in LOW. 

 

S1-30%  SC1-30% 
SC1-30% / 

S1-30% IP 
(m) Number 

of runs 
GM maize 

fields 
GM maize 
area (ha) 

Pfi (%) Pfa (%)  Pfi (%) Pfa (%) Qfi Qfa 

  51 92.9 3.11 7.35       
10 200000 53 94.3 3.11 7.35  13.10 ± 2.43 24.60 ± 4.34  4.21 3.35 

  49 94.3 3.73 8.82       
  55 95.1 4.35 10.29       

25 600000 52 93.1 4.35 10.29  15.58 ± 2.61 28.73 ± 4.50  3.58 2.79 
  58 92.8 4.35 10.29       
  49 94.4 6.83 16.18       

50 350000 53 93.1 7.45 16.18  19.84 ± 3.06 34.10 ± 4.66  2.91 2.32 
  52 92.8 8.08 14.71       
  47 93.3 11.80 23.53       

100 690000 50 92.9 12.42 23.53  29.55 ± 3.72 45.35 ± 4.66  2.50 1.93 
  50 94.1 12.42 25.00       

Abbreviations: Pfi = Proportions of non-GM maize fields falling within perimeters of the chosen field sets; Pfa = Proportions of non-GM maize farmers 
having at least one non-GM maize field falling within perimeters of the chosen field sets; Q = Quotients of Pfi and Pfa of SC1-30% and S1-30%, 
respectively 
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When GM maize was randomly allocated to the common pool of arable land, the 
proportions of non-GM maize fields and their corresponding farmers falling within the 
isolation perimeter of 10 m were 13.1 ± 2.4 and 24.6 ± 4.3%, respectively. For an 
isolation perimeter of 100 m, 29.6 ± 3.7% of all non-GM maize fields fell within the 
isolation perimeters, involving 45.4 ± 4.7% non-GM maize farmers. 

The best three field sets selected from the pool of arable land to be planted with 
GM maize had a mean size of 1.8 and 1.9 ha, which was larger than the mean size of 
the pooled fields (1.5 ha), when an isolation perimeter of 10 and 100 m was 
implemented, respectively (Tab. 8.4). Figure 8.4 illustrates that larger fields (> 2 ha) 
were more frequent in the best field sets than in the common pool of arable land. 
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Figure 8.4. Size distribution of the common pool of arable land and of the best field set for the 

cultivation of GM maize (situation: S1-30%; LOW; 2004; isolation perimeter of 10 m 
(left) and 100 m (right)). 

 
 

8.3.3 S2-10%: 10% of the farmers with the largest maize area are selected 
and pool their arable land 

 
The common pool of arable land of the 10% largest maize farmers consisted of 123 
fields, which covered an area of 174.1 ha with 82.3 ha of maize. Since the average 
field size was 1.4 ha, approximately 58 fields were needed to fulfil the farmers’ maize 
demand.  

For an isolation perimeter of 10 m, a set of 44 fields was found for the cultivation 
of GM maize for which the proportions of non-GM maize fields falling within the 
isolation perimeter was 2.9% (corresponding to 5 fields) and involved 5.8% of all non-
GM maize farmers (or 5 farmers). These proportions increased to 13.2% (23 fields) and 
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19.5% (17 farmers), respectively, when the isolation perimeter was increased from 10 
m to 100 m (Tab. 8.3). 

Proportions of non-GM maize fields and farmers falling within the isolation 
perimeter of 10 m of randomly allocated GM maize fields were 10.3 ± 1.6 and 17.6 ± 
2.6%, respectively. These proportions increased to 23.8 ± 2.4% of all non-GM maize 
fields and 32.7 ± 2.9% of all non-GM maize farmers when an isolation perimeter of 100 
is implemented.  
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Table 8.3. Proportions of non-GM maize fields and farmers falling within isolation perimeters (IP) for the best three field sets (S2-10%) and for 10000 
random GM maize field allocations (SC2-10%) when 10% of farmers with the largest maize area co-operate with each other in LOW. 

 

S2-10%  SC2-10% 
SC2-10% / 

S2-10% IP 
(m) Number 

of runs 
GM maize 

fields 
GM maize 
area (ha) 

Pfi (%) Pfa (%)  Pfi (%) Pfa (%) Qfi Qfa 

  44 82.3 2.87 5.75       
10 520000 53 82.4 3.45 6.90  10.34 ± 1.61 17.60 ± 2.64  3.60 3.06 

  58 82.4 3.45 6.90       
  54 82.5 4.60 8.05       

25 240000 49 83.6 4.60 8.05  11.72 ± 1.75 19.18 ± 2.70  2.55 2.38 
  51 82.4 5.17 10.34       
  58 83.1 5.75 10.35       

50 230000 44 83.9 5.75 10.35  14.14 ± 1.89 22.75 ± 2.91  2.46 2.20 
  53 85.5 6.32 11.49       
  50 84.8 13.22 20.69       

100 250000 50 84.0 13.22 20.69  23.77 ± 2.40 32.72 ± 2.92  1.80 1.68 
  48 83.6 13.22 19.54       

Abbreviations: Pfi = Proportions of non-GM maize fields falling within perimeters of the chosen field sets; Pfa = Proportions of non-GM maize farmers 
having at least one non-GM maize field falling within perimeters of the chosen field sets; Q = Quotients of Pfi and Pfa of SC2-10% and S2-10%, 
respectively 
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Similarly to the previous scenarios, the mean size of the best field sets to be planted 
with GM maize was larger than the mean size of the pooled fields (Tab. 8.4). 

 
Table 8.4. Average field size of the best three field sets to be planted with GM maize and of 

the common pool of arable land per tested scenario in LOW. 
 

Average field size (ha) of best field sets 
Isolation perimeters Scenario 

10 25 50 100 

Average field size 
(ha) of common 

pool 

S1-10% 2.1 1.9 2.1 2.5 1.4 
S1-30% 1.8 1.7 1.8 1.9 1.5 
S2-10% 1.6 1.6 1.7 1.7 1.4 

 
 

8.4 DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS 
 
The optimal allocation of GM maize to any field of the shared pool of arable land of 
farmers who act in collaboration enabled to reduce the proportions of non-GM maize 
fields and farmers that have at least one non-GM maize field falling within the 
implemented isolation perimeters by at least a factor two, compared with a situation in 
which GM maize is randomly allocated to the same pool of fields. However, due to the 
small set of selected farmers and because only one site*year was considered, caution 
is required when interpreting, extrapolating and scaling up the made observations. 
Further investigations are needed to test whether other sets of farmers and sites 
change the outcome or give robustness to the preliminary results. 

Not surprisingly, the mean field size of the selected field sets for the cultivation of 
GM maize was proven to be systematically larger than the mean size of fields from the 
common pool of arable land. This indirectly confirms that growing GM maize in a small 
number of large fields facilitates the feasibility to implement mandatory and rigid 
isolation perimeters (see chapter 7).  

It remains to be seen whether the proposed method might be a valuable 
instrument for service granting to the agriculture community (e.g. for the management 
of varietal purity in maize seed production (Sicard, 2003), crop purity in maize 
production for starch, polenta and sweet maize in some EU Mediterranean areas (Bock 
et al., 2002; Schiemann, 2003), and/or of confinement measures for pharmaceutical 
crops (Marvier, 2008)). To make it workable, farmers will have to talk to each other in 
due time. Not only should farmers make good agreements prior to sowing, 
collaborating farmers should also be willing to grow GM maize on the selected fields of 
the common pool of arable land. In practice, there might be logistic, economic and 
agronomic reasons to withdraw some fields from the common pool of arable land. 
Constraints affecting field choices might include water supply, soil properties, market-
driven production strategies, field size and access, or location of food processing 
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factories, machinery and labour resources. Moreover, if the same farmers act in 
collaboration for the cultivation of GM maize over successive years, it might lead to a 
tight monoculture of maize. Larger and more spatially isolated fields will be selected 
more frequently for the cultivation of GM maize than other fields in the studied case. 
Therefore, the method should be fine-tuned by taking into account several drivers of 
crop rotation and the allocation of crops to certain fields (e.g. Castellazzi et al., 2007). 

If rigid isolation perimeters are nationally/regionally imposed by law and if 
neighbouring farmers do not concur with their respective cropping intentions and crop 
plans, previous studies have demonstrated that the most efficient way to minimise 
spatial co-existence problems is to group all GM maize fields in a large cluster (see 
chapter 7). However, this collides with the freedom of land use and with good 
agricultural practices, since clustering is expected to favour and strengthen 
monoculture. Although the random allocation of GM maize fields offers the highest 
freedom of land use, it leads to the largest spatial co-existence problems. The 
presented method offers an intermediate solution, as it minimises spatial co-existence 
problems without jeopardising the freedom of land use totally. Therefore, this tactic is 
worth considering in ex ante co-existence regulations. 
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9.1 INTRODUCTION 
 

Since the first commercial introduction of transgenic HR crops in 1995, the area 
planted with these GM crops has increased dramatically. In 2006, approximately 70 
million hectares were commercially planted with GMHR soybean, cotton, oilseed rape 
and maize worldwide (GM stacked events excluded; Service, 2007). The area of 
GMHR crops comprised 60% of soybean, 30% of cotton, 20% of oilseed rape and 15% 
of maize plantings (Beckie and Owen, 2007). The rapid adoption of GMHR crops is 
generally attributed to low cost, simplified, more flexible and selective weed 
management options provided by the use of broad-spectrum, intrinsically non-selective 
herbicides (Gianessi, 2005; Cerdeira and Duke, 2006). 

Modern biotechnology has enabled the insertion of genes from biologically 
unrelated species, allowing the production of GM crops that are resistant to non-
selective herbicides containing the active ingredient GLY or GLU. GLY inhibits the 
shikimate pathway in plants, in turn inhibiting the biosynthesis of amino acids important 
for protein production and plant growth (Dill, 2005), whilst GLU disrupts the enzyme 
pathway for glutamine synthetase (Duke, 2005). Hereby, the formation of acid 
glutamine from glutamate is prevented, which leads to the accumulation of ammonia to 
levels that are toxic to the plant. Accordingly, it became possible to use post-
emergence herbicides for controlling many weeds at high efficacy (e.g. annual and 
perennial broadleaved and grass weeds) over a wider range of crop growth stages 
without concern for injury to the crop. However, the efficacy of GLU on perennial 
weeds is limited, because it exhibits less systemic activity than GLY. 

Besides of providing an economic, simple, flexible and safe alternative, the 
biotechnology-based weed management strategy gained further popularity through the 
availability of generic non-selective herbicides. In 2000, the patent rights for GLY have 
expired, enabling for the commercialisation of different salts and formulations of the 
herbicide (Woodburn, 2000). This evolution triggered a 40% price drop in the years 
since (Service, 2007). 

In the United States (US), Argentina, Brazil, Canada, China, Paraguay and South 
Africa, switching from current crops to GMHR crops has dramatically altered crop 
production with important changes in patterns of herbicide use and production 
practices (Heimlich et al., 2000; Shaner, 2000; Benbrook, 2001; Phipps and Park, 
2002; Demont and Tollens, 2004; Brookes and Barfoot, 2005; Duke, 2005; Gianessi, 
2005; Beckie et al., 2006; Cerdeira and Duke, 2006; Young, 2006; Beckie and Owen, 
2007; Cerdeira et al., 2007; Graef et al., 2007; Kleter et al., 2007, 2008; Sanvido et al., 
2007b; Bonny, 2008). Herbicide regimes used with GMHR crops have substituted for a 
set of other regimes. Not only have farmers reduced the rates of soil-applied pre-
emergence treatments and used GLY or GLU to effectively control emerging weeds, 
they also have substituted GLY or GLU for their previously used post-emergence 
applications. GMHR crops have likely contributed to the recent increase in adoption of 
no-till or reduced-till planting procedures. Hereby, non-selective herbicides are applied 
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to clear fields from weeds before sowing instead of ploughing. Compared to traditional 
methods of soil tillage, conservation tillage practices minimise soil loss due to water 
and wind erosion, improve soil carbon sequestration, increase moisture conservation 
and enhance biological activity in the topsoil (Lal, 2004; Montgomery et al., 2007). 
Fewer tractor passes across fields also reduce soil compaction and on-farm fuel use 
(Bennett et al., 2004; Holland, 2004; Lal et al., 2007). 

Focussing on changes in patterns of herbicide use, the potential changes in agro-
environmental footprint of switching from current crops to GMHR crops are investigated 
by comparing the environmental impact of various herbicide regimes used with GMHR 
and non-GMHR crops. Maize is taken as a case study, not only because it is a major 
crop in Belgium, but also because current herbicide regimes in non-GMHR maize do 
not always provide consistent season-long control. Therefore, GMHR maize might be 
valuable to farmers, and be the first transgenic crop to be effectively adopted in 
Belgium. First, the pesticide occupational and environmental risk (POCER) indicator 
developed at the Ghent University (Vercruysse and Steurbaut, 2002) is calculated for 
various herbicide regimes applied in GMHR and non-GMHR maize. The POCER index 
values are good indicators to compare the impact on human health and the 
environment of the different herbicide regimes. Secondly, harmful effects on farmland 
biodiversity falling beyond the scope of the POCER indicator are discussed for 
herbicide regimes used with GMHR maize. 

 
 

9.2 MATERIALS AND METHODS 
 

9.2.1 POCER indicator 
 

The aim of the POCER indicator is to evaluate the impact and risk of pesticide 
treatments to both human health and the environment. This impact is reflected on ten 
environmental modules with three modules for human occupational, non-dietary 
exposure (1-3), and seven modules for the environment (4-10): (1) risk to pesticide 
operator; (2) risk to worker; (3) risk to bystander; (4) persistence in the soil; (5) risk of 
ground water contamination; (6) acute risk to aquatic organisms; (7) acute risk to birds; 
(8) acute risk to bees; (9) acute risk to earthworms; and (10) risk to beneficial 
arthropods. The ten modules are based on the acceptance criteria formulated in Annex 
VI of Directive 91/414 concerning the placing of plant protection products on the 
market. 

For each module, the risk is estimated by the use of risk indices. A risk index (RI) 
is the quotient of the estimated human exposure or the predicted environmental 
concentration (exposure assessment) and a toxicological reference value (effect 
assessment). For the calculation of the exposure values, international accepted models 
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are used. The toxicological reference values used in the effect assessment are certified 
endpoints defined in Annex VI of Directive 91/414. 

To calculate the total risk, each RI is converted in an exceedence factor (EF). 
Hereby, a lower and upper limit is defined per module. Based on the upper and lower 
limit and the RI of each module, the EF is calculated. Calculated EF values ≤ 0 are 
scored as zero and reflect a low (negligible) risk, whilst calculated EF values ≥ 1 are 
scored as one and reflect a high (unacceptable) risk. EF values ranging in-between 0 
and 1 represent an intermediate risk.  

The total risk is calculated by summing the values of the ten modules – ranging 
between 0 and 1 – assuming that all components are equally important. As such, the 
POCER indicator gives the total risk of a pesticide for human health and the 
environment expressed as a value ranging between 0 and 10. Further details about the 
ten risk indices, calculations and the integration of risk indices into a total risk indicator 
are provided in Vercruysse and Steurbaut (2002). 

The POCER indicator requires a lot of toxicological input data for each active 
substance in order to calculate the corresponding RI and EF values. If available for a 
specific active substance, input data were retrieved from European technical reports; 
otherwise the Pesticide Manual (Tomlin, 2006) was consulted. 

 

9.2.2 Herbicide management regimes in non-GMHR maize 
 

In principle, three different weed management approaches are possible in non-GMHR 
maize: grass and broadleaf herbicides applied (a) pre-emergence, (b) early post-
emergence, ideally in the 2-4 leaf stage of maize, or (c) sequentially, where a 
combination of (grass) herbicides with soil activity is applied pre-emergence followed 
by a mixture of post-emergence (broadleaf) herbicides (Fig. 9.1[a-c]). The sequential 
approach will mainly be triggered by rainfall uncertainties, as soil-applied herbicides 
are dependent on rainfall or irrigation for activation and movement into the soil. Due to 
the dependence on soil conditions, the efficacy of preventively applied herbicides with 
residual activity is variable, sometimes requiring a corrective post-emergence 
treatment with foliar (contact) activity. 

In Belgium, herbicides are predominantly applied early post-emergence (> 90% 
of the maize fields). Because the efficacy of herbicides applied pre-emergence largely 
depends on soil conditions, heavier reliance is placed on post-emergence herbicides. 
With the withdrawal of certain environmentally less friendly soil-applied pre-emergence 
herbicides in the EU and the commercialisation of more effective post-emergence 
herbicides, this trend has been reinforced. Moreover, the application of early post-
emergence herbicides enables reducing the number of application passes to one. 
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Figure 9.1[a-f]. Possible weed management approaches used with non-GMHR maize (a-c) 

and GMHR maize (d-f) in relation to the growth stage of maize in Belgium. 
 
 
Nowadays, a large assortment of post-emergence herbicides is available to Belgian 
farmers, which offers the possibility to establish locally adapted herbicide regimes (e.g. 
to the weed species recorded, to soil type and condition). Ideally, farmers use a 
combination of four active substances in order to achieve an optimal weed control 
efficacy by widening the activity spectrum of the herbicide regime used (Tab. 9.1). For 
the choice of herbicides applied post-emergence, a balance has to be found between 
active ingredients with soil (residual) and foliar (contact) activity. When applied early in 
the 2-3 leaf stage, a high dose of active ingredient with soil activity combined with a low 
dose of active substance with foliar activity is recommended, whilst the focus is put on 
foliar activity if applied at a later stage. 

Despite the availability of a large assortment of post-emergence herbicides, 
some practical constraints need to be considered. First, a compromise between how 
much crop injury might be accepted and the level of weed control has to be found. 
Secondly, herbicides applied early post-emergence are only effective on weeds below 
a certain growth stage. Third, control of late-emerging weeds or weeds that germinate 
over a longer period of time is not always ensured due to the umbrella effect (e.g. 
weeds can be sheltered by the crop or by taller weeds), or due to a lower weed 
susceptibility. Moreover, the risk of crop injury increases dramatically with the growth 
stage of maize. Table 9.2 presents some typical herbicide regimes applied in non-
GMHR maize in Belgium. 
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Table 9.1. Weed spectrum and activity/efficacy of herbicides used in maize. See Table 9.2 for product composition (source: Flemish government, 
Department of Agriculture and Fishery = http://www2.vlaanderen.be/ned/sites/landbouw/downloads/plant/gewasbescherming_mais.pdf).  

 

Pre-emergence  Post-emergence 
Dual 
Gold 

Frontier 
Elite 

Merlin 
Stomp 
400SC 

Terano  
Aspect 

T 
Banvel 

4S 
Callisto

Equip 
SC 

Gardo 
Gold 

Laddok 
T 

Mikado 
Samson 

4SC 
Weed 

R R R R R  F>R F F F F>R F>R F>R F>R 
Grass weed – monocotyledon 

Digitaria sanguinalis +++ +++ +++ + ++  ++ − ++ − ++ − ++ + 
Echinochloa crus-galli +++ +++ ++ + ++  +++ − ++ +++ +++ + ++ +++ 

Setaria spp. ++ ++ ++ − ++  +++ − − ++ ++ − − +++ 
Elytrigia repens − − − − −  − − − +++ − − − ++ 

Lolium spp. ++ ++ − − +++  +++ − − +++ ++ − − +++ 
Poa annua ++ + + + +++  +++ − − +++ +++ +++ − +++ 

Broadleaved weed – dicotyledon 
Amaranthus spp. + +++ +++ ++ +++  +++ − +++ +++ +++ ++ + ++ 

Amaranthus 
retroflexus 

+ +++ +++ ++ +++  +++ − +++ +++ +++ ++ + ++ 

Anagallis spp. + ++ +++ ++ +++  +++ ++ ++ +++ ++ +++ ++ +++ 
Calystegia sepium − − − − ++  ++ +++ − − − − − − 

Convolvulus arvensis − − − − +  + +++ − − − − − − 
Capsella bursa-

pastoris 
+ ++ ++ ++ ++  ++ ++ ++ − +++ +++ +++ − 

Sinapis arvensis − − +++ − +++  +++ ++ ++ ++ +++ +++ + +++ 
Chenopodium album + ++ + +++ ++  + + +++ ++ +++ + +++ + 

Atriplex patula − − + +++ ++  + + +++ ++ +++ + +++ − 
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Table 9.1. Continued. 
 

Pre-emergence  Post-emergence 
Dual 
Gold 

Frontier 
Elite 

Merlin 
Stomp 
400SC 

Terano  
Aspect 

T 
Banvel 

4S 
Callisto

Equip 
SC 

Gardo 
Gold 

Laddok 
T 

Mikado 
Samson 

4SC 
Weed 

R R R R R  F>R F F F F>R F>R F>R F>R 
Broadleaved weed – dicotyledon 

Fallopia convolvulus − − − + +  +++ ++ ++ + +++ ++ + + 
Polygonum aviculare + − ++ + ++  ++ ++ ++ + +++ + + + 

Polygonum 
lapathifolium 

− + +++ ++ ++  +++ ++ +++ + +++ +++ +++ ++ 

Polygonum persicaria + + +++ ++ +++  +++ ++ +++ + +++ +++ +++ ++ 
Rumex spp. − − ++ + −  ++ ++  − ++ ++ + − 

Galium aparine + − + + +++  ++ ++ + ++ ++ +++ + +++ 
Geranium spp.   + + +++  ++ ++ ++ + ++ ++ ++ + 

Lamium purpureum ++ +++ +++ ++ +++  +++ ++ ++ − +++ +++ +++ − 
Matricaria spp. ++ +++ +++ − +++  +++ ++ − ++ +++ +++ + ++ 

Senecio vulgaris + + ++ − ++  ++ ++ ++ − ++ +++ ++ − 
Sonchus spp. − − − − −  − + + − + − + − 

Mercurialis annua − − + +++ +  +++  + + ++ +++ + + 
Solanum nigrum ++ ++ ++ + ++  ++ ++ +++ +++ +++ ++ +++ + 
Stellaria media ++ +++ +++ ++ +++  +++ +++ +++ +++ +++ +++ +++ + 

Urtica spp. − − +++ + +++  ++ +++ +++ + + + +++ − 
Veronica spp. + ++ ++ ++ ++  ++ ++ ++ − + +++ ++ − 
Viola arvensis − + ++ + +++  +++ − +++ ++ ++ +++ +++ + 

Efficacy of weed control: very high = +++; good = ++; medium = +; low = −. For the interpretation of the consistency of weed management strategies it is 
important to note that the efficacy of herbicide regimes is variable, and highly influenced by weed spectrum, stage of development, environmental 
conditions and timing of application 
F = foliar herbicide with contact or systemic activity; R = herbicide with residual activity 
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Table 9.2. Commonly used herbicide regimes in non-GMHR maize in Belgium (sources: Fyto.web = http://www.fytoweb.fgov.be; Landbouwcentrum 
voor Voedergewassen vzw). 

 

Regime Product name 
Active ingredient 

(AI) 
Composition 

(g/l) 
Product dose 

(P, l/ha)a 
Application rate 

(AI, kg/ha) 
Situation 

Pre-emergence 
flufenacet 60.0% 0.450 

Terano 
metosulam 2.5% 

0.75 kg/ha 
0.019 1 

Merlin isoxaflutol 75.0% 0.08 kg/ha 0.060 

 

flufenacet 60.0% 0.600 
Terano 

metosulam 2.5% 
1.00 kg/ha 

0.025 2 
Frontier Elite dimethenamide-P 720.0 1.00 (1.40) 0.720 

 

Frontier Elite dimethenamide-P 720.0 1.40 (1.40) 1.008 
3 

Stomp 400SC pendimethalin 400.0 2.50 (3.75) 1.000 
 

Dual Gold S-metolachlor 960.0 1.50 (1.50) 1.440 
4 

Stomp 400SC pendimethalin 400.0 2.50 (3.75) 1.000 
 

flufenacet 200.0 0.400 
Aspect T 

terbuthylazine 333.0 
2.00 (2.55) 

0.666 5 
Stomp 400SC pendimethalin 400.0 2.00 (3.75) 0.800 

 
Chenopodiaceae 
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Table 9.2. Continued. 
 

Regime Product name 
Active ingredient 

(AI) 
Composition 

(g/l) 
Product dose 

(P, l/ha)a 
Application rate 

(AI, kg/ha) 
Situation 

Post-emergence 
flufenacet 60.0% 0.450 

Terano 
metosulam 2.5% 

0.75 kg/ha 
0.019 

Frontier Elite dimethenamide-P 720.0 1.00 (1.40) 0.720 
Mikado sulcotrion 300.0 0.75 (1.50) 0.225 

Samson 4SC nicosulfuron 40.0 0.75 (1.50) 0.030 

6 

Banvel 4S dicamba 480 0.50 (0.60) 0.240 

 Calystegia 
sepium 

terbuthylazine 200.0 0.500 
Laddok T 

bentazone 200.0 
2.50 (3.50) 

0.500 
Frontier Elite dimethenamide-P 720.0 1.00 (1.40) 0.720 

7 

Callisto mesotrione 100.0 0.75 (1.50) 0.075 

 grass weeds; 
no Setaria spp. 

terbuthylazine 200.0 0.500 
Laddok T 

bentazone 200.0 
2.50 (3.50) 

0.500 
Dual Gold S-metolachlor 960.0 0.90 (1.60) 0.864 

8 

Mikado sulcotrion 300.0 0.75 (1.50) 0.225 

 grass weeds; 
no Setaria spp. 

Dual Gold S-metolachlor 960.0 0.90 (0.90) 0.864 
Stomp 400SC pendimethalin 400.0 1.50 (3.75) 0.600 9 

Mikado sulcotrion 300.0 0.75 (1.50) 0.225 

 grass weeds; 
no Setaria spp. 

terbuthylazine 187.5 0.375 
Gardo Gold 

metolachlor 312.5 
2.00 (2.00) 

0.625 
Callisto mesotrione 100.0 0.75 (1.50) 0.075 

10 

Samson 4SC nicosulfuron 40.0 0.75 (1.50) 0.030 

 grass weeds 
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Table 9.2. Continued. 
 

Regime Product name 
Active ingredient 

(AI) 
Composition 

(g/l) 
Product dose 

(P, l/ha)a 
Application rate 

(AI, kg/ha) 
Situation 

Post-emergence 
terbuthylazine 200.0 0.500 

Laddok T 
bentazone 200.0 

2.50 (3.50) 
0.500 

Mikado sulcotrion 300.0 1.00 (1.50) 0.300 
11 

Samson 4SC nicosulfuron 40.0 1.00 (1.50) 0.040 

 grass weeds 

Frontier Elite dimethenamide-P 720.0 1.00 (1.40) 0.720 
Stomp 400SC pendimethalin 400.0 1.50 (3.75) 0.600 

Mikado sulcotrion 300.0 0.75 (1.50) 0.225 
12 

Samson 4SC nicosulfuron 40.0 0.75 (1.50) 0.030 

 grass weed; 
Polygonaceae 

Frontier Elite dimethenamide-P 720.0 1.00 (1.40) 0.720 
Stomp 400SC pendimethalin 400.0 1.50 (3.75) 0.600 

Callisto mesotrione 100.0 0.75 (1.50) 0.075 
foramsulfuron 22.5 0.039 

13 

Equip SC 
isoxadifen-ethylb 22.5 

1.75 (2.66) 
0.039 

 grass weeds; 
Polygonaceae 

a Between brackets = maximal authorised dose; b Isoxadifen-ethyl = safener 
Abbreviations: AI = active ingredient; P = product;  = high presence;  = low presence 
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9.2.3 Herbicide management regimes in GMHR maize 
 
Acting almost exclusively through contact with foliage, GLY and GLU are applied post-
emergence when and where they are actually needed with a low crop injury potential. 
Theoretically, the biotechnology-based weed management strategy enables delaying 
the post-emergence application of broad-spectrum post-weed management, compared 
to non-GMHR maize. The efficacy of GLY and GLU at controlling weeds is less 
dependent on weed size. Because GLY and GLU can be used up to a larger growth 
stage for weeds, the biotechnology-based weed management strategy offers a greater 
flexibility in timing of weed management. However, the control of larger plants requires 
higher application rates. Application rates are not only weed size-dependent, but also 
environment- and species-dependent. Not all weeds are equally susceptible to GLY 
and GLU (Norsworthy et al., 2001). 

Predicting or defining the recommended herbicide regimes in GMHR maize is still 
extremely difficult. On the one hand, no GMHR maize has been approved for 
commercial cultivation in the EU yet, meaning that there is little or no experience in 
herbicide use under real EU agricultural conditions. Accordingly, limited information is 
available regarding the efficacy and economics of the novel herbicide regimes 
associated with GMHR maize in EU regions. On the other hand, EU countries show 
considerable variation in registered active substances, weed types, meteorological and 
agro-environmental conditions, farm size, economics, and in farmers’ behaviour, 
probably favouring locally adapted herbicide regimes in GMHR maize cropping. 
Therefore, data on application rates and number of applications were retrieved from 
literature, and to some extent adapted to the Belgian agricultural situation in order to 
test some realistic herbicide regimes (Tab. 9.3).  

Although one post-emergence application at a dose rate of 0.800 kg GLU ha-1 
was recommended in the British Farm Scale Evaluations (FSE trials; Firbank et al., 
2003a), most sites received a single application at rates averaging 0.700 kg GLU ha-1 
(Champion et al., 2003). However, in the absence of pre-emergence herbicides, it is 
generally agreed that a sequential application of GLY or GLU is needed to control 
weeds adequately all season. Experimental research has shown that a single post-
emergence application of GLY or GLU alone at the recommended application rates 
might be inadequate in some cases (Gianessi et al., 2002; Gower et al., 2003; Parker 
et al., 2006). When the first single treatment is applied too early, any late-emerging 
weed that remained ungerminated at the time of spraying is unaffected (Hamill et al., 
2001). In principle, even a small infestation of weeds can reduce crop yield by 
competing for resources and/or by harbouring pests and diseases. In addition, 
inappropriately controlled weeds that set seed might replenish the seedbank, 
increasing weed pressure in subsequent years. Recommended strategies to avoid 
weed reinfestation now involve the use of two post-emergence applications of GLY or 
GLU (Gower et al., 2003) (Fig. 9.1[d]). For example, Monsanto recommends using 
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GLY at dose rates ranging between 1.440 and 2.160 kg GLY ha-1 in two applications 
(F. Tencalla, personal communication). 

Delaying the first single treatment can lead to yield reductions due to an 
extended period of weed interference. To limit early-season competition and ultimately 
maize yield losses, and to eliminate the need for a second post-herbicide application, 
the use of pre-emergence residual conventional herbicides followed by one delayed 
post-emergence GLY or GLU spray has been suggested (Thomas et al., 2004; Parker 
et al., 2006) (Fig. 9.1[e]). In this situation, the application rate recommended by 
Monsanto is 1.080 kg GLY ha-1 (F. Tencalla, personal communication). 

A more realistic scenario for Belgium, where early post-emergence herbicides are 
predominantly applied in a single application, consists of using GLY or GLU in mixtures 
with other post-emergence herbicides with residual activity (Fig. 9.1[f]). This will 
eliminate early-season weed interference and allow overcoming the limitations of GLY 
or GLU used alone in a single application (Bradley et al., 2000; Hamill et al., 2000; 
Johnson et al., 2000; Thomas et al., 2004; Dill, 2005; Parker et al., 2006; Zuver et al., 
2006). Based on field studies conducted at 35 sites throughout the north-central US, 
Gower et al. (2003) concluded that the optimum timing for the GLY application to avoid 
maize yield loss is when weeds are less than 10 cm in height, no later than 23 days 
after maize planting, and when maize growth was not more advanced than the 4 leaf 
stage (V4). In this case, the recommended application rate is 1.080 kg GLY ha-1 (F. 
Tencalla, personal communication). 
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Table 9.3. Simulated post-emergence herbicide regimes used with GMHR maize. 
 

Regime 
Product 
name 

Active ingredient 
(AI) 

Composition 
(g/l) 

Product dose 
(P, l/ha) 

Number of 
sprays 

Application 
dose rate 
(AI, kg/ha) 

Efficacy of 
weed 

control* 
Reference 

14 Liberty GLU 200 2.00 1 0.400 Low [ 1 ]; [ 2 ]; [ 7 ] 
15 Liberty GLU 200 3.00 1 0.600 − [ 3 ] 
16 Liberty GLU 200 3.50 1 0.700 Low [ 4 ] 
17 Liberty GLU 200 4.00 1 0.800 Low [ 7 ] 

18 Liberty GLU 200 
2.00 and 

1.25 
2 0.650 Medium [ 7 ] 

Liberty GLU 200 4.00 1 0.800 − − 
19 

Frontier Elite dimethenamide-P 720 1.00 1 0.720 − − 
Liberty GLU 200 4.00 1 0.800 − − 

20 
Dual Gold S-metolachlor 960 0.90 1 0.864 − − 

Liberty GLU 200 4.00 1 0.800 − − 
flufenacet 200 2.50 1 0.500 − − 21 

Aspect T 
terbuthylazine 333 2.50 1 0.833 − − 

22 Roundup GLY 360 2.00 1 0.720 Medium [ 7 ] 
23 Roundup GLY 360 2.50 1 0.900 Medium [ 7 ] 
24 Roundup GLY 360 3.00 1 1.080 − [ 3 ] 

25 Roundup GLY 360 
2.50 and 

1.25 
2 1.350 High [ 7 ] 

26 Roundup GLY 360 
2.00 and 

2.00 
2 1.440 High [ 5 ]; [ 6 ]; [ 7 ]; [ 8 ] 

27 Roundup GLY 360 
2.50 and 

2.50 
2 1.800 High [ 7 ] 
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Table 9.3. Continued. 
 

Regime 
Product 
name 

Active ingredient 
(AI) 

Composition 
(g/l) 

Product dose 
(P, l/ha) 

Number of 
sprays 

Application 
dose rate 
(AI, kg/ha) 

Efficacy of 
weed 

control* 
Reference 

28 Roundup GLY 360 
3.00 and 

3.00 
2 2.160 High [ 8 ] 

Roundup GLY 360 3.00 1 1.080 − 
29 

Frontier Elite dimethenamide-P 720 1.00 1 0.720 − 
[ 8 ] 

Roundup GLY 360 3.00 1 1.080 − 
30 

Dual Gold S-metolachlor 960 0.90 1 0.864 − 
[ 8 ] 

Roundup GLY 360 3.00 1 1.080 − 
flufenacet 200 2.50 1 0.500 − 31 

Aspect T 
terbuthylazine 333 2.50 1 0.833 − 

[ 8 ] 

* Low = lower level of weed control than in herbicide regimes used with non-GMHR maize, or with very variable weed control efficacy; High = higher 
level of weed control than in herbicide regimes used with non-GMHR maize, or with very stable weed control efficacy 
[ 1 ] Bradley et al. (2000); [ 2 ] Hamill et al. (2000); [ 3 ] Phipps and Park (2002); [ 4 ] Champion et al. (2003); [ 5 ] Gower et al. (2003); [ 6 ] Bennett et al. 
(2006); [ 7 ] Leroux et al. (2006); [ 8 ] F. Tencalla, Monsanto (personal communication) 
Abbreviations: AI = active ingredient; P = product 
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9.3 RESULTS 
 

9.3.1 POCER index 
 

(1) Risk to pesticide operator, (2) Risk to worker, and (3) Risk to bystander: No 
differences in risk to human health were observed between herbicide regimes applied 
in maize cropping systems, except for the regimes that solely contain the active 
substance GLY. In this case, the calculated EF values ranged between 0.54 and 0.78 
(Tab. 9.4). Due to its low human toxicity, GLY has a lower impact on the pesticide 
operator: it has a higher acceptable operator exposure level (AOEL), which is the 
maximum amount of active substance to which the operator can be exposed without 
adverse health effects (Tab. 9.5). The risk to worker was usually small, except for 
herbicide regimes that contained the active substance terbuthylazine. The AOEL for 
terbuthylazine is the lowest from all the active ingredients tested, resulting in 
considerably high risks for both operator and worker. The risk to bystander of all the 
regimes studied was very small and transient, ending in EF values of zero. Accordingly, 
the total risk on human health was lower for herbicide regimes that only relied on the 
active substance GLY than for the other analysed regimes. 

(4) Persistence in the soil: The studied herbicide regimes had EF values ranging 
between 0.00 and 0.03, reflecting a low persistence of the corresponding active 
substances in the soil. This is because half-lives of active substances shorter than or 
equal to 90 days soil persistence are generally considered to be low. GLY is readily 
degraded by soil microbes, having a moderate half-life ranging from 7 to 60 days with 
an average value of approximately 47 days, but reaching 174 days in some soils under 
some conditions (Wauchope et al., 1992; Giesy et al., 2000; Mamy et al., 2005; 
Cerdeira and Duke, 2006; Laitinen et al., 2006). Other studies have shown soil half-
lives of less than 30 days such as 17.5 ± 0.7 days (Accinelli et al., 2004; Screpanti et 
al., 2005). The laboratory aerobic soil half-life of GLU is 4 to 34 days with a mean value 
of 16 days. In field experiments done in Italy, a half-life of 6.4 ± 0.1 days was detected 
(Accinelli et al., 2004; Screpanti et al., 2005). The wide range of half-life values can be 
explained by different experimental conditions of temperature, moisture and soil 
(reviewed in Arias-Estévez et al., 2008). Metabolites resulting from the degradation of 
GLY and GLU are known to have longer half-lives than GLY and GLU (Mamy et al., 
2005). 

(5) Risk of ground water contamination: Because GLY and GLU are rapidly 
adsorbed and tightly complexed by most soils, they show a low potential for transport 
(Giesy et al., 2000; Cerdeira and Duke, 2006; Laitinen et al., 2006). This phenomenon 
is reflected in the calculated EF values: compared with the other analysed herbicide 
regimes, the risk of ground water contamination of GLY and GLU when used alone was 
low (on average 0.24 for GLY and 0.18 for GLU instead of 0.29 for the other herbicide 
regimes).  
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(6) Acute risk to aquatic organisms: The low acute toxicity of GLY and GLU to 
fish, Daphnia and algae was confirmed by the calculated EF values. When used alone, 
the EF values of GLY and GLU were lower (= 0.00) than those of a wide range of 
active substances such as dimethenamide-P (0.38-0.46 dependent on the dose), S-
metolachlor (1.00) and terbuthylazine (0.77-0.92 dependent on the dose), confirming 
the findings of other studies (Giesy et al., 2000; Wauchope et al., 2002; Mamy et al., 
2005; Screpanti et al., 2005). Once in surface water, GLY and GLU dissipate more 
rapidly than most other herbicides (Cerdeira and Duke, 2006). GLY was not found to 
bio-accumulate, bio-magnify, or persist in an available form in the environment. 
Consequently, the risk to aquatic organisms is negligible or small at application rates < 
4 kg GLY ha-1 (Solomon and Thompson, 2003).  

(7) Acute risk to birds, (8) Acute risk to bees, (9) Acute risk to earthworms, and 
(10) Risk to beneficial arthropods: Although GLY and GLU have been shown to be less 
toxic to invertebrates than were other herbicides (Giesy et al., 2000; Haughton et al., 
2001a; Cerdeira and Duke, 2006), this trend was not observed in this study. This is due 
to the low toxicity to invertebrates and vertebrates of currently used herbicide regimes, 
reflecting a move towards active ingredients with better (eco)toxicological profiles since 
the nineties. A remarkable outcome of the risk evaluation with POCER is that S-
metolachlor is the only active substance showing a high EF value (1.00) for bees, due 
to the small lethal dose (see LD50-bees in Tab. 9.5). 
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Table 9.4. POCER exceedence factors (EFs) for 31 herbicide regimes used in maize. Regimes 1 to 13 are applied on non-GMHR maize, whilst 
regimes 14-31 are used with GMHR maize. See Tables 9.2 and 9.3 for herbicide regimes tested. 

 

POCER modules Total values 
Regime Pesticide 

operator
Worker 

By-
stander

Persistence
Ground 
water 

Aquatic 
organisms

Birds Earthworms Bees 
Beneficial 
arthropods

Human 
health 

Environment Total 

1 1.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.21 0.61 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 1.00 0.82 1.82 
2 1.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.33 0.73 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 1.00 1.06 2.06 
3 1.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.27 0.57 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 1.00 0.84 1.84 
4 1.00 0.00 0.00 0.01 0.31 1.00 0.00 0.00 1.00 0.00 1.00 2.32 3.32 
5 1.00 0.31 0.00 0.02 0.21 0.92 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 1.31 1.16 2.47 
6 1.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.36 0.69 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 1.00 1.05 2.05 
7 1.00 0.24 0.00 0.00 0.35 0.85 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 1.24 1.21 2.45 
8 1.00 0.24 0.00 0.00 0.36 1.00 0.00 0.00 1.00 0.00 1.24 2.36 3.60 
9 1.00 0.00 0.00 0.01 0.27 1.00 0.00 0.00 1.00 0.00 1.00 2.28 3.28 

10 1.00 0.17 0.00 0.00 0.28 0.82 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 1.17 1.10 2.27 
11 1.00 0.24 0.00 0.00 0.31 0.83 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 1.24 1.14 2.38 
12 1.00 0.00 0.00 0.03 0.27 0.48 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 1.00 0.78 1.78 
13 1.00 0.00 0.00 0.01 0.25 0.47 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 1.00 0.73 1.73 
14 1.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.13 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 1.00 0.13 1.13 
15 1.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.17 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 1.00 0.17 1.17 
16 1.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.19 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 1.00 0.19 1.19 
17 1.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.21 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 1.00 0.21 1.21 
18 1.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.18 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 1.00 0.18 1.18 
19 1.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.31 0.38 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 1.00 0.70 1.70 
20 1.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.32 1.00 0.00 0.00 1.00 0.00 1.00 2.32 3.32 
21 1.00 0.37 0.00 0.00 0.32 0.95 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 1.37 1.27 2.64 
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Table 9.4. Continued. 
 

POCER modules Total values 
Regime Pesticide 

operator
Worker 

By-
stander

Persistence
Ground 
water 

Aquatic 
organisms

Birds Earthworms Bees 
Beneficial 
arthropods

Human 
health 

Environment Total 

22 0.54 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.18 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.54 0.18 0.72 
23 0.59 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.20 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.59 0.20 0.80 
24 0.64 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.22 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.64 0.22 0.86 
25 0.69 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.25 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.69 0.25 0.93 
26 0.70 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.26 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.70 0.26 0.96 
27 0.75 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.28 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.75 0.28 1.03 
28 0.78 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.30 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.78 0.30 1.09 
29 1.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.32 0.38 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 1.00 0.70 1.70 
30 1.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.33 1.00 0.00 0.00 1.00 0.00 1.00 2.33 3.33 
31 1.00 0.37 0.00 0.00 0.33 0.95 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 1.37 1.28 2.65 
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Table 9.5. Input data used for the active substances tested (sources: European technical reports; Tomlin, 2006). 
 

Active ingredient (AI) DT50
a Koc

b AOELc AbDE
d MTCe LD50-birdsf LC50-earthwormsg LD50-beesh 

bentazone 14.0 13.0 0.130 2 1.0100000 1140 870 200.000 
dicamba 14.0 2.0 0.370 10 0.0410000 2000 762 100.000 

dimethenamide-P 11.7 90.0 0.040 10 0.0001700 1068 294 134.000 
flufenacet 34.0 353.0 0.017 10 0.0000408 1608 226 25.000 

foramsulfuron 9.4 151.0 0.100 10 0.0660000 2000 453 226.000 
GLU 13.0 620.0 0.020 2 0.0370000 2000 1000 100.000 
GLY 12.0 884.0 0.200 10 7.2900000 2000 480 100.000 

isoxaflutol 1.3 112.0 0.020 3 0.0016000 2150 1000 100.000 
mesotrione 5.0 109.0 0.015 60 0.0700000 2000 438 11.000 
metolachlor 20.0 215.0 0.200 3 0.0001000 2150 140 110.000 
metosulam 25.0 500.0 0.020 10 0.0000750 2000 1000 50.000 
nicosulfuron 45.0 0.8 2.000 10 0.1000000 2250 1000 20.000 

pendimethalin 90.0 15744.0 0.234 10 0.0003000 1421 1000 100.000 
S-metolachlor 20.5 293.0 0.070 10 0.0000060 2510 570 0.085 

sulcotrion 6.0 492.0 0.005 10 0.0012000 5620 1000 200.000 
terbuthylazine 3.2 220.0 0.002 10 0.0000160 1000 200 100.000 

a DT50 = half-life (days); b Koc = adsorption coefficient (mg/g); c AOEL = acceptable operator exposure level (mg/kg body weight/day); d AbDE = dermal 
absorption factor (%); e MTC = maximal tolerable concentration (mg/l); f LD50-birds = lethal dose (mg/kg body weight); g LC50-earthworms = lethal 
concentration (mg/kg soil); h LD50-bees = lethal dose (µg/bee) 
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9.3.2 Indirect impact on farmland biodiversity 
 
One of the concerns related to the commercial release of GMHR crops is the use of 
non-selective herbicides that are more efficient at controlling a very wide spectrum of 
weeds. With the EU agricultural policy that is changing from supporting agricultural 
production to the promotion of environmental benefits such as the conservation of 
farmland biodiversity (Firbank, 2005), it is feared that the long-term persistence of 
arable weeds in the seedbank would decline in cleaner fields. Invertebrates, small 
mammals and seed-eating birds might be threatened by reduced food resources and/or 
foraging and nesting habitat (Watkinson et al., 2000; Butler et al., 2007). 

Indirect effects on farmland biodiversity associated with the use of non-selective 
herbicides in GMHR crops have been studied thoroughly in the FSE trials (Firbank et 
al., 2003a). Results showed that herbicide regimes used with GMHR maize had less 
impact on farmland biodiversity, compared with conventionally used herbicides. In the 
maize growing season, the weed density in GMHR maize was approximately twofold to 
threefold higher throughout the season, and biomass was 1.85-fold higher than in 
conventionally managed maize. Due to the greater weed control exerted by 
conventional herbicide regimes compared with those used with GMHR maize, biomass 
of dicotyledonous weeds and counts of their seed-rain were greater in GMHR maize 
(Heard et al., 2003a,b). 

There were few effects on major groups of invertebrates, though there were more 
ground-dwelling detritivores in GMHR maize, especially in August, and more 
herbivores and their parasitoids in June (Hawes et al., 2003). In July, the seed feeding 
carabid Harpulus rufipes was more frequent in GMHR maize fields (Brooks et al. 2003). 
Consumer-resource ratios were similar between herbicide regimes, except that there 
were more invertebrate predators per herbivore in GMHR maize.  

In GMHR maize, the rain of weed seeds important in the diets of 17 granivorous 
bird species was higher than in conventionally managed maize, though the difference 
was only significant for the following seven species: Pedrix pedrix, Columba oenas, 
Columba palumbus, Carduelis chloris, Pyrrhula pyrrhula, Emberiza schoeniclus and 
Emberiza cirlus (Gibbons et al., 2006). 

In subsequent conventional crops, the beneficial effect of herbicide regimes was 
detectable in the weed seedbank. Seedbanks following GMHR maize were 1.23-fold 
higher than following non-GMHR maize for both the first and second years (Firbank et 
al., 2005a). Although cumulative effects due to the continuous cultivation of GMHR 
crops were predicted (Heard et al., 2005), such effects have been difficult to detect. In 
the second year of maize cultivation, there was no overall trend of herbicide regime 
ratios being greater or smaller when taken across taxa (Heard et al., 2006). 

Caution is required when interpreting, extrapolating and scaling up the 
observations made. First, herbicide regimes applied in non-GMHR maize included the 
triazine herbicides atrazine, simazine and cyanazine (Champion et al., 2003). 
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Considering that these herbicides are withdrawn from approved lists of EU chemicals 
nowadays, further analysis of FSE data was deemed necessary. The reanalysis 
indicated that the replacement of triazine herbicides by less efficient conventional 
herbicides slightly reduced the beneficial effect of herbicide regimes, but did not 
eliminate it (Perry et al., 2004; Brooks et al., 2005). In other words, the benefits of 
GMHR maize management would remain. Secondly, herbicide regimes used with 
GMHR maize might not fully reflect real agricultural practice, as the application of GLU 
was limited to one spray applied at dose rates lower than 0.800 kg GLU ha-1 in most 
cases (Champion et al., 2003). In practice, other herbicide regimes than the one used 
in the FSE trials are more plausible, resulting in a different impact on farmland 
biodiversity. Third, GLU was relied on instead of GLY, which tends to provide more 
consistent weed control in particular cases (Leroux et al., 2006; Zuver et al., 2006). 
Finally, it is important to bear in mind that crops have different values for farmland 
biodiversity. In general, conventional oilseed rape and beet fields are the richest in flora 
and fauna, whilst fields cropped with maize are the poorest. In this perspective, the 
FSE showed that the differences in the impact on farmland biodiversity are greater 
between different conventional crops than between a GMHR crop and its non-GMHR 
susceptible counterpart (Firbank et al., 2005b). 

 
Like any other foliar-applied herbicide, drift of sprayed GLY and GLU might have a 
small and transient adverse impact on non-target plants, either on adjacent crops or 
plants in field margins.  

Responses of maize to simulated drift rates of sprayed GLY and GLU have been 
evaluated in field research. Crop injury was generally greater at the highest rates of 
both active substances (140 g GLY ha-1 or 53 g GLU ha-1) when applied early. Crop 
yield was reduced on average of 22 to 78% for the three highest rates when GLY was 
applied early post-emergence, whilst crop yield was only reduced by 33% for the 
highest rate at the late timing. Maize yield was reduced on average by 13 and 11% for 
the highest rate of GLU at the early and late timings respectively (Ellis et al., 2003). 

Because field margins are important resources for plants and animals in the 
arable landscape, changes in field margins resulting from herbicide spray drift might 
adversely affect farmland biodiversity (Haughton et al., 1999, 2001b). This issue was 
studied in the FSE trials. According to Roy et al. (2003), scorching of vegetation by 
herbicide spray drift was on average significantly higher on margins adjacent to GMHR 
crops (3.7%) than on margins adjacent to non-GMHR crops (1.6%). Theoretically, the 
potential for spray drift in GMHR crops was higher than in non-GMHR crops: the 
delayed weed management in GMHR crops resulted in a higher spray boom. Although 
more plants are actively growing at that stage of the season and therefore susceptible 
to spray drift, drift penetrated only over a short distance into field margins due to the 
denser vegetation structure. The overall percentage of vegetation affected was very 
low (Roy et al., 2003). 
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9.3.3 Weed shifts 
 
Like any other extensively used weed management regime, herbicide regimes used 
with GMHR maize have the potential to alter the composition, richness and diversity of 
weed communities (Shaner, 2000; Owen and Zelaya, 2005; Puricelli and Tuesca, 
2005). Recurrently applying the same herbicide regime during the growing season or in 
the rotation might favour a few dominant weed species, and eventually select for 
species that are inherently tolerant to the active substance used. This might especially 
be true for weeds that are poorly controlled at the recommended dose rates, and/or for 
delayed applications of GLY or GLU, because weeds are larger at that stage of the 
season. Additionally, weeds may alter/differentiate their time of emergence profile: late-
emerging cohorts might avoid contact with the herbicides as shown in GLY resistant 
soybean fields in Minnesota (US) (Scursoni et al., 2007). Such situations will inevitably 
occur in monocultures of maize, or when GMHR maize is rotated with other transgenic 
crops that are resistant to herbicides with the same mode-of-action. A recent survey of 
weed scientists conducted across the US revealed that weed shifts did not occur in 
GMHR maize yet, though this was attributed to the low global adoption of GMHR maize 
(Culpepper, 2006). With the anticipated increase in adoption of GMHR maize as well 
as application rates of GLY, less subtle shifts are predicted. According to Shaner 
(2000), weed shifts towards naturally tolerant species will happen more rapidly than the 
selection of resistance, and will probably occur in the short-term when GLY and GLU 
continue to be used alone. 
 
 

9.4 DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS 
 
The agro-environmental footprint from crop production will inevitably be altered when 
switching from current crops to GMHR crops (Bennett et al., 2004; Butler et al., 2007). 
Herbicide regimes used with GMHR crops will substitute for currently used herbicide 
regimes. By comparing the environmental impact of various herbicide regimes used in 
maize cropping systems, our results demonstrate that most herbicide regimes used 
with GMHR maize have a better environmental impact than those currently used in 
non-GMHR maize: the POCER exceedence factor values for the environmental 
modules were reduced approximately by a sixth when GLY or GLU is used alone. The 
beneficial environmental effect of herbicide regimes solely relying on GLY or GLU is 
attributed to their lower potential to leach into groundwater and lower toxicity to aquatic 
organisms. Similar observations have been made in previous studies on this matter 
(see also Brimner et al., 2005 for GMHR oilseed rape; Bonny, 2008 for GMHR 
soybean; Kleter et al., 2008 for GMHR sugar and fodder beet). In an experimental 
study conducted in Québec (Canada), herbicide regimes solely containing the active 
ingredients GLY or GLU had a reduced environmental impact per hectare (EI; 
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calculated using the environmental impact quotient) compared to herbicide regimes 
used with non-GMHR maize (Leroux et al., 2006). Relying on data from US pesticide-
use surveys, Kleter et al. (2007) concluded that the EI value calculated per hectare 
decreased from 87.9 to 53.6 – representing a proportional reduction of 39% – when 
herbicide regimes applied in non-GMHR maize were replaced by those used in GMHR 
maize. On a global scale, a reduction of 3.4% in EI values was calculated due to 
changes in herbicide regimes from growing GMHR maize (Brookes and Barfoot, 2005). 
Likewise, the adoption of GMHR maize was predicted to dramatically reduce herbicide 
concentrations in surface water of vulnerable US watersheds (Wauchope et al., 2002). 
Because GLY and GLU have better (eco)toxicological or environmental profiles than 
the herbicides they replace, the adoption of GMHR maize in the EU might positively 
contribute to the quality of the receiving environment, even if they are relatively high-
use-rate herbicides (Cerdeira and Duke, 2006). 

Due to the assumption that GMHR maize would be sprayed only with herbicides 
that contain the active ingredient GLY or GLU, the environmental benefits of the tested 
herbicide regimes may be overestimated. In the agricultural context, it is highly 
probable that other herbicides than GLY or GLU will be added in the GMHR maize 
system. Sometimes GLY or GLU will replace conventional herbicides completely, whilst 
at other times they will be used to reduce the application rates of current herbicides. 
Depending upon the situation, our results show that the beneficial effect induced by the 
novel herbicide regimes might be reversed, reduced or maintained (see also Leroux et 
al., 2006). For similar reasons, the beneficial environmental impact on farmland 
biodiversity of novel herbicide regimes, observed in the FSE trials, may be 
overestimated. 

Assuming that GLY would be used only in GMHR maize is not always true. In 
conservation tillage, a pre-plant burn-down application of GLY is generally used, whilst 
GLY is also sprayed to kill the green cover of set-aside land before returning the land to 
cultivation (Firbank et al., 2003b). Accordingly, the use of herbicides might be 
underestimated in non-GMHR maize cropping, although the cited practices are not 
widespread in Belgium yet. 

Changes in patterns of herbicide use and their impact on the agro-environmental 
footprint from crop production should be considered in a perspective against a dynamic 
and continuously evolving agricultural crop management. First, due to regional 
differences in agricultural crop management, the environmental impact is expected to 
vary, both between and within regions and countries. Secondly, the comparison of 
environmental impacts of the analysed herbicide regimes reflects the move towards the 
use of less toxic herbicides in current maize. Third, with the current trend to combine 
two or more transgenes into stacked GM maize events, future GM maize hybrids will 
no longer contain a single transgene. Because a stacked GM maize event will be 
resistant to multiple herbicides and even to insects, the environmental impact from 
agricultural crop management is expected to differ from that of a single GMHR maize 
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event. Therefore, future environmental impact assessments will have to combine and 
integrate different transgenic traits (Nillesen et al., 2006). 
 
Despite the partial benefits that have been sketched when herbicide regimes used in 
GMHR and non-GMHR maize are compared with each other, the extensive use of non-
selective herbicides with GMHR crops raises some concerns that are not predicted to 
slow in the immediate future. Rotating GMHR crops that are resistant to herbicides with 
the same mode-of-action and/or applying GLY or GLU at multiple times during the 
growing season highly intensify the selection pressure on weeds, in turn favouring 
resistance development (Duke, 2005; Beckie et al., 2006; Beckie and Owen, 2007). 
While GLU resistant weeds have not been observed yet, several GLY resistant weeds 
have been reported worldwide (Owen and Zelaya, 2005; Heap, 2007). For example, 
evolved GLY-resistance was identified in horseweed [Conyza canadensis (L.) Cronq] 
three years after the adoption of GMHR soybean in certain no-tillage fields in Delaware 
(US) (VanGessel, 2001). Although the scale of outbreak has remained relatively small, 
weed experts worry that HR weeds would become more widespread in the future 
(Service, 2007). The possible occurrence of shifts in weed communities might also 
complicate or reduce the effectiveness of weed control (Young, 2006). In areas where 
GLY resistant weeds have to be controlled, farmers might exacerbate this phenomenon 
by increasing herbicide rates with time. The increased use of GLY will augment the 
selection pressure on weeds, favouring the emergence of new HR weeds (Duke, 2005; 
Pline-Srnic, 2005). Additionally, the potential reduction in the number of active 
substances used when adopting the novel herbicide regimes might be short-lived, 
because farmers will use other herbicides with GLY to control GLY resistant weeds in 
GMHR crops (see chapter 4; Dill, 2005). 

Given the inevitability of evolved and natural herbicide resistance, the widespread 
implementation of stewardship plans is becoming crucial. Stewardship plans should 
aim at preserving and sustaining the biotechnology-based weed management strategy, 
and at ensuring the effectiveness of GLY on the long-term. Consequently, resistance 
development in weeds should be prevented and managed (Nazarko et al., 2005; 
Sammons et al., 2007). Not only does the biotechnology-based weed management 
strategy provide an economic, environmentally safe and simple weed management 
alternative in most cases, it also facilitates no-till or reduced-till planting procedures. It 
is even argued that safeguarding the biotechnology-based weed management strategy 
and the effectiveness of GLY might avoid the need for switching to herbicides with 
poorer (eco)toxicological and environmental profiles. 

Some weed scientists have proposed to improve crop and management diversity 
by rotating GMHR crops, alternating low and high application rates, and/or by using a 
variety of different herbicides (Beckie et al., 2006). Crop rotations favour a more 
diverse composition of weed communities instead of the domination of single weed 
species. In so doing, the selection pressure on weed communities will be reduced. 
Redesigning the cropping system in a manner that reduces the size and interference 
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capacity of weed populations might be one step forward in preventively reducing the 
need for herbicides (Nazarko et al., 2005). In practice, this tactic might be difficult to 
implement. Not only are more complex practices less likely to be adopted, benefits 
resulting from their adoption only become apparent in the long-term. Moreover, it will 
inevitably be hampered by market-driven production strategies (e.g. the current bio-fuel 
hype inciting US farmers to grow maize in monoculture at the expenses of soybean, 
rice and cotton). 

Alternative tactics for delaying the vicious treadmill cycle aim at substituting GLY 
and GLU for other non-selective herbicides that are equally benign from an 
environmental point of view. Within this context, GMHR crops resistant to dicamba are 
close on the horizon (Behrens et al., 2007), opening the door for ‘stacking’ or 
combining multiple HR traits into a same GM crop. Farmers growing multiple GMHR 
crops will be able to alternate applications of non-selective herbicides, or to use 
mixtures of non-selective herbicides together in a more sustainable way. 

A less dedicated, but more realistic tactic focuses on increasing the efficacy in 
the use of herbicides. Herbicide use can be optimized by scouting for weeds, by 
integrating knowledge of weed biology and ecology, by improving application 
technologies, and by improving the herbicide regimes (e.g. tank mixes of post-
emergence herbicides with different mode-of-action) (Nazarko et al., 2005; Parker et 
al., 2006). As such, new or existing compounds may be targeted to fill the gaps in the 
spectrum of GLY or GLU. However, due to the potential lower cost of weed control with 
GMHR maize using GLY or GLU alone, practices of mixing herbicides with different 
modes-of-action might be ignored by farmers, especially in the absence of GLY 
resistant weeds. 
 
Main drivers for the potential adoption of biotechnology-based weed management 
strategy in maize will be the flexibility in timing and simplification of weed management, 
a reduction in management time, a lower risk for crop injury, the facilitation of adoption 
of no-till or reduced-till planting procedures, and less concern with carry-over damage 
to rotational crops in Belgium. The first adopters probably will be farmers with difficult-
to-control weed species, which require higher-than-average herbicide rates and higher-
than-average number of used active substances. In such situations, improved control 
of troublesome weeds combined with a reduction in overall herbicide-use-rates and 
number of used active ingredients might translate into economic benefits for farmers 
with GMHR maize. However, the fact that several competitive and economic weed 
control alternatives are available to maize farmers may slow down the adoption rate of 
GMHR maize in Belgium. Moreover, delaying first treatments in the growing season 
might induce yield penalties due to early-season competition. Any incentive to adopt 
GMHR maize could also be taken away by (1) technology fees, which increase input 
costs and might create a culture of surveillance (Beckie et al., 2006), (2) co-existence 
costs, rules and measures, which might promote conflicts and ruin personal 
relationships between farmers (see chapter 7; Demont et al., 2008), (3) an increased 
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dependence/reliance upon specific chemicals for weed control, and/or by (4) the lack of 
availability of HR traits in regionally significant cultivars. 
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In this interdisciplinary study, a kaleidoscopic perspective on the impact of genetically 
modified (GM) crops and their corresponding agro-food products was presented. By 
placing some of the impacts resulting from the adoption of the novel agricultural 
technology in a socio-ethical, legal (part I) and agro-ecological context (part II), light 
was thrown upon different dimensions of agro-food biotechnology (Fig. 1.1). The agro-
ecological (hereafter: environmental) part, which is structured around three pertinent 
case studies, focused on the processes of vertical gene flow and herbicide usage. 
Based on the facets studied, it was observed that the concept of sustainability has 
come to occupy a prominent place in the debate about agro-food biotechnology. 
Therefore, it was investigated whether the adoption of agro-food biotechnology might 
play a role in constructing a sustainable system of crop production (part III).  
 

10.1 A ‘complex of concerns’ 
The adoption rate of the first generation of GM crops shows considerable disparities 
worldwide. Although the global area planted with GM soybean, maize, cotton and 
oilseed rape reached 102 million hectares in 2006, the total area cropped with GM 
crops remained below the 65000 hectares in the European Union (EU). This area is 
equivalent to approximately 0.6% of the total EU maize cultivation area. Maize is still 
the only GM crop to be effectively grown in the EU. Following the registration of various 
GM maize varieties in national catalogues and the common catalogue of varieties of 
agricultural plant species, the area cropped with these insect resistant maize varieties 
gradually increased, especially in areas where the European and Mediterranean corn 
borer are pests. In 2007, the cultivation area of GM maize exceeded the barrier of the 
100000 hectares for the first time. Still, transgenic maize in the EU only accounts for 
2% of the total EU maize cultivation area, compared to 75% in the US. 

The disparity in adoption rate of GM crops is generally attributed to societal 
scepticism, and complex and lengthy regulatory procedures in the EU. The application 
of recombinant DNA technology out of the laboratory and into civil society entailed a 
‘complex of concerns’. The advent of GM agro-food products aroused strong societal 
concerns over health and environmental safety, socio-ethical and economic 
considerations. What started out as a concern about safety and risks, soon intersected 
with important discussions about ethics, economics, politics, and cultural values. 
Fostered by several highly publicised and successive incidents, public suspicion 
towards regulatory authorities, scientists and technocratic decision-making has grown 
in the EU. The media, which explicitly got enrolled in public perception and societal 
image building of agro-food biotechnology, exacerbated the social amplification of risk 
(chapter 2; RQ1). 

In the end of the 1990s, the societal opposition contributed to a de facto 
moratorium on the commercialisation of new GM crop events. At the June 1999 
meeting of the Environmental Council, Austria, Denmark, France, Greece, Italy and 
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Luxembourg decided not to accept new market consents of new GM crop events as 
long as the existing regulatory frame was not revised. 

From 1999 onwards, the regulatory frame has been continuously revised in order 
to slow down further erosion of public and market confidence. Via various waves of 
institutional reforms, a gradual revision of existing legislations and the creation of new 
EU institutions were devised. In response to the societal concerns about harmfulness 
and scientific uncertainties related to GM agro-food products, various scientific and 
technical reforms were made at the level of the risk analysis. In this context, (1) the 
precautionary principle, environmental post-market monitoring and traceability were 
adopted as ways to cope with scientific uncertainties, (2) the environmental risk 
assessment was differentiated from the product-specific ones, (3) the environmental 
risk window was broadened, by requiring the assessment of potential direct, indirect, 
immediate, delayed and cumulative long-term adverse effects, (4) risk assessment 
methodologies and approaches were harmonised, and (5) new institutions such as the 
European Food Safety Authority (EFSA) were created to provide independent, 
objective and transparent science-based advice. Finally, a more streamlined and less 
cumbersome authorisation procedure, centralised around the EFSA, was introduced 
through the ‘one door, one key’ approach. With these legal reforms, societal demands 
focusing on the availability of safe GM agro-food products and on the protection of the 
environment and its biodiversity were taken seriously. In terms of labelling, traceability, 
co-existence and public information, legal answers were formed to the general desire 
of the public for more information about GM agro-food products, and the specific 
demand to respect the consumers’ and farmers’ freedom of choice (chapter 3; RQ4). 
 
Despite the deep revision of the EU regulatory frame that led to the upheaval of the 
moratorium in 2004, the societal scepticism did not dissipate. The lasting sceptical 
and/or ambivalent attitude towards GM agro-food products reveals that there is still 
some progress to make in order to restore public confidence. Even more, today, a 
stigma seems attached to agro-food biotechnology, especially to its resulting GM agro-
food products. 

With the solidification of a risk-based policy in the restyled regulatory frame, 
decision-making, in fact, only poorly integrated ‘broader’ societal concerns and differing 
values at play in the debate of genetically modified organisms. The explicit role of 
public participation and/or ethical consultation during authorisation procedures is at 
best minimal, and no legal room was created to trade possible risks against benefits of 
adopting GM crops. As such, the gap between scientific and social rationality is 
maintained. Therefore, the Sense and Sensibility (re)quest to move from a merely 
reliable risk-based policy towards a socially more robust one – in which normative 
premises are denoted explicitly and in which differing values and ideals held are 
accounted for in decision-making – is still very much alive (chapter 2; RQ2). 

Although gaining trust might be harder than losing it, the move towards a socially 
more robust risk analysis could start with (1) making scientific risk assessments more 
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transparent by denoting explicitly the factual and normative premises on which they are 
based, (2) allowing the contribution of diverse ‘publics’ through the organisation of 
participatory exercises, and (3) implementing an integral sustainability evaluation that 
integrates societal concerns. This might enable clarifying and accommodating different 
values and ideals held in decision-making, bringing uncertainties to light, enhancing 
public accountability, pluralizing expertise and creating a shared responsibility for 
decision-making (chapter 2; RQ3). 

 
An integral sustainability evaluation enables trading risks against benefits, comparing 
technological alternatives, and testing the usefulness of novel agricultural applications. 
This requires a move towards a goal-oriented assessment, in which the whole 
agricultural system is considered, rather than a harm-oriented assessment where the 
harmfulness of single crops and their associated management practices is assessed. 
The central question no longer is ‘whether possible harmful effects of a certain activity 
remain below a specific threshold value’, but becomes ‘which range of activities is 
feasible and acceptable to reach a specific goal’. Based on a shared and well-
conceived vision on the envisaged future development of agriculture, it could be 
investigated whether existing and novel cropping systems have the potential to 
contribute to the development of sustainable agriculture. 

However, the integral sustainability evaluation certainly will not make things 
easier and will inevitably induce new challenges. In the EU, for instance, agro-food 
biotechnology entailed wider debates about contending meanings of sustainable 
agriculture, and visions about agriculture futures and the role agro-biotechnology has to 
play therein. Even within the context of the environmental safety assessment of GM 
crops and their associated management practices, some Member States (MS) have 
used ‘alternative’ – less intensive – cropping systems as a normative baseline for 
judging their environmental impact. Out of these debates might follow whether the 
implementation of an integral sustainability evaluation is desirable, feasible and 
operational, and whether it should be limited to GM crops alone (chapter 2; RQ3). 

 

10.2 Novel herbicide regimes used with GMHR crops 
In the EU, the adoption of agro-food biotechnology intersected with a wider debate 
about contending meanings and visions of sustainable agriculture. Proponents see the 
first generation of genetically modified herbicide resistant (GMHR) crops as a 
sustainable alternative to current crop production. In their opinion, the adoption of 
GMHR crops and their associated novel management practices would minimise or 
even remedy side effects of intensive agriculture: the amount of active substances 
applied and herbicide doses used would be reduced, a set of currently used herbicides 
replaced by broad-spectrum, non-selective herbicides with better environmental 
profiles, and the adoption of soil conservation tillage practices stimulated. Proponents 
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even argue that greater efficiency, productivity and management flexibility would 
enhance economic competitiveness.  

These claims have been challenged by opponents who question the 
environmental and socio-economic relevance of GM crops, as well as their usefulness. 
In their view, GM crops will exacerbate initial side effects created by intensive 
agriculture. They perceive GM crops as further industrialising agriculture, as 
undermining less-intensive agricultural methods and local specialty ‘niche’ products 
(e.g. ‘produits de terroir’ in France, ‘prodotti tipici’ in Italy), and as representing a threat 
of greater farmer dependence on biotechnology industry. As a remedy, GM crops are 
therefore perceived as worse than the initial problems created by previous crop 
productions (chapter 2; RQ1). 
 
To investigate whether GMHR crops and their associated management practices may 
contribute in constructing a sustainable system of crop production, the environmental 
impact of various herbicide regimes currently used with non-GMHR maize in Belgium 
was calculated and compared with that of possible herbicide regimes applied in GMHR 
maize. Maize was taken as a case study, not only because it is a major crop in 
Belgium, but also because current herbicide regimes in non-GMHR maize do not 
always provide consistent season-long control. Therefore, GMHR maize might be 
valuable to farmers, and be the first GM crop to be effectively adopted in Belgium. 
Impacts on human health and the environment were calculated through the pesticide 
occupational and environmental risk (POCER) indicator. 

Results showed that the environmental impact of herbicide regimes solely relying 
on the active ingredients glyphosate (GLY) or glufosinate-ammonium (GLU) is lower 
than that of herbicide regimes applied in non-GMHR maize. Due to the lower potential 
of GLY and GLU to contaminate ground water and their lower acute toxicity to aquatic 
organisms, the POCER exceedence factor values for the environment were reduced 
approximately by a sixth when GLY or GLU is used alone. However, the beneficial 
environmental impact may be overestimated due to the assumption that active 
ingredients used with GMHR maize would be used alone. Data retrieved from literature 
suggest that weed control efficacy is increased and resistance development delayed 
when GLY or GLU is used together with other herbicides in the GMHR system. Due to 
the partial instead of complete replacement of currently used herbicide regimes, the 
beneficial environmental impact of novel herbicide regimes might sometimes be 
reduced or sometimes counterbalanced (chapter 9; RQ15).  
 
Whether GMHR maize and their novel herbicide regimes would remedy the initial side 
effects created by intensive agriculture depends on the way in which the biotechnology-
based weed management strategy will be implemented. If used alone, GLY and GLU 
will positively contribute to the quality of the receiving environment due to their better 
environmental profiles. However, when GMHR maize is grown in monoculture, when 
GMHR maize is rotated with other GMHR crops that are resistant to herbicides with the 
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same mode-of-action, or when GLY or GLU are applied at multiple times during the 
growing season, the selection pressure on weeds will be intensified, in turn favouring 
resistance development. For this reason, GMHR maize bearing a single HR trait might 
not allow escaping the ‘agro-chemical treadmill’, as early environmental benefits will be 
undermined in the long-run. 

Moreover, the occurrence of new environmental and social side effects is 
predicted. (1) Although neither indirect harmful effects on farmland biodiversity – 
through losses in food resources and shelter –, nor shifts in weed communities have 
been demonstrated in GMHR maize yet, this situation might change with the increasing 
adoption rate of the novel herbicide regimes used with GMHR maize. (2) In case of 
GMHR oilseed rape, HR oilseed rape volunteers – and to a lesser extent wild/weedy 
relatives – may complicate weed control, because these HR plants can no longer be 
controlled by the herbicide(s) to which they are resistant. Herbicide regimes may then 
be shifted back to the present situation where several selective active compounds have 
to be applied to control weed infestation (chapter 4; RQ6). (3) Also, an increasing 
dependence/reliance upon specific chemicals for weed control is anticipated, especially 
in view of the current trend of stacking traits in GM crops. 

The biotechnology-based weed management strategy does not mark a 
substantial break with the environmental harmful past of intensive agriculture, but 
enables to more safely sustain intensive agriculture through reduced environmental 
damages. This is because symptoms of the problem are dealt with – through 
substitution and improved eco-efficiency39 – rather than treating the cause. It is evident 
that tactics aiming at reorienting the production system are difficult to implement. Not 
only are more complex practices less likely to be adopted, benefits resulting from their 
adoption only become apparent in the long-term. Moreover, it will inevitably be 
hampered by market-driven production strategies. Therefore, the biotechnology-based 
weed management strategy used alone will not result in a ‘permanent solution’ to weed 
problems in maize, but enables moving forward towards the goal of environmental 
sustainability. If used in combination with other weed control strategies and when 
placed in the context of a never ending game of chess (with adaptation, moves and 
countermoves), the early benefits due to the biotechnology-based weed management 
strategy might persist in the mid long-term. 

                                                 
39 In case of substitution, environmentally damaging input factors are replaced by less 
damaging ones. Environmental sustainability can also be achieved through the reduction of 
input, which enables increasing the eco-efficiency of crop production. 
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10.3 Post-market monitoring of the receiving environment 
With the explicit adoption of the precautionary principle40 in Directive 2001/18, the 
environmental post-market monitoring of GM crops became mandatory in order to cope 
with scientific uncertainties. It is recognised that any risk assessment is only as good 
as the current state of scientific knowledge, and that decisions must be made 
acknowledging that some scientific shortcomings may not be resolved. 

In the EU, the environmental post-market monitoring consists of case-specific 
monitoring and general surveillance. Case-specific monitoring can be imposed when 
scientific uncertainties remain after conducting a risk assessment in order to confirm or 
refute the potential occurrence of anticipated adverse effects. In general surveillance, 
the occurrence of any unforeseen adverse effects is searched for without any 
preconception (chapter 3; RQ4). 

Monitoring the potential consequences resulting from vertical gene flow between 
oilseed rape and its wild/weedy relatives is crucial and represents a new challenge. Not 
only is vertical gene flow towards wild/weedy relatives a virtual certainty, but its 
management is difficult on-farm. Theoretically, and depending on which transgenes are 
involved, altered fitness may enable wild/weedy relatives to go extinct, to exacerbate a 
weed problem, or to expand and invade new habitats, with unwanted effects on other 
species and agro-ecosystem integrity. 

Based on the introgressive hybridisation propensity (IHP) of oilseed rape and 
certain of its cross-compatible wild/weedy relatives, a conceptual approach was 
developed in order to define monitoring priorities within the pool of cross-compatible 
wild/weedy relatives. The IHP of each wild/weedy oilseed rape relative was estimated 
through a questionnaire enclosing the successive steps to successfully achieve 
introgressive hybridisation: wild/weedy relatives and oilseed rape should co-occur, 
have overlapping flowering periods, be compatible, produce viable and fertile progeny, 
and the transgenes should persist in natural/weedy populations. Each step was 
described and scored, resulting in an IHP value for each cross-compatible oilseed rape 
wild/weedy relative.  

The gene flow index revealed that Brassica rapa has the highest introgressive 
hybridisation propensity (IHP value = 11.5), followed by Hirschfeldia incana and 
Raphanus raphanistrum (IHP = 6.7), Brassica juncea (IHP = 5.1), Diplotaxis tenuifolia 
and Sinapis arvensis (IHP = 4.5) in Flanders (chapter 5; RQ7). 

Because case-specific monitoring focuses on potential adverse effects of a 
specific GM crop, the IHP values could be used to define monitoring priorities within the 

                                                 
40 This evolution might also enable the move towards the sustainability ideal, as precaution is 
the particular attitude needed to realise sustainable development. This statement is based on 
the assumption that current generations have the moral obligation/responsibility to take account 
of the impact of their actions on the interests (e.g. the inheritance of more or less the same 
environment as and/or the enjoyment of the same level of welfare that is experienced today) 
that future generations will have. 
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pool of cross-compatible wild/weedy oilseed rape relatives. Due to the low IHP values 
of Diplotaxis tenuifolia, Sinapis arvensis, Brassica nigra, Sinapis alba, Brassica 
oleracea, Diplotaxis muralis and Erucastrum gallicum in Flanders, compared to 
Brassica rapa, monitoring activities might focus on B. rapa. As no or low numbers of 
hybrids were obtained between oilseed rape and most of its wild/weedy relatives under 
worst-case experimental conditions, the probability that the successive steps in the 
introgressive hybridisation process will be completed to realise the hazard will be 
extremely small. Moreover, the gene flow index enables to select areas where the 
exposure is the highest to detect potential adverse effects on B. rapa resulting from 
vertical gene flow. 

The focus for general surveillance lies on unanticipated effects, which will only be 
detectable through the use of existing monitoring networks. Because existing 
monitoring programs were originally designed to obtain information on the state of the 
receiving environment, they might be used for the general surveillance of GM crops. 
However, the implementation of the proposed oilseed rape-wild relative gene flow 
index revealed that the survey design of existing botanical survey networks does not 
suit general surveillance needs of GM crops in Belgium. It is highly improbable that 
unusual changes in the population of wild/weedy relatives would be detected. 
Therefore, it was recommended to survey the abundance of wild oilseed rape relatives 
with a higher spatial accuracy and on a more frequent and systematic basis. 
Considering that monitoring should be cost-effective and proportionate to the extent of 
market introduction of GM crops, survey activities could concentrate on wild/weedy 
relatives that can form hybrids under field (agricultural) conditions, and in areas where 
potential sympatry is the highest and conservational significance the highest (chapter 
5; RQ8).  
 
The current focus in monitoring of GM crops is on verifying risk assessment findings, 
measuring deviations from a predefined standard, and on verifying whether 
environmental protection goals are fulfilled. By monitoring if predefined environmental 
standards are met, ecological sustainability is ensured. However, monitoring activities 
might be extended to all existing and novel cropping systems, rather than focusing on 
GM crops and their associated management practices only. In so doing, current 
regulatory inconsistencies in the safety assessment of GM crops compared with 
conventionally bred ones might be overcome. Although conventionally bred crops and 
their associated management practices may pose similar degrees of risk than GM 
crops, the former is not subjected to regulatory oversight. This illustrates that agro-food 
biotechnology continues to be perceived as inherently risky, whilst current breeding 
approaches are assumed risk free. Within the context of an integral sustainability 
evaluation, it would become possible to deal not only with GM crops, but also with 
existing and novel crops and their associated management practices. Risks and 
benefits would then be balanced prior to their widespread adoption, regardless of the 
breeding processes used. In this context, monitoring could be used to follow up 
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potential risks and benefits of all cropping systems, with sustainable agriculture as a 
substantial conservation goal. 
 

10.4 Co-existence between cropping systems 
The co-existence between cropping systems became another battlefield of contending 
values and visions on future agricultural models. The main conflict line is between 
those that promote agro-food biotechnology, and those that defend less intensive 
cropping systems – as a future ‘alternative’ agricultural model – by banning this novel 
agricultural technology. However, the exclusion of any agricultural option is at odds 
with the recently adopted EU co-existence policy. With this co-existence policy, the 
ability of farmers to make a practical choice between GM, conventional or organic crop 
production should be guaranteed, without excluding any agricultural option. By 
maintaining different agricultural production systems, a high degree of consumer 
choice is expected to be ensured. 

To warrant the sustainable co-existence of cropping systems, MS have 
established or are developing a diversity of ex ante regulations and ex post liability 
rules. In ex ante co-existence regulations, preventive on-farm measures are prescribed 
to comply with the established tolerance thresholds for the adventitious presence of 
authorised GM material in non-GM products, whilst ex post liability rules cover 
questions of liability and the duty to redress the incurred harm caused by adventitious 
mixing (chapter 3; RQ4). 
 
Because oilseed rape has a high potential for vertical gene flow, the sound integration 
of GM oilseed rape across agricultural fields will require specific on-farm management 
efforts. Without taking such measures, the adventitious mixing between GM and non-
GM material will inevitably occur at different stages in the production chain. Obvious 
sources of admixing include the use of impure seed, the dispersal of pollen between 
neighbouring fields, the occurrence of volunteers from earlier GM oilseed rape, the 
mixing of seeds in machinery during sowing, harvesting and post-harvest operations, 
and – to a lesser extent – the occurrence of feral oilseed rape populations and 
wild/weedy oilseed rape relatives (chapter 4; RQ5). 

Crucial practices to reduce vertical gene flow include (1) restricting seed 
production of Brassica crops to suitable isolated areas to achieve established purity 
standards for certified seed; (2) the use of certified seed to reduce the probability of the 
adventitious presence of off-types with different traits; (3) isolating fields of GM oilseed 
rape to limit out-crossing; (4) harvesting at the correct crop development stage with 
properly adjusted combine settings to reduce seed losses during harvest; (5) careful 
cleaning of machinery and vehicles used; (6) avoiding deep soil inversion for at least 3-
4 wk after harvest and using ploughing as primary tillage before sowing the following 
crop to ensure maximum germination of shed seeds; (7) using appropriate herbicide 
treatments and the installation of a competitive crop after oilseed rape to allow efficient 
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weed control in subsequent crops; (8) rotating oilseed rape in a sufficiently long and 
diverse cropping sequence to deplete volunteers from the seedbank over time; and (9) 
keeping accurate on-farm records to document the history of a field (chapter 4; RQ6). 
 
As maize is a cross-pollinated crop relying on wind for the dispersal of its pollen, the 
dispersal of pollen between neighbouring maize fields is the main biological source of 
adventitious presence of GM material in non-GM maize products. Due to the leptokurtic 
distribution of cross-fertilisation levels over distance from the pollen source, isolating 
GM maize fields from non-GM ones is a robust on-farm strategy to keep the 
adventitious GMO content in the harvests of neighbouring fields below the tolerance 
threshold of 0.9%. 

In principle, the extent of cross-fertilisation also can be reduced through the use 
of maize varieties with different sowing and flowering times, the utilisation of outer rows 
of the non-GM maize field as a buffer zone, or through the installation of a pollen 
barrier around the GM maize field. However, not all these tactics can be implemented 
in Belgium. Although a difference in sowing dates may result in a difference in flowering 
time, this strategy is only realistic in Mediterranean regions where the postponement of 
the sowing will not induce yield penalties. 

Many research results indicate that the outer plant rows in a recipient maize field 
function as a zone that safeguards the centre of the field: after a maize barrier of 10-20 
m, almost none of the remaining maize contains more than 0.9% GM material. 
However, from a political/legal point of view, bordering the GM maize with a pollen 
barrier of non-GM maize is preferred, as GM crop production is generally regarded as 
the ‘newcomer’ in most European countries during the phase of introduction of the new 
production type in a region: farmers who adopt GM crops bear the responsibility of 
implementing on-farm co-existence measures necessary to reduce vertical gene flow. 
Because a maize barrier around the donor field only traps pollen that flies low and that 
is not likely to disperse far, its effect is thought to remain very local and limited. 
Moreover, a barrier around the donor reduces cross-fertilisation levels less efficiently 
than a barrier of the same width around the recipient. 

Again theoretically, farmers might adjust their crop rotations in order to schedule 
maize crops over different years, but its implementation might be hampered by market-
driven production strategies (chapter 6; RQ9).  
 
The fact that co-existence is addressed at national/regional level through the 
subsidiarity principle permits the development of locally adapted co-existence 
arrangements. This regional autonomy caused two bottlenecks. On the one hand, the 
predefined socio-economic scope of the co-existence debate has been widened with 
other issues such as safety, environmental matters, globalisation and dependence. 
Even more, safety debates held at the EU or national level have moved to 
regional/local levels, where the debate continues in the context of co-existence. On the 
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other hand, too diverse and strict co-existence standards are currently proliferating 
over the EU. 

According to the guidelines on co-existence of the European Commission (EC), 
co-existence is framed as a socio-economic problem arising from the growing of 
commercially approved GM crops. Since these crops were judged as safe in the pre-
market phase, biosafety issues fall beyond the remit of co-existence (post-market 
phase). The EC also argues that co-existence measures should not go beyond what is 
necessary in order to ensure that the adventitious presence of GM material in non-GM 
products remains below the established tolerance threshold. Otherwise, unnecessary 
burdens would be imposed for GM crop adopters, in turning raising questions about the 
proportionality of co-existence measures (chapter 3; RQ4). 

Defining the appropriate isolation perimeter width needed to spatially isolate GM 
maize fields from non-GM maize ones is complicated, as various biological, physical, 
experimental and analytical factors with varying levels of importance play a role in the 
study of cross-fertilisation in maize (chapter 6; RQ11). Despite this complexity, some 
consistent facts and patterns were observed, allowing making certain 
recommendations for isolation perimeter widths. Based on the scientific literature on 
pollen dispersal and cross-fertilisation in maize and on predictive vertical gene flow 
modelling at the landscape level, it was concluded that isolation perimeters ranging 
between 10 and 50 m – depending on the seed purity, field characteristics and 
distribution, crop types, differences in sowing and flowering times and on 
meteorological conditions – would be sufficient to keep the adventitious GM-input from 
cross-fertilisations below the tolerance threshold of 0.9% (chapter 6; RQ10). 

While some MS have taken the proportionality requirement of co-existence 
measures into account when discussing isolation perimeters, others have decided to 
propose or impose stricter measures than proposed by the EC’s standards. Therefore, 
isolation perimeters – even up to 16 times – wider than 50 m are frequently 
recommended or imposed. 
 
Nationally imposing wide and rigid isolation perimeters by law creates different 
challenges, as their implementation might induce spatial interference (hereafter: spatial 
co-existence problems) when neighbouring farmers do not concur with their respective 
cropping intentions and crop plans. Using Geographic Information System (GIS) 
datasets and Monte Carlo simulations, it was investigated how spatial co-existence 
measures implemented around GM maize fields will affect the freedom of choice of 
neighbouring farmers to grow non-GM maize on their fields, if neighbouring farmers do 
not concur with their respective cropping intentions and crop plans. More specifically, 
various scenarios differing in shares and spatial distributions of GM maize were tested 
for various isolation perimeters in six agricultural areas in Flanders (Belgium).  

Due to the small size of maize fields and their scattered distribution throughout 
the cropped area, avoiding spatial interference between neighbouring maize growers 
will be difficult in Flanders. When isolation perimeters are wider than 50 m, it will be 
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complicated to keep non-GM maize outside the sphere of influence of GM maize, 
especially in regions where (1) a lot of maize is grown, (2) the share of GM maize is 
high, (3) GM maize is grown on a high number of small maize fields, and/or where (4) 
GM maize is randomly allocated to maize fields.  

Irrespective of the scenario tested, the analyses demonstrated that the 
proportions of non-GM maize fields and their corresponding farmers falling within the 
isolation perimeters are approximately two to eight times higher in areas with the 
highest maize share than in areas with the lowest maize share. In the selected square 
of 25 km² with the highest maize share (cf. Bocholt), the proportions of non-GM maize 
fields falling within the isolation perimeters of 10, 50 and 200 m were 22.6 ± 1.8, 31.3 ± 
2.2 and 65.8 ± 3.3%, involving 38.7 ± 4.8, 47.5 ± 4.8 and 77.0 ± 4.4% of non-GM maize 
farmers when 10% of the maize fields are randomly planted to GM maize. These 
proportions increased with the share of GM maize (chapter 7; RQ12).  

To minimise spatial co-existence problems, it was proposed to restrict the 
cultivation of GM maize to areas with a low share of maize, and/or to grow GM maize in 
large clusters or in a low number of large fields. Compared to randomly distributed GM 
maize fields, growing GM maize in a large cluster of maize fields reduced the 
proportions of non-GM maize fields and farmers falling within the implemented isolation 
perimeters by at least a fifth. On-farm islands of GM maize fields were a less efficient 
strategy than the clustering of GM maize fields across farm boundaries. Not 
surprisingly, the shorter the isolation perimeters, the lower the proportions of non-GM 
maize fields and farmers occurring within isolation perimeters. Supplemented with a 
shift in sowing and flowering dates and/or with the installation of a pollen barrier, short 
isolation perimeters may offer similar guarantees to comply with the tolerance threshold 
of 0.9% for the adventitious presence of GM material in non-GM products as wide 
isolation perimeters (chapter 7; RQ13). 

Also, the optimal allocation of GM maize to a particular set of fields was a 
valuable tactic to facilitate the implementation of mandatory and rigid isolation 
perimeters. By pooling all their arable land, farmers who act in collaboration could 
decide to grow GM maize on a set of fields for which spatial interference is kept at a 
minimum. Results showed that the proportions of non-GM maize fields and their 
corresponding farmers falling within isolation perimeters were at least two times lower 
when GM maize was grown on the ‘best’ three field sets selected, compared to the 
average of 10000 random allocations of GM maize within the same pool of fields. 
Despite its usefulness, the proposed method needs to be fine-tuned in order to 
consider several drivers of crop rotation and crop allocation to specific fields. 
Nonetheless, compared to the clustering or random distribution of GM maize, it offers 
an intermediate solution: spatial co-existence problems are minimised without 
jeopardising the freedom of land use totally (chapter 8; RQ14). 

Since wide and rigid isolation perimeters imposed by law tend to be difficult to 
implement in practice and hardly take into account the diversity of the agricultural 
landscape, the use of flexible co-existence measures in combination with other 
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measures is worthwhile considering in ex ante co-existence regulations. Therefore, 
proposing the most appropriate co-existence measures on a case-by-case basis may 
be one step forward in reaching proportionate, fair and consistent co-existence at the 
regional and landscape level. Although flexible co-existence measures respect the 
proportionality condition and are also better adapted to the heterogeneity of the 
agricultural landscape, national/regional authorities may be reluctant to adopt flexible 
ex ante regulations (chapter 7; RQ13). 
 
Focusing on the broad range of isolation perimeter widths proposed in case of maize, 
one can conclude that policy objectives/agendas not solely aim at keeping the 
adventitious presence of GM material in non-GM maize products below the tolerance 
threshold of 0.9%, but also at totally avoiding any adventitious mixing. These divergent 
policy objectives/agendas reflect contending values and visions on future agricultural 
models and on the role agro-food biotechnology has to play therein. Due to the 
difficulty of implementing wide isolation perimeters, legal co-existence frames solely 
relying on single and rigid preventive measures will inevitably jeopardise the ability of 
farmers to adopt GM crops. Although farmers can seek mutual agreement on their 
respective cropping intentions and crop plans in Flanders, it remains to be seen 
whether they will concur with their respective cropping intentions. Besides jeopardising 
the ability of farmers to adopt GM crops, wide isolation perimeters violate the 
proportionality condition. 

Viewed in a broader societal context, the situation becomes more complex. The 
development in agriculture seems to follow two different paths: (1) one that focuses on 
a high productivity and efficiency in order to compete on a global market, and (2) one 
that focuses on added value of which organic agriculture is an example. Agro-food 
biotechnology usually is situated on path (1). Because various actors continue to 
perceive GM crops as a threat to other crop productions, certified quality products, and 
even to ecologically sensitive regions, they oppose against their possible integration 
into existing agricultural regions. In their view, agro-food biotechnology promotes the 
production of standardised food commodities, destined for international markets. In so 
doing, the ‘perceived’ value of the potentially affected agricultural region is protected 
preventively. The fact that an impressive number of ‘GM crop free zones’ shoots up like 
mushrooms is illustrative of this. Resistance is also opposed to the pragmatic thought 
that the interests and preferences of a small group of early adopters give the right to 
outbalance those of an agricultural minority system. 

By contrast, proponents of GM crops claim that co-existence is feasible, provided 
that good agreements are made between farmers, good agricultural practices are 
followed and that scientifically based co-existence measures are implemented. In their 
opinion, co-existence is misused as a pretext to place new barriers on the path of GM 
crops. They invert the aforesaid reasoning and question whether an existing 
agricultural minority cropping system has the right to take hostage of a new one. 
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The future will tell us if the European co-existence policy will ever succeed in 
appeasing the contending normative positions raised on agricultural futures and the 
role agro-food biotechnology has to play therein, not to mention letting different 
cropping systems exist peacefully side by side in practice (chapter 2; RQ1).  

 

10.5 Perspectives 
Like any new technology, the adoption of agricultural biotechnology not only delivers 
benefits, but also generates environmental and social side effects. As shown in this 
PhD thesis, the use of GM crops and their associated management practices inevitably 
induces new challenges. When discussing those challenges, it is important to bear in 
mind that the real choice is not between GM crops that are inherently risky and 
completely safe alternatives. Both existing and novel crops and their respective 
agricultural management practices will have positive and negative outcomes. To fully 
acknowledge these outcomes, it is worth placing the assessment of existing and novel 
crops and their associated agricultural management practices in a broader context of 
sustainability. 

With the development of sustainable agriculture as a goal for future generations, 
one could assess to which extent novel and existing cropping systems play a role in 
constructing a sustainable system of crop production. Prior to their widespread 
adoption, risks due to the adoption of a certain crop and agricultural management 
practice could be traded against its benefits, whilst alternatives could be compared, 
regardless of the breeding processes used. In so doing, cropping systems that are 
plausibly viewed as more aligned with sustainable development priorities might be 
accelerated, whilst those that impede sustainable development might be slowed. 

Although such an integral sustainability evaluation certainly will not make things 
easier and might be an unachievable ideal, it may offer a helpful framing of the debate 
about multiple controversial aspects. Social, ecological and economic considerations 
(such as ensuring social equity and cohesion, a high level of environmental protection, 
and economic prosperity) that have too often been treated in isolation could then be 
brought together and explored in a holistic and long-term perspective. Preferences for 
certain options would no longer be advanced independently of the broader, more 
complex agricultural and societal context. Likewise, underlying values at stake and 
normative perspectives fuelling the debate might be brought to light.  

Mapping the broad, inclusive and contradictory currents that humankind might 
have to navigate to reach a sustainable agricultural future might be helpful in 
overcoming the current tendency for simplified and polarised for-and-against positions 
about agro-food biotechnology applications. Even more, the awareness of the infinite 
complexity, interrelatedness and multi-dimensionality of the encountered challenges 
and the acknowledgement of the imperfect understanding thereof might foster people 
to act with more humility. 
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Dit proefschrift bestudeert de impact van transgene gewassen vanuit verschillende 
perspectieven en dimensies die op een interdisciplinaire wijze werden bijeengebracht. 
De adoptie van groene biotechnologie werd in een socio-ethische, wettelijke en agro-
ecologische context geplaatst. Meer bepaald werd nagegaan hoe de Europese aversie 
tegen transgene gewassen te verklaren is, welke evolutie hierin werd afgelegd en 
welke wegen er nog open liggen om de sereniteit van het debat te verbeteren. 
Bijzondere aandacht is besteed aan de invloed van wettelijke initiatieven. Op agro-
ecologisch vlak is bestudeerd hoe recombinante genen zich in het leefmilieu kunnen 
verspreiden, wat de potentiële gevolgen daarvan zijn, hoe we dit proces kunnen 
beheersen, welke uitdagingen te verwachten zijn binnen de co-existentie tussen 
transgene en niet-transgene gewassen, en of transgene herbicide resistente gewassen 
nu werkelijk bijdragen tot duurzamere productiesystemen. Als typegewassen is 
afwisselend gekozen voor de kruisbestuivers koolzaad en maïs. 
 
De toepassing van recombinant DNA technologie bracht een ‘complex van 
maatschappelijke bezorgdheden’ met zich mee. In dit complex vervaagde gaandeweg 
elk onderscheid tussen milieutechnische, landbouwkundige, economische en socio-
ethische kwesties. Via een historische reconstructie werd aangetoond hoe het 
maatschappelijke debat over transgene organismen geleidelijk uitbreidde in termen van 
betrokken actoren en gereflecteerde bezorgdheden. In debatten groeide daarom de 
verwarring tussen een maatschappelijke beoordeling van genetische modificatie en de 
technische risico-evaluatie bij de toepassing ervan. 

De sceptische en/of ambivalente houding van Europeanen ten opzichte van 
groene biotechnologie werd aanzien als een aanhoudend maatschappelijk verzoek – 
en zelfs een zoektocht – voor/naar een evaluatie van biotechnologie met Sense en 
Sensibility. In dit verzoek wordt naar een dimensie gezocht om het debat zinvoller aan 
te pakken en om de diversiteit aan ingenomen posities beter te integreren. Omdat 
wettelijke kaders het product zijn van wetenschap en technologie die in wisselwerking 
staan met de maatschappij, werd onderzocht hoe de maatschappelijke oppositie 
bijdroeg aan het de facto moratorium voor het vermarkten van nieuwe transgene 
gewaslijnen en aan de vormgeving van het Europese wettelijke kader voor transgene 
gewassen. Om verdere erosie van het publieke vertrouwen af te remmen werd het 
wettelijke kader tijdens het moratorium grondig vernieuwd. Het maatschappelijke 
verzoek om wetenschappelijke onzekerheden beter te integreren werd opgevangen 
door de adoptie van o.a. het voorzorgsbeginsel, milieumonitoring en traceerbaarheid. 
Etikettering, traceerbaarheid, co-existentie en publieke informatie werden 
geïntroduceerd om meer informatie over transgene producten te verschaffen en om de 
keuzevrijheid van consumenten en landbouwers te waarborgen. 

Ondanks de diepe revisie van het Europese wettelijke kader, die resulteerde in 
de opheffing van het moratorium, verdween het maatschappelijke scepticisme niet. Tot 
op heden blijven brede maatschappelijke bezorgdheden en verschillende waarden 
onvoldoende geïntegreerd in de besluitvorming: de expliciete rol van publieke 
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participatie en/of ethische consultatie tijdens de toelatingsprocedure is minimaal en er 
werd geen wettelijke ruimte gecreëerd om mogelijke risico’s van transgene gewassen 
af te wegen in het licht van hun voordelen. Daardoor is de kloof tussen technische en 
sociale rationaliteit niet gedicht. Het Sense en Sensibility verzoek(zoektocht) om te 
evolueren van een beleid dat louter gebaseerd is op wetenschappelijke feiten naar een 
beleid dat sociaal ook robuuster is, blijft actueel. 

De beweging naar een sociaal robuustere risicoanalyse kan gebeuren (1) via het 
transparanter maken van wetenschappelijke risico-evaluaties door de feitelijke en 
normatieve premissen waarop ze gebaseerd zijn te expliciteren, (2) via de organisatie 
van participatieve oefeningen om het publiek actief te betrekken bij de analyse, en (3) 
via het implementeren van een integrale duurzaamheidsevaluatie waarin 
maatschappelijke bezorgdheden geïntegreerd worden. Er is dus nog een verfijning 
nodig van het wettelijke kader om maatschappelijke bezorgdheden beter te 
weerspiegelen en te integreren. 
 
Met de expliciete adoptie van het voorzorgsbeginsel in Richtlijn 2001/18 werd 
milieumonitoring van transgene gewassen verplicht om met wetenschappelijke 
onzekerheden om te gaan. Aangezien verticale genenoverdracht van b.v. koolzaad 
naar sommige kruisbare wilde koolzaadverwanten een virtuele zekerheid is en moeilijk 
op het veld te beheersen valt, is de vroege detectie van potentiële schadelijke effecten 
cruciaal. 

Om een snelle inschatting te maken van het “ontsnappingspotentieel” van genen, 
werd een index ontwikkeld. De index geeft weer hoe groot de kans is dat 
koolzaadgenen via introgressieve hybridisatie in wilde verwanten van koolzaad 
terechtkomen. We noemden deze index IHP (introgressieve hybridisatiepotentieel). De 
index is gebaseerd op een vragenlijst. Opeenvolgende vragen kwantificeren en/of 
kwalificeren de kans dat er effectief een kruising optreedt, dat er vitale vruchtbare 
hybriden ontstaan en dat er introgressie optreedt in volgende generaties. De 
antwoorden op alle vragen werden herleid tot een getalwaarde, de IHP index.  

De index toonde aan dat in Vlaanderen Brassica rapa de hoogste IHP index 
heeft (IHP = 11.5) gevolgd door Hirschfeldia incana en Raphanus raphanistrum (IHP = 
6.7), Brassica juncea (IHP = 5.1), Diplotaxis tenuifolia en Sinapis arvensis (IHP = 4.5). 
Gebaseerd op deze IHP waarden werden monitoringprioriteiten opgesteld voor 
kruisbare wilde koolzaadverwanten. De toepassing van de voorgestelde index onthulde 
dat de opzet van bestaande botanische inventarisatienetwerken niet voldoet aan de 
eisen voor een goede milieumonitoring van transgene gewassen in België. 

Dergelijke monitoringactiviteiten zouden kunnen worden toegepast in alle 
bestaande en nieuwe teeltsystemen. Op deze wijze kan worden nagegaan of 
landbouwpraktijken aan bepaalde agro-ecologische standaarden voldoen.  
 
Het co-existentiebeleid in de Europese Unie (EU) zorgt voor een nieuwe uitdaging. Er 
moeten wettelijke kaders worden ontwikkeld die toelaten dat gangbare en biologisch 
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landbouw het telen van transgene gewassen mogelijk maken en vice versa, dat het 
telen van transgene gewassen gangbare landbouwpraktijken niet in het gedrang 
brengt. EU-lidstaten zijn volop bezig om nieuwe regelgeving te ontwikkelen. We 
kunnen alleen vaststellen dat er absoluut geen eenheid bestaat in voorgestelde 
maatregelen. 

Aangezien maïs een windbestuiver is, is het ver van elkaar houden van 
maïspercelen een goede methode om het gehalte aan transgeen materiaal in de oogst 
van naburige maïspercelen onder de Europese tolerantiedrempel van 0.9% te houden. 
Steunend op experimenteel onderzoek over stuifmeelverspreiding en kruisbevruchting 
in maïs en op rekenmodellen op landschapsniveau, werd geconcludeerd dat in de 
meeste gevallen een isolatieperimeter tussen 10 en 50 m volstaat om een onbedoelde 
vermenging onder de tolerantiedrempel te houden. 

Door de versnipperde perceelsstructuur is het implementeren van brede 
isolatieperimeters rond percelen met transgene maïs moeilijk in Vlaanderen. Omdat 
vele kleine maïspercelen erg dicht bij elkaar liggen interfereert elk perceel met vele 
andere percelen. Gebruik makend van Geografische Informatie Systeem (GIS) 
datasets en Monte Carlo analysen werd onderzocht hoe moeilijk het wordt om 
transgene maïs te telen in de buurt van niet-transgene maïs, als naburige landbouwers 
niet instemmen met elkaars teeltsysteem. Verschillende scenario’s werden verrekend 
in zes representatieve Vlaamse maïsgebieden, elk van 25 km². De veranderlijken 
waren de breedte van de isolatieperimeter en de distributie van percelen beplant met 
transgene maïs. 

Als verplichte en rigide isolatieperimeters meer dan 50 m breed zijn, dan wordt 
het moeilijk om niet-transgene maïs buiten de invloedssfeer van transgene maïs te 
houden in regio’s waar (1) veel maïs groeit, (2) het aandeel transgene maïs hoog is, (3) 
transgene maïs op een groot aantal kleine percelen wordt verbouwd, en (4) transgene 
maïs lukraak over de regio voorkomt. 

Om ruimtelijke co-existenstieproblemen tot een minimum te herleiden, kan 
theoretisch worden aanbevolen om de teelt van transgene maïs te beperken tot regio’s 
met een laag maïsaandeel en/of transgene maïs maximaal te groeperen of te 
verbouwen op een klein aantal grote percelen. Het groeperen van transgene maïs 
biedt een waardevolle oplossing: 5 tot 10 maal minder ruimtelijke co-
existentieproblemen doen zich voor vergeleken met een willekeurige verdeling van 
transgene maïs. Het groeperen van transgene maïs per landbouwbedrijf bleek een 
minder efficiënte strategie dan het groeperen van transgene maïs over 
landbouwbedrijfgrenzen heen. Het inkorten van de isolatieperimeters maakt alles 
makkelijker, zelfs in gebieden met veel maïs. Mits bijkomende co-
existentiemaatregelen (b.v. het telen van maïsrassen met verschillende zaai- en 
bloeitijdstippen of het installeren van stuifmeelbarrières) bieden ingekorte 
isolatieperimeters identieke inperkingsgaranties als bredere isolatieperimeters. Als 
maïstelers met elkaar praten, kunnen ze transgene maïs op specifieke percelen 
verbouwen om co-existentieproblemen tot een minimum te herleiden. Het blijkt dus 
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verstandig om flexibele maatregelen voor te stellen want teeltsystemen verschillen van 
regio tot regio. 

 
Met de potentiële komst van transgene herbicide resistente gewassen in de EU worden 
veranderingen in het herbicidegebruik verwacht, wat de agro-ecologische voetafdruk 
van de gewasproductie zal beïnvloeden. Om na te gaan of transgene herbicide 
resistente gewassen en hun bijhorende landbouwkundige praktijken duurzamer zijn 
dan actuele teeltsystemen, werd de milieu-impact van actueel toegepaste 
herbicideregimes verrekend en vergelijken met die van mogelijke herbicideregimes 
toegepast in transgene herbicide resistente maïs. Maïs werd als typegewas genomen 
omdat het een belangrijk gewas is in België en omdat de onkruidbeheersing lastig kan 
zijn. De impact op menselijke gezondheid en het leefmilieu werd uitgerekend via de 
‘pesticide occupational and environmental risk’ (POCER) indicator. 

Resultaten toonden aan dat de milieu-impact van herbicideregimes, die enkel 
gebaseerd zijn op de actieve stof glyfosaat (GLY) of glufosinaat-ammonium (GLU), 
lager is dan die van herbicideregimes toegepast in niet-transgene herbicide resistente 
maïs. Door het lage potentieel van GLY of GLU om grondwater te contamineren en 
door hun lage acute toxiciteit voor waterorganismen zijn de POCER waarden tot 6 
maal lager. Verwacht wordt echter dat in transgene herbicide resistente maïs een 
combinatie zal worden toegepast van verschillende herbiciden waardoor het voordelige 
milieueffect van nieuwe herbicideregimes soms gereduceerd of tenietgedaan wordt.  

De onkruidbeheersingstrategie in transgene herbicide resistente maïs laat niet 
toe om een substantiële breuk te maken met het milieubelastende gegeven van 
intensieve landbouw, maar laat wel toe om intensieve landbouw op een veiligere wijze 
te bedrijven. 

 
Om na te gaan of groene biotechnologietoepassingen kunnen bijdragen tot een 
duurzamere gewasproductie, werd voorgesteld om een integrale 
duurzaamheidsevaluatie toe te passen. Voor- en nadelen op economisch, ecologisch 
en socio-ethisch vlak worden dan afgewogen en onderling vergeleken. Een integrale 
duurzaamheidsevaluatie kan een nuttig kader bieden in het breed maatschappelijke 
debat dat aftoetst welke landbouwmethoden maatschappelijk verkiesbaar zijn. 
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